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THESIS ABSTRACT

Euripides’ Danae and Dictys belong to the Danae-myth, treating the earlier and 

subsequent phase of the legend, respectively. As far as the evidence allows, a cautious 

reconstruction of the plot of each play is attempted, based on interrogation of the 

fragmentary material and the testimonia. In this effort, Euripidean scene-construction, 

parallel thematic and structural patterns, parallel rhetoric and general rules of tragic 

practice are also taken into account as evidence for the dramatist’s usage. As regards the 

generic affiliations of each play, the Danae may be paralleled to Euripides’ Alope, 

Melanippe the Wise and Auge, all o f which treated the clash of a royal daughter with her 

paternal oikos, due to the disclosure of her illicit motherhood resulting in most cases 

from her union with a god. The evidence for the Dictys indicates that it was probably 

built upon a central altar-scene (cf. E. Heraclidae, Andromache, Suppliant Women, 

Heracles, Helen) and that it had the features of a nostos-play, following the ‘retum- 

rescue-revenge’ pattern (cf. the first part of the Heracles). The reception of both plays 

and their position in the transmission of Euripides are also explored, on the basis of the 

available evidence.

This is the first commentary on Euripides’ Danae and Dictys; a detailed 

commentary on language, style, themes and values, aiming also to shed light on various 

aspects of Euripidean technique (e.g. his rhetoric, imagery, as well as staging directions, 

where possible). The exploration of issues raised by the fragmentary material seeks to 

complement our knowledge of Euripides’ drama, as derived from surviving plays, 

which represent only a portion of the whole Euripidean oeuvre. Where appropriate, 

textual and philological matters are discussed, as well as questions of authenticity, such 

as a Danae ‘hypothesis’ and ‘prologue’ (the spurious fr. 1132 Kn.) transmitted in 

Euripides’ manuscript P (Vaticanus Palatinus gr. 287, f  147v-148r).
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The Danae and Dictys both belong to the Danae-myth, treating the earlier and subsequent 

phase of the legend, respectively. It is therefore interesting to explore how Euripides treated 

different stages of the same mythical cycle and his dramatic predilections in each play. The 

Danae deals with the maiden’s clash with her paternal oikos and her exposure together with 

her baby-son. The Dictys, on the other hand, provides a change of scenery ffom Argos to 

the island of Seriphos and could be described as a nos/os-play following the pattern of 

‘catastrophe survived’1 (cf. Dictys, Structure). Likewise, other Euripidean treatments of 

successive phases of the same legend, as the pairs Iphigenia in Aulis-Iphigenia in Tauris 

and Melanippe the Wise-Captive Melanippe tend to present parallel features; the mythically 

earlier plays (Iphigenia in Aulis, Melanippe the Wise) treat the maiden’s separation from 

her native family, whereas those inspired by subsequent phases of the myth {Iphigenia in 

Tauris, Captive Melanippe) have the scenery changed to a remote place, dealing with the 

motif of rescue and reunion between kin.

No commentary has ever been written on either play and the relevant bibliography 

is very limited. A considerable amount survives from both tragedies and the outline of the 

plot of the Dictys can now be substantiated by combination of the literary sources with 

recent iconographic evidence from an Apulian volute-crater inspired by a fourth-century 

revival of the play. Apart from the plot structure, a reconstruction of scenes from each play 

is attempted, so far as the evidence from the fragments and the relevant sources allows. In 

building on the fragments, I have also drawn on parallel thematic and structural patterns in 

Euripidean drama and, where relevant, on die work of the other two surviving fifth-century 

tragedians. Where appropriate, textual and philological issues are discussed, as well as 

matters of authenticity, such as the ‘hypothesis’ of the Danae and the spurious fr. 1132 Kn. 

The commentaiy sheds light on various aspects of Euripidean technique (as the agon, cf. 

Danae frr. 8-12, Dictys frr. 4, 5, imagery, cf. Danae frr. 2, 15, also staging directions, 

such as the ‘cancelled entry’ and the imposing opening tableau in the Dictys, cf. Setting), 

themes (the motif of supplication in Dictys T3, T4, T5, the precarious position of women in

1 The term belongs to Burnett (1971).
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Danae frr. 4, 5, 6, the possible self-sacrifice in Danae frr. 13, 14, the Euripidean type of 

the assertive old man in Dictys fr. 3) and values (the different definitions of eugeneia in 

Danae fr. 9 and Dictys fr. 14, the positions for and against wealth in Danae frr. 7-12, the 

consolation in Dictys fr. 2, the perception of eros as god-sent and overmastering passion in 

Dictys frr. 8, 9,18). The exploration of issues raised by the fragmentary material and the 

cautious recoveiy of lost plays, so far as possible, aim to complement our knowledge of 

Euripides’ drama by contributing to an overview and more comprehensive picture of the 

dramatist’s technique, as the extant tragedies represent only a small portion of his oeuvre. A 

detailed study of the two plays may thus be well justified.

The Danae and Dictys and their Place in the Transmission of Euripides

On the basis of the available literary and artistic evidence, the position of the two plays in 

the transmission of Euripides can be explored up to a certain extent. The Apulian vase- 

painting inspired by the Dictys and dated in 370/360 BC {Dictys T3) is suggestive of a 

fourth-century revival of the play in South Italy. Likewise, the possible allusion to the 

Danae in Menander’s Samia {Danae T6) points to a revival of the play by Menander’s 

time. The edition by Aristophanes of Byzantium towards the end of the third century relied 

on the official Athenian copy of the plays belonging to the repertory, as instigated by 

Lycurgus in about 330 BC (cf. Plut Mor. 841F, Galen In Hipp. Epid. 3, Comm. 2.4);3 it is 

estimated to have comprised the surviving 78 out of the 92 plays of Euripides’ production 

(cf. Vita Eur. TrGF V, T 1, IA 28, IB 57f.) arranged alphabetically. The plays not included 

in the edition, and thus missing the opportunity to be cited by later authors, had evidently 

been already lost during the fourth century. The satyr play Theristae, for instance, is 

mentioned as lost in Aristophanes’ hyp. Med. {Dictys T l), as opposed to the Medea, 

Philoctetes and Dictys of the same production, which were preserved to be included in 

Aristophanes’ edition. The theme of Polydectes’ petrification, as depicted in the Cyzicene 

relief of the monument of Apollonis dated in the second century BC {Dictys T7), may have

2 For a detailed study o f Euripidean transmission throughout Antiquity, cf. van Looy (1964) pp. 1 -14.
3 Cf. Wartelle (1971) esp. pp. 107-110,113-115.
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been appealing in Hellenistic times thanks to the Dictys, given Euripides’ popularity in that 

era, particularly the wide reception of Euripidean drama in this collection of Cyzicene 

reliefs, and the fact that no literary treatment of this phase of the myth is attested after the 

fifth century (cf. Dictys, The Myth, p. 128). Further, inscriptional evidence (Danae T2) 

reveals that a copy of the Danae was kept in a school library in Piraeus in about 100 BC. 

Meanwhile, gnomic anthologies of educational character, citing excerpts from Euripides 

and other authors are estimated to have appeared as early as the fourth century BC;4 the 

notorious fr. 7 of the Danae, for instance, is cited in a gnomic anthology from Hellenistic 

Egypt dated in the second century BC.5 Part of the appeal of the play for the schoolroom 

may have been the moralizing about wealth.

The earliest attested commentary on the nine plays of Euripides is that by Didymus 

in the second half of the first century BC/ beginning of the first century AD.6 These plays 

must have been eminently popular and probably part of the school syllabus. Having been 

singled out for commentaries, they were given much greater chance for long-term survival. 

Accordingly, fewer unannotated (non-select) plays than those with commentaries have been
o

preserved in papyri from the second century BC onwards. Nevertheless, the fact that non

select plays continued to be performed at least till the end of the second century AD9 and 

were still obtainable among literary circles10 suggests that the encroachment of the 

‘selection’ was a slow process and its influence was limited to the school syllabus by that 

time. Lucian’s allusion to the context of the situation of Danae fr. 7 (Timon 41) and 

perhaps also of fr. 13 (D. Mar. 12), as well as the possibility that the rescue of mother and 

child by the Nereids might reflect Euripides (cf. note on T5), imply that he could have 

known the play directly. Likewise, the reference to the situation of Dictys fr. 2 by the

4 Cf. Homa (1935) col. 78f., Bams (1950) pp. 134-137.
5 Cf. Zereteli and Kruger (1925) pp. 60-62.
6 There is no safe evidence that Aristarchus had previously written hypomnemata on tragic poetry; cf. Pfeiffer 
(1968) pp. 222-224.
7 So Zuntz(1965)pp. 254-256, van Looy (1964) p. 14 and Easterling (1997) p. 225.
8 Cf. Roberts (1953) p. 270f.
9 Cf. Luc. De Salt. 27 (HF), Plut. Mor. 556A (Ino), 998E (Cresphontes), Tatian Or. ad Gr. 24. 1 (mime from 
one of Euripides’ Alcmeon tragedies).
10 Cf die papyri o f the Oedipus (P. Oxy. 2459, 4th AX).), Phaethon (P. Berol. 9771, 4* A.D.) and Captive 
Melanippe (P. Berol. 5514,4th/ 5* AX).) and several quotations from non-select plays, as Luc. Menipp. 1 (HF 
523f), D.Chr. Or. 52 (paraphrasis of the Philoctetes), which seem to derive from direct access to the plays 
and not from intermediary sources, such as anthologies or mythographical hypotheses. Cf. Zuntz (1965) p. 
254£
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author of the Consolation to Apollonius (perhaps written by Plutarch in his youth or by one 

of his contemporaries11) could suggest his direct knowledge of the play. At the same time, 

the mythographic hypotheses of Euripides’ plays possibly dated in the Imperial period were 

veiy popular, saving the toil, which the study of the classical originals entailed.12 Ps. 

Apollodorus’ account providing the plot of the Dictys (Dictys T5) presents certain features 

suggesting that it may have derived from this collection of narrative hypotheses through the 

use of intermediaiy sources (cf. note ad loc.). Similarly, the Cyzicene epigram (Dictys T7) 

of a much later date (dated in the sixth century at the earliest) seems to be only remotely 

related to the Dictys, perhaps relying on a mythographic manual (cf. note ad loc.).

The establishment of Christianity evidently led to the consolidation of the 

‘selection’, as the parts of pagan tradition standing any chance of long-term survival were 

only those included in the school syllabus. The new book-type of the codex, not allowing

for any additions, and its prevalence over the roll in about the fourth century apparently had
1

the same effect. Moreover, the trend of excerpting literature for educational purposes and 

the compilation of gnomic anthologies presenting passages conveniently arranged by 

subject14 eventually resulted in only indirect access to non-select plays. The latest known 

papyri of plays outside the ‘selection’ are those of the Phaethon, Oedipus and Captive 

Melanippe dated in the fourth/ fifth century. The spurious fr. 1132 Kn. written some time 

between the fourth and seventh century AD points to the appeal of Euripides and of the 

earlier phase of Danae’s myth in later antiquity; nevertheless, if it was an independent 

composition (e.g. a rhetorical exercise imitating a Euripidean opening on Danae’s legend), 

rather than a specially composed supplement for the lost beginning of the Danae in an 

alphabetic collection of Euripides’ plays (the latter is what West assumed 15), it would not 

tell us much about the survival of the play by that time (for this issue, cf. Appendix, 

Diagnosis of Spuriousness). The majuscule manuscripts of the ‘select’ plays, presumably 

written in about the sixth or seventh century, were transcribed into minuscule possibly in 

about the tenth century.16 A copy of the nine ‘alphabetic’, non-select plays evidently

11 Cf. Defradas, Hani and Klaerr (1985) pp. 4-12.
12 Cf Zuntz (1955) pp. 139-142,146.
13 Cf. Zuntz (1965) p. 256.
14 Cf. Morgan (1998) pp. 120-151, Cribiore (2001b) p. 248f., Bams (1950) pp. 135-137.
15 Cf. West (1981) p. 78, n. 49.
16 Cf. Zuntz (1965) p. 261 f.
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originating in an ancient manuscript in majuscule seems to have been possessed by 

Eustathius. His twelfth-century copy was discovered by Triclinius, who corrected and 

annotated the text, thus providing the model for L and, consequently, for P.17

Exploring the Evidence: The Sources and ‘Reconstruction’

The evidence for lost plays is direct, namely the fragments of each play distinguished to 

papyrus and book-fiagments, and indirect, consisting of the testimonia for the plays, either
to

textual or artistic. The lack of papyri for the text of the Danae and Dictys (the only 

fiagment on papyrus is Danae fr. 7, which is, however, an excerpt from a gnomic 

anthology and not from a papyrus of the play), which, in the case of the Danae in 

particular, may be a matter of coincidence rather than an indication of lesser popularity (cf. 

Danae, Reception), leaves fiagments cited by later authors as the sole direct source. In the 

latter case, it should be taken into account that the nature of the selected passage and the 

manner, in which the text is cited, primarily depends on the author’s reasons for quoting 

it.19 Most of the material comes from Stobaeus’ fifih-century compilation (Danae frr. 1-15, 

except for fr. 10a, Dictys frr. 3-10, 12-18), which draws on earlier anthologies. The 

generalising character of gnomic excerpts entails problems of locating the fragments within 

the play. Preservation in gnomic anthologies also has implications for the state of the text,

partly due to the compilers’ trend to render the quotations self-contained (cf. note on Danae
0(\fr. 4.1). Plutarch, whose work of youth could have been the source for Dictys fr. 2, tends 

to quote anonymously, though by mentioning the speaker, the addressee and briefly the 

situation, he generally makes the identification of the play possible, often providing hints at

the location of the fragment within the play.21 Philodemus (the sole source for Dictys fr. 1),
00on the other hand, quotes anonymously, usually with no reference to the context, making

17 Cf. Zuntz (1965) p. 185.
18 For a thorough survey of the various sources for Euripidean fiagments, c f van Looy (1964) pp. 14-57.
19 For the difficulties in treating fragmentary material surviving thanks to quotation, cf. Dionisotd (1997) p. 
If.
20 Cf West (1973) p. 18.
21 Cf. Plutarch’s similar citations of Cresphontes fr. 456 Kn., Hypsipyle fr. 754 Kn., Phaethon fr. 778. Kn. and 
van Looy (1964) p. 27 and n. 3.
22 Cf. van Looy (1964) p. 24 and n. 4 with examples.
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it difficult to identify the citation confidently in the case of fragments, for which he is the 

only source. The ancient scholia are often a helpful source, particularly when a fragment is 

cited as a parallel to the commented passage, which, in certain cases, may give scope for 

exploring its context (cf. Dictys fr. 11). The least helpful sources for locating a fragment 

within an individual play are evidently lexicographical citations (cf. Danae fr. 16, Dictys 

fr. 19), preserving words completely isolated from their context.

The indirect evidence needs also to be assessed in terms of its reliability and 

degree of access to the play (namely direct or indirect, through intermediaiy sources). The 

reliability of inscriptional evidence, for instance, cannot be disputed (cf. the catalogues of 

Euripidean plays in Danae T2 and T3= Dictys T2), though it is more informative on 

questions of transmission than on matters of form and content. The Dictys is safely dated 

thanks to the hyp. Med. by Aristophanes of Byzantium (Dictys T l). The pieces of evidence 

in certain cases complement each other; the accounts of Theon (Dictys T4) and the 

Bibliotheca (Dictys T5) referring to the supplication-scene could not be confidently 

regarded as reproducing the plot of the Dictys, without the further aid of the Apulian vase- 

painting inspired by the play {Dictys T3), which depicts this altar-scene. On the other hand, 

there are sources, whose reliability should be questioned; the validity, for instance, of what 

purports to be the ‘hypothesis’ of the Danae {Danae T5) could be contested for a number 

of reasons in combination (cf. note ad loc.). Further, testimonies depending on the arbitrary 

and oversimplifying interpretation of sources or on anecdotological material, as those of 

Pollux {Danae T l) and Satyrus {Danae fr. 10a) respectively, need to be treated with much 

caution. In addition, John Malalas’ accounts of tragic plots (cf. Danae T4) are not 

particularly helpful, in view of his evidently indirect knowledge of non-select plays and his 

habit of fusing material from different sources. One should also distinguish between cases 

of reception inspired directly by Euripides (cf. Menander in Danae T6) and cases where 

intermediary sources seem to have been used (cf. the Cyzicene epigram in Dictys T7).

The lack of papyrus-fragments and of a detailed hypothesis for each play limits the 

scope for a full recovery of the plot. My purpose therefore is, first, to assign the fragments 

to the dramatic characters based on the evidence of the testimonia and on interrogation of

23 So Antigone fr. 159 Kn., Archelaus fr. 241 Kn., Bellerophon fr. 305 Kn., Cresphontes frr. 452, 455 Kn., 
Oedipus fr. 541 Kn.
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the fragments in terms of theme, gender of speaker and interlocutor, where possible, as well 

as the speaker’s emotional state, rhetoric and ethical stance. Subsequently, I attempt to 

locate the fragments in scenes on the basis of evidence for the broad plot of the play, 

particular hints of the fragments at the dramatic situation, parallels from Euripidean scene- 

construction and tragic conventions. The numbering of the fragments follows their 

proposed location in scenes, while those, whose position cannot be fixed with much 

probability, are placed at the end as ‘fragmenta sedis magis incertae’.
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EURIPIDES’ DANAE

1. The Myth in Literature and Art

Before studying Euripides’ treatment of the earlier phase of Danae’s legend, it is important 

to examine the sources prior and subsequent to his play, in order, firstly, to establish the 

mythical framework of his production and, secondly, to explore the popularity and versions 

of the myth at different periods of time. (The possible cases of reception of his Danae are 

explored in the relevant chapter and in the notes on the testimonia for the play).

Danae was daughter of Acrisius, son of Abas 24 and king of Argos, and of his wife 

Eurydice, daughter of Lacedaemon. Danae’s beauty is described in the epics with the 

conventional epithets KaXXiatpvpog (77. 14. 319, cf. schol. Eust. ad loc., Hes. Catalogue o f  

Women fr. 129.14 M.-W.) and ijvtco/iog (Aspis 216)26

The earliest full account of Danae’s adventures occurs in Pherecydes (fr. 10 Fowler/ 

FGrH 3 F10) and has survived in summarized form in the ancient scholia on Apollonius 

of Rhodes (4.1091 Wendel): the genealogist narrates how Acrisius imprisoned his daughter 

in an underground bronze chamber together with her nurse, on the basis of an oracle saying 

that he would be killed by the son bom from Danae. Zeus, however, managed to 

impregnate Danae by transforming himself into a shower of gold and the offspring of this 

union was hidden from his grandfather. When Acrisius found out about Perseus 

accidentally by hearing the child's shouts, he killed the nurse and, taking Danae to the altar 

of Zeus Herkeios, demanded to know who the child’s father was. When Danae answered 

that it was Zeus, Acrisius did not believe her and enclosed both mother and son in a chest, 

which he cast adrift. The chest reached Seriphos, where it was fished up by a fisherman

24 Hes. fir. 129, 135 M.-W., E. Archel. fr. 228b.5ff. Kn., schol. E. Hec. 886b (Schwartz), Pans. 2. 16. 2, 
[Apollod.] 2 .1 .
25 Hes. fr. 129 M.-W., Pherecyd. fr. 10 Fowler/FGrH3 FI0, schol. T ad//. 14.319 (Erbse), [Apollod.] 2.2.1. 
Tzetzes in his scholium on Lyc. 838 (Scheer) presents Eurydice as daughter of Eurotas, while Hyginus (fab. 
63) oddly calls Danae’s mother Aganippe (cf. Dictys, The Myth, p. 128).
26 For Danae's beauty, cf. also Pi. N. 10. 10ff., Sann. Danae fr. 10 K.-A., A.P. 5. 257, Theophyl. Ep. 81, schol. 
Eust. 11. 14. 315-27 (van der Valk), schol. rec. P i P. 12. 9fF. (Abel). Danae is presented as a traditional model 
of beauty in Greg. Naz. Carm. Mor. 2 9 .139ffi
27 Pherecydes’ Genealogy is estimated to have circulated some time between 508 and 476 BC; cf. Jacoby 
(1947) p. 33.
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named Dictys, son of Peristhenes, who took Danae and Perseus under his protection, 

treating diem as his own family. The text of the scholiast runs as follows:

OspextiSp^ ev xp ff icrxopei, ox; ’Axpiaioq yapet EbpoSixpv xpv AaxeSalpovo^- xtov 
8e yivexai Aavap. 28 xpmpev© Se abx© icepi apoevoq jiaiSdq eyppcrev o 0eoq ev noGoi,
6xi auxqj pev obx ecrxai jcatg apapv, ex Se xpg Goyaxpoc;, 7tpo<; 0 6  abxdv Set awoXeaGai. 
o Se avax©pf|CTa<; eiq "Apyoq OaXapov noiei xaXKo-uv ev xp a\>A.p xf[q oixlaq xaxa  
yffe, evGa xfjv Aavapv eiaayei pexa xfjq xpotpoo, ev © abxpv eqwXaaoev, onoc, e£ 5 
ai)xp<; jcatg pf| yevpxai. epatrGeu; Se Zeix; xrjg jcaiSoq , ex xoo opotpoo XPV°<P 
xapaicXf|oio<; p e t , f| Se ujcoSexexai x© xoA.7c© • x a i extppvaq abxdv o Zeix; xp 
icaiSi piyvuxai. xov Se yivexai nepaeix; , x a i exxpecpei aoxdv p Aavap x a i p 
xpotpoc; xpbjcxoooai ’Axpiaiov . oxe Se nepaeix; xpiexr^ Kai xexpaexpq eyevexo, 
pxovaev abxob xpc; tpovpq Jtai^ovxoq, Kai Sia x©v Geparcovxov pexaxaXeaapevoq 10 
xpv Aavapv <rbv xp xpotp©, xpv pev avaipet, Aavapv Se xaxatpepei obv x© rcaiSi etrt 
xov {i)7co xo} 'Epxeloo Aioq fkopov. povoq Se abxpv ep©x$ rcoOev eip abxp yeyovdx; 
o jcaiq- p Se e<pp, ex Aicx;. 6 Se ob JteiGexai, aX X  eiq Xapvaxa eppipa^ei abxpv pexa 
xob icaiSoq, x a i xXeioaq xaxaicovxoT. x a i <pep6 pevoi acpixvobvxai etc; lepupov xpv 
vpaov. xa i abxob^ e^eXxei Alxxoq o riepiaGevotx;, Sixxixo aXieixov. etxa p Aavap 15 
avot^ai ixexebei xpv Xapvaxa, o Se avoi^aq, x a i pa6©v oixiveq eioiv, ayei eit; xov 
otxov xa i xpecpei ©q av auyyevetg abxob ovxaq. fjaav yap o Atxxtx; x a i o 
IloXuSexxpq ’AvSpoGopq xpq Kaaxopoq x a i nepiaGevoax; xob Aapaoxopoq, xob 
NavjcXiou, xob noaei5©vo<; x a i ’Apopcbvpq.29

1 P' Matthiae: ev T iff L || 3 Set axoXeoGai F: axoXeiaGai Keil: aicoXeoGai L: axoXeeoGai Jacoby || 5 ev 
© ai)xf|v ecpbXaooev L: qn)Xaao©v abxpv P || 9 xai xexpaexpq L: p xa i xexpaexpq P || 11 Aavapv Se 
xaxacpepei L P H F: Aavap Se xaxacpevyei Fraenkel || 12 i)7io xo del. Sturz || 17 abxoo Janko: avxob codd.

The oracle leading Acrisius to imprison Danae in a bronze chamber,30 Zeus’ transformation 

into a shower of gold 31 and the seclusion of Danae and Perseus in the chest32 occur in

28 The scholiast seems to have maintained Pherecydes’ phrasing in this sentence and below (1. 8: x&v 8e 
yivexai nepaeu^), to judge by the same phrasing in the actual quotations from Pherecydes’ text in frr. 8, 21, 
66,101 Fowler.
29 Dictys treats Danae and Perseus as his own family, since he is also a descendant o f Danaus, according to 
this genealogy attested only by Pherecydes; cf. the note by Jacoby (1923-1958) ad loc.
30 For the oracle, cf. schol. Luc. Gall. 13 (Rabe), Hyg.fab. 63, D-scholium 11. 14. 319 (van Thiel), Myth. Vat.
I. 154, 2. 133, schol. Tz. Lyc. 838 (Scheer). Danae’s bronze underground chamber is described in Paus. 2. 
23.7; cf. Frazer’s note (1898) ad loc. For Danae’s prison, cf. also S. Ant. 944ff. and schol. ad loc. 
(Papageorgius), Jebb (19003a) p. 169f. and Griffith (1999) pp. 283f., 288f., E. Archel. fr. 228b.7 Kn. and 
Harder (1985) ad loc., A.P. 5.64,217, D. Chr. Or. 77/ 7831, Prop. 2 .3139 , Hor. Carm. 3 .16 .1 , Paus. 10.5.
II, Luc. Men. 2, Salt. 44, Ael. N.A. 12. 21, schol. in Luc. Gall. 13 (Rabe), Lib. Or. 34. 29, Lib. Prog. 2. 41, 
Nonn. D. 47. 543ff., D-scholium 11. 14. 319 (van Thiel), Myth. Vat. 1. 154, 2. 133. For slight variations 
evidently originating in lata- versions, c f Lucian {Tim. 13) referring to a bronze or iron chamber; the latter is 
also moitioned in Prop. 2. 20.9ff. and schol. Tz. Lyc. 838 (Scheer), while Hyginus refers to a prison made o f 
stone {fab. 63). Certain Latin sources refer to Danae’s imprisonment in a tower rather than a chamber: cf. Ov. 
AA 3. 415f., Am. 2. 1927f., 3. 4.21£, 3. 8.29, Hor. Carm. 3. 16.1, Myth. Vat. 1. 154, 2. 133. The later 
scholium of Thomas Magister on [A.] Pr. 903 (Smyth) mentions Danae's imprisonment in a bronze tower by
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most accounts of the legend. Nevertheless, Pherecydes' narrative provides interesting 

details, which are not found in later accounts, such as the figure of Danae’s nurse, who also 

appears in several early fifth-century vase-paintings (cf. LIMC s.v. ‘Akrisios’ figg. 2, 6, 

perhaps also fig. 1, LIMC s.v. ‘Danae’ fig. 45). The nurse is a stock character in Euripides 

(especially in plays involving female intrigue, as the Hippolytus, Stheneboea and those 

sharing the tale-pattem of the Danae, cf. Structure), though her role in his Danae can only 

be inferred on grounds of probability (cf. Dramatis Personae).33 Moreover, the 

connotations of the incident at the altar of Zeus Herkeios are significant, as this particular 

cult protected blood ties and the integrity of the family, defining the framework within 

which the head of the oikos exercised his authority (cf. note on fr. 4.4).34 Zeus Herkeios 

was also a guardian of oaths35 and his cult was popular in Argos 36 among other Greek 

cities, going back to Homer (Od. 22. 335). Acrisius thus binds Danae to reveal the truth by 

appealing to their kinship and his own power over his daughter, at the altar of a god 

honoured by Argive families. An eloquent parallel is provided in Herodotus 6. 68, where 

Demaratus adjures his mother at the altar of the same god to reveal to him who his father

A reference to Perseus’ divine origin occurs as early as Homer, in a scene where 

Zeus enumerates his love affairs with mortal women referring to Danae's beauty and to

Acrisius on the basis of an oracle saying that his grandson would dethrone him, which seems to vaguely occur
also in fr. 1132 Kn. (cf. Appendix, The Sources).
31 For Zeus’ transformation, cf. PL P. 12. 17 and schol. ad loc. (Drachmann), A. Pers. 79f. and schol. ad loc. 
(Dahnhardt), S. Ant. 950, E. Archel. fr. 228.9f. Kn., TrGF II fr. adesp. 619 Kn.-Sn., Isoc. x 59, Lyc. 838 and 
Fusillo, Hurst and Paduano (1991) ad loc., A.P. 5. 64, 9. 48, 12. 20, schol. Pi. 1. 7. 5 (Drachmann) and cf. 
Bresson (1980) p. 125f., [Erat.] Cat. 22, D. Chr. Or. 77/ 7831, Luc. J.Tr. 2.7, Ach. Tat. 2. 37.2, Ov. Met. 4. 
61 Of, 697f., 11. 116f\,Am. 3. 1233f., Lucan. 9. 659ff., Stat. Silv. 1. 2.134-6, Hyg.fab. 63, Justin. Dial, cum 
Tryph. 67. 2, Lib. Prog. 2. 41, Nonn. D. 7. 120, 8. 290ff., 25. 113ff., 47. 516ff., 543ff, schol. Stat. Theb. 6. 
286f (Sweeney), schol. rec. [A.] Pr. 903 (Smyth). For Danae’s union with Zeus, cf. also Hecat. fr. 21 Fowler/ 
FGrH 1 F21, Luc. Dial. D. 4 .2 , Nonn. D. 7 .355 ,16 .239 ,46 .30 , schol. rec. Ar. Nu. 1081 (Koster).
32 Cf Simonides PMG fr. 543, A it. 4.1091, Hyg./a£. 63, Luc. D.Mar. 12 .1 ,14 . 1, Ach. Tat. 2. 36. 4, 37.4, 
Lib. Prog. 2 .41, Nonn. D. 10.113, D-scholium 11.14.319 (van Thiel).
33 For die role o f the nurse in pre-tragic myths, c f for instance, the figure o f Orestes’ nurse in A. Ch. 731 -782, 
who is anticipated, though in a different name, in Pherecydes (fr. 134 Fowler) and Pindar (P. 11.18, cf. schol. 
vet. ad loc.).
34 Priam’s murder at the altar of Zeus Herkeios, for instance, alludes to the devastation of his household (E. 
Tr. 17).
35 Cf Nenci(1998) p. 234.
36 Paus. 8 .46 .2 . Cf. also Nilsson (19673)Ip . 125 and Famell (1896-1909) I p.54.
371 owe this parallel to Mr A. Griffiths.
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Perseus, ‘most glorious among men’ (II. 14. 319-20):38 oo8' oxe icep Aavarjc; KaXXiacpupou 

’AKpiaiwvTji;,/ fj T£K£ nepafja 7tavx©v apiSfiiKExov avSpov. A brief account of his birth is 

given in Hes. fr. 135.2-5 M.-W.:

 ] "Afkxq- o 8' dp1 ’AKpioiov xe[ice0’ mov.
 nEjpof^x, x6v eh; aAa Aa[pvaia
 d]V£X£lX,£ All XP'UtTElJ

 ].T| n £p of|a  tpiXov x[

Danae’s name is not mentioned anywhere in the surviving part of the papyrus, but it should 

have occurred in this genealogy in its undamaged form. Though the context cannot be 

restored with confidence, if West’s attractive conjecture is taken into account (h 8' exekev 

lie] pofja, xov eiq aka ka [pvaia koiAt]/ expA/nOeicr' a] veteiAe Au xpooei [ov avcxKxa, LSJ9 

s.v. avaxEAA©: ‘to give birth’), it looks as if Danae gives birth to Perseus in the floating
in

chest in Hesiod’s version, which suggests a variation of the myth.

Danae’s lament in the chest is the subject of a sensitive fragmentary poem by 

Simonides (PMG fr. 543):

oxe AapvcxKi
ev 8ai8aXeai
dvepoq xe wvecdv
Kivr|0eiCTd xe Alpva Seipaxi
epeinev, ouk aSiavxotai Tiapeiau; 5
aptpi xe Ilepoei p&AAe tpiAav %epa
etit£v x’- © xekô  otov ex© kovov
cv 8' a©xeu;, yaAaOrivoi
8' flOet kvooxktek;
ev axepicei 8o\)paxi xaAKeoydpqxoi 10
<x©i> 8e vuKXiAaiiJtei,

3 xe |iT|v P M: x’ epri V S: xe piv Schneidewin: xe pep-nve Page || 4 xe Brunck: 8e codd. | Seipaxi V P : 
Seipa M || 5 epeutev M V: epucev P | owe Thiersch : ovx’ codd. || 7 xeKoq Ath.: xeKvov Dion. || 8 oh 8' Ath.: 
oh8' Dion. || 8-9 aoxaiq eyaAaOTivcoSei 0ei P V: ahxau; aYaAa0T|v©8ei+c iv litt spat. vac. M: ccoxe eiq 
yaAaOriv© 8’ fjxopi Ath.: emend. Casaubon (ctroxeiq), Bergk (f|0ei) || 9 Kvo©ooeiq PV: Kvcbooetq M, Ath. || 
10 Sohpaxi Dion. cod. Guelf.: Sohvaxi P M: Sohvavxi V || 11 <xdn> suppl. Page | voKxiXapwei Ursinus : 
vuKxi XapTcei codd.

38 For Perseus’ divine origin, cf. also Hdt 6. 53, 7.61, Isoc. xi 37, D.S. 4 .9 2 ,  schol. vet. and Olymp. PI. Ale.I 
120E (Westerink), Hyg.yot6.155, Clem. Rom. Horn. 5. 17.4, Eus. Praep. 2. 2.17, schol. Arat. 249 (Martin), 
Myth.Vat 1.201,2. Suppl. 273.
39Cf. Gantz(1993) p. 300.
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KDccvecoi Svocpcoi xaGeiq* 
axvav 8’ brcepGe xeav Kopav 
fkxGetav icapiovxo^
K\)p.axo<; o\)K aXeyeu;, o\)8’ avepoo 15
tpGoyyov, mopcp'opeai
K eipevo^ ev %X,avl8i, npoacojtov KaXov.
el 8e xoi 8ewov xo ye Seivov fjv,
Kai Kev epcov pripaxcov
Xercxdv vjceixeq o'Baq. 20
KeXopai 8’, e\)5e ppetpoq, 
e\)8ex«) 8e jcovxoq, el)8excL) 8' apexpov KaKov 
pexa0oa)A,la 8e xu; <paveir|,
Zeo naxep, &k aeo-
oxxi 8e GapaaXeov £7to<; ei3%opai 25
fj voacpi SiKaq, 
obyyvcoGi poi

12 xaOelq Schneidewin: xa8’ eiq codd. || 13 axvav Page: aoXeav vel a iA alav  codd. || 18 fjv Sylburg: fp P: 
fj M: f[ V j| 20 Aewxov Stephanus: Xenxcav codd. || 23 pexaPooA.la: pai (3oaAla P: paix PoiAtoo M: 
paxaioPooXla V || 25 oxxi 8e Mehlhom: oxi 8fj codd. || 26 i) voo<pi 8l<aq Victorius: rivocpi Si.Ka<; P: fjv 
otpeiSiaq M V: Kvoqu 8uca<; cod. Guelf.

The decorated chest, in which mother and son are imprisoned, is subject to the wild forces 

of nature (cf. the imagery of the transformations of aether in fr. 15 and for its connotations, 

cf. introductory note ad loc.); the description of the physical environment serves as a 

reflection of Danae’s emotions.40 The bronze bolts of the chest allude to the firm 

confinement of mother and son,41 also recalling the bronze chamber, that is, Danae’s 

previous prison, and pointing to the possible roots of the legend in the Bronze Age (cf. also 

Dictys, The Myth, p. 124).42 Danae’s tender address to baby Perseus, who is completely cut 

off from die situation, makes her isolation even more poignant. Her speech culminates at a 

passionate -though respectful and submissive- plea to Zeus to change their fate for the 

better (cf. her protest in A. Dictyulci fr. 47a 783f. R.43). An Attic red-figure lekythos of ca. 

460 BC (LIMC s.v. T)anae’ fig. 53) depicting Danae and Perseus in the floating chest with 

the sea-birds flying above them seems to be reminiscent of Simonides’ poem.44

40 Cf. Hutchinson (2001) p. 306f.
41 op. cit. p. 314.
42 For the possibly Mycenean origin of the bronze chamber, cf. Janko’s note (1992) on 11.14.319 and Helbig 
(1887) p. 439f.
43 Cf. Hutchinson (2001) p. 3 19f.
44 Cf. Woodward (1937) p. 66.
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The later account of Ps.-Apollodorus’ Bibliotheca (2. 4.1) 45 mainly agrees with 

Pherecydes and runs as follows:

’A ic p im ©  8 e  ic e p i  r c a i8 © v  y ev E a ec o q  a p p e v c o v  x p r ja T t ip ia ^ o p e v q )  o  G eoq etprj 

y e v e a S a i  r c a tS a  e k  xrjq f t o y a x p o q  , o q  a w o v  c u c o k x ev ei. 8 £ l a a q  8 e  o  

’A K p ia to q  to 'Oto  , ujco y f |v  0dX .a jj.ov  K a x a a K e u a a a q  x &A-k e o v  X1HV A a v d r jv  

EtppovpE i. x a o x t j v  |i e v , © q  e v io i  X E y o u o iv ,  Ecp0£ipE n p o i x o q ,  6 0 ev  a v x o t q  K a i  

f | a x a a i q  £ K iv f |0 iy  © q 8 e  e v io i  tp a a t ,  Z E v q  jiex a jio fx p co G e iq  e iq  x p w * d v  K a i  8 i a  5

xfiq  opocpfjq £ iq  x o b q  A a v a r iq  E iapO E iq  K o X ito u q  a u v f iX .0 £ v . a ia O o j iE v o q  8 e 
’A K p ia io q  u a x E p o v  e^ a u x f iq  y £ y £ v v r |p £ v o v  I lE p o E a  p fj  j c ia x E u a a q  \)7to  

A io q  E (p 0 a p 0 a i, x f jv  0 u y a x £ p a  jXExa x o v  J ta iS o q  Eiq X ,a p v a K a  P a X © v  ep p iij/E v  

Eiq O a X a a o a v  . 7cpo<T£VEX0Eiariq 8 e  x f |q  X .d p v a K o q  ZEpitpco A iK x o q  a p a q  
a v £ 0 p £ \ |/£  x o u x o v .  10

2 aicoKxevei E: dicoKxeiviii A, Zenobius 18e o E, Zenobius: ovv A || 10 dveGpeye E, prob. Wagner 
et Scarpi: dvexpe<pe A, Zenobius, prob. Frazer

This account follows the outline of Pherecydes’ narrative, while omitting certain details 

mentioned by the genealogist, such as the figure of the nurse and the incident at the altar of 

Zeus Herkeios, as they are obviously not essential for the sequence of the story 46 The sole 

additional element in the present account is the rationalistic variant of Danae’s seduction by 

her uncle Proetus; considering that accession to the throne in Heroic Greece was often the 

outcome of marriage to a king’s daughter,47 Danae’s rape by her uncle could be explained 

by an endogamic logic assuring that the power would remain in the hands of a single 

dynastic group.48 The D-scholium on II 14. 319 (van Thiel), a part of which presents 

striking resemblance to the narrative of the Bibliotheca, attributes this variant to Pindar, 

among other authors: abxtj Se, ©q (prjai nivSapoq Kai EXEpoi xivEq, Ecp0dpr| vno xou 

xcaxpaSEX.cpo'O auxfiq npolxoo, o0ev a\)xoiq Kai fj axacnq £Kivfj0Tj.49 However, the papyrus-

45 This narrative is followed by Zenobius in Cent. 1.41.
46 Cf. van der Valk (1958) p.l 18.
47 Cf. Finkelberg (1991) pp. 303ff.
48 Cf. Scarpi (19973) p. 495. An eloquent parallel can be found in [Apollod.] 1. 9. 8 and 11, where Cretheus 
marries his brother’s daughter, Tyro, whom he has raised in his own house. Likewise, die daughter of Pheres 
(who was one of their sons) marries her paternal uncle. Vemant (1980, p. 59f.) aptly noted in this motif the 
mythical roots of the epiclerate legislated by Solon to ensure the survival of the oikos; for this law, cf note on 
Danae fr. 4. 2. For Proetus, cf. Ovid Met. 5. 2361F, mentioning that he was petrified by Perseus as revenge 
for seizing Acrisius’ citadel. Hyginus (fab. 244) refers to Perseus' murder by Megapenthes, son of Proetus, to 
avenge his father1 s death.
49 There are a number o f cases where the mythographical D-Scholia and the Bibliotheca present strong 
similarities; cf. Wagner (19262) p. xxxiv f. and van der Valk (1963) pp. 305 ft. It seems likely that the source 
of the D-Scholium, the ‘Mythographus Homericus’, followed Ps.-Apollodorus, but must have also consulted
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text of the Pindaric dithyramb (fr. 70d. 13ff. M. =Pi. Dith. Oxy. 4. 13ff.), which was 

tentatively supposed to have provided this piece of information,50 seems likelier to refer to 

Danae’s forced cohabitation with Polydectes and his petrification (cf. Dictys, The Myth, p. 

125). Nonetheless, the scholiast’s testimony that there was such a treatment of the legend 

by Pindar confirms the poet’s inclination towards the modification and adjustment of well- 

known myths to his poetic purposes.51

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that Acrisius left Argos and 

fled to Larissa, in the land of Pelasgoi, to avoid being killed by his grandson. Perseus, 

however, participated in athletic games at Larissa throwing the discus, which accidentally 

struck his grandfather’s foot and killed him.52 This story probably provided the background 

for Sophocles’ Larissaioi. Ashamed of claiming his grandfather's throne in Argos, Perseus 

exchanged it for Tiryns, leaving the kingship of Argos to Proetus' son, Megapenthes, and 

founded Mycenae (for the foundation of Mycenae, cf. Dictys, The Myth, pp. 124-126).

The exposure (sometimes on the basis of an omen) and miraculous survival of the 

hero (often a god’s son) as a baby and his eventual restoration to his proper status belong to 

a common mythical pattern; cf. the well-known tales of Oedipus, Ion, Telephus (E. Auge, 

Telephus fr. 696 Kn.53), Alexandras (E. Alexandros, possibly also S. Alexandras54), Jason 

(Pi. P. 4. 108-116, schol. Lyc. 1180 Scheer), Cyrus (Hdt. 1. 108-117), Hippothoon (E. 

Alope 55), Amphion and Zethus (E. Antiope 56), Neleus and Pelias (S. Tyro A and B),
57Aeolus and Boeotus (E. Melanippe the Wise and Captive Melanippe ), Erichthonius (E. 

Ion 20-26, 268-274, 1427-1429, Yiyg.fab. 166, [Apollod.] 3. 14.6), Romulus and Remus

other sources, as emerges from the attribution of the variant to Pindar, as well as the reference to the version, 
according to which Perseus was raised by Polydectes; cf. Dictys, The Myth, p. 129.
50 Cf. Maehler’s edition (1989) ad loc.
51 Cf. for instance, his modification o f the story of Pelops in O. 1. 27, in order to avoid irreverence towards 
the gods, and other cases where he adjusts his material to the tastes of his patrons; for more detail, cf. Bowra 
(1964) pp. 285 ff.
52 Cf Pherecyd. fr.12 Fowler/ FGrH 3 F12. Ps.-Apollodorus (2. 4. 4) followed by Tzetzes (schol. Lyc. 838) 
mentions that the games at Larissa were held in honour of Teutamides’ father. On Acrisius’ death, cf. also 
schol. E. Or. 965 (Schwartz), Paus. 2. 23. 7, 2. 25. 7, Clem. Alex. Protr. 3. 45.1, Hyg.fab. 273, schol. Stat. 
Theb. 1. 255 (Sweeney).
53 For more sources, cf. Jouan and van Looy (1998) pp. 309-312.
54 For the myth, cf. Collard, Cropp and Gibert (2004) p. 43f., Jouan and van Looy (1998) pp. 39-42.
55 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (1998) pp. 137-139, Karamanou (2003) pp. 25-37.
56 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (1998) pp. 213-220, Collard, Cropp and Gibert (2004) pp. 260-262.
57 Cf. van Looy (1964) pp. 185-200,244-253, Collard, Cropp and Lee (1995) pp. 240-245.
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(Livy 1. 3.10ff., D.H. 1. 76-79.10, Plut. Rom. 3-7).58 Holley associated the seclusion and 

ordeal in the floating chest with rites of consecration of the young hero and his mother;59 

their miraculous rescue seems to demonstrate the child’s divine election and predestination, 

as well as his mother’s innocence.60 For Euripides’ treatments of the clash of the hero’s 

mother with her paternal oikos owing to the disclosure of her illicit motherhood {Danae, 

Melanippe the Wise, Alope andAuge), cf. Structure.

The earlier stage of Danae’s adventures inspired several dramatic treatments (for 

Aeschylus’ tetralogy covering the phase from their rescue by Dictys onwards, cf. Dictys, 

The Myth, p. 126). Danae's persecution by her father was treated by Sophocles in his 

Acrisius and Danae, which have often been regarded as two titles for the same play.61 

Nevertheless, typical cases of plays with double titles are those, in which one title of the 

play bears the name of the hero and the other the name of the chorus. Moreover, not even 

one citation provides the titles Acrisius and Danae together. The possibility that the second 

title occurred due to careless citation is quite unlikely, since, as Pearson admitted, the error 

would have been unusually persistent63 (sixteen fragments ascribed to the Acrisius and six 

to the Danae, of which Danae fr. 165 R. is cited by the ancient scholiast).

The most informative fragments of the Acrisius do not contain any reference to 

Perseus' birth; the word apmpara (fr. 75 R.), which is often used by Sophocles to denote 

‘begetting children’ (cf. O T1485, 1497), may, in my view, either imply Danae’s pregnancy 

or be part of the oracle given to the king. The terms for wal 1-construction (fr. 68 R.: aicxixT|<; 

AAGcx; 64) and wal 1-decoration (fr. 69 R.: papieix; dXoip6<;) have been taken to refer to 

Danae’s imprisonment in the chamber.651 believe that such a possibility is strengthened by 

the fact that the epithet papwvq derives from Marion, a town of Cyprus famous for its

58 Cf. Huys (1995) pp. 377-394 for more exposed-hero tales and passim for the treatment of this motif in 
Euripides. For the exposed-hero motif, cf. also Lewis (1980) passim, Binder (1975) coll. 1048-1065 and 
Thompson’s inventory (1955-19582) Vol. 5, S 312,313,322,351,352,371. For further relevant bibliography, 
cf. Trenkner (1958) p. 36, n. 3.
59 Cf. Holley (1949) pp. 39-46.
60 Cf. Glotz (1904) pp. 16-26, 55-58 and Delcourt (1944) pp. 9-14, 22, 36-46 arguing for primitive ordeals, 
such as legitimacy-tests, as the substratum of the exposed hero-tales. Cf. also Huys (1995) pp. 19-22,38f.
61 For an exposition ofthese views, cf. Lloyd-Jones (1996) p. 29.
62 For the Sophoclean plays attested with double titles, cf. Radt (1982) pp. 188-190, expressing serious 
reservation for any other case.
63 Cf. Pearson (1917) I p. 38 and Sutton (1984) p. 3.
64 This was a type of limestone originating either in the Acte of Peloponnese or in the Attic Acte. Cf. also 
Syll2 537. 17.
65 Cf. Jucker (1970) p. 48 and n. 12.
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copper that was widely exported to Greece.66 Furthermore, the similarity of aXoifiog to 

jtexaXoomg in terms of technique (i.e. wall-covering with gold-leaf) according to
67lexicographers, points to a method of metallic wall-plating, which associated with the 

epithet papievg may well imply, I suggest, that the walls were covered with plates of 

bronze. This piece of information seems to be congruent with the image of Danae’s 

bronze chamber, as attested by the relevant sources. Accordingly, the specific references to 

the manner in which the chamber was presumably constructed could imply that Danae’s 

seclusion in the chamber was part of the play, thus favouring Sutton’s suggestion that the 

Acrisius may have treated the earlier phase of the myth.69 Sophocles’ interest in the earlier 

part of Danae’s legend emerges from Ant. 944-954 (exXa xai Aavaaq obpaviov cp©<;/ 

aXXal;ai Sepaq ev xaXico8exot<; abXaiq/ Kpojcxop.eva 8' ev x\)ppf)p£i 0aA.ap.cp Kaxe£ebx0Ti7 
xaixoi <xai> yeveijc xlpux;, © nat, jcai,/ Kai Zt|vcx; xapaebeaice yova<; xp'oaopuxoxx;./ aXX’ a 
poipi8ia xu; Sbvaou; Seiva/ oux* av viv oXfkx; obx' "Aprj ,̂/ ob jcbpyoq, obx ccA1kxx)7coi/ 
xeXaivai vaeg extpbyotev). Acrisius’ fear for the fulfillment of the oracle is prominent in 

several fragments (fr. 61 R.: Poq: xiq, ©• ccKobex'; fj paxTiv bX©;/ oc7tavxa yap xot x© 

cpopoupevcp \|ro<pet, 66 R: xob £rjv yap obSeiq dx; o yt|paaK©v epa, 67 R.: xo £f|v yap, © ncci, 

jcavxcx; qSvov yepagl 0aveiv yap obx e^ectxi xotq abxotai big) and may have been decisive 

for his actions, at least so far as our scanty evidence goes. Fr. 64 R. points to a scene of
7Hconfrontation between Danae and her father, while fr. 65 R. may have been addressed to 

Danae’s mother as consolation.71

In the Danae, on the other hand, Perseus is presented as bom, to judge from fr. 165 

R. (obx ol8a xqv crqv jcetpav- £v S' ejri.axap.ai7 xob jcaiSoq ovxoq xobS' ey© 8i6XXopai), 

which was evidently spoken by Acrisius rejecting Danae’s possible allegation that she was
79the victim of forcible usage, due to his fear for his own life; what must have reasonably 

followed is the seclusion of mother and son in the chest and their casting adrift. Sophocles

66 Cf. 1G n2 1675.18 and note ad loc. Cf also Senff (1999) col. 900f.
67 E.M. s.v. ‘aXoipoq’ (69,42-44 Gaisford): ’AXoipoq • xa<; xpi<*El<» K°ri xaq ercaXehyeK; aXotpoix; eXeyov. 
EocpotcXfiq ‘Mapieax; aXoipoq’, fj ercav© <xf\q> xob OaXapoo yavcbaeax; evieuxa eitaXeujfu;, 
KaSajcepavei jtexdXfixn<; oboa ev abxcp. Cf. Pearson (1917) ad loc., pointing out that such ornamentation 
was associated with the art of the Heroic Age.
68 Cf. the bronze walls in Alcinous’ palace in Od. 7. 86.
69 Cf Sutton (1984) p. 4.
70 Cf. De Dios (1983) p. 50 and n. 84.
71 Cf. Pearson (1917) ad loc.
72 op. cit., ad loc.
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could have thus treated Danae’s ordeal in two plays, of which the Acrisius may have 

covered the earlier phase of the legend including her imprisonment in the chamber, while 

the Danae apparently dealt with the theme of the exposure. As already noted, Acrisius’ fear 

and attempts to evade the fulfillment of the oracle seem to have been prominent in 

Sophocles’ treatments of the myth; tragic conflict arising from the vain struggle against 

processes inaccessible to human reason is a typically Sophoclean notion73 (for the oracle in 

Euripides, cf. note on fr. 16). At the same time, however, Acrisius’ preoccupation to escape 

from his fate leads him to a series of acts of cruelty against his own daughter. As in most 

extant plays of Sophocles, where the question of human responsibility is raised along with 

the role of fate and divine will,74 the final fulfillment of the oracle given to Acrisius albeit 

inevitable may have well come about as the deserved punishment for his actions; his fate 

does not seem to be independent of his character.75

The theme of the exposure of Danae and Perseus became popular in Greek art from 

the beginning of the fifth century until its third quarter, which could imply that early 

mythography and the literary treatments of the legend, especially tragedy and perhaps also 

Simonides, provided the material and incentive for these artistic creations, bringing this 

phase of the myth into prominence (cf. LIMC s.v.‘Akrisios’ figg. 1-8).76 A vase-painting of 

about 440-430 BC {LIMC s.v. ‘Akrisios’ fig. 7) depicting Acrisius and two female figures, 

probably his wife and Danae’s nurse, as witnessing the seclusion of Danae and Perseus in

73 Cf Bowra (1944) pp. 148-211, Bushnell (1988) pp. 4-7, 67-85. For Sophocles’ pessimism, cf. Opstelten 
(1952) pp. 49ff, 118ff.
74 Cf Winnington-Ingram (1980) ch. 7, Segal (1995) pp. 91-94, Kirkwood (1958) pp. 72-82.
75 In this light, Lucas (1993) pp. 42ff. proposed a connected tetralogy presenting Acrisius’ successive attempts 
to escape his late and consisting of the Acrisius, Danae, Larissaioi and perhaps Andromeda as the satyr-play; 
yet, there is no evidence supporting the possibility o f the connected tetralogy nor the satyric character of the 
Andromeda. Though didascalic evidence (TrGF I, DID B 5. 8) attests that Sophocles produced a ‘Telepheia’, 
which was a connected trilogy, he is also known to have stirred the development of the independent single 
play, according to the Suda (o 815 Adler).
76 For ‘Akrisios’ figg. 1-3 and the possibility of their inspiration by a lost early fifth-century Danae play, cf. 
Dictys, The Myth, p. 126f., n. 266. Jucker (1970, pp. 47 ff.) associated an Attic white lekythos o f ca. 460-50 
BC {LIMC s.v. ‘Akrisios’ fig. 10) depicting Acrisius sitting on a tomb bearing the inscription YIEPLEQL and 
possibly also the name AANAEJE with Sophocles’ Acrisius. The unusual theme and peculiarity of this vase- 
illustration may imply that it was inspired by tragedy rather than by the myth in general. However, if this 
illustration is taken to reflect Danae’s imprisonment in the chamber, the inscription bearing Perseus' name 
does not fit this phase o f the myth. Maffre {LIMC I p. 452) assigning the painting to the same play, suggested 
that Acrisius may have raised a monument alter having Perseus and Danae exposed in the chest, believing 
that they are dead. I would add that if this scene is to be related to a play of Sophocles, that might be the 
Danae, which treated the theme of exposure; after casting mother and son adrift, Acrisius would have been 
confident that they would both die. The image of the king sitting on the cenotaph of his daughter and 
grandson seems to reflect his obsession to evade the oracle (cf. Danae fr. 165 R.).
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the chest might have been inspired by a dramatic treatment, in view of the theatrical, 

‘speaking’ gestures and the dignity of the figures depicted; the unknown date, however, of 

the Danae plays by Sophocles and Euripides, both of which probably dealt with this theme, 

makes it impossible to specify which treatment might have been in the painter’s mind.

Danae’s confrontation with her father recurs in a Latin Danae tragedy by Naevius 

(frr. 2-12 Traglia). The available evidence for the play does not hint at Acrisius’ fear for the 

fulfillment of the oracle, which is a persistent notion in Sophocles. By contrast, in the 

surviving fragments of Naevius’ play, Acrisius’ indignation appears to arise from the social 

dimension of his daughter’s seduction (fr. 5 T.: Earn nunc esse inventam probris compotem 

scis and fr. 7 T.: Desubito famam tollunt, si quam solam videre in via). This idea occurs in 

Euripides’ Danae fr. 6 (for further parallels on the social issue of a maiden’s seclusion, 

seduction and clash with her natal family in Euripides, cf. note on fr. 6.2 and Structure). 

The king is determined to impose a hard penalty on his daughter for her disgrace (fr. 8 T.:
77Quin, ut quisque est mentus, praesens pretium pro factis ferat), which recalls E. 

Melanippe the Wise fr. 485 Kn. (ei 8e itapGcvcx; (pOapetoa ê EOrpcEv xa rcai81a Kai 

(popoopevri xov jcaxcpa, ai) (povov Spaacu;;) and fr. 497 Kn. (xeiaaaGe xtjvSe- Kai yap 

evxeuGev voaei/ xa xcdv yvvaiKC&v oi pev f\ tkxiScov jcepi/ fj ouyyEveiag eivek' ouk anfoXeoav/ 
KaKfjv A,a|36vx£<;- Etxa xouxo xaStxov/ JtoAAaiq UTCEppvriKE Kai x®Pei rcpoaco,/ ©ax' Ê ixriA-oq 
apExf| KaGiaxaxai, cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.). Fr. 9 T. must be part of 

Danae's outburst facing her unfair condemnation to exile (indigne exigor patria innocens).78 

An obscure fragment is ascribed to an earlier Danae by Livius Andronicus, coming from a 

quarrel between two characters, whose identity cannot be established (fr. 14 T.: <Haec> 

etiam minitas <mi>? Mitte ea quae mea sunt magis quam tua).79

The theme of Danae’s seduction by Zeus provided rich material for comedy. The 

fifth-century poet Sannyrion wrote a Danae, a fragment of which presents someone as 

trying to change form, in order to sneak into somewhere (fr. 8 K.-A.); a reasonable

77 Cf. Marmorale (1953) p. 188, Traglia (1986) p. 197, n. 11.
78 Morelli (1974, p. 87, n. 13), following Marmorale (1953, p. 146) and Paratore (1957, p. 68), assumed that 
the foundation o f Ardea by Danae, according to the widespread Latin version o f the legend (cf. below, p. 
20f.), might have been foretold at the epilogue of Naevius’ play, especially since he was presumably the first 
to write Roman-focused tragedies (praetextae, cf. his Clastidium and Romulus and Fraenkel 1935, col. 627); 
however tempting this suggestion may be, no evidence for the play points in this direction.
79 Ribbeck (1875, p. 32) followed by Carratello (1979, p. 63) suggested that the two persons may be Acrisius 
and Proetus, while Traglia (1986, p. 166) assumed that it could be a quarrel between Dictys and Silenus 
inspired by the Dictyulci o f Aeschylus. The evidence, however, is scanty and inconclusive.
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assumption is that this character could be Zeus, trying to transform himself, in order to 

reach and seduce Danae.80 Fr. 10 K.-A. of the same play praises the maiden’s beauty. 

Another Danae, of which only the title is known, was written by Apollophanes.

The surviving fragment from Eubulus’ play of the same title (fr. 22 K.-A.) presents 

Danae as complaining of being a victim of cruelty:

teKeivo^ 6' fjv iax^poq a<po5pa 
ticai axEpapcov, o<; jie KAaoooav tote 
OUK flA-ETjae.

1-2 eKeivoq S' fjv iax^pcx; o<po6pa/ Kai axepapcov codd.: ekeivoc; iax^poq a<po5pa/ fjv 
K&Tepdpo&v <x-o-x-i>-/ KaviiA£TiTo<;,> Leo: ekeivoc; iox^poq a<p68p’ axEpapoov <% av> fjv (0’ ap’ 
fjv Austin) <Kavr|A.enToq,> Edmonds

o 1
This passage may have been part of a paratragic lament in lyric iambics. It has been 

widely supposed that the incident to which Danae is referring is her rape by Zeus.821 think 

that such an interpretation is plausible, considering that it is Zeus whom she blames for her 

misfortune in fr. 47a. 783-4 R. of the Dictyulci (cf. Dictys, The Myth, p. 126) and who is 

also the addressee of her plea in Simonides’ poem. Besides, rape was an attractive subject
o'y

for later Greek comedy and the idea of Zeus as rapist would have given scope for 

mythological burlesque. Furthermore, the scene presented in this fragment seems to 

resemble the description of Pamphile’s reaction to her rape in Menander’s Epitrepontes (v. 

487 f.: evt' E^amviy; KAaouaa icpocxpexEi povx\,l xiA.A,o\)a' eauxfrq xaq xpixaq) and 

Habrotonon’s account of her supposed rape in the same play (v. 526f.: avai5q<; fjoOa

Kai/ ixapoq xu;, 528 f.: KaxefkxA.Ec; Se p' d><; o<po8pa7 ipaxia 5' of arabA-ea' fr xaAaiv' eycb). 

Danae’s lament is thus consistent with the expected reaction of a seduced maiden, as 

treated by comic poets.

Danae’s seduction became an attractive topic also for New Comedy; in Diphilus’ 

Chrysochoos (fr. 85 K.-A.) someone is peeping at a pretty girl from the smoke-hole. 

Relating this title (‘one who pours in as gold’, presumably connoting Zeus’ transformation)

m C tP C G V U adloc.
81 Cf. Hunter (1983) p. 114.
82 Cf. Leo (1960) p. 411 and PCG V ad loc.
83 Cf. for instance, the Aeolus o f Antiphanes (cf. Nesselrath, 1990, pp.205-209) and the Auge and Ion of 
Eubulus, which must have treated die subject o f rape. Heracles is presented as abducting Auge in a comic 
vase-illustration perhaps inspired by the Auge o f Eubulus (Trendall and Webster, 1971, pi. IV 24). Cf. also 
Webster (1953) pp. 75-77, Lever (1956) p. 181 f
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to a fragment from the Pentathlos of Xenarchus (fr. 4.11 K.-A.), which presents lovers as 

sneaking into women’s chambers from the smoke-hole, it seems quite tempting to suppose 

that the surviving fragment of Diphilus could belong to a burlesque of Danae's seduction by 

Zeus.84 Comic illustrations of Zeus as secret lover, as the one depicted on a phlyax-vase in 
the Vatican, also point in this direction.85

The theme of Danae’s seduction by Zeus transformed into a shower of gold was a 

source of artistic inspiration, as emerges from fifth and fourth-century Greek vase- 

illustrations, as well as Roman paintings dating from the first to the fourth century AD (cf. 

LIMC s.v.‘Danae’ figg. 1-36). In literature from the end of the fourth century onwards (the 

earliest occurrence seems to be Menander’s Samia, cf. T6 and note ad loc.), this subject 

became proverbial for the power of money over virtue (for references, cf. note on fr. 7).86 

On the basis of the surviving evidence for the myth, 1 suggest below that this idea seems to 

originate in Danae fr. 7 (cf. note ad loc.), which was notorious and widely cited by later 

authors and could have thus inspired the interpretation of Danae’s seduction as bribery after 

Euripides.

A Latin version of Danae’s fate is attested in Verg. Aen. 1. 37If., 409ff., followed
0*7

by later authors and scholiasts. According to this story, the chest in which Danae and 

Perseus were imprisoned reached the coast of Latium, where Danae married the local king 

Pilumnus and helped found Ardea; Tumus, the leader of the Rutuli who resided in Ardea, is 

in the Aeneid Danae’s descendant. Owing to the silence of sources, it cannot be proved 

whether this adaptation of Danae’s legend in Latin foundation-myths is a Virgilian 

fabrication or goes back to lost sources prior to the poet;88 Tumus’ descent from Danae, at

84 Cf. Edmonds (1957-1961) Ilia p. 141 and MacCary (1973) p. 203.
85 Cf. Bieber (1920) fig. 76.
86 Horace (Carm. 3. 16.1 and schol. Porph. ad loc. Holder-Keller) and Lucian (Gall. 13) give a rationalistic 
interpretation of the myth by explaining the shower o f gold as bribery of Danae’s guards; cf. Williams (1969) 
p. 100. The Hellenistic poet Hedyius in one of his comic epigrams on gluttonous people (Ath. 8. 344F/ 1865- 
70 G.-P.) uses the idea o f the golden shower presumably as a connotation o f bribery, in order to partake of a 
delicious dish; cf. Gow-Page (1965) ad loc. References to Danae’s seduction by Zeus often appear in the 
works of Christian authors to underline the immorality of Greek gods; cf. Athenag. Contr. Gent. 12, Orig. 
Conti-. Cels. 1. 37, Theodor. Graec. affect, cur. 3. 81, 98, [Just.] Or. ad Gr. 2. 5, Clem. Rom. Horn. 5. 13.4, 
Ambr. Hypomn. 2. 14.
87 Cf Plin. H.N. 3. 5. 56 and S. Ital. 1. 659f. Cf. also Solin. 2.5 probably relying on Pliny, and Servius’ schol. 
Verg. Aen. 7. 372 (Thilo-Hagen) and Lactantius on Stat. Theb. 2 .220f. (Sweeney); these scholia seem to have 
been the main sources o f the later accounts o f the Vatican Mythographers (Myth. Vat 1. 154,2.133).
88 Geffcken (1892, p. 41) followed by Montenegro Duque (1949, p. 85) assumed that this version might go 
back to Timaeus.
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least, is not mentioned in earlier and almost contemporary sources (Cato frr. 9, 11 Peter, 

Livy 1. 2.1-5, D.H. 1. 64.2). Apart from the traditionalising trends of the Augustan era, 

which favoured the borrowing of venerable legends from Greek Antiquity,89 Virgil must 

have shaped this myth so as to serve his literary goals. Firstly, by attributing the foundation 

of Ardea to a noble mythical figure, such as Danae, and by connecting this town to Heroic- 

Age Aigos, the poet probably aimed to lend dignity to the roots of Latin people and 

grandeur to Ardea, once a powerful town in Latium, but desolated by the time of Virgil.90 

Moreover, the Aigive ancestry of Tumus in contrast with Aeneas’ Trojan identity prepares 

the ground for a new conflict between old enemies.91 Considering that there is no 

archaeological evidence to support the legend of the Aigive foundation of Ardea, the 

connection of the two cities might have been the outcome of popular fallacious traditions, 

which could have existed before Virgil. It seems likely that the Illyrian race of Dauni 

mentioned by Lycophron as inhabitants of Latium (1253 ff.) could have been falsely
09associated with Argos on the basis of popular etymology (Dauni <Danai), which led to 

the belief that they were descendants of Argives. This idea may have thus found its 

mythical explanation in the adaptation of Danae's famous legend in Latin foundation- 

myths.

2. The Date of the Play

There is no external evidence as to the date of the Danae. As regards internal criteria, the 

sole means of attaining a very approximate result is metre: from a total of 72 complete 

trimeters, which is a reasonable sample for metrical analysis, only two resolutions of the 

third longum (frr. 8.4, 12.4), which is a resolution-type common in Euripides’ early 

production,93 occur out of 360 resolvable syllables, providing a very low resolution-rate of

89 Cf. Tilly (1947) p. 44.
90 Cf. Paratore (1962) p. 97, Della Corte (1972) pp. 212f, 233, Garuti (1984) p. 978.
91 Cf. Mackie (1991) pp. 262ff. and Horsfell (2000) p. 257.
92 Cf Della Corte (1972) p. 232. In this light, the figure of Daunus (<Danaus), father o f Tumus and king of 
Ardea in die Aeneid, would have presumably served to strengthen the bonds between Ardea and Argos. Cf 
Paratore (1962) p. 93f.
93 Cf. Cropp and Fick (1985) p. 29f., Devine and Stephens (1980) p. 66, Ceadel (1941) p. 72f.
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0.56 %. Cropp and Fick suggested an early date of production (from 455 to 425 BC),94 

estimating a slightly higher rate of 0.83%, as they included in the sample also fr. 3.2 on the 

basis of Nauck’s conjecture, which seems unnecessary (the manuscript reading can be 

retained, cf. note ad loc.).

3. Dramatis Personae and Setting

As I argue below, the index personarum of T5 (cf. note ad loc.) should be approached very 

cautiously. We can only be confident for those characters of the index, whose role can be 

established by the fragments of the play and the relevant sources:

(1) Danae: for her role, cf. T4, T6. Fr. 13 can be assigned to her with certainty and 

she seems to be the likeliest speaker of frr. 11-12. If Euripides chose to follow the mythical 

tradition, according to which Danae was kept in a bronze chamber by her father, where she 

gave birth to Perseus, she may have then remained secluded in the chamber, at least at the 

beginning of the play. In this case, she would have been confined indoors (that is, behind 

the skene-door, which is the interface between public and private, the latter often 

representing the secluded space of women95) and is thus unlikely to have appeared on stage 

to deliver the prologue-speech. The earliest appearance of Danae, as suggested by the 

fragments, could be her possible participation in the formal debate with Acrisius (frr. 8-

12), after the latter’s discovery of her seduction (cf. introductory notes on frr. 7 ,8), though 

Euripides might have found a dramatic ‘excuse’ to present her on stage earlier than that. 

Hence, if Danae did not appear from the beginning of the play, the possible stratagem to 

protect baby Perseus from his grandfather (cf. Structure) may have been implemented with 

the help of another female character (cf. note on fr. 1), perhaps her nurse (and also her 

mother?), whose roles can only be inferred (cf. below). Danae, after whom the play is 

named, must have been at the centre of dramatic interest, especially at the climactic point of 

her possible self-sacrifice for her son (cf. note on fr. 13 : her plea to Acrisius to be enclosed 

in the chest together with Perseus poignantly presents her emotional force and attachment

94 Cropp and Fick (1985) pp. 70 and 78. Webster (1967, p. 4) placed the Danae in the ‘Severe Style’ category, 
suggesting a date from 455 to 428 BC.
95 Cf. Zeitlin (1989) pp. 75-77, Lowe (1988) p. 37, Seaford (1990b) p. 89f.
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to her baby-son, and for the vocabulaiy of self-sacrifice, cf. note on fr. 14). Her possible 

participation in the agon perhaps with Acrisius, where she is likely to have defended herself 

against the accusation that she was bribed to be seduced (frr. 8-12, cf. note on fr. 8) by 

refuting the opponent’s position on the superiority of wealth and power of money over love 

would illustrate her dianoia (cf. similarly Melanippe’s articulate defence in Melanippe the 

Wise frr. 483-485 Kn. and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.).

(2) Acrisius: for this character, cf. T4. He is the strongest candidate for frr. 2-4, 6- 

10.96 His figure appears to have been modeled upon the cruel father-type from Euripides’ 

plays about royal daughters giving birth to illegitimate (often divine) offspring; cf. Cercyon 

in the Alope, Aeolus and Hellen in the Melanippe the Wise, Aleos in the Auge, Aeolus in 

the play of the same title (for more detail, cf. Structure).

(3) Female chorus, as attested in T l, perhaps consisting of Argive maidens; the 

comment of fr. 14 and possibly also fr. 5 are likely to have been uttered by the chorus- 

leader.

(4) Danae’s nurse is mentioned in the doubtful index of T5. She had a part in early 

versions of Danae’s legend, as attested by Pherecydes and pictorial evidence (cf. The Myth, 

pp. 8-10). The nurse is the usual ‘accomplice’ in Euripides’ plays involving female intrigue, 

as the Hippolytus, Stheneboea (fr. 661. 10-14 Kn.) and tragedies sharing the pattern of the 

Danae and focusing on women giving birth to illegitimate children, as the Melanippe the
97Wise, Cretans, Aeolus, Alope and Auge. Fr. 1 hints at a female strategem possibly planned 

by Danae helped by another woman, who may well be her nurse.

(5) Acrisius’ wife and Danae’s mother, whose name is attested as Eurydice in the 

mythical tradition (cf. Hesiod fr. 129 M.-W., Pherecydes fr. 10 Fowler and [Apollod.] 2. 

2.1 and she is also illustrated in a vase-painting of ca. 440-430 BC, cf. LIMC s.v. ‘Akrisios’
QO

fig. 7). She appears to have had a role in Sophocles’ Acrisius (cf. fr. 65 R.). She could be
QQ

the king’s female interlocutor in fr. 2 (whom he addresses as yvvai in fr. 2.1: if the 

speaker is Acrisius, it seems reasonable to assume that he is expressing his personal delight

96 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95, Aelion (1986) p. 154.
97 Cf. Alope (fr. 108 Kn. and Hyg.fab. 187), Cretans (frr. 472bc, 472e. 47 Kn.), Aeolus (hyp. P.Oxy. 2457 1. 
34), Melanippe the Wise (hypothesis by I. Logothetes and Apulian illustration of the play, Trendall and 
Cambitoglou 1991,1 162, no. 283d) and Auge (frr. 271b, 271a, 271 Kn.).
98 Cf. Sutton (1984) p. 4.
99 Cf Kannicht (2004) I p. 371.
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to someone intimate, as his wife, rather than another female character, e.g. the nurse— 

Danae would have not been addressed as yvvai, cf. note ad loc.) and perhaps also in frr. 3 

and 4 and a possible speaker of fr. 5,100 all of which could belong to the same context.

(6) a messenger is needed to narrate the off-stage exposure of the chest containing 

Danae and Perseus.101 Fr. 15 describing the fragility of human fortune may have been the 

concluding evaluation of his account (cf. note ad loc.)

(7) the rescue of mother and child is likely to have been foretold by a deus ex 

machina. The index in T5 mentions Athena; even if we doubt the authority of the index, 

Athena or Hermes would be feasible candidates for this role, in view of their involvement 

in Perseus’ adventures (cf. Pherecyd. fr. 11 Fowler and [Apollod.] 2. 4.2). If Lucian’s D. 

Mar. 12 (and thus also T5) goes back to Euripides, then a Nereid, perhaps Thetis102 (who is 

narrating Danae’s story in Lucian), might have appeared to announce their rescue.

(8) Hermes as prologue-speaker is uncertain, as is pointed out in the note on T5. 

Apart from the doubtful authority of the index, there is no obvious benefit from introducing 

here a divine rather than mortal speaker, as he would not have possessed information which 

could not be reported by other dramatic characters (for the function of gods as prologue- 

speakers, cf. Appendix, Dramatic Technique). Though Hermes cannot be ruled out, the 

nponeKpaypeva could have well been narrated by Danae’s nurse, who would have been 

aware of the situation and assisted her or by Danae herself (cf. Structure), unless she was 

secluded in the chamber at the beginning of the play.

The setting was evidently Acrisius’ palace in Argos, as suggested by the mythical 

sources (cf. Pherecyd. fr. 10 Fowler, [Apollod.] 2.4.1) and alluded to in fr. 2.7 (ev bopoic;).

4. The Structure of the Play

Apart from the lexicographical citation of fr. 16, the quotations from the Danae are of a 

gnomic nature, thus making the location of the fragments within the play conjectural up to

100 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95.
101 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59. For die necessity of a messenger-speech reporting events, which are 
not feasible on stage, c f  Bremer (1976) pp. 35fF.,De Jong (1991) pp. 117-131,172ff, Rehm (1992) p. 6 If.
102 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59.
103 op. cit. p. 53, Kannicht (2004) I p. 371 .
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an extent. In addition, the absence of a reliable hypothesis (cf. note on T5) leaves aspects 

and possible complications of the plot unclear. On the basis of the fragments and the 

relevant mythographic accounts (Pherecyd. fr. 10 Fowler, [Apollod.] 2. 4.1 and T4, 

reproducing the vulgata), we are in a position to distinguish the following scenes:

(1) a narrative prologue could have been delivered by the nurse104 (cf. Medea and 

probably Aeolus 105) or Danae (as by Melanippe in the structurally and thematically similar 

Melanippe the Wise fr. 481 Kn., provided that Danae was not secluded in the chamber early 

in the play) setting out the nponenpaypeva: presumably the oracle received by Acrisius 

leading to Danae’s seclusion (fr. 16 might belong here), her seduction by Zeus transformed 

into golden shower and Perseus’ secret birth. Fr. 1 points to a female intrigue possibly 

aiming to protect Perseus from his grandfather (for plots with the same purpose, cf. p. 28). 

Unless coming from a deliberation-scene between Danae and a female confidant, 

presumably her nurse (cf. Andr. 56-90, Auge fr. 271a-b Kn.), this fragment may be located 

at the end of the prologue-speech following the reference to the stratagem for Perseus’ 

safety (cf. note ad loc.). Hermes mentioned as prologue-speaker in T5 cannot be ruled out 

absolutely, though the reliability of the index is questionable (cf. note ad loc.) and the 

appearance of a divine speaker has no obvious purpose here (cf. Dramatis Personae and 

Appendix, Dramatic Technique).

(2) a scene where a character, possibly Acrisius, is expressing his enthusiasm at the 

sight of a new-bom child (fr. 2. 7) and is presented as an old man praising fatherhood, 

which he regards as his own situation (fr. 3), pointing out the superiority of male to female 

offspring (fr. 4). The addressee could be his wife (cf. fr. 2.1: yvvai and note ad loc.). The 

specific reference to the new-bom (fr. 2.7) may well point to infant Perseus and Acrisius’ 

joy can be explained only if we assume that he is ignorant of the baby’s identity, that is, if it 

was introduced to him as coming from a mother other than Danae. Taking into account also 

fr. 2. 6 corresponding to the mythographically attested yearning of Acrisius for a son (cf. 

esp. Pherecyd. fr. 10 Fowler, [Apollod.] 2. 4.1) and fr. 3 suggesting that he has become 

father (presumably of a male child, as implied in fr. 4) at an old age, it is conceivable that 

part of the intrigue of fr. 1 might have been to introduce the baby to Acrisius under false

104 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 58.
105 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (1998) p. 24.
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pretences and, as the fragments seem to suggest —though it is ultimately unprovable— as 

the solution to his lack of male descendant, perhaps with his wife’s consent (for more 

detail, cf. introductory note on fr. 2). Van Looy made this suggestion, drawing a parallel to 

the analogous situation in Menander’s Samia, which, in this case, might have originated in 

Euripides’ Danae (cf. note on T6).106 Fr. 5 is expressive of the social inferiority of women 

and may have thus belonged to the same context (spoken perhaps by Acrisius’ wife or the 

female chorus-leader).

(3) Acrisius’ discovery of Danae’s seduction (fr. 6). On finding gold in her 

chamber, he appears to have assumed that his daughter was seduced by a rich man (cf. note 

on fr. 7).107 Frr. 8 -10a asserting the power of wealth and frr. 11 and 12 refuting this idea 

could be assigned to Acrisius and Danae respectively in the context of an agon,108 possibly 

a trial-debate with Acrisius as plaintiff and Danae as defendant (cf. notes ad loc.). The 

debate may have ended with Acrisius’ condemnation of Danae’s illicit motherhood (cf. also 

p. 30) and his possible decision to eliminate Perseus, which could have raised Danae’s plea 

in fr. 13 (cf. next scene).

(4) Danae pleads with and persuades Acrisius (as emerges from the final exposure 

of Danae and Perseus, cf. T4) not to be separated from her child (fr. 13), thus choosing to 

be exposed in the sea together with Perseus, presumably over death for her son and a lesser
i no »penalty for herself; the vocabulary of self-sacrifice in praise of her act possibly by the 

chorus-leader in fr. 14 also points in this direction (cf. note ad loc.).

(5) a messenger-speech reporting presumably to Acrisius (cf. Hipp. 1153ff.) the 

off-stage exposure of the chest in the sea (cf. Dramatis Personae).110 The general reflection 

in fr. 15 may have been located at die end of the messenger-speech (cf. note ad loc.).

(6) a deus ex machina (Athena and Thetis are feasible candidates, or even Hermes, 

if he had not delivered the prologue-speech, cf. Dramatis Personae)111 is likely to have 

addressed Acrisius, confirming that Perseus is son of Zeus (cf. Athena’s similar

106 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59f. and much earlier, Hartung’s reconstruction (1843-1844,1 p. 88), 
which is, however, highly conjectural.
107 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95, Aelion (1986) p. 154, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 58.
108 These fragments were located in the context of an agon by Duchemin (196 82) p. 91 and Jouan and van 
Looy (2000) p. 58.
109 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95, Huys (1995) p. 259.
110 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59.
111 Cf. loc. cit. and Aelion (1986) p. 154.
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confirmation in Ion 1560-1568) and foretelling the rescue of mother and child and perhaps 

also Perseus’ heroic deeds and Acrisius’ accidental death at the hands of his grandson.

The motif of the seduction and impregnation of a royal daughter usually by a god 

recurs in several Euripidean plays. The dramatist handles this subject in two main 

directions: he either focuses on the clash of the princess with her natal oikos and the 

persecution of mother and offspring by her father upon the discovery of her illicit 

motherhood {Danae, Melanippe the Wise, Alope, Auge and partly the Aeolus xn) or on the 

crucial recognition between mother and her grown-up offspring, from whom she has long
i n

been separated {Ion, Captive Melanippe, Antiope, Hypsipyle).

On the basis of metrical evidence (cf. Date), the Danae seems to have been one of 

the earliest Euripidean treatments of the first group of plays. Euripides’ preoccupation with 

the tale-pattem of rape and infant exposure, which occurs in these plays (in the Danae the 

young hero is exposed together with his mother),114 seems to have been motivated by 

contemporary life up to an extent; female chastity before marriage would ensure the 

production of legitimate offspring, which would preserve not only the dignity of the oikos, 

but also that of the polis, since any male child of a married Athenian woman would receive 

the rights of Athenian citizenship (cf. note on fr. 6). Social norms thus imposed the 

seclusion of women, as well as infant exposure.115 The Euripidean tale-pattem of rape and 

infant exposure widely recurs in New Comedy transferred from the divine/ heroic to the 

human sphere (cf. Satyr. Vit. Eur., P. Oxy. IX 1176, fr. 39, col. vii).116

In all these plays, the pattern of intrigue is employed as a means of protecting the 

child from its grandfather. Stratagems are often set up in tragedy by characters finding 

themselves at a state of weakness against another figure’s power and thus having to resort 

to their own wits (cf. indicatively, the ambush against Lycus in HF 707ff, against 

Clytaemestra in S. El. 47ff, 673ff. and E. El. 651-660, 998ff, Iphigenia’s plot in IT

112 The main deviation of the Aeolus from this group lies in the poet’s apparent focus on the father-son (rather 
than father-daughter) conflict.
113 This distinction was first made by Borecky (1955) pp. 86-89 and more systematically by Huys (1995) p. 
40f. Sophocles’ Tyro B apparently followed the second type of plot-structure; cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee 
(1995) p. 246.
114 For the ‘exposed hero’ tale-pattem, cf. Huys (1995)passim.
115 Cf. Huys (1989) pp. 190-197, Kudlien (1989) pp. 30-35, Clark (1989) p. 24.
116 Cf. the Epitrepontes and Heros containing both rape and exposure. Girls are seduced and often give birth 
to illegitimate children in the Samia, Georgos, Kitharistes, possibly in die Perinthia, as well. Infant exposure 
also occurs in the Periceiromene.
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117 • •1153ff.). The Danae seems to have also contained the pattern of self-sacrifice (cf. the 

relevant vocabulary in fr. 14),118 since the princess possibly chose to be exposed together 

with her baby-son, in order to avoid his elimination by Acrisius (cf. introductory note on fr.

13).

The outline of the plays of the first category follows a story-pattem consisting of the 

mother’s intrigue to protect the baby, her father’s discovery of her illicit motherhood and 

the punishment of mother and child. In more specific terms:

(1) Intrigue to hide/ protect the baby from its grandfather:

• Danae

Fr. 1 hints at a possible stratagem organized presumably by Danae; a possible 

‘accomplice’ in such a plot could be her nurse (for an exploration of what this 

intrigue might have involved, cf. above, scene 2 and note on fr. 2).

• Melanippe the Wise

She hid her twins at the cowshed helped by her nurse (cf. hyp. Melanippe the 

Wise, as attested by I. Logothetes, Comm, on Hermog. Ilepi peOodov Seivorrjrog 

28 Rabe).

• Alope

She gave her baby-son to her nurse to expose, evidently hoping that he would be 

rescued by a childless person QAy%.fab. 187, also fr. 108 Kn. hinting at the plot 

between the two women).

• Auge
She hid infant Telephus at the temple of Athena Alea ([Apollod.] 2. 7.4, 3. 9.1, 

in conjunction with fr. 264a Kn.) probably helped by her nurse (cf. frr. 271b, 

271a Kn.).

• Aeolus

Canace pretended that she was ill, in order to hide her new-bom baby (hyp. 

Aeolus P. Oxy. 2457,1. 25f.).119 Macareus then managed to persuade Aeolus to 

marry his sons with his daughters, without revealing his personal involvement 

with Canace (hyp. Aeolus P. Oxy. 2457,1. 27f. and also frr. 20, 22,23 Kn.).

117 For the pattern of intrigue in Euripides, cf. Trenkner (1958) p. 46f.
118 Cf. Lattimore (1964) pp. 47-49, Trenkner (1958) pp. 69-71.
119 Cf. Ov. Her. 11. 69-76 and Jakel (1979) p. 112f.
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(2) Discovery: the maiden’s father finds out about his daughter’s illicit 

motherhood:

• Danae

Acrisius’ discovery of gold in Danae’s chamber (as suggested by fr. 7), from 

which he is likely to have inferred that she was seduced by a rich man (cf. frr. 

7-10), could have partly led to the revelation of truth;120 no evidence as to how 

he found out about Perseus. Danae could have defended herself in a debate 

against her father’s accusation of having been bribed with gold to be seduced; 

frr. 11-12 rejecting the power of money formed presumably part of her reply to 

Acrisius’ allegation that Eros is attracted by wealth (frr. 7-10).

• Melanippe the Wise

Melanippe’s twins were discovered by a herdsman at the cowshed and 

condemned to be burnt as monstrous progeny of the cow (hyp. Melanippe the

Wise). Melanippe vainly interceded for the lives of the twins to her father by
121arguing against this idea (frr. 484, 485 Kn.). No evidence as to how the truth

122came out (from the nurse or Melanippe herself? ).

• Alope

Alope’s baby-son was found by two herdsmen, who argued over the baby’s 

trinkets in front of Alope’s father as judge (Hyg .fab. 187). The latter recognized 

his daughter’s garment, into which the baby was wrapped and by interrogating 

the nurse, he found out the truth (Hyg. fab. 187).

• Auge
Auge’s baby seems to have been discovered by Aleos after his inspection of 

Athena’s temple in search of the cause of the plague (cf. [Apollod.] 2. 7.4,3.9.1 

and fr. 266 Kn. pointing to the plague sent by Athena).

120 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95, Aelion (1986) p. 154, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 58.
121 Cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee (1995) p. 241.
122 loc. cit
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• Aeolus

Macareus failed to draw the lot, on which Canace’s name was written (hyp. 

Aeolus). No evidence as to how Aeolus discovered the baby (in Ov. Her. 11. 70- 

76, he heard the baby’s cries).

(3) On the basis of our evidence, the father-daughter conflict seems to have 

touched on the social issue of the maiden’s illicit pregnancy (for more detail, cf. 
note on fr. 6):

• Danae

Fr. 16 implies that the oracle foretelling Acrisius’ death at the hands of his 

grandson may have affected his decision to eliminate the child. Yet, fr. 6 and 

frr. 7-10 (alleging the power of gold over love and possibly spoken by Acrisius) 

refer to the social issue of Danae’s seduction.

• Melanippe the Wise

The gravity of Melanippe’s misconduct at the eyes of her father is expressed in 

fr. 485 and possibly also in fr. 497 Kn.

• Alope

Alope’s seduction is strongly reproached by her father in fir. 109, 110, 111 Kn. 

possibly in the context of an agon (perhaps a trial-debate, cf. the formal proem 

ofCercyon’s rhesis in fr. 110 Kn.).123

• Auge

No evidence survives for Auge’s conflict with her father; the apologetic lines of 

fr. 272b Kn. evidently spoken by Heracles refer to the seriousness of his 

offence.

• Aeolus

Though the main confrontation appears to have occurred between father and 

son, Aeolus seems to be the likeliest speaker of fr. 36 Kn. strongly censuring 

female misconduct.124

123 Cf. Duchemin (19682) p. 83, Karamanou (2003) p. 31.
124 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (1998) p. 26.
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(4) The father decides to punish his daughter severely and often has her illegitimate 
offspring exposed:

• Danae

Danae and Perseus are both imprisoned in the chest, which is cast adrift (cf. 

above, scene 4 and notes on frr. 13-14).

• Melanippe the Wise

There is no sound evidence for Melanippe’s sentence nor for the fate of the 

twins (if fr. 497 Kn. belonged to the Melanippe the Wise, it could point to her 

father’s or grandfather’s intention to have her severely punished;125 Hyg. fab. 

186 cannot be completely trusted). The background of the Captive Melanippe at 

least presupposes her separation from her sons, though it may tell us nothing of 

Euripides’ untying of the plot in the Melanippe the Wise. It is unknown whether 

the purpose of the appearance of Melanippe’s mother, Hippo ex machina 

(Pollux 4. 141 Bethe) was to avert their punishment or merely to foretell future 

events.

• Alope

Hyg .fab. 187 reports that Alope was imprisoned and left to die (for a possible 

allusion to her prison cf. fr. 112a Kn.126) and that Hippothoon was exposed 

again.

• Auge

Webster tried to reconcile the versions of Moses of Chorene {Prog. 3.3) and 

Strabo (13. 1.69) for the reconstruction of the Auge: baby Telephus may have 

been exposed by Aleos for the first time and found by Heracles. It is unclear 

whether the hero managed to rescue mother and child from punishment; if 

Strabo’s testimony is reliable, then Heracles might have interceded with Aleos 

to commute their punishment from death to imprisonment in the chest and
127exposure in the sea, thus leaving a hope of safety for them.

125 Cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee (1995) ad loc.
126 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (1998) p. 146.
127 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 239f., also Huys (1990) p. 171f. and Huys (1995) p. 82.
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• Aeolus

Canace seems to have been driven to suicide by her father, to judge by a 

Lucanian vase-painting inspired by the Aeolus (Trendall and Webster 1971, HI 

3.4, cf. Ov. Her. 11.122). No evidence survives as to the fortune of the baby in 

die play.128

The parallel survey of the treatment of these myths by Euripides, so far as our evidence 

goes, reveals a recurring theme and a roughly common sequence of events. Nevertheless, 

since we are dealing with lost plays, their plot-structure cannot be safely recovered, 

therefore, one cannot confidently argue for a common structural plan, especially in terms of 

placement of events such as discovery as part of the desis or lusis of the plot.

On a larger scale, this group of tragedies is thematically affiliated to other ‘plays 

about unhappy women’, as described by Webster,129 such as the Cretans, Scyrioi and 

Alcmene (misconduct and pregnancy kept as a secret- discovery by the father in the Scyrioi/ 

by the husband in the Cretans and Alcmene- punishment in the Cretans/ averted 

punishment in the Alcmene/ no evidence for Lycomedes’ reaction in the Scyrioi).130

5. Reception of the Danae

Euripides’ Danae appears to have been a popular play. The notorious fr. 7 in praise of gold, 

the speaker of which was possibly accusing Danae of having been bribed to be seduced, 

was widely cited by later authors and seems to have instigated the interpretation of Danae’s 

seduction as bribery from the end of the fourth century BC onwards (cf. note ad loc.). The 

first surviving allusion to this idea occurs in the Sarnia (T6), with reference to a 

performance of the Danae, which points also to a revival of the play in Menander’s time. In 

the context of the assertion on the overwhelming power of money, the content of fr. 10a 

was arbitrarily taken by ancient biographers to refer to Socrates as the sole person able to

128 For an exploration of possibilities, cf. Jouan and van Looy (1998) p. 26 and n. 22.
129 Cf. Webster (1967) pp. 86ff.
130 For the plots o f these plays, cf. indicatively Collard, Cropp and Lee (1995) pp. 53-58, Jouan and van Looy 
(1998) pp. 121-128, Jouan and van Looy (2002) pp. 62-69.
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resist wealth (cf. note ad loc.). Though the possibility ofNaevius’ influence from Euripides 

in his treatment of Danae’s legend cannot be established on the basis of the surviving 

evidence, it should be noted that the social issue of the maiden’s seduction, which occurs in 

Danae fr. 6 and is a recurring theme in Euripides’ plays following the same pattern (cf. p. 

30 and note on fr. 6), is also raised by the Latin dramatist in his Danae (cf. The Myth, p. 

18). The appeal of Euripides’ treatment of Danae’s legend even in later Antiquity emerges 

from fr. 1132 Kn. (cf. Appendix). The feet that the author of this spurious fragment mainly 

draws on Lucian may imply that the latter was regarded as alluding to the Euripidean 

Danae in D. Mar. 12 (cf. note on T5). As regards artistic inspiration, though the theme of 

the exposure of mother and son was popular in fifth-century pottery, the unspecified date of 

Euripides’ play, in conjunction with the unknown date and similar theme of the Sophoclean 

Danae, hinder any attempt to relate any vase-painting from mid-fifth century onwards to 

either play (cf. The Myth, p. 17fi).
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TESTIMONIA

T 1

xcbv 8e %opiK©v gapdxcov xcbv Kopuccov £v xi Kai f) Kapdpaaiq, 5xav & o 

*oiTixf|g updq x6 Oeaxpov potiXexai Aiyeiv, o %opdq JcapeX0d)v Xeyfl. ekieikgn;

5' ai)x6 icoiofiaiv oi Kfi>p<p8oicoiiixai, xpayucov 8' ovk fcaxiv- aXX' Ei)piici8ii<; 
auxo %£JCOiT]K£V ev xoXXoig Spdpaoiv. ev p£v ye xfj Aavdp x6v xopdv {xa<; 
yuvaiKaq} “Oicfep ai>xo$ xi xoif|aa<; xap^Seiv , EKX.a06p.evcx; 65  dvSpag 5
Aiyeiv exoi'nae xtp axTjpaxi xffe Xê eox; xaq ywaiKaq. Kai £o<pokX^ 8' 
a\)xo ek xfjq upd  ̂ekeivov ap.iX.X.T|<; tcoiei oxavidKu;, Saxep ev Ticjcovcd.

T 2 

AANAH

T 3 

AANAH

T 4
*0 8£ xpoeipTtyi&voq IIiKoq o Kai Zeix; ev xotq avo)x£poi<; %p6voiq £a%e 
pexa x6v 'Eppflv Kai x6v 'HpaKXea Kai dXXov mov, x6v Ilepaea, and 

E'ojcpejcoft̂  y\)vaiK6q ov6paxi Aavaiiq, 0x>yaxpo<; xoft ’AKpwrio'D xoft 

Kaxayopevou eK xfiq ’Apyeicov x©P«^' *epi ?1S epvOoXoyriaev E-upixlSrig o

T1 Pollux, 4.111 (ed. Bethe)
T2 I.G. IE III2 2363, 42 (a dextra), TrGF V,1 Test. B 7a | Piraeus; Catalogus Librorum fortasse e 
bibliotheca gymnasii, fin. s. II vel init s. I a
T3 I.G. XIV, 1152, 18 (a sinistra), TrGF V,I Test. B 6 | Roma; Euripidis Fabularum Index, fortasse 
s .D p
T4 I. Malalas Chron. 2. 11 (ed. Thum)

T1 2 (to'oXexai cod. Antverp: (k>i)X/nxai A II B C | Xeyp Bethe: Xeyei n  B C || 3 Kcop&>8o7coiTytcu 
B: KtopcpSoi A || 4 Aavap B: Aavafj II: 8avai8i C | xaq yuvaiKaq del. Radt TrGF IV 269 || 5 
TtapdSevv B: jcapi8eiv A || 6 xq> axfipaxi B : ev xcp axfipaxi A n  | xf|q Xê ecoq B: TTioSe XTjq 
Xe êax; n  C || 7 'Iitnovcp B: inwovco A 

T4 2 HpaxXea Chilmeadus: HpaxAiav O
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o o q x b x a x o g  e v  x f |  o w t o ^ e i  x o t )  a u x o f t  S p a p a x o g  e v  K if ta m c p  x i v i  5

p X T jO e ia a v  K a i  p u p e i o a v  < K a x a  0 a X a a a a v >  x f jv  A a v a r i v ,  © g  <p0 a p e i a a v  

fc x d  A id g  p e x a p X r j O e v x o ^  e i g  x p v a o v .

T5
'Y x o O e a i g  A a v d r i g  

’A K p ia i o g  ’'A p y o v g  & v  { k x a iX e -b g  K a x a  x p i j a p d v  

8 fj x i v a  x f )v  x a t S a  A a v a t i v  K a x & K X e ia x o v  

e v  x o i g  x a p 0 e v © o i v  E < p \)X a x x £  K a X X ia x T iv  

o f c a a v *  f ig  e p a a O e i g  o  Z e -u g ,  e x e i  o v k  e t x e v  5 x © g

p iX B e iT i a i> x f i  x p v a d g  y e v 6 p .e v o g  K a i  p v e i g  5

8 i&  x o O  x E y o u g  E ig  x 6 v  k o X x o v  x f ig  x a p 0 £ v c m

e y K v p o v ’ e x o v n a e v .  E ^ f |K o v x o g  8 e  x o f t  x p o v o v

Ppe«pog  { x o v  n e p o & a }  c c x ^ x e k e .  x o f lx o  p . a 0 cbv

’A K p i a i o g  e i g  K i f k o x o v  ap .< p o x £ p o x > g , x f |v  x e

p i lx E p a  K a i  x 6  p p e q > o g , E V E fiaX E  K a i  k e X e o e i  p i x x e i v  10

K a x a  x f |v  O a X a x x a v .  i S o f t o a i  8 e  x a f l 0 ’ a i  N -q p -n lS e g  

K a i  K a x e X e f j a a a a i  x o  y e y o v d g  E p f S a X X o o a i  x f jv  

K i p o x o v  e i g  S i K x o a  £ e p i< p i© v  a X i e r a v ,

K a v x e f lO e v  x e p i e a d > 0 Ti f |  x e  p f i x r ip  K a i  x o  f3peq>og

5 x e p  a v 8 p © 0 e v  I I e p a e i ) g  6 v o p . d o 0 t i .  15

T d  x o f t  S p d p a x o g  x p o a © x a *  'E p p f ig  A a v a i ]  T p o ip o g  

’A K p i a i o g  " A y y e X o g  X o p 6 g  ’A O r jv a

T5 Argumentum Danaes in cod. Vatic. Palat. gr. 287, f° 147 v.

T4 6 Kaxa GctXaaaav ex Chron. Pasch. 69.12 add. Thum: om. O
T5 6 xeyoog cod.: oxeyovg Nauck || 8 xov Ilepoea del. Luppe ZPE 87,4 || 11 xfjv GaXaxxav cod.: 
xfjg GaXaoorig Nauck || 15 oxep cod.: ooxep Nauck
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T 6

(Ati) oi>K aKfpcoaq Xeyovxcov, elite poi, NiKtjpaxe, 
xcbv Tpay(oi8d)v ax; yevopevoq xpaJCTÔ  o Zeix; eppi)T|

8i& TEYOvq KaOeipYJievriv xe icaiS' epolxeixiEv jcoxe;
(Ni) etxa Sf| xl xoftxo;

(Ati) ictgx; Set jcdcvxa xpooSoKav. (TKOicei,
too xeyoix; ei 001 pepoq xi pet.

(Ni) xo icXetaxov. aXA.a xi 5

xoOxo icpo  ̂eKetv' eaxi;

(Atj) x6xe p£v YiveG’ o Z zb q  xpoolov,

x6xe S' 6  Stop. opaig- EKelvoo xoftpyov eaxlv. ©q xaxi) 

ettpopev.

(Ni) Kai pooKoXeiq pe.

(Ati) p& xdv ’A n dkX o), 'y© pfcv oti.

aXXa xeipcov ooSfe piKpov ’AKpialot) 5f|jcoo0Ev el-

ei S' eKeivriv f^iarne, xf|v ye a fjv - 10

T6 Men. Samia 589-598 (ed. Sandbach)

T6 1 XeyovToov elite poi B: elite poi Xeyov [tow C || 2 xpoooq o Zeix; plerique.: o Zebq xpoodq B 
C (ut vid.) || 3 8ia teyoix; B: 8ia ton Teyoix; C | Ka0eipyp.evr|v B: Kateipypevnv C | te B: 8e C || 
4 toot’ C: tooto B || 6 ytveO’ C: yap yelveO’ B || 7 opaiq C: opaiq x B || 10 ei 8’ C : ei8’ Bac: <b<; 
B pc | ye C: te B
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FRAGMENTA

Fr. 1 (321 Kn., 6 J.-V.L.): 

fjv y&p xiq atvoq, ynvai^t p£v xexvai 
peXouoi, Xoyxil 5' ftvSpeg ei>axox«>xepoi. 
ei Y&p SoXownv fjv x6 viktjxtipiov, 

fipeiq &v av5p©v elxopev ropavviSa.

Fr. 2 (316 Kn., 2 J.-v.L.):

ytivai, KaXov p£v q>6YY°S “n^ion xo5e,

KaXdv 8e jcovtoo x£^p ' iSetv ei>T|vepov, 

yf| x' f|pivdv G&XXooaa *;A,o<)ai6v 0' fiScop, 

jcoXXmv x' ejcaivov gaxi poi Xe^ai KaXrnv-

aXX' oi)8ev ofitto Xapupdv oi)8' iSetv KaXov 5

©q xoiq foca io i Kai x66q> 5e8iiYpevoiq 

rcaiSmv veoyvwv ev Sopoi£ iSetv <paoq.

Fr. 1 Stob. 4 .22g. 172 W.-H. (Ilepi yapo-D* \|/oyo<; yvvcmccbv) Evpuc'tSoi) Aava-qc; S M A 
Fr. 2 Stob. 4 .24a. 5 W.-H. ("Oti KaXov to exeiv jtaiSaq) E'bpimSo'O Aavari<i> S M A

Fr. 1 1 fjv yap tiq aivoq Voss.2 et Trine.: Y“ P ^  atvo<; S M A: alvoq tiq fjv ap’ conieci:
fjv apa tig aivog Meineke Anal. Ath. 16, coll. Moschion TrGF I 97 F8, Cratin. fr. 28 K.-A.: 
<eropog ap’ fjv>/ yepcov tig aivog van Herwerden Adnotationes 128, prob. Nauck: eativ tig aivog 
Blaydes: fj papfog aivog Munro JPh 11,267 || 2 peXovoi B: peXXovoi S M A 
Fr. 2 1 KaXov van Herwerden RPh 2, 56, prob. Nauck, Hense, Friis Johansen: <piXov S M A, prob. 
Kannicht || 2 ebfivepov S M: eicvepov ut videtur A || 3 GaXXoooa S A: GaXaaaa M | nXobmov 0’ 
uSoop S: icXoumov x t>8cop M A: itotapiov 0’ t>8cop Meineke (sed cf. Hsch. jc 2622 JtXobaiov 
0aXaomoei8eg. oi 8e to v5a>p): jcXouoiov 0aXog Schneidewin apud Wachsmuth-Hense || 4 
excaivov Gaisford: ejiaivoov S M A || 6 koXXcov S M A: aXXoov Meineke || tcoGooi S M: jc60ot) A || 
7 veoyvcbv ev 8opoig i8eiv cpaog S M A, prob. Kannicht: veoyvov ev Sopoig iSeiv 0aXog Schmidt 
Anal. Soph. 132, prob. Nauck, Jouan-van Looy
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Fr. 3 (317 Kn., 3 J.-V.L.):
Kai vOv xapaiv© xaai xoiq veaxepoiQ 
pf| jcpog xo yflpaq xoix; yapoxx; *oioop6vo,tx; 

axoXfi TEKVo'OaOai. xaiSaq —o\> y&p Tl8ovf|,

Y'OvaiKl x' e%0pdv xP%ta xpeaptixiiq avfjp—,
aXV dx; xaxioxa. Kai y&p EKxpo<pai KaXai 5

Kai a\)vve&£ei>v t|8i) jcaiq v e o )  xaxpi.

Fr. 4 (318 Kn., 4 J.-V.L.):
Y^vfi y&p e£eX0o$aa Kaxpdxov 5opcov 
oi) xrav x e k o v x c o v  eaxiv, aXXa xo0 Xexooq- 

x6 8’ fipaev Ictxtik' ev Sopou; aei ysvoq 
Oecbv jcaxpdxov Kai x&qxov xip&opov.

Fr. 5 (319 Kn., 5 J.-v.L.): 

aoppapxopci) aoi- icavxa%oa> A.eXelixp.e0a 
%aoai Y^vaiKeq apoevov aei 8ixa.

Fr. 3 Stob. 4. 22e. 115 W.-H. (Ilepi yap ov oxi ev xolc, yapoiq xaq xa>v crovanxopevcov 
fjXiKiaq XP̂ I OKonetv) Ebpiiri.Soo Aavariq S M A
Fr. 4 Stob. 4. 24c. 34 W.-H. (nepi natScov oxi Kpelxxoveq oi appeveg xeov nalScov) EbpinlSoi) 
feb. nom. om. S M A, eel. cum lemm. hab. S M, sine lemm. A. w . 1-2 hab. Stob. 4. 22g. 148 W.-H. 
(nepi yap ov \jfoyoq yovauco&v) EbpimSoo Aavariq S A: Et)piici8ov Savarj M 
Fr. 5 Stob. 4. 22g. 174 W.-H. (nepi yap ov  yoyoq yovaiKcov) S M A, EbptiriSoo A ava^  S A: 
Aavariq M

Fr. 3 2 xoiw; yapoix; S M A: avaPoA.&5 Nauck coll. Men. Thesaurus fr. 176. 8 K.-A., prob. Jouan- 
van Looy, Kannicht | icoioopevooq S M A: noioopevotq Bothe || 4 del. Jouan-van Looy | x’ SM  A, 
prob. Kannicht: 8’ Elmsley ad Ba. 859 || 5-6 om. S || Goossens hue fr. inc. 1007e+f traxit 
Fr. 4 1 yap Stob. 4. 22g. 148 prob. Nauck, Jouan-van Looy, Kannicht: pev Stob. 4. 24c. 34 || 3 
eoxtjK' ev edd.: eoxrjKev ev S: eoxr|Kev M || 4 xipaopov Valesius apud Wachsmuth-Hense: xipa 
opov S M A
Fr. 5 2 8i%a S M A: 8 1 k tp  Madvig Adv. Cr. 1719: AAav Schmidt Krit. Stud. II463
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Fr. 6 (320 Kn., 7 J.-V.L.):
o\)K ecttiv o ftxe xei% oq ofixe xp tlito txa

oftx' &XXo 5\)<r<p'oA.aKxov ouS&v ex; yuvf|.

Fr. 7 (324 Kn., 8 J.-v.L.):

& Xpvcre, Se^lcopa KaXXiaxov Ppoxotg,

©q o$T£ p.fjxr|p fjSovaq xoiaq £%El>

oi) xatSeq av6p<bicouyiv, oi> <plXoq 3caxf)p,

{oiaq era) xotq a e  Smpacnv KEKXTpievoiq.}

ei 8’ f| Kvicpiq xoioOxov 6<p6aA.potq op$, 5

oi> 0a\)p' epoaxaq iropiouq a\)xfjv xpetpew.

Fr. 6 Stob. 4. 23.13 W.-H. (ramKa JcapayyeXpaxa) EbpimSov (om. S) Aavaqq (Aavarj M A), 
idem locus cum lemm. ’AA^iSoq legitur Stob. 4. 22g.l54 W.-H. (nepi yctpov vyoyoq y\>vaiKd>v); 
inter dubia Alexidis fr. 340 K.-A.
Fr. 7 1-3, 5-6 P.Ross.Georg. I 9 (edd. Zereteli et Kruger), Stob. 4. 31a.4 W.-H. (nepi jcXobxotr 
ertaivoq JtXo'DXon) EbpiJtiSov Aavcnp S M A | 1-6 Ath. 4. 159B om. fab. et poet. nom. ooxoi yap
Kai oi xoiovxoi povovaoxi Podjvxeq ajcoGvpaKoucnv_______xoiavxn xi? rjv q cpiXoxpqpaxia Jiapa xoi£
■cote || 1-4 S.E. M. 1. 279 om. fab. et poet nom. ovxox; ecm Kai o xonvavxiov axoqxxivripEvoq_______ ||
1-2 D.S. 37. 302  om. feb. et poet, nom., Const. Porph. Sent. 460 xooavxnv 6 xpvaoq exei Snvapiv exi 
KaK© xpoxipmpevoq atppovcô  xapa avGpraicoiq, oixiveq 8ia xqv i)JiepPoXf|v xfy; xpcx; xouxov EJtiGnpiaf;
Jtap' eKaaxa xpoq>epovxai xobxovq xoix; axixouq xrnv Koiqxaiv | Athenag. Supp. Pro Christ. 29
f| xoivdv 0eoi fjoav, Kai ouxe anxovq xpcq xpw*6v etxov averciSeeq yap Kai Kpeixxov ExiOnpiaq
xo Getov | 1 Luc. Gall. 14 om. fab. et poet. nom. opAq oocov AyaGcov o xpx>aoq aixioq, ei y£ Kai 
pExanoiEi xouq Apopcpoxepo-oq Kai epacpionq AxepyA^exai ghjxep o xoiTytiKdq EKEivoq Kecxoq. AxauEiq
5e Kai xa>v jtoirytrav Xey6vxa>v_______  | Luc. Tim. 41 om. fab. et poet, nom A AAA pqv xpwiov eaxiv
£jitar|pov, bxepvGpov, papb Kai xqv Jtpoaoqnv OKEpfiSioxov_______  | Greg. Nyss. Ep. 14.2 falso
Pindaro tribuit xo kAAAioxov ovxcoq Se t̂topa Kaxa nivSapov | Tz. Ep. 43 d> xpvoe Se^lapa kAAAicxov || 
1-3, 5-6 Sen. Ep. 115.14 latine vertit sed errore Bellerophonti tribuit: pecunia ingens generis humani 
bonum/ cui non voluptas matris aut blandae potest/ par esse prolis, non sacer meritis parens./ tarn 
dulce siquid Veneris in vultu micat/ merito ilia amores coelitum atque hominum movet cum hi 
novissimi versus in tragoedia Euripidis pronuntiati essent, tot us populus ad eitiendum et actorem et carmen 
consurrexit uno impetu, donee Euripides in medium ipse prosiluit petens ut expectarent viderentque quem 
admiratori auri exitum faceret. dabat in ilia fabula poenas Bellerophontes.

Fr. 6 1 xPTmoc'ta Stob. 4. 23.13 et S Stob. 4. 22g. 154: XP'HP01 M A Stob. 4. 22g. 154 || 2 obx’ Stob.
4. 23.13: oS8’ Stob. 4. 22g.l54 | o\>8ev Stob. 4. 23.13 et S Stob. 4. 22g.l54: o\>Gev M A Stob. 4. 
22g.l54, cf. Amott Alexis 89s.
Fr. 7 1 xpiHJe plerique: xpvaiov SJE. E D | 8e£i<»pa Stob., Ath. C, S.E., D.S., Athenag. S: Se^iapa 
P. Ross. Georg., Ath. A, Athenag. N P, Luc. Gall. P y, Luc. Tim. P, Tzetz.| (Ipoxoiq plerique.: 
Ppoxoimv Athenag. P: Kxepaq Luc. Gall, y: Kteap Luc. Gall. U || 2 onxe P. Ross. Georg., Ath.,
5.E., Athenag., D.S.: o\)8e Stob. | qSovaq codd.: qxxovaq P. Ross. Georg. | xolaq Stob. S, S.E.: 
xoiaoS’ P. Ross. Georg., Stob. A, Ath., Athenag. || 3 avOpmnoiciv plerique: av6pd>7coiai P. Ross. 
Georg.: ev Sopoiaiv Ath.: abGaipoioiv Schmidt apud Nauck )| 4 om. P. Ross. Georg., Stob. et 
Seneca, delevi; spurium esse censuerunt iam Grotius apud Nauck, Zereteli et Krueger, Jouan et van 
Looy | xoiq ae 8d>paaiv KEKxqpevoiq Schmidt ZfA 14 (1856) 550, prob. Nauck : xoi ae 5d>paciv 
KeKxqpevoi Ath., S.E. || 5 dcpGaXpoiq plerique.: 6<pGaXpoiciv Stob. S || 6 xpetpeiv Stob.: exeiv P. 
Ross. Georg., Ath.
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Fr. 8 (322 Kn., 17 J.-v.L.):
Epcoq y&p apyov kocjcI x o lq  apyou; gq>u*

(piXei Kaxoxxpa Kai Kop-qc; ^avSiapaxa,

q>E\)yEi 8e p6x0ouq. £v 8e poi XEKpfjpiov-

ooSeiq xpoaaix&v pioxov f|paaOq Ppoxav,
ev xoiq 8' §xowyiv t  T|pTlXT|s x£<pi)x’ 88e. 5

Fr. 9 (326 Kn., 11 J.-v.L.):

&p’ ota0’ 6 0 o \ ) v e x ’ oi p&v eoyevetq (ipoxcov 
x e v t]X £ < ; o v x e < ;  oi)8£v aX<pavooa’ Exi, 
oi S’ oi)8ev fjaav xpoaOev, oApioi 8£ vGv,
56£,av <p£povxai xoO vopiopaxoc; x«Plv
Kai aopxXEKOvxEq axeppa Kai yapooq xekvcov ; 5

Soflvai Se xaq xxq paAAov oA$icp KaK© 

xpoGopo^ fcaxiv f\ xevqxi KayaOQ.

Kaxdq 8’ o pf| £x©v, oi 8’ £x°VXES t  SXPioi.

Fr. 8 Stob. 4. 20b. 40 W.-H. (nepi ’Aq>po8ixq<;- yoyoq ’A(ppo5ixq<;) EupixiSou Aavaq<i> S M A | 
1 Plut Amatorius 13.757a (ed. Hubert) om. poet, et fob. nom. aXk' a  no piaq OKqvfjt;
ocKobopev_______  ibidA7J60d  okojcei xoivvv avOiq ecprj xoiq aprpou; epyoiq oaov "Epcoq
jtepiecmv, ouk apycx; d>v, ax; E\>pi7u8q<; eAeyev, ov5' aoxpdxevxoq ovS* ev paXaKaiaiv 
evv\)xe\)G)v xapeiau; veaviSo&v.
Fr. 9 Stob. 4. 31b. 41 W.-H. (nepi kXooxov* boa  rcXomoq xoiei 5ia xqv 7tXeiaxG)v avoiav) 
E'oputiSo'O Aavain; M A om. S | Stob. 4. 31 a.29 W.-H. (nepi JiXobxov exaivoq xXobxov) 
EbpixiSoa) f  'EkocPti (S A M pc: aiic- Mac)

Fr. 8 1 KaJti Plut Xyl.: Kai exi Plut E B | xoiq epyoiq S M A emend. Pierson apud W.-H., prob. 
Jouan et van Looy: xoiobxou; Plut., prob. Nauck || 5 qPqxrii; S M A corruptum: e-oxexfiq Schmidt: 
eyyevqq Stadtmiiller WkJPh 7, 286-293: eyKpaxqq Wagner: Seojtoxqq Kayser RhM 7, 126: 
dppopaxqq Gomperz SA WW 29, 183-185: epyaxqq Muller
Fr. 9 1 oOobvex’ oi pev edd: o8’ obvax’ oi pev Trine.: oxovv exoipev Stob. 4. 31a.29 S: ox’ o$v 
exoipev utrobique M A: 60’ obvex’ oi pev iam Barnes || 2 aXcpavovc’ Stob. 4. 3 lb.41 M: 
dvaqxxivovo’ A utroque loco: eptpaivovo’ Stob. 4. 31a. 29 S M: eK<pavei<; Musgrave: ep<pavei<; 
Dindorf Thes.Gr.L. 3, 926C [| 4 habent M A in Stob. 4. 3 lb. 41, inter lineas add. S, om. Stob. 4 .3  la. 
29 M A || 5 oopitXeKovxeq Stob. 4. 31a.29: oupitXeKovxai Stob. 4. 31b.41: eu aupxXeKovxei; 
Enger Adnot. ad Trag. Graec. Frr. p. 12 | Kai yapouq utrobique: yevvaiov Hense || 6 8e Stob. 4. 
31a.29: xe Stob. 4. 31b.41 | naq xiq paXAov oX|31q> Stob. 4. 31b. 41: paXXov xXovoicp naq xiq 
Stob. 4. 31a.29 || 8 om. Stob. 4. 31a.29 | oX0ioi Stob. utrobique, corruptum: edyeveiq Hense, prob. 
West BICS 30, 72: oukexi West: oi) kokoi Blaydes
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Fr. 10 (325 Kn., 9 J.-v.L.):

KpelacrcDv yap oi>5eiq xpttyiaxav Jc£qn)K' avf|p, 

xXfjv et xiq— 6axiq S' obxoq eaxiv oi>x op©.

Fr. 10a (325a Kn., 10 J.-v.L.):

Sententia nepi xXeove^iag

Fr. 11 (327 Kn., 12 J.-V.L.): 
tpiXoftoi yap xoi x©v pev oX0i©v ppoxoi 

aotpob^ xlOeaOai xoix; Xoyoax;, 6xav 5e xiq 

XektgW an' oikcov eb Xfcyri nevrj^ avfjp, 

yeXav- £ycb bk  JcoXXaKiq acxpmxfepo'ix;

nevrixaq 6v8paq eioop© x<ftv xXo'DOudv 5

Kai <xo\)q> Beotai piiepa Gbovxaq t£Xti 

x©v pooO'OXO'Cvxfflv 5vxaq EbaEpeaxEpoax;.

Fr. 10 Stob. 3.10.18 W.-H. (Ilepi aSuriaq) EbpirciSoo (too abxob S) Aavaiiq M A
Fr. 10a Satyr. Vit. Eur. P. Oxy. IX 1176, fr. 38 col. iv + fr. 39 col. i (Arrighetti) jxettiXGev [8]e icpoq
t[o ai]ox[pl6v it[apa t©i] o[x]X©i t[©i] Gaopa^EiJv tov Z(o[Kpa]tri rcoXb [paXi][oT]a ©ox'
a 7c[o][(pa]iv6|i£vo[<;] [ev] xfjt Aavari[i] [irjepi nXeovE[|t]aq povov [abjrov jtav[x]©v ejioifj[oa]t'
e^alpexov.
Fr. 11 Stob. 4. 33.14 W.-H. (ZbyKpicnq itEviaq Kai kXootoo) EopimSoo (poet. nom. om. S)
Aavar| <i> S M A | 6-7 Ath. 2. 12.2 (om. nom. fab.)_________ EbputiSiy; 9^01 Kai aripaivEi © 8e

to xsXoq xf|v Goaiav | 6 Schol. Eust. II. 12.59 (van der Valk) SbXov 8' oxi teXos Kai f| Goaia 
EbpiniSriq________ oGev Kai a i teXeto! Gooiaq Exoooai.

Fr. 10 1 ooSfiiq S M A: obxiq tacite Nauck | xP"npax©v M A: prjpaxfflv S || 2 ei xiq S M A m *ec-: ob 
xiq vel ooxiq Am pr : Eiq xiq Porson Adversaria p. 274 | obx op© S M A: ook  £p© Badham Iph. T. 
praef. p. 3: ob Xiy© Schmidt Sat. Crit. p. 5
Fr. 11 2 xiGfioGai Valckenaer Diatr. p. 8, prob. Nauck et Jouan-van Looy: riyEioGai S M A: 
vopi^Eiv Blaydes, prob. Kannicht: ayEoGat Conington apud Nauck || 3 Xekt©v S M A: X£tx©v 
Nauck || 4 icoXXaKi  ̂ sup. lin. add. S m'pr' || 6 Geoioi piKpa Gbovxaq Ath., xob<; add. Meineke, prob. 
Nauck, Blaydes, Collard RFIC 97, 174, Jouan-van Looy: xoiq add. Grot. Diet. Poet. p. 551 prob. 
Heath: Geou; (Geoioi Canter, Grotius, prob. Musgrave et Kannicht) piKpa xetpi Gbovxaq Stob.
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Fr. 12 (328 Kn., 13 J.-vX.): 

fkmg 86pou; p£v ^ 5e x a i jcA/nponpivou;, 
yaaxpoq 8’ a tpaipS v  a m p a  Sixixiivoq koko i, 

xoflxov voptfpo k&v 6ea>v ovXGlv Pp^xri 

xoTq (piXxdxoig xe JcoA.ep.iov jcetpuK^vai.

Fr. 13 (323 Kn., 14 J.-V.L.): 

x&x’ &v Jtpoq ayK6A.ai.ai Kai ox^pvoiq epoiq 

1C118&V 6(K>poi K ai qnA/npaxcov 6%A.(p 

VOX^v epfjv Kxf|aaixo* xafixa  y6p (3poxoT<; 

<piA.xpov pfcyiaxov, a i  ^ w o n o ia i ,  xdxep.

Fr. 14 (329 Kn., 15 J.-V.L.):

tpefl, x o ta i y e v v a io ia iv  <bg aicavxaxoO

jcp£jcei xapaKxiip XP'H0' ^  eiq einjrvxiav.

Fr. 12 Stob. 3. 16.6 W.-H. (Ilepi q>ei5cf)Aiaq) E'bpuri.So'o (xob abxov S) Aavariq M A 
Fr. 13 Stob. 4. 24d.53 W.-H. (Ilepi icaiScov itepi vtinicov) EopuciSoa) Aavarj^ S M A 
Fr. 14 Stob. 3. 7.5 W.-H. (nepi avSpeiag) Evpiitl8r|^ Aavarp M A om. S

Fr. 12 1 Sopoig ... JtAr|poopevoiq M A m ^  prob. Kannicht, coll. Heracl. 605: Sopo'oq... 
jiA'npo'op.evovq S Am pr' prob. Nauck, Jouan-van Looy || 2 8\)oxt|vo<; S M Am pr : S-baxTivov Am || 
3 vopi^co S M A: vopi^e Wilamowitz coll. frr. 142.4, 396.2, 9413 Kn., Chaerem. TrGF I 71 F28 | 
Kav Pflugk apud Nauck: Kai S M A | aoAav S M A p c : eAav A8 0
Fr. 13 2 jtri6«ov S M A: neocbv vel icixva>v Nauck || 3 ppoxoiq om. A || 4 tpiAxpov peyioxov M A: 
peyioxov quAxpov peyioxov S
Fr. 14 2 jcpejcei M A: PAejtei Jacobs apud Jouan-van Looy: percei Heath apud Nauck
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Fr. 15(330 Kn., 16 J.-V.L.):
eg xaoxov fjKeiv qnjpi x&q ppox&v x6%aq

xq>5 ' 6v  K aA ,o8 a i v  a i8£p', 08  x a 8 ' £ a x i  8fj*

08x05 ftepotx; xe A.apjcpdv eKX.ap.icei akXaq,

X e ip m v d c  x' a 6 £ei aovxiGeig j c o k v o v  vfeqxx;,

O&XAeiv xe K a i pr|, xe K a i (pOiveiv icoei* 5

0 6 x0  bk  0vt|x©v axeppa* xa>v p£v eoxoxet 

A.apxp§ y a X f i v T i ,  xc&v 5£ aovveqiei jc & X iv ,

£akyiv xe 0 6 v KaKotaiv, ot 5' 6A£ox> pfcxa 

(pOivoocr' £xeioiq xpoa<pepetq pexaXX.ayaT<;.

Fr. 16 (330a Kn., 1 J.-V.L.):
Xpt|apcp8 ia

Fr. 15 Stob. 1.7.8 W.-H. ("Oxi aX6yioTo<; fj (popa rn<; roxn?) EupuriSot) Aavaqg F om. P 
Fr. 16 Lex. Messanense de iota adscripto fol. 282v 13 ed. Rabe RhM 47 ,410 xpTloptp5oq crbv xco 1.. 
ZoipoKXqq TavtaXcoi^fr. 573 R.) wap’ o _.Kai xpn<*p<p8ia. E8pixl8ri<; Aavani

Fr. 15 1 xaq |5poxa>v x o x a q  P: xaq xd>v [Jpoxdjv xbxa? F: x a iq  P poxcbv x b x a i g  Musgrave, prob. 
Nauck || 2 x&8 ' Blaydes, prob. Kannicht: xov8’ F P, prob. Nauck : xov 0’ Grotius, prob. Jouan-van 
Looy | 08 non genitivus originis, ut Bothe coniecit ('ex quo mundus genitus’), sed genitivus 
possessivus: q> F P: 0 0 x15  e o x i  8fj Porson (teste Nauck): ov J ta p e o x ’ i 8 e i v  Schmidt Krit. Stud. II 
4 6 5  || 3 E K X ap icei F P: EKitEpxEi Nauck coll. A.Ag. 2811| 6  8 e  Heeren apud Nauck: 8f| FP | oitEppoc 

xcov Canter apud Nauck: oxEppaxeov F P || 6 - 7  xcov p£v...xd>v 8e  F P: x o x e  p.£v._xoxe 8e  Gomperz || 
9 EXE1015  itpootpEpEiq Valckenaer: a i x i o i q  icpootpopovq F P: icpoocpEpcoq Wachsmuth: 7tpooq>6 pax; 

Meineke
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COMMENTARY

T ls

According to Pollux’s testimony, the chorus was female, perhaps consisting of Argive 

women or maidens sympathetic to Danae’s situation (for the sympathy towards Danae 

possibly expressed by the chorus, cf. fr. 14). Female choruses are also a basic medium for 

the creation of the image of intimacy within the oikos, as women in tragedy have a separate 

place from the male sphere of activity,131 not least Danae who has been literally subject to 

seclusion. What needs to be questioned, however, is the validity of Pollux’s statement that 

Euripides inserted a type of parabasis, where he used the chorus as his mouthpiece and 

accidentally made them refer to themselves in masculine gender. The interpretation of 

tragic passages as containing the poet’s direct address to the audience is common in ancient 

criticism (cf. schol. Ale. 962 Schwartz,132, Plut. Mor. 539B-C) and can be attributed to the 

commentators’ zeal to assign viewpoints expressed by the chorus-leader in the first person 

singular to the poet himself, in order to accumulate as much biographical detail as 

possible.133 This sort of interpretation is thus arbitrary and there is no evidence from the 

tragic texts to support it (cf. note on fr. 10a).134 An interestingly parallel case to Pollux’s 

statement is provided by the ancient scholiast of Hipp. 1102 (Schwartz), who assigned the 

masculine participles kevQcov (1105) and Xexxjg&v (1107) to the female chorus, thus 

supposing that they are speaking on behalf of the poet: y'uvcxike<; pev eioiv ai too %opo\j.

pexatpepei 8e to npocwmov e<p' eauxou o tcoitittis KaxaA-uubv t& xopixa Jtpoaama- pexoxatq
135yap apoeviKatq KE%pr|Tai. Nevertheless, as Bond convincingly aigued, the strophe of the 

ode containing the masculine participles must have been sung by the subsidiary male 

chorus of Hippolytus’ followers prompted by the hero to escort him from his country on 

1098f. (it', d> veoi poi TfjoSe 7% opfjXiKeq,/ rcpoaeuiaO' fjpat; Kai jcpojcepyaTE xGovoq).

131 Cf. Easterling (1987) p. 25.
132 The same phrasing is used to describe the comic parabasis in schol. vet Ar. Nu. 518 Hohverda (the poet is 
thought of as speaking through the npoocaicov of die chorus). Aeschines (i 151) cites Euripidean passages as 
bearing the poet’s own voice for the purposes o f his argumentation. Cf. also Ael. Aristides xxviii 97 Keil.
133 Cf. Bain (1975) pp. 15,16 and n. 1.
134 op.cit. pp. 14-23.
135 Cf. Bond (1980) pp. 59-63.
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Considering that secondary choruses are often misleadingly designated as x°P°Q in the 

manuscripts (in Hipp. 61 ,Pha. 227, A. Eum. 1032),136 the scholiast could have been easily 

deluded into thinking that the strophe of the ode was sung by the female chorus. Likewise, 

Pollux or, more likely, his source (perhaps a scholium or biographer)— considering that his 

work is mainly derivative 137— might have supposed that the main female chorus referred 

to themselves using masculine forms as the poet’s mouthpiece, based on a manuscript 

designating a feasible subsidiary chorus of men asx°pog.m  Alternatively, there are cases in

tragedy, where a female character refers to herself using the masculine plural, which has
1 ̂ 0generalizing overtones; cf. the chorus-leader in A. Supp. 204 and also S. Ant. 926, Tr. 

491, E. Ale. 383, Med. 315f., IA 824. It is thus conceivable that the female chorus-leader of 

the Danae may have referred to herself using the masculine plural, which would explain 

Pollux’s remark on the use of masculine forms by a female chorus. The reference to 

Sophocles’ use of the chorus as his mouthpiece in the Hipponous could be attributed to the 

trend of ancient criticism to regard Sophocles and Euripides as overt rivals (cf. for instance, 

schol. vet. E. Ph. 1 Schwartz).140

T2:

This inscription dated at the end of the second/ beginning of the first century BC is likely to 

be a list of the contents of book-rolls donated to the Library of a Gymnasium in Piraeus 

presumably by epheboi from various demes of Attica.141 The remains of the list preserve 

the titles of twenty plays of Euripides (Scyrioi, Stheneboea, Sciron, Sisyphus, Thyestes, 

Theseus, Danae, Polyidus, Peliades, Pleisthenes, Palamedes, Peleus, Protesilaus, 

Philoctetes, Phoenix, Phrixus, Alcmene, Alexandros, Eurystheus, Alcestis) and, according

136 Cf. Barrett (1964) p. 167.
137 Cf. O CD 3 s.v. ‘Pollux’.
138 Cf Barrett (1964) p. 366.
139 Cf. Kuhner-Gerth (19043) I 83: ‘so tritt an die Stelle der Femininform die Maskulinform, als die 
allgemeinere Bezeichnung der PersOnlichkeit flberhaupt’, Langholf (1977) p. 291, Petersmann (1979) p. 148, 
also Kannicht (2004) on Jno fr. 413.4.
140 Cf. Bain (1975) p. 17 and n. 1. Comparison between Sophocles and Euripides in terms of dramatic 
technique occurs often in ancient scholia; cf. schol. S. Ai. 520 (Christodoulou), schol. S. OT 264 
(Papageorgius), schol. S. OC 220 (De Marco) and Bain (1975) p. 17, n. 2.
141 Cf. note on IG D2 2363, Zuntz (1965) p. 251, n. 6, Marrou (1948) p. 259, Tod (1957) p. 139.
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to Wilamowitz’s estimation, about thirty-one titles appear to have been mentioned,142 that 

is, thirty-one out of the seventy-eight surviving Euripidean plays of Aristophanes’ edition. 

It should be noted that this catalogue antedates the earliest attested commentaiy on the nine 

plays of Euripides, which was written by Didymus in the second half of the first century 

BC/ beginning of the first century AD. The nine annotated tragedies were made very 

prominent and thus given much greater chance for long-term survival. This inscription 

seems to indicate that some plays, which in the centuries to follow were presumably 

obtainable mainly among literary circles,143 were widely read by the beginning of the first 

century BC. On the basis of our evidence, the appeal of the Danae appears to have 

continued until late antiquity (cf. General Introduction, p. 3f., Reception and Appendix).

T3:

Roman seated relief-statuette of Euripides found on Esquiline and kept in Louvre (Richter 

1965, I fig. 760-1),144 tentatively dated in the second century AD.145 The poet’s name is 

inscribed on the plinth and forty-one titles of his plays (thirty-seven titles with Alcmeon, 

Autolycus, Iphigenia and Melanippe counted twice) are preserved in the background in 

alphabetic order. At the missing part of the background, there is room for the remaining 

thirty-seven titles of Euripides’ seventy-eight ami^opeva of the Alexandrian edition.146 To 

the same era belongs the alphabetic list of the Euripidean corpus in P.Oxy. xxvii 2456, from 

which the eighteen last titles have been preserved. The process of consolidation of the 

‘selection’ (i.e. the nine plays annotated by Didymus) seems to have been gradual, to judge 

from the number of papyri of ‘non-select’ plays dating to that era and even later and 

presumably studied in literary circles 147 and the revivals of such plays till the end of the 

second century (cf. General Introduction, p. 3 and n. 9). The Danae seems to have been

142 Cf. Wilamowitz(1875) p. 138.
143 Cf. Zuntz (1965) p. 254£
144 Cf. Richter (1959) D p. 21 f.
145 Cf Kannicht (1996) p. 22, n. 2, Kannicht (2004) I p. 57.
146 Cf. note on IG XIV 1152.
147 Cf. Archelaus {P.Oxy. iii 419, second/ third AD), Cretans (P. Berol. 13217, second century AD), 
Hypsipyle {P.Oxy. vi 852, late second/ early third AD), Cresphontes {P.Oxy. xxvii 2458, third century AD), 
Phaethon {P.Berol. 9771, fourth century AD), Oedipus {P.Oxy. xxvii 2459, fourth century AD), Captive 
Melanippe {P.Berol. 5514, fifth century AD).
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among those plays obtainable in literaiy circles, to judge by Lucian’s allusion to the context 

of the situation of Danae fr. 7 (Timon 41) and the possibility of his inspiration from the 

play in D. Mar. 12 (cf. note on T5). The appeal of the play in late antiquity is suggested 

also by fr. 1132 Kn. (cf. Appendix and Reception).

T 4:

According to John Malalas, Euripides treated the disclosure of Danae’s seduction and her 

exposure in the chest. This brief reference accords with the accounts of Pherecyd. fr. 10 

Fowler and [Apollod.] 2. 4.1, and is confirmed by frr. 6 (the revelation of Danae’s 

seduction) and 13 (Danae’s plea to be exposed together with her baby-son). Malalas is not 

usually the most helpful source for the restoration of Euripidean lost plays, firstly because 

he seems to have had only indirect knowledge of Euripides, possibly deriving his material 

from Domninos,148 and secondly in view of his fusion of material from Hellenic, Old 

Testament, Christian and Antiochene sources. These two factors account for his quite 

vague (as the present testimonium, which adds nothing to our knowledge of the play) and at 

times inaccurate references to Euripidean treatments of certain myths (e.g. he mentions that 

Euripides wrote on the three-eyed Cyclops [5.18 Thum] and attributes the content of Ba. 

28f. to Pentheus rather than Dionysus [2. 15 Thum]). Malalas’ aetiological reasoning often 

leads him to reject firmly the Euripidean versions mentioned in his work in favour of more 

rationalizing ones.149 In the case of the Danae, for instance, he juxtaposes Euripides’ 

treatment to Boutios’ more truthful version of the story, according to which Picus Zeus — 

the figure of the ruler as conflated from Hellenic and Eastern sources— lured Danae by 

offering her much gold (cf. fr. 7 and note adloc. for the interpretation of Danae’s seduction 

by later authors). Likewise, Zeus’ transformation into a satyr to seduce Antiope is 

contrasted to Cephalion’s rationalizing narrative (2. 16 Thum).

148 Cf. Bourier (1900) II pp. 58,61, Jeffreys (1990b) pp. 179,196f.
149 Cf. Jeffreys (1990a) p. 62.
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T5:

This passage transmitted in the fourteenth-century Ms P (Vaticanus Palatinus gr. 287, f  

147v) as 'YnoQeoig Aavarjg follows the spurious LA 1578-1629 150 and precedes the sixty- 

five lines from the equally spurious ‘Dawae-prologue’ (fr. 1132 Kn., cf. Appendix).151 On 

metrical and linguistic grounds, LA 1578-1629 and the spurious fr. 1132 Kn. are dated 

between die fourth and seventh centuiy.152 In view of their similarity in technique, West 

suggested that both pieces could have been composed by the same author and that fr. 1132 

Kn. may have been written with the same purpose as the spurious ending of the Lphigenia 

in Aulis, namely as a specially composed supplement aiming to replace the lost beginning 

of the play by someone who had volumes from an alphabetic collection of Euripides’ plays
• • 153at his disposal. The implications of this suggestion are dealt with in the relevant 

discussion (cf. Appendix, Diagnosis of Spuriousness), where the question whether the 

‘Danae-prologue’ could have been written as an independent composition, perhaps as a 

rhetorical exercise aiming to imitate a Euripidean opening, is also raised and regarded as 

worth exploring. LA 1570-1629 followed by the Danae ‘hypothesis’ and ‘prologue’ were 

added in P (C 147r- 148r) by a second hand, aptly identified by Turyn as that of the learned 

rubricator Ioannes Katrares.154

The ‘hypothesis’ (97 words) is clearly much shorter than the narrative papyrus- 

hypotheses of Euripidean plays, which are estimated to have been written in about the first 

century BC 155 and amount to 170-200 words. The manuscript hypothesis of the Alcestis, 

which seems to be a synopsis of the original papyrus-hypothesis (partially surviving in P. 

Oxy. 2457, 11. 1-17),156 also amounts to 90 words. Luppe noted in this account some 

elements of vocabulary and style, which he suggested that could originate in narrative 

hypotheses of Euripides’ plays and attempted to reconstruct the original hypothesis on the

150 Cf. indicatively Page (1934) p. 197, Pohlenz (19542) I p. 459, Lesky (19723) p. 449.
151 Cf. Elmsley (1811) p. 77 and (1813) p. 432, Jacobs (1834) pp. 607-635, Wunsch (1896) pp. 138-153, Rein 
(1926) pp. 109-129, Zielinski (1925) pp. 285-304.
152 Cf West (1981) p. 75.
153 op. cit. pp. 75, 78, n. 49.
154 Cf. Turyn (1964) p. 127 andZuntz(1965)p. 179.
155 Cf. Zuntz(1955)p. 138f.
156 Cf. Austin (1968) p. 89,Haslam (1975) p. 152f., Luppe (1982) pp. 14-16.
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basis of this narrative.157 These elements are: the beginning of the ‘hypothesis’ with the 

name and social position of a central character: ’Aicpiffux; ~Apyot>Q ©v PamXeix; (here, 

however, with participle instead of sentence, and omission of the regular genealogy): cf. 

hypp. Hipp. (P. Mil. Vogl. 2. 44, 1. 6f.): ©hoeon; vibq p&v fjv Iloaei8©voq, (JaaiA.E'ix; 8e 

’A0r|vauov, Stheneboea (P. Oxy. 2455, fr. 5,1. 10f.), Phrixus A (P. Oxy. 2455, fr. 14. 3,1. 7), 

k(xt& xpriapov: hyp. IT  (1. 1 Diggle), epacrGEu;: hyp. Aeolus (P. Oxy. 2457,1. 25), EyKopova 

(evkoov originally) eftovnqgv: hypp. Ion (1. 1 Diggle), Scyrioi (P SI1286,1. 47f.), Melanippe 

the Wise (P. Oxy. 2455, fr. 2,1. 7), keXeqei (ekeXeqqe originally): hypp. Med. (P. IFAO inv. 

P.S.P. 248, 1. 12), Ba. (1. 9 Diggle), Veiled Hippolytus (P. Mich. 6222 A, 1. 30), 

KaTEteTKyaoai (£A,efiaaaai originally): hyp. Ph. (P. Oxy. 2455, fr. 17.4,1. 15), to yeyovoc;: 

hypp. Hec. (1. 14 Diggle), Ba. (1. 14 Diggle).

Nevertheless, there is a serious issue to be tackled before accepting Luppe’s 

reconstruction. The Nereids of the ‘hypothesis’ are found also in Lucian’s D. Mar. 12, 

where Doris and Thetis rescue Danae and Perseus by pushing the chest into the nets of 

Seriphian fishermen. On this basis, Kannicht expressed his reservation as to the provenance 

of ‘hyp.’ Danae from the original narrative hypothesis of the play, also in view of certain 

common stylistic elements between this narrative and Lucian’s dialogue, which could 

suggest that ‘hyp.’ Danae derived from Lucian.158 The dialogue runs as follows:

ADPIZ Ti SaKpueiq, © ©eti;
©ETIZ KaA-AAarnv, © Acopi, Koprjv eTSov e<; ki|3©t6v imd to v  rcaxp6<; £pj3Ar|0£iaav, 
auxfiv xe Kai pp£<po<; abxfr; apxiyEvvtixov eke^edoev Se o icaxfip xobq vabxaq  
avaXapovxai; xo Kifkbxiov, £7t£i5av jcoA-i) xfjg yf\c, amxjrcaawaiv, acpEivai eu; xf|v 
G aXaaaav, dx; arcoXoixo fi aGXia, Kai auxfi Kai xo pp£<po .̂
AS2PIZ Tlvo<; EVEKa, © aSEAxpf); eine, ei xi £pa0£<; aKpipdx;.
©ETIZ "A7cavxa. o y a p  ’AKpiaux; o rnxfip auxfiv KaXAAoxTiv ou aav  etoxpGeveuev eq 
Xakicovv x iva  0dA.ap.ov EppaXaw* Etxa, ei pfev aA.r|0ec; ouk e%© euceiv, tpaai 5' o$v  
xov A la xpuaov yEvopEvov pufjvat 8 ia  xou opcxpoo etc' auxfiv, 8£^ap£vr|v Se ekeivtiv 
e<; xov koA.7cov KaxappEovxa xov 0eov cyKupova yEVEaGat. xouxo aiaGopEvoq o m x fp ,  
aypio^ xk; Kai C,T\X6xvnoq yepov, f|yavaKXTia£ Kai vtco xivo^ pEpoixEvaGai oitiGek; 
auxf|v epP&XXei eu; xf|v Kip©xov apxi xEXOKuiav.
AQPIZ CH 8e xi EJtpaxxEV, © ©eti, ojcoxe KaGiEXo;
0ETIZ 'YrcEp auxfr; pev eo ly a , © A©pi, Kai £(p£p£ xf|v KaxaSiKTiv. to  ppeqxx; 8e 
7iapr|X£ixo pf| aitoGavEiv SaKpuouaa Kai x© nanmo SEiKvuooaa auxo, KaXA,iaxov ov- 
xo 8e utc1 ayvoiac; x©v KaK©v wrepEiSia tcpcx; xfiv GaXaaaav. 'oicoTdpjcXapai auGic, 
xoix; otpGaXpoi)^ 8aKpu©v pvripovEuaaaa auxcov.

157 Luppe (1991) pp. 2-7.
158 Kannicht (1992) p.33f.



AQPIZ Kape SaKp'Ocai ejcoiriaa^. aXX1 fj5r| xeBvaoiv;
0ETIX Oi)5a|_ia>c;- vf|%exai yap exi f] Kijkoxoc; apcpi xryv Xepupov ^(bvxaq abxoix; 
<pvXaxxot>aa.
AQPIZ Tl o{)v o\>xi ca>^opev oroxoix; xotq aXiEvai xobxoiq epflaXoooai £<; xa 8ucx\)a 
xoiq Zepi<pioi<;; oi 8e avaajtaoavxeq ctgkto 'OO i  8fjXov oxi.
©ETIZ E\j Xeyeiq, otjxco a o u d j i e v  jitj yap ajtoXeaOcD pfjxe adxfj pf|xe xo jtaiSiov ovxcoq 
ov icaXov.

As regards the thematic resemblance between Lucian’s dialogue and ‘hyp.’ Danae, it can 

be argued that Euripides was very popular in the second sophistic159 and evidently the 

second most quoted poet after Homer in Lucian’s work.160 The latter regularly cites and 

alludes to Euripides 161 and in certain cases he even makes unassigned references to lines or 

scenes from Euripidean drama, probably assuming that they are easily recognizable by his 

readers (cf. Med. 340 in Cat. 8, Ph. 18f. in J.Conf. 13, Ph. 359f. in BisAcc. 21, Danae fr. 7 

in Gall. 14 and Tim. 41 on the power of gold). Lucian’s knowledge of Euripides does not 

seem to be indirect and merely based on the narrative hypotheses, which were popular in
i a 9that era. He apparently had access also to plays outside the ‘selection’; his unassigned 

citation of Danae fr. 7.1 in Tim. 41 and allusion to the context of the situation (i.e. the 

power of gold over love, as alleged also in frr. 8, 9) may suggest that he knew the play 

directly and not through intermediary sources. In this direction points also his description 

of Danae’s plea for her child’s life to Acrisius in this Marine Dialogue, which recalls 

Danae fr. 13 (for the possible context, cf. note ad loc.). It is thus conceivable that Lucian 

may have been inspired in this dialogue by the epilogue of the Danae, where it could have
1 A3been foretold that mother and child would be rescued— supposedly by the Nereids. Even 

so, he cannot be regarded as reproducing Euripides faithfully, given his known literary 

creativity and the possibility that multiple sources could have been conflated in his account.

Hence, in terms of the thematic coincidence between the ‘hypothesis’ and D. Mar. 

12, the latter might have found its point of departure in the Euripidean play. As regards the 

similarity in phrasing, the common stylistic elements are the following: (1) KaXXiox^v

159 Cf. Householder (1941) pp. 44,59.
160 op.cit. p. 41.
161 Overt expressions o f Lucian’s fondness of Euripides: Nec. 1. 25- 2. 1, J. Tr. 1. 20, Pseud. 32. Cf 
Householder (1941) p. 13f., Bompaire (1958) pp. 621-630,643f., Camerotto (1998) pp. 29-36, 148-156,277, 
287f., 292-294, Helm (1906) pp. 56, 136f., 298 ,324f., 343, Jones (1986) p. 151.
162 Cf General Introduction, p. 3 and n. 9 and 10. For a list of these references, c f Householder (1941) p. 14. 
‘Non-select’ plays were still studied and performed in Lucian’s era; c f Luc. De Salt. 27, Philostr. Vit. Apoll. 
7.5 and Zuntz (1965) p. 254f.
163 For this possibility, cf. Rein (1926) pp. 115-129.
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cnxrav,164 (2) xpwroq yevoiievo^, (3) eyid)|j.ova, (4) the asyndeta xooxo pafkbv (‘hyp.’ Danae) 

and xooxo aiaOopevoq (Z). Mar. 12),165 (5) eiq Kipcoxov evE0aXe (‘hyp.’ Danae), epfiaXXei eiq 

xfjv Kipoxov (D. Mar. 12), (6) epfkxXXo'Doi eiq Slicxua Eepupuov aXietov (‘hyp.’ Danae), xotq 

aXievai epPaXobaai eg xa SiKXoa xoic; Xepicpioic; (D. Mar. 12),166 (7) keXeoei pucxEiv Kaxa 

x'pv QaXaxxav (‘hyp.’ Danae), ekeXevgev 8e o icaxfjp xoix; va\)xa<; . . . cupEivai eu; xf|v 

0aXaoaav (D. Mar. 12). Of these, (2), (3 with eykuov instead of the later eyicopova), (5), (6) 

and (7) could go back to the original narrative hypothesis, on which Lucian supposedly 

might have drawn, as suggested by Luppe.167 However, the phrase KaXXurxtiv ouoav in 

Lucian and ‘hyp.’ Danae (instead of the fixed phrase of mythographic hypotheses kccXXei
16&v8ia<pepo'oaav ) and the asyndeton xouxo paGcbv (completely alien from the style of the 

hypotheses, instead of the possible phrase paGcbv 5e xa ycyevripEva 169), which resembles 

the asyndeton xouxo aio0opevo<; of D. Mar. 12, cannot have derived from the original
1 7fthypothesis. It is rather improbable that Lucian had read ‘hyp.’ Danae, if we suppose that 

this is a synopsis of the original hypothesis, firstly because there is not even one case of 

abridged narrative hypothesis from the bulk of the surviving papyrus-hypotheses, which 

date from the first to the third century AD, and secondly because hypotheses are rather 

unlikely to have become liable for abbreviation and modification before being prefixed to 

the corresponding dramatic texts171 (the earliest case of prefatory material transmitted with 

the dramatic text is the metrical hypothesis, didascalia and personarum index of the
172Dyscolus in die Bodmer papyrus of Menander dated in late third century AD ). It would 

also be very unusual for Lucian to imitate a source verbatim in this way.
A survey of the ‘Danae-prologue’ (the spurious fr. 1132 Kn., cf. Appendix) brings 

to light its relation to both ‘hyp.’ Danae and Lucian’s D. Mar. 12. The ‘prologue’ accords 

with the ‘hypothesis’ in terms of the oracle given to Acrisius (11. 7-18), which is absent

164 Cf. Kannicht (1992) p. 33f., Rein (1926) p. 127, n. 1.
165 Cf. Kannicht (1992) p. 33f.
166 Cf. Rein (1926) p. 125, Zielinski (1925) p. 298.
167 Luppe (1993) p. 66.
168 Cf. hypp. Hipp. {P. Mil. Vogl. 2. 44, col. i, I. 9f.), Melanippe Sophe (P. Oxy. 2455, fr. 2,1. 3f.), Auge (P. 
Colon. 264,1. 5f.) and Luppe (1991) p. 3.
169 Cf. Luppe (1991) p. 4.
170 So Kannicht (1992) p. 33 f
171 Cf. Barrett (1965) p. 62f., who found it highly unlikely that full and abbreviated versions of narrative 
hypotheses were circulating side by side in the second century AD.
172 Cf. Turner (1958) p. 9 and n. 1.
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from D. Mar. 12, and Danae’s seclusion ev mxpOevckn (11.22-24), which is not specified as 

the widely attested bronze chamber. Certain linguistic similarities are also worth noting: 

‘prologue’ 1. 39: eyKaxdKXeicyxov and ‘hyp.’ 1. 3: KaxctKXcioxov,173 ‘prologue’ 1. 39: paGtbv 

jcaxfip and ‘hyp.’ 1. 8: xouxo podkbv ’Aicpiaux;. For the wide use of Lucian in fr. 1132 Kn., 

cf. Appendix, The Sources. Hence, both the ‘hypothesis’ and the ‘prologue’ are congruent 

with Lucian’s treatments of Danae’s legend and, at the same time, congruent with each 

other. Whether Lucian was inspired by Euripides’ Danae, as Rein suggested,174 is 

ultimately unprovable, though, apart from the points made above in favour of this 

possibility, the fact that the author of a composition aiming to imitate a Euripidean opening 

on the Danae-myth (fr. 1132 Kn.) has chosen to widely consult Lucian might also point in 

this direction.

As to the provenance, purpose and worth o f ‘hyp.’ Danae, I can see the following 

possibilities:

(i) if West’s suggestion is taken into account and the ‘prologue’ (fr. 1132 Kn.) was 

written as a supplement of the lost beginning of the Danae, its author would have 

presumably drawn on Lucian and might have also supposedly consulted the original
i nc %

narrative hypothesis of the Danae. Subsequently, according to Luppe, he might have 

used Lucian to epitomize the hypothesis of the play to what survives today as ‘hyp.’ Danae 

and prefixed it to the text of the Danae, in accordance with the trend of adding prefatoiy 

material before dramatic texts. Such a possibility may account for the instances of common 

phrasing in ‘hyp.’ Danae and D. Mar. 12. Still, it raises two crucial questions: firstly, why 

would one use another text to create a synopsis, instead of directly reducing the original? 

And secondly, why would a full hypothesis of the play be changed to an epitome, which is 

completely uninformative of the plot and refers to the myth in general 176 (the sole new 

piece of information is the reference to the Nereids, for which one could well argue that it 

may have derived from Lucian). By contrast, the manuscript hyp. Alcestis already 

mentioned, albeit a synopsis of the original papyrus-hypothesis, is informative of the 

peculiarities of the Euripidean plot.

173 Cf. Rein (1926) p. 126.
174 Rein (1926) pp. 115-129.
175 Luppe (1993) p. 67.
176 Cf. Kannicht (1992) p. 34, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 58.
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(ii) The ‘hypothesis’ may have been written by the author of the ‘prologue’ as 

prefatory material to the text of the Danae, again in the light of West’s argument that fr. 

1132 Kn. was a specially composed supplement; this person seems to have been well-leamt 

on Euripides and the myth of Danae and evidently consulted Lucian to write his ‘prologue’, 

which would explain Lucian’s echoes on the ‘hypothesis’, as well. It is also worth bearing 

in mind that the fixed stylistic features of the hypotheses observed by Luppe would be 

easily imitable for someone who had read a number of narrative hypotheses, not least for 

someone who could imitate a Euripidean opening. This likelihood could account for all the 

similarities between the ‘hypothesis’ and the ‘prologue’ and the former and Luc. D. Mar. 
12.

(iii) If the spurious fr. 1132 Kn. was written as a rhetorical exercise, which may 

seem likelier than the argument for a specially composed supplement (for the shortcomings 

of the latter, cf. Appendix, Diagnosis of Spuriousness), then the present narrative may have 

been a school exercise as well, perhaps a Siriyrjpia possibly written by the same person, in 

view of the similarities between the ‘hypothesis’ and the ‘prologue’ observed above. 

Among the Progymnasmata of rhetorical schools, Sifjy^/jara was a particular kind of 

exercise in composition, aiming to briefly retell a mythological story sometimes popular
177from epics or drama (cf. [Hermog.] Prog. 2. 12fi, Quint. Inst. 2.4). Purpose of this kind 

of composition was to introduce students to the technique of narratio of a judicial speech, 

by teaching them to write in clarity and briefly state the acting person and those involved,
17Rthe action, place, manner and cause of events, which are features also found in the 

narrative in question. A brief account of this type inspired by the myth of Danae occurs in 

Lib. Prog. 2.41. Likewise, Lib. Prog. 2. 15, which is of comparable length with the present 

account, is a retelling of the story of Alcestis with no allusion to a dramatic production (cf.
170on the other hand, the manuscript synopsis of hyp. Ale. already mentioned). The author 

of our narrative, which shares the features of Snjyri^axa noted above and does not hint at a 

dramatic plot either, seems to have drawn material from Lucian, as emerges from the 

resemblance of style and theme. As in the case of the ‘prologue’ (cf. Appendix, The 

Sources), he may have additionally consulted other mythical sources, since the reference to

177 Cf. Webb (2001) pp. 294-299, Kennedy (1994) pp. 202-204, Schouler (1984) 169-79.
178 Cf. Clark (1957) pp. 183-186.
179 For further examples of Sirjytj/jaTa, cf. Ziebarth (1913) No 40, Beudel (1911) p. 58f.
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the oracle does not originate in Lucian. Considering that hypotheses of books of Homer and 

drama seem to have been used for educational purposes (cf. Plut. Mor. 14E)180 and perhaps 

for rhetorical exercises in particular,181 it is possible that in this process the author could 

have also used the original narrative hypothesis of the Danae directly or through an 

intermediary source, which would account for the stylistic similarities observed by Luppe. 

Nevertheless, in view of the loss of the original hypothesis and relevant evidence from the 

play (which might have referred, for instance, to the intervention of the Nereids), what can 

only be diagnosed with probability is the relation of the transmitted account and of the 

‘prologue’ with Lucian, whereas it cannot be firmly proved that Lucian goes back to 

Euripides. Even if die original hypothesis was consulted for the writing of this narrative, the 

author does not seem to have aimed to reproduce the Euripidean plot, which would account 

for the loss of dramatic information; this would suggest, in turn, that the present narrative 

cannot assist in the recovery of the peculiarities of the plot of the Danae.

An equally important question concerns the indexpersonarum transmitted with the 

‘hypothesis’; it is worth noting that not even one surviving narrative hypothesis of 

Euripidean plays is followed by a catalogue of dramatis personae, therefore, this index is 

very unlikely to have belonged to the original hypothesis. A further shortcoming of the 

transmitted index is that for the main part of the plot —leaving aside Hermes as prologue- 

speaker and Athena as dea ex machina— only four dramatic characters are mentioned 

(Acrisius, Danae, Nurse, Messenger) plus the chorus. Such a short number of main 

characters is unparalleled 182 and raises serious doubts about the authenticity of the index. It 

thus seems quite likely that this list of dramatis personae is a later addition.

To assess the weight of the index, it may be worth exploring hypothetically the 

implications of West’s assumption that fr. 1132 Kn. could have been a specially composed 

supplement of the lost opening of the Danae by someone who had volumes from an
183alphabetic collection of Euripides’ plays, including the Danae, at his disposal; the index 

personarum might have then been added by the author of fr. 1132 Kn., supposedly on the

180 Cf. Marrou (1948) p. 229, van Rossum (1998) p. 73.
181 Cf. for instance, P. Vindob. G. 19766 (hyp. Autotycus /, second century AD), P. Mich. Inv. 1319 (hyp. 
Temenidae, third/ fourth century AD), P. Oxy. 420 (third century AD) and van Rossum (1998) p. 15 and n. 
39, p. 31,Zuntz(1955) p. 141, n. 5, p. 142 and n. 1.
182 In Euripides’ extant plays, the minimum number of dramatic characters excluding gods is six (cf. Alcestis, 
Electra and Ion).
183 Cf. West (1981) p. 78, n. 49.
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basis of the remaining text of the Euripidean Danae. The possibility that more leaves of the 

volume containing the Danae might have been lost may account for characters which 

remained unknown to the author of the catalogue and thus for the shortness of die index. 

Still, the inclusion of Hermes in the index remains a problem: if the false prologue was 

composed as substitute for the lost prologue of the play, how did the author of fr. 1132 Kn. 

know the prologue-speaker? Unless he knew the speaker from a source lost by now (e.g. by 

a lost argument of Aristophanes of Byzantium mentioning the name of the npoXoylCcov), it 

is reasonable to suppose that he may have invented him, perhaps based on Luc. D. Deor. 4. 

2, on the god’s mythographically attested involvement in Perseus’ adventures (cf. Dramatis 

Personae) and perhaps also on Hermes’ delivery of the prologue-speech in the Ion with 

reference to a similar situation (cf. Appendix, The Sources). Hermes as prologue-speaker is 

thus uncertain. Athena’s role as dea ex machina could have been known to the author, 

presumably if he had access to either the epilogue of the Danae or the original 

mythographic hypothesis of the play (referring to the deus ex machina, cf. hypp. Hipp., 

Andr., Or., Ba.). Even if he had not, Athena would easily occur to someone for this role, in 

view of her involvement in Perseus’ exploits (cf. Dramatis Personae) and again perhaps in 

view of her closing role in the Ion. A messenger is required to report the off-stage event of 

the exposure of the chest with Danae and Perseus (cf. Dramatis Personae). Danae and 

Acrisius are the obvious characters of the play and the Nurse (the usual ‘accomplice’ in 

such plots) would be expected to have a role as well. On the whole, it should be noted that 

the catalogue of dramatic characters looks like a combination of learning and common 

sense—and not necessarily the outcome of one’s direct access to the play— which might 

imply that the characters mentioned may have well been inferred, even if the author of the 

index did not have the play available, that is, even if fr. 1132 Kn. was not meant to be a 

supplement, but rather an independent composition, such as a rhetorical exercise (cf. 

Appendix, Diagnosis of Spuriousness). The fact that the ‘hypothesis’, ‘personarum index’ 

and ‘prologue’ have been added in Ms P by the hand of Ioannes Katrares may deserve 

attention; this rubricator (i) has in several cases added prefatoiy material in Ms P (e.g. the 

personarum index of the Electra and the hypothesis of the Helen, which could be of his 

own composition184), presumably since it was intended for the book-trade, which, in turn,

184 Cf. Zuntz(1965) p. 139.
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required that every play in this manuscript was provided with this standard kind of 

material185 and (ii) has copied in Esc. 0-11-19, f. 91v another dramatic pastiche on a 

fictitious theme amounting to 35 lines and preceded by a list of dramatic characters with no 

obvious function, since what follows is only a monologue;186 it may be assumed that 

Katrares prefixed this index of characters to the pastiche in the Escorialensis, perhaps on 

the basis of his familiarity with the arrangement of prefatory material in dramatic 

manuscripts (cf. also Appendix, Diagnosis of Spuriousness). In this light, it is conceivable 

that having the spurious fr. 1132 Kn. and the relevant narrative transmitted to us as 

‘hypothesis’ (which may have been independent compositions, such as rhetorical exercises) 

at his disposal, Katrares might have (a) entitled the present account as ‘'YTcoOeaiq’, 

prefixing it to the tragic pastiche of fr. 1132 Kn. and (b) invented and inserted a list of 

anticipated characters in a Danae play (fr. 1132 Kn. already provided Hermes as prologue- 

speaker and presented also Acrisius) to suit the arrangement of prefatory material in Ms P.

T6:

In this scene of the Samia, wealthy Demeas is trying to calm down his poor neighbour 

Niceratus, who has just found out that his unmarried daughter has bom a child to the 

former’s stepson. He refers to Danae’s impregnation by Zeus transformed into golden 

shower that dropped through the roof of her chamber, as told by tragic actors. This theme 

was treated by Sophocles in his Acrisius and Danae and by Euripides in his own Danae and 

the reference to a tragic performance known to Demeas and Niceratus seems to point to the
187revival of a tragedy on Danae in Menander’s time.

Demeas draws a parallel between the tragic example and the particular situation of 

the comic play; his use of the diminutive xpvoiov (here ‘money’188 rather than an everyday 

word for ‘gold’) instead of xpxxjoq, in association with Niceratus’ poverty, which is

185 Cf. Zuntz (1965) pp. 138,141-143.
186 Cf. De Andres, Irigoin and Horandner (1974) p. 205.
187 Cf. Gomme and Sandbach (1973) p. 612, Bain (1983) p. 126.
188 For the ironic use of the word, cf. van Leeuwen (19193) p. 237, Austin (1970) p. 92. Menander often uses 
1he diminutive xpvaiov denoting ‘money’ (rather than ‘gold’); c f Asp is 239, Dis Exapaton 27,52, 55,60, 94, 
Kolax 126.
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particularly stressed in this context by means of his leaking roof,189 implies that Niceratus 

would certainly benefit from his daughter’s marriage to Demeas’ rich son.190 Frr. 7-10 of 

Euripides’ Danae assert the power of gold over love and it thus seems quite likely that this 

is the tragic play, to which Demeas is alluding in 1. 3,191 given also the notoriety and wide 

citation of fr. 7 (cf. note ad loc.\ as well as the large number of fourth-century revivals of
• • 192Euripidean plays. Hence, Demeas is using his experience as tragic spectator to accredit 

his case, like Syriscus in Epitr. 325-333, who is referring to the story of Neleus and Pelias 

as performed on tragic stage,193 and Onesimus in Epitr. 1123-1126, citing E. Auge fr. 265a 

Kn. as a piece of proverbial wisdom applying to the circumstances of that play.194

Fr. 1:

The first person plural {ppeig) identifying the speaker with female dolos clearly points to a 

female character. The notion of plotting as a feature of women par excellence is 

emphasized in this fragment and could point to an intrigue set up by Danae to protect infant 

Perseus from his grandfather presumably early in the play (for her possible stratagem to 

deceive Acrisius, cf. notes on frr. 2-4 and Structure). Plotting with such a purpose recurs in 

Euripidean plays thematically affiliated to the Danae (Melanippe the Wise, Alope, Auge and 

partly Aeolus, for detail, cf. Structure). Taking these parallel cases into consideration, this 

fragment could be located in a deliberation-scene between Danae and her nurse (cf. Andr. 

56-90 and the parallel scene possibly between Auge and her nurse in Auge fr. 271 b Kn.). 

The confidence of the statement pointing to the speaker’s experience might tell in favour of 

the nurse as speaker of these lines rather than Danae (cf. similarly Hipp. 480f., and for the 

nurse’s skill in ruse, cf. Stheneboea fr. 661. 10-14 Kn.). Alternatively, these trimeters may 

have been the closing lines of the narrative prologue (perhaps likelier to have been

189 Cf. Blume (1974) p. 238, n. 106, Lamagna (1998) p. 593.
190 Cf. Offermann (1978) p. 152f.
191 Cf. Dedoussi (1965) p. 74, Reinhardt (1974) p. 168, n. 4.
192 Cf. IG A2 2320 attesting that revivals only of Euripidean tragedies were produced for three successive 
years (341-339 BC). For the popularity of Euripides in the fourth century, cf. Xanthakis-Karamanos (1980) 
pp. 28-34.
193 Tyro plays were written by Sophocles, Astydamas and Carcinus II; the allusion here might involve one of 
the two Sophoclean Tyro plays, which were evidently more prominent.
194 Cf. Hurst (1990) pp. 106-113, Zagazi (1994) p. 55f., Webster (I9602) p. 155f.
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delivered by the nurse rather than Danae, cf. Structure), following the reference to the 

stratagem to protect Perseus. In this case, the first person would not be an inclusive 

reference to two participants in a dialogue, but simply to women as a sex. For the closure of 

the opening monologue with a gnome, cf. Ale. 75f., Med. 48, Su. 40f. (and Collard 1975a ad 
loc.),HF57-59, Tr. 95-97, Or. 70.

1-2: Men are bom for fighting and outdoor activities; cf. indicatively X. Oec. 7.23, 

A. Ch. 918, Ar. Lys. 626f., Med. 248 (and Mastronarde 2002 ad loc.), 263f. and Just (1989) 

p. 157, Dover (1974) p. 97, Garland (1990) p. 199f. The strict definition of roles, which 

imposed outdoor life for men and seclusion and domestic life for women, may account for 

the particular features and attributes of each gender. Women are generally regarded as the 

resourceful sex; cf. Med. 407-409, Hipp. 480f., 670,Andr. 85 (and Lloyd 1994 and Stevens 

1971 ad loc.), 911, IT 1032, Ion 843f. (and Lee 1997, p. 255), 985, Hel. 1621, Ba. 487, 

Cressae fr. 464 Kn., Alope fr. 108 Kn., Auge fr. 271a Kn., A. Ag. 1636, Ar. Eccl. 238, Lys. 

12, Th. 290, 435 (and Ehrenberg 1943, pp. 201-203). Euripides tends to reflect on female 

insecurity and social impotence, which leads women to plotting as the sole means of 

subverting the dominant power of the superior; the lines from Hec. 883-885 (cf. Gregory 

1999, p. 150) are expressive of the same notion as our fragment: xai jtibq yvvcrnQv apoevtov 

eaxai Kpaxoq;/ 8eivov to jtAfj0o<; cruv 8oA<Dt xe 86opaxov./ Seivov to pevxoi OfiAo piptpopat 
aOevo<;. Cf. also the vindictive plots of Medea, Electra and Creusa and the defensive 

stratagems of Iphigenia, Helen, Melanippe and Auge. Cf. Buxton (1982) p. 64, Zeitlin 

(1990) pp. 79-84, Just (1989) p. 196, Heath (1987) p. 160, Dover (1974) p. 100.

fjv y&p: the Imperfect of eipi is generally accompanied by apa to denote that a 

common fact or truth has just been recognized (a colloquialism, cf. Stevens 1976, p. 62f. 

and Denniston 19542 p. 36f. and note on Dictys fr. 4. 4). This seems to be the case here as 

well, since the speaker recognizes the authority of the proverb as corresponding to her own 

situation. The absence of apa, however, raised suspicions that the text could be corrupt. In 

order to include it in the line, Meineke proposed fjv apa rig aivog, which is unsuitable on 

metrical grounds, since this particular resolution-type (first-foot dactyl) does not appear in 

Euripides’ plays o f ‘severe style’,195 among which the Danae has been classified (cf. Date). 

A structure that occurs to me, in order to fit apa into this line in accordance with metre and

195 Cf. Ceadel (1941) p. 71 and Devine and Stephens (1980) p. 67f.
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style, presupposes transposition of words: atvog ng fjv dp]. . . (for the word-order, cf. Tr. 

412: obSev xi Kpeiaoto xcov to pt|8ev fjv apa, Alcmeon in Corinth fr. 75 Kn.: to jcat 

Kpeovxo<;, ax; aA.r|0£<; fjv apa, IT 369: "Ai5r^ ’AxiXteix; fjv ap', obx o Ur\Xe&q, Alexandros fr. 

54 Kn.: Kaicov xi TtaiSe'up' fjv ap' eic, ebavSpiav). Nevertheless, apa may not be 

indispensable; it is absent in Ion 184-189, where the imperfect of eipi also occurs in the 

same sense (cf. Lee 1997, p. 179): ouk ev xai£ £a0eaic; ’A0a-/ vaiq evkIove^ fjaav av-l Xai 
0ed)v povov o\)8' ayvi-/ axi8e<; BepaTtEiai. aXXa Kai rcapa Ao^iai/ xgh Aaxoitq SiSbpcov 
jcpoacb-/ jccdv KaAA,tJ3Ai<papov cpô . Hence, our line may not necessarily be corrupt and yap 

could be used as confirmatory (cf. Denniston 19542, p. 58), following the speaker’s 

possible reference to the stratagem. The occurrence of the second yap in 1. 3 is not an 

obstacle, since the accumulation of yap is not rare in tragedy; cf. for instance, fr. 3, El. 

368f., IT 1325, Hel. 1430, S. Ai. 20,215, OT 317 and Denniston loc. cit. On balance, since 

the reading of the manuscripts can be accepted in stylistic and metrical terms, I would 

incline towards favouring the manuscript tradition.

aTvoq: here ‘proverb’; cf. Dictys fr. 17, Melanippe the Wise fr. 508 Kn.: mXaioq 

atvoq, Moschion TrGF91 F8 :fjv dpa xpavcx; atvoq av0pd>JMDv o8e, Theoc. 14.43 (and Gow 

1952 ad loc.): alvcx; 0r\v X,£yexai xvc,, Call. fr. 178. 9 Pf.: aivoq 'OpipiKOt;, for references to 

proverbial wisdom, cf. also Pi. N. 9.6: eoxi 8e xk; Xoyoq av0pd>jaov, A. Ag. 264: dkyjrep fj 

napoipia, 750f.: 7caA,aicpaxo  ̂ 8' ev ppoxoiq y£pcov XoyocJ xexuKxai, S. Tr. 1 (and Davies 

1991a, P- 55f.): Xoyoc, pev eax* apxatoq avOpcbjuov (pavei ,̂ E. Bellerophon fr. 285.1 Kn.: ey© 

xo pev Sfi jcavxaxou 0poAo\>pevov Kpaxiaxov/ elvai (prjpi prj qrovai Ppoxco, Stheneboea fr. 668 

Kn. (and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.), Eriphus Aeolus fr. 1 K.-A., Cratin. 

Deliades fr. 28 K.-A.: fjv dp' aA/n0f)£ o Xoyoq, Pylaia fr. 182 K.-A. The exploitation of 

maxims is a rhetorical manner of establishing one’s position by assuming an old-age 

authority; cf. Ar. Rh. 1395a. 10-12: xpfroOai 8e Set Kai xau; xe0p,oX,T|pevaiq Kai Koivaig 

yvropaiq, eav dkn xpfr^pof 8ia yap xo etvai Koival, ax; opoAoyobvxcov mvxcov, 6p0Gx; eyeiv 
SoKobaiv.

The meaning of atvog as ‘proverb’ evidently originates in its sense as ‘an allusive 

tale containing an ulterior purpose’ (see Verdenius 1962, p. 389); cf. for instance, Hes. Op. 

202-212 (and Puelma 1972, pp. 87-109, Pucci 1977, pp. 62-76), Archil, frr. 174, 185 W., 

Call. fr. 194 Pf. and Alden (2000) pp. 30-37, Nagy (1979) pp. 237-240. Related is the sense
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of ‘riddle’ (‘to speak allegorically, in covert terms’, cf. indicatively Hdt. 5. 56, S. Ph. 
1380).

xe%vai: ‘art, skill, craft, cunning’, here clearly the meaning o f ‘deceit/ intrigue’, in 

combination with SoXotmv; for the same sense, cf. indicatively Ale. 34, Med. 322, Hipp. 
670, 680, I T 24, 89, 1032, Ion 692, 1279, Ar. Eq. 63, Th. 430, PL 160.

2 A,6y%n euoxoxoJXEpoi: ‘more accurate with spear’; cf. Ph. 140: Xoyxaiq 

Euoxoxcbtaxoi, for Xoyxv connoting fiia as opposed to oo<pia, cf. also Or. 712.

3-4: the speaker uses an adynaton evidently to stress the gnome of 11. 1-2 more 

vividly; cf. Manzo (1988) p. 177 and Canter (1930) p. 32f. The idea of the superiority of 

mental over physical capabilities occurs in broader terms in Or. 709-713, Bellerophon frr. 

289-291 Kn.,Antiope fr. 199 Kn. (and Kambitsis 1972 ad loc.), [A.] Pr. 212f., S. Ai. 1250- 

1252.

t 6 viKTvrnpiov: as substantive it denotes ‘the prize of victory’; cf. for instance Ale. 

1028, Tr. 963, S. Salmoneus Satyricus ff. 537 R., Ar. Eq. 1253, Eubulus Agkylion fr. 3 K.- 

A., X. Cyr. 8.3.33.

4 fiftei?: the speaker, the addressee and women in general.

Topavvttkx: ‘absolute power’; the use of the adynaton as regards female dominance 

of men entails that it is the latter who have absolute power over women; this idea is 

strongly expressed in fr. 5 (cf. note ad loc.). For the range of connotations of mpawog, cf. 

note on Dictys fr. 5.

Fr. 2:

This fragment contains a priamel (cf. note on 11. 1-7) stressing the delight felt by someone 

yearning for a child (1. 6 : 7co0(p SeSriYpevoic;) at the sight of a newborn (1. 7). Likewise, fr. 3 

is spoken by an evidently old man (cf. 1. If.), who is asserting the pleasures of parenthood 

and fr. 4 comments on the significance of male children for the preservation of the oikos 

(fr.5 seems to reply to fr. 4). Acrisius’ yearning for a male offspring is widely attested in 

mythography (cf. particularly Pherecyd. fr. 10 Fowler and [Apollod.] 2. 4.1) and he thus 

seems to be the likeliest speaker of the present fragment, expressing his enthusiasm at the
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sight of a newborn child.196 Though we cannot absolutely dismiss the slight possibility that 

the play introduced another character, whose situation in some way resembled that of 

Acrisius, on present evidence it is difficult to assume that the old man of fr. 3 (cf also Luc.

D. Mar. 12 describing him as yspcov) expressing the same joy and possibly also the speaker 

of the thematically relevant fr. 4 could be someone other than Acrisius. In our effort to 

roughly reconstruct the context, we should bear in mind that Danae probably tried to 

protect her baby-son from his grandfather, perhaps in view of the oracle saying that 

Acrisius would be killed by his grandson (cf. note on fr. 16) and also because of her illicit 

pregnancy (cf. Structure, for the similar efforts of Melanippe, Auge, Canace and Alope to 

protect their illegitimate offspring from their fathers). The reference to the newborn (fr. 2. 

7) is far too specific to belong to the context of a general wish197 and could point to infant 

Perseus, while the K a i  vvv in fr. 3 . 1 hints to a particular fact, due to which the old man is 

praising parenthood and advising other men not to delay begetting children. In addition, 

frr. 2-5 occupying nineteen lines in total are evidently excessive for the expression of a 

general hope, while the technique of priamel moving from the general to the specific also 

points to a particular situation. Acrisius’ affection towards the baby Perseus can only be 

explained if we assume that he is ignorant of its identity. It is thus conceivable that the baby 

may have been introduced to him under false pretences, namely as coming from a mother 

other than Danae. The lines uttered possibly by Acrisius in fr. 3 (and fr. 4, which appears 

to continue the thoughts expressed in fr. 3) seem to suggest that he has just begotten a male 

offspring. Hence, on the basis of the evidence examined so far, it is conceivable —if 

ultimately unprovable—that Perseus might have been presented to Acrisius as a solution to
198his lack of a male descendant (namely as his own child or as an adopted one). In 

Menander’s Samia a baby is cunningly introduced to his grandfather as his own son; given 

Menander’s trend to exploit Euripidean patterns by remodelling them to fit his own 

dramatic purposes,199 if this situation in the Samia originated in the supposedly similar

196 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59, Kannicht (2004) ad loc.
197 Webster (1967, p. 95) and Aelion (1986, p. 154) regarded frr. 2 ,3  and 4 as merely expressive of Acrisius’ 
wish for a son.
198 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59f. and Hartung (1843-1844) I pp. 88-90.
199 Cf. for instance, his probable reception of die general situation from E. Auge and of the arbitration-scene 
from E. Alope in the Epitrepontes (for the latter, cf. Epitr. 218-375), as well as of the messenger-speech from
E. Or. 866-956 in Sic. 176-271; cf. Handley (1970) p. 22f., Hunter (1985) pp. 129f., 134f., Katsouris (1975) 
pp. 29-54, 147-150, Porter (2000) p. 158f., Amott (1968) p. 1 Of. In a forthcoming paper, I observe certain
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circumstances of Euripides’ Danae, the allusion to the Danae in T6 might further point to 
the comic poet’s hypothetical debt to the Euripidean pattern.200

The speaker (i.e. possibly Acrisius) is addressing a female character, as evident 

from the vocative yvvai, which in tragedy denotes ‘lady’, ‘wife’, and also occurs as address 

to nurses (in Med. 136, Hipp. 267, 656). Danae is unlikely to have been the addressee, as 

she is a maiden and would have probably been called nai (cf. Heracl. 484, Hec. 172, 194, 

513, Ph. 154, S.OC 188,322,330), t e k v o v  (cf. Heracl. 539,556,Hec. 172, 175, 180, Tr. 

256,345,349, Ph. 139, 193, IA 638,649, S. Ant. 855, OC 9, 81,327,845,1102) or Ovyarep 

(cf. Hec. 334,382,415,439, Ph. 1272,1280,1683, IA 665,1117, S. OC 170,225,398). On 

the other hand, yvvai is a husband’s most common address to his wife (cf. Ale. 386, Hipp. 

827, 841, HF 530, Hel. 779, IA 725, S. Ai. 685, OT 700, 726, 755, 767, 800). Though the 

nurse cannot be completely excluded as addressee, Acrisius is much likelier to have 

expressed his personal feelings of enthusiasm to his wife, if she had a role in the play,201 

rather than the nurse.

1-7: A typical case of priamel, i.e. accumulation of parallel statements (illustrantia), 

which through contrast or comparison lead up to the idea with which the speaker is 

primarily concerned (illustrandum); cf. Fraenkel (1950) II, p. 407, n. 3. In priamels it is the 

notion of amplification (auction;) that dominates, by which the superiority (uTtepoxTi) of the 

illustrandum is highlighted; cf. Arist. Rh. 1368a. 21-29 (and Cope and Sandys 1877,1 p. 

186). This is the case of a Contrast-Priamel (for this type of priamel, cf. particularly 

Krischer 1974, pp. 81-87 and Schmid 1964, pp. 51-66). The Contrast-Priamel in E. fr. inc. 

1059. 1-4 Kn. follows the same structure {anaphora, connection of parallel examples with 

pev-Se and the use of aXXa to signal the climax, cf. also Kurtz 1985, p. 167f.): Seivri pev 
giXkti Kupaxcov OaXaaaicDv,/ 8eivai 8e Jtoxapcov Kai jxupô  Oeppou jcvoai,/ Seivov Se ire via, 
Seiva 8' aXXa pupla,/ aXX' ovSev obxco 8eivov ox; yvvi] Kaxov. Cf. the Contrast-Priamel in 

fr. 6 (and note ad loc.).We have numerous cases of priamel in Greek literature; cf. II. 6. 

450-455, Od. 11.416-420, 24. 87-92, Hes. Op. 435f. (and West 1978 ad loc.), Sol. fr. 9 W.,

structural and thematic patterns from Euripides’ Alcmeon in Corinth, which recur in Menander’s 
Periceiromene.
200Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59f. Likewise, the quotation of Auge fr. 265a Kn. in Epitr. 1123-1126 
may be Menander’s acknowledgement o f his debt to the Euripidean play, of which he seems to have 
borrowed the general situation; cf. Hunter (1985) p. 135f.
201 Webster (1967, p. 95), Mette (1982, p. 109) and Kannicht (2004, I p. 372) regard Acrisius’ wife as 
addressee.
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Sappho fr. 16. 1-4 L.-P. (and Tzamali, pp. 131-133), Pi. O. 1. l.ff. (and Gerber 1982, pp. 3- 

7), 3.42-44, N. 7. 1-8 (and Carey 1981, p. 139), 8.37-39,7.1.47-51 (and Privitera 1982, p. 

150, for Pindar’s technique of priamel, cf. particularly Domseiff 1921, pp. 98-102), 

Bacchyl. 3. 85 (and Maehler 1997, p. 56, Carey 1977-78, pp. 69-71), A.Ag. 899-902 (and 

Fraenkel 1950 ad loc), Ch. 585ff. (and Garvie 1986, p. 202), E. Hec. 1181f., Supp. 267ff. 

(and Collard 1975j, p. 178), HF 101-104, 860-863, A.P. 5. 169, 9. 363. Cf. also Friis 

Johansen (1959) pp. 34-49 and Krohling (1935) pp. 32-34 and for further examples, Race 

(1982) pp. 31-113.

The present Priamel focuses on the idea of prosperity and beauty, as introduced by 

the illustrantia (sunlight, calmness of sea, the locus amoenus, cf. below), reaching its 

climax with the illustrandum (the radiance of a new-born child and the happiness it brings).

1 xaX6v: van Herwerden’s emendation of the transmitted reading (plXov, in view of 

the constant occurrence of /caXdv in 11. 2, 4 and 5. A case of anaphora, which frequently 

occurs in priamels; cf. fr. 6, Hipp. 530-532, Ba. 902-911 (and Dodds I9602 ad loc.), fr. inc. 

1059. 1-4 Kn., II. 9. 378-391, 13. 729-734,14. 315-328,394-401, Tyrtaeus fr. 12. 1-14 W., 

Aleman fr. 1. 64-77, S. Tr. 1058-1063 (and Davies 1991 a, p. 239f.). Professor C. Carey 

draws my attention to passages such as Ale. 722: <piA,ov to cpeyy0  ̂ xooxo too 0eo,OJ <ptt,ov, 

also Tr. 1157: A,wcp6v Geapa kou (piXov teuoaeiv epoi, Andromeda fr. 122.20f. Kn.:o\> yap 

ex' aOavaxav <pA,6ya A.ebaaeiv/ eoxiv epoi qnAov, ax; EKpEpaoGqv, by recollection of which 

the reading <piXov may have replaced kccX ov. This is one of many instances in Greek 

literature of answers to the question what is t o  k c c A A k tto v  or t o  t jS ic t to v ,  from the many 

examples cited by Fraenkel (1950, II p. 407f.), cf. indicatively Thgn. 255f., Bacch. Epin. 4. 

18-20, E. Heracl. 892-896 (and Wilkins 1993, p. 170), Ar. Pax 1140,^4v. 785.

q>eyyoq fjXiou x68e: rode implies that the speaker may be pointing to the sun. 

Sunlight often connotes joy, brightness and prosperity, as in A. Ag. 1577, Danaides fr. 43 

R., S. Ant. 100 (and Griffith 1999 ad loc.), E. Supp. 650, 990 (and Collard 1975a ad loc.), 

El. 586 (and Denniston 1939 ad loc.). Cf. Pi. fr. 52k M., where the disappearance of the sun 

is taken as a sign of danger. Sunlight is one of the illustrantia also in the priamel in Pi. O. 
1.5. The reference to sunshine could also be related to the locus amoenus of 1. 3 (for 

sunlight as a standard feature in this kind of imagery, cf. indicatively Thesleff 1981, p. 32).
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2 %6\xov ‘stream, flow’; cf. Andromeda fr. 124 Kn. (and Klimek-Winter

1993 ad loc.): i>7C8p xe jcovxoo %ea>pa, El. 152: icoxapioiq napa xevjiaaiv, Ph. 793: 'Iaprivo'D 

x' em xetpaai, He I. 1304: rcoxapiov xe xe’Dpa, IA 166: E'opuco'i) 5ia xevpaxcov, A. Supp. 

1028: A,ijcapotq x£\)|iaai, Prometheus Lyomenos fr. 192 R.: iepov/ xs^pa GaXaacrriq. For 

nautical imageiy in Euripides, cf. Lesky (1947) pp. 226-230, 246-250, Barlow (1971) pp. 

97f., 118f. and Elliger (1975) pp. 260-262.

ISetv: cf. its repetition in 11. 5 and 7. It occurs regularly in priamels focusing on 

what is t o  k & A A io to v  or rd ffSicrrov (cf. note on 1. 1); cf. Heracl. 895f.: x e p ic v o v  5e  xi Kai 

<piXa>v/ a p ’ e'OX'uxiav I6e o 0a i ,  A. Ag. 900: K a A A ia x o v  f j p a p  e ic r iS e iv  e k  x e ip a x o ^ ,  Asclepiades 

A.P. 5. 169.1 f.: f )8 i)  Q ep o ix ; S iy c & v x i x u » v  n o x o v ,  f]8 i) 8 e  v a O x a iq  / e k  %eipci)vo<; i 8 e i v  e i a p i v o v  

D x e q x x v o v , Lucr. 2 . 1-7 and Fraenkel (1950) II p. 408.

e\)tf|vepov: ‘serene, calm’ (cf. Andr. 749, A. Ag. 740, S. El. 899, Theoc. 28. 5), as 

opposed to k X vS co v , which indicates crisis. The phrase is apparently used in literary, as well 

as metaphorical terms, connoting prosperity. The opposite metaphor of a ‘sea of troubles’ is 

popular in poetry; cf. Med. 362, Hipp. 824, Andr. 748f., Supp. 824, Tr. 696, Ion 927 (and 

Lee 1997, p. 265), Ph. 859, also II. 9.4, 14. 16, Sol. fr. 13. 17-25 W., A. Th. 758-761, Pers. 

433, Ch. 202, [A.] Pr. 1015, S. Ant. 586-590 (and Griffith 1999 ad loc.), Tr. 112-119, OC 

1239 (and Kamerbeek 1984, p. 175), also van Nes (1963) pp. 34-45.

3 yf| x* f|pvv6v edXXowra: the idea of growth presented here is very relevant to the 

context of birth; cf. fr. 15. 5: OdXXetv xe Kai pf). *e Kai (peiveiv jcoei, Ba. 1186f.: yevuv 

xmb KopuG' djwxA,oxpi%a/ KaxaKopov 6dA.Xei, IA 1225: ĉfroav xe Kai GaXXouaav, fr. inc. 898. 

13 Kn.: 5i' <5v ppoxeiov £n w  Kai OaAAei yevcx;. Here, as traditionally, the locus amoenus is 

depicted as well-watered (cf. nXovmov vScvp)', cf. similarly Cyc. 44-46, Hipp. 73-78, 209- 

211, IA 420-423,1294-1299, also Hes. Op. 582-596, Sappho fr. 2. 5f. L.-P., Ibyc. S 286. 1- 

7 Davies, the long description of the land of Colonus in S. OC 671-691 (and McDevitt 

1972, pp. 230, 232-234), Ezechiel 248-253, Theoc. Id. 1. 1-3, 7f., 13. 40-43, Longus 2. 3, 

Ach. Tat. 1. 1.3- 1. 1.5. The imagery of this kind of landscape alludes to beauty and to a 

dream world of human sensual pleasures. Cf. TheslefF(1981) pp. 31-45 (and p. 31, n. 2 for 

relevant bibliography), Elliger (1975) pp. 248-251, 259f., Parry (1957) pp. 7-29, Nicolson 

(1951) pp. 9-21. For further references to blooming land in Euripides, cf. Hel. 1485, Ba. 

866f., Temenidae fr. 740 Kn., Hypsipyle fr. 754 Kn., also h. Horn. Cer. 40If., Pi. fr. 129 M.
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xXouaiov t)8cop: Pace Meineke (who suggested notapiov vScop) and Kurtz (1985, p. 

166), I can see no particular reason why the reading nkovoiov may need emendation: it 

occurs here in the sense of ‘ample, abundant’ (LSJ 9), as in A.R. fr. 2 Powell: tcXouctIou 

NetA.01), cf. also E. Hel. 295f.: Jipoq TcXoaxylav/ xparce^av i^oua’, Tr. 1249: itXo'oalcov 

Kxepiapaxcov, Or. 394: o 8alpcov 6’ e<; epe jtXoumo  ̂ kcxkcov. Water in abundance is a 

blessing, considering its life-sustaining qualities, and fits the context of fertility and family 

growth; cf. Hipp. 121-128, Archelaus fr. 228. 2: k&A.A.ioxov ek yaiaq u8cop, also II. 14. 246, 

Pi. O. 11. 2f., Hdt. 7. 16, PI. Euthyd. 304b. 3f., Schol. vet. Pi. O. 1. ld-le (Drachmann) and 

Rudhardt (1971) p. 117. Owing to its vital role, water often appears among illustrantia in 

priamels; cf. Pi. O. 1.1 (and Instone 1996 ad loc.), 3.42, Bacchyl. 3. 85ff.

5 aXX'i the use of aXXa in priamels serves to dismiss the foil and signal the climax; 

cf. for instance, Pi. I. 1. 1-13 (and Bundy 1962,1 p. 22, n. 50, II p. 36 and n. 3), S. Tr. 503 

(and Davies 1991a ad loc.), E. fr. inc. 1059 Kn. and Race (1982) p. 14, n. 39.

A.ap*pdv: literally ‘bright, radiant’ and metaphorically ‘joyous, splendid’. Here, it is 

used both literally alluding to (peyyog r̂ Xiov (l. 1) and metaphorically, referring to the 

illustrandum, i.e. the splendid sight of the newborn (1. 7). Cf. the similar phrasing in Ar. PI. 

144: ei xi y' eorxi Axxpjcpdv Kai KaXov, also Pi. P. 8. 97, A. Ch. 810, S. El. 1130, OT 81, E. 

Supp. 608. .
6 ftwawn: For the significance of having children, cf. note on fr. 4. 3-4 (for male 

children) and on Dictys fr. 2 .6 .
rcoGtp 5e5t|yii&voiq: ‘bitten by yearning (for children)’. Cf. Rh. 596: Xtmr|i KapSlav 

SeStiyp&voi, Lyc. 954: aopcpopau; 8e8tiyP£vo<;, also Heracl. 483,Hipp. 1314, El. 242, HF94, 

IA 385, A. Pers. 846, S. Ai. 1119, Ph. 1358, Ar. Ach. 1. The same notion occurs in Med. 

714f.: epcoq jcaidov, Ion 67: epcoxi nmScov, 1227: rcaiScov eic; epov, Archelaus fr. 228b. 21 

Kn.: xekvcdv epcoxi.
7 xalSc&v veoYvc&v <paoq: I agree with Friis-Johansen (1959, p. 42f., n. 81) and Prof. 

Kannicht (2004,1 p. 372) that the reading of the manuscript-tradition should be kept, firstly 

because light is frequently used as metaphor for a long-desired and precious person (and in 

more general terms, for deliverance and happiness); to HF 531: co cpdoq poA-cov raxxpi and 

Ion 1439 (cf. Lee 1997 ad loc.): co xekvov, & <p©<; pqxpi KpEiaaov fiXlov, which are cited by 

Kannicht ad loc., I would add IT 848f. (with reference to Orestes): poi auvopaipova xovSe
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5op.oiq/ e^e0pe\|/(o cpaoq, A. Ch. 131: <piXov x' Opeaxriv cpax; avayov ev Sojioiq, S. El. 1224 (to 

Orestes): d> cpiAxaxov cpax;, and as early as Od. 16. 23: fjA,0eq, TriA.e|ia%e, yA/oicepdv <pao<;. Cf. 

also Lossau (1994) pp. 89-92. Moreover, the reference to the qxxog of the newborn 

corresponds with the tpeyyog of the sun in 1. 1; this is the case of an effective ring- 
composition based on imagery of light.

Fr.3 :

The speaker of these lines is evidently an old man (cf. 1.1: rcam xoig vecoxepotq, 1. 2: rcpoi; to 

1. 4 :7cp8apt)XTi<; avrjp). So far as our evidence goes, it is difficult to suppose that this

old man is someone other than Acrisius (Lucian in D. Mar. 12.1 also describes him as
202old). The phrase tcai vvv seems to allude to a particular event, which leads Acrisius to 

praise parenthood (and more precisely, the merits of begetting a male offspring, since he 

already has a daughter, cf. 1. 6 : aovvea^tDv f|8i) naiq veto naxpi for the relationship of fathers 

with their sons, even more explicitly in fr. 4 and for Acrisius’ desire for a son, cf. also 

Pherecyd. fr. 10 Fowder and [Apollod.] 2. 4.1) As very tentatively observed in the 

introductoiy note on fr. 2 (taking also frr. 3 and 4 into account), Acrisius might be 

regarding baby Perseus as the solution to his lack of a male descendant, in ignorance of its 

true identity. His reference to marriage at an old age in our fragment (1. 2 and the 

parenthesis in 1. 3f.) may not necessarily reflect his own situation (though if it does, it 

would bear implications as to whether his wife in the play—and presumably the addressee 

of fr. 2— is Eurydice, Danae’s mother, or he has re-married or has apallake, like Amyntor 

in the Phoenix); it appears more like an incidental detail, to judge also by the parenthesis, 
which serves as clarification in passing. Moreover, it is worth bearing in mind that 

Euripidean rhetoric often moves beyond the limits of the immediate situation; cf. Med. 230- 

251 (and Page 1938, p. 89, Mastronarde 2002 ad loc.), where Medea identifies herself with 

the chorus as to the nature of female misfortune, though not all the examples, which she 

gives, apply to her own situation. Cf. on a larger scale, the generalizing discourses in Hipp.

202 Cf. Kannicht (2004) ad loc.
203 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59f.
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375-387 (and Barrett 1964, p. 275, Schadewaldt 1966, pp. 119, 122f.), Hec. 592-602 and 

Conacher (1981) pp. 9-17, 22-25. Likewise, our speaker may be pointing out the general 

fact that having children at an old age —which is his preoccupation—usually results from 

getting married late, thus referring to a norm, in order to substantiate his position.

2 xoix; yapoo<; jcoioop.evooq: Nauck suggested avaf3oXag noiovpevovg referring to 

Men. Thesaurus fr. 176. 8 K.-A.: oi 6' ei<; to yfjpag avaPoXa<; jcoioojievoi. His conjecture is 

consistent with metre, as resolutions of the third longum occur frequently in Euripides’ 

early plays (cf. Cropp and Fick 1985, p. 29f., Devine and Stephens 1980, p. 66, Ceadel 

1941, p. 72f.). Nevertheless, there is no compelling reason why the manuscript reading 

should be questioned. Moreover, the word avafioAag creates tautology with ayoXfj (1. 3: 

‘tardily’), while jiff npog to yrjpag rovg yapovg noiovpevovg is clearly explained by the 

parenthesis in 1. 3f. (why one should not get married at an old age: ob yap fi&ovf|/ yovand 

8' e%0pov xp'npa JtpeafroTqq avfjp), which looked redundant with Nauck’s conjecture.

4 yuvaiKt 8* e%0p6v xpffpa xpeoftOxTiQ &vfjp: Jouan and van Looy deleted this line, 

as it seemed redundant on the basis of Nauck’s conjecture on l. 2 (cf. note ad loc.). As 

argued above, however, the parenthesis (in ll. 3-4) aptly serves to explain the shortcomings 

of marriage at an old age (l. 2 : pjj jtpdg rd yfjpag rovg yapovg noiovpevovg) and should thus 

be preserved. The same idea occurs in Phoenix fr. 807 Kn.: jnxpov veoc yvvaud rcpea|3\)TT|<; 

avf|p, fr. 804 Kn., Aeolus fr. 23 Kn.: akX rj to yftpaq Tftv Kuxpiv %aipeiv ea,/ f\ t’ ’AtppoStTri 

toi<; yepoucnv axOexai. Cf. also Thgn. 457-460: ou toi o\)p.(popov ectti yvvf) vea av5pi 
yepovTi■/ ou yap icr|8aX,i<ai 7cei0eTai ox; aKaxoq,/ ox>6' ayxupai eyovaiv axoppfi^aoa 8e 
5eapa/ jcoX-XaKu; vukt©v aXXov exei A.ipeva (parodied in Theophilus’ Neoptolemus fr. 6 

K.-A.).

Old age entails physical debilitation and disfigurement; in Greek consciousness to 

become old was to become ugly and physically undesirable. Traditional epithets for old age 

occur as early as Homer: cf. owyepov (‘hateful’, II. 19.316), Avypov (‘miserable’, U. 10.79, 

18. 434, 23. 644), xaAeTrdv (‘harsh’, II. 8. 103, 23. 623, Od. 11. 196). In Hes. Th. 211-225 

Tf|pa<;, the personification of old age, is mentioned in the same context with other antisocial 

monstrosities. As in the present case, distress over aging often acquires an erotic focus; cf. 

for instance, h. Horn. Yen. 218-238, Mimn. frr. 1, 4, 5 W., Sappho fr. 58 L.-P., Thgn. 1131, 

Crates fr. inc. 18 K.-A., A .P. 11. 51. Cf. on the other hand, the comic chorus of elders in Ar.
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V. 1077, 1090 asserting their manliness (and Hubbard 1989, pp. 100, 104f.). Cf. also 
Bertman (1989) pp. 159-169 and Garland (1990) p. 252f.

5 EKxpcxpai: ‘upbringing’; particularly from fourth-century literature onwards (cf. 

Arist. De Mundo 399a. 28, HA 542a. 30, Men. Phasma 85, Plut. Mor. 496E 10). The v. 

EKtpeqxD, however, occurs earlier; cf. Hdt. 1. 122, A. Ch. 759, S. El. 13, OT 827, E. Supp. 
1222, Ar. Nu. 796.

6: <rovve&£a>v: ‘to be young with another’ (LSJ9); this is the sole occurrence of the 

verb in its compound form with ovv before the fourth century AD (cf. Philostr. VS 2. 21.2, 

Alciphr. Ep. 4. 18.3), while in its simple form it occurs in Ph. 713, 1619, also A. Supp. 105, 

Ag. 764, S. Tr. 144, OC 374. For the idea expressed in this line, cf. particularly Men. fr. inc. 

831 K.-A.: 6k, fjSb jcp̂ toq icai vea^tov xtp xporcq)/ jcaxfip. In Menander, however, the focalizer 

is the son, while in Euripides it is the father, which reflects the emphasis throughout the 

fragment on the parent’s benefits and joy. rHSv nicely balances ijSovtj in 1. 3; pleasure is to 

have children while still young.

Fr. 4:

These lines asserting the significance of a male offspring for one’s oikos seem to be related 

to frr. 2 and 3 (praising parenthood, particularly the birth of a son, for Acrisius’ desire for a 

son, cf. Pherecyd. fr. 10 Fowler and [Apollod.] 2. 4.1, cf. also introductory note on fr. 3) 

and could have been uttered by the same person, i.e. Acrisius,204 who might be regarding 

baby Perseus as a solution to his lack of a male heir, ignorant of its identity (cf. Structure 

and introductory notes on frr. 2 and 3). This passage offers an interesting insight into 

Euripides’ rhetorical ability to approach the same issue from different perspectives
205depending on the situation, in which his characters find themselves; while in Medea’s 

monologue {Med. 230-251, cf. similarly Procne’s rhesis in S. Tereus fr. 583 R.) the 

maiden’s transition from her natal to the marital oikos is described as a traumatic 

experience from the female perspective, die same process is viewed here from the male 

point of view in pragmatic rather than emotional terms.

204 Cf. Kannicht (2004) ad loc., Jouan and van Looy (2000) pp. 58,60 and Hartung (1843-1844) 190.
205 Cf. Dale (1969) pp. 149, 152f.
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1 yuvfj yap: this reading is transmitted in Stob. 4. 22g. 148, whereas Stob. 4. 24c. 

34 reads yvvrj pev. Though the latter is wholly acceptable in terms of syntax, it renders the 

passage more self-contained and thus more suitable for anthologies, unlike yap, which 

tends to be replaced in anthology excerpts, where possible, in view of its links with the 

context of the passage; cf. West (1973) p. 18 citing two excerpts from Solon (frr. 6.3, 15.1 

W.) in Theognis 153, 315, where xoi has substituted ydp, in order to make the quotations 

self-contained. Hence, on the basis of the principle utrum in alterum abiturum erat, yap 

seems likelier to be the original reading of the present fragment, introducing the speaker’s 
explanation of his preference of male to female offspring.

2 oi) xdfcv tekovtcov eaxlv, aXkh xoO a maiden’s kyrios (i.e. the man 

responsible for her legal representation and her general welfare) was her father until she 

was given to marriage, from which point onwards she would be under the tutelage of her 

husband (cf. Is. iii 2.3, where the husband acts as his wife’s kyrios, and MacDowell 1978, 

p. 84f., Erdmann 1934, pp. 267-276, Foley 1981, p. 129f.). Nevertheless, it seems that in 

certain cases a girl’s bonds with her native family were not completely cut off; according to 

the law of the epiclerate (established by Solon, cf. Plut. Sol. 20. 2-3), in the absence of a 

male heir, one’s oikos could be perpetuated through a daughter, the ‘epicleros’, who even if 

already married, could be claimed in marriage by her father’s nearest relative, in order to 

produce a son, who would become the kyrios of her father’s oikos (cf. Is. iii 64, x 19 and 

Harrison 1968, II pp. 132-138, Todd 1993, p. 230f., Cox 1998, pp. 94-99). In addition, the 

father had the moral authority to dissolve his daughter’s marriage (whether his authority 

was also legally established is unclear; cf. D. xli 4, Men. Epitr. 655-724, P. Didot fr. adesp. 

1000 K.-A. and Scafuro 1997, pp. 307-309, Harrison 1968, II pp. 30-32, Just 1989, p. 74f.). 

The ending of a marriage would entail return of the woman’s dowry, which according to 

the engye does not belong to the husband, but its purpose is to procure for her sons a share 

in the estate of their maternal family (cf. Wolff 1944, pp. 48-50, 6 If. and Foxhall 1989, p. 

37f.).

The strictly patrilinear type of succession, to which the speaker refers, was a typical 

feature of marriage-law in fiflh-century Athens. In Heroic Greece, however, to which 

Danae’s legend belongs, the matrilinear pattern of succession (i.e. transmission of 

inheritance and kingship through the female line by marriage to the king’s daughter) was
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very common (cf. particularly Finkelberg 1991, pp. 304-316, also Leduc 1991, pp. 274- 

280, for the occurrence of both patterns in Homer, cf. Finley 1955, p. 172, Pomeroy 1975, 

p. 19f.). Oblique anachronistic references mainly in terms of culture, politics and technical 

achievements tend to recur in tragedy; cf. indicatively the allusion to the Athenian 

democratic institutions in A. Supp. 601, 604, 942f. and E. Supp. 404-408 and Easterling 

(1985) pp. 2-10, Lowe (1988) p. 41f., Walcot (1976) pp. 95-102. Cf. also note on fr. 9.4.

On the basis of our evidence, the ambiguous position of women between their natal 

and marital oikos seems to have been an issue in fifth-century Athens and is a recurring 

theme especially in Euripidean drama; Euadne (Supp. 1034-1071), Laodameia (in E. 

Protesilaus, as attested in Hyg. fabb. 103, 104, Schol. Eust. II. 2. 701 van der Valk, 

[Apollod.] Ep. 3. 30) and possibly Alphesiboea (if the plot of E. Alcmeon in Psophis is 

reflected in [Apollod.] 3. 7.5f.) clash with their natal families for their husbands’ sake (cf. 

Seaford 1990a, pp. 151-156, 165f. and Blundell 1995, p. 118f.). Cf. also Men. Epitr. 714- 

724 and fr. adesp. 1000 K.-A. On the other hand, Procne’s speech in S. Tereus fr. 583.6-12 

R. is expressive of the maiden’s sorrow at her departure from the paternal household: oxav 

6* eq fi|3r|v eJpKcopeO' epqjpoveq,/ ©OoopeO' ê oo Kai SieprcotabpeOa/ Gecov 7taxpaxov xa>v xe 
qruaavxcov anoj a i pev £evooq 7ipo<; av8paq, ai 5e (SapPapoix;,/ a i 5' ei<; ayr|0f} ScbpaG', ai 6' 
ejuppoGa./ Kai xaox', erceiSav eixppovri £,e\)̂ r| pia,/ xp£®v ewaivetv Kai Sokeiv KaXcoq e%eiv. 
Cf. S. Tr. 141-152, E. Med. 232-245 and also Andr. 147-153 (on Hermione’s attachment to 

her father’s oikos rather than her husband’s).
3-4: a male offspring ensures the perpetuation of his father’s oikos by inheriting the 

paternal estate and undertaking the task of keeping the domestic cult and tending the family 

graves (cf. note ad loc.). According to a law introduced by Solon, a man without any sons 

could make a will disposing of his property to an adopted heir (Is. ii 10, 13, 46f., cf. 

Rubinstein 1993, pp. 68-76, underlining that on the basis of the sources, the need to 

perpetuate the oikos and its cults are the driving force in adoption, also Harrison 1968, II 

pp. 82-96 and Garland 1998, p. 66). Cf. IT 57: oxuXoi yap oikcdv waiSe<; eiaiv apaeveq, 

697f., 984fi, A. Ag. 896-898 (and Fraenkel 1950 ad loc.): Xeyoip' av av5pa xovSe x©v 
axaGpcbv K\>va,/ acoxf\pa vaoq icpoxovov, uxjrtiXfiq oxeyiy^ axuXov icoSfjpri, povoyeveq xekvov 

jcaxpi, IA 1394 (and Stockert 1992, p. 589): et<; y' avqp Kpeiaocov yvvaiK©v pupioov opav 

<paoq, Ar. Th. 564fi, Eccl. 549, also Ar. Th. 502-516 (for one’s yearning for a son, and
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Blundell 1998, pp. 41-44) and Od. 11. 538-540,24. 514f. (for a father’s pride in his son and 

Strauss 1993, pp. 73-75). Female offspring, on die other hand, were unwelcome (cf. Men. 

Dysc. 19-21, Alieis fr. 22 K.-A., Anepsioi fr. 58 K.-A., Diphilus fr. inc. 134 K.-A.) and 

often exposed (cf. indicatively Posidippus Hermaphroditus fr. 11 K.-A., P.Oxy. IV 744 and 

Golden 1990, p. 94f., Cantarella 1987, p. 43f.). Affection for daughters is less frequently 

expressed; cf. Supp. 1101-1103, S. O T 1474,1522, OC 1108-1122.

4 Becov jcaxpGXDv Kai xfopcov: succession from father to son involved not only 

material inheritance, but also the primary duty of preserving the sacra of the house, that is, 

domestic religion and the observances in honour of the dead ancestors (ayxiaxeia iepcov Kai 

oaitov); cf. Is. ii 46, vi 47, iv 19, D. xxxix 35, xliii 51, 65 and Harrison (1968) I pp. 123, 

130 and n. 2 and 3. Aristotle (Ath. Pol. 55. 2-3) refers to the scrutiny of candidates for the 

higher magistracies in Athens as to whether they have in their households altars of Zsix; 

EpKeioq and 'AitoXktov riaxpwoq and where their family-tombs are, which indicates that 

these criteria served as proof of Athenian citizenship (cf. D. lvii 66 and Sjovall 1931, pp. 

30f., 35). Zeus Herkeios was regarded as protecting blood-ties and the authority of the head 

of the household as early as Homer (cf. II. 11. 771-775, Od. 22. 335, Hdt. 6. 68, S. Ant. 487 

and Jebb 19003, p. 96, Griffith 1999, p. 350, E. Tr. 17, schol. PI. Euthyd. 302d Greene, 

Harpocration s.v. eptceiog Zevg p. 134 Dindorff and Nilsson 1940, p. 66f., Burkert 1985, p. 

255, Vemant 1980, p. 97). In Pherecydes’ account of Danae’s legend (fr. 10 Fowler, cf. the 

Myth, p. 10), it is at the altar of Zeus Herkeios, where Acrisius adjures Danae to reveal who 

seduced her, appealing to their kinship and to his own authority over her as head of the 

household. The domestic cult of Apollo Patrdos became public in Athens towards the end 

of the fifth century and was closely associated with the organization of phratries in the 

fourth century (cf. Plut. Ale. 2 and Hedrick 1988, Nilsson 19673,1 p. 556f., Famell 1896- 

1909, IV pp. 154, 373, n. 54). Hestia, the goddess of the domestic hearth, was the least 

anthropomorphic of all household deities and details of her cult are scanty; she was 

honoured first in libations (cf. h. Horn. Vest. 4-6, E. Phaethon fr. 781.35 Kn. and Diggle 

1970, p. 161, S. Chryses fr. 726 R.), cf. also Hes. Op. 733f., 748f., h. Horn. Ven. 29fi, E. 

Ale. 162, HF 599 (and Bond 1981 ad loc.) and Rose (1957) p. 104f. For her public cult in 

the Prytaneia of the Greek states, cf. Famell (1896-1909) V pp. 369-373. The figure of 

Zeus Patrdos represented paternal authority and filial obligation towards parents (cf. El.
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671, Ar. Nu. 1468-1470 and Sommerstein 1982, p. 230f., PI. Lg. 9. 881b); he was 

worshipped in phratries in Chios, Delphi and Ionia, but apart from literary references there 

is no archaeological evidence for his cult in Athens (cf. De Schutter 1987, p. 121, n. 105, 

Sjovall 1931, pp. 50-52). A widespread domestic cult was that of Zeus Ktesios ‘the god of 

the store-room’, who ensured the prosperity and imperishability of the household (cf. A. 

Supp. 442-445 and Friis Johansen and Whittle 1980, p. 352, Ag. 1038 and Denniston and 

Page 1957 ad loc., Is. viii 16, Men. Pseuderacles fr. 410 K.-A., Sud. s.v. Zevg Krijcnog^AQ 

Adler and Rose 1957, pp. 100-103, Sjovall 1931, pp. 53-58); his symbol was a jar 

containing ambrosia (a mixture of water, honey and various fruits), into which things found 

by chance were to be put (cf. Ath. 473 B-C). On other domestic cults of Zeus, such as 

Meilichios and Philios, cf. Sjovall 1931, pp. 75-116. For the necessity of preserving the 

cults of the household, cf. Heracl. 877 (and Wilkins 1993 ad loc.), Ph. 604, h. Horn. Ven. 

29f., A. Th. 582, 640, 914, 1010, 1018, Pers. 404f., Supp. 704, S. El. 67, 411, 1135, Ant. 

199, 659, 839, 938 (and Griffith 1999 ad loc.), Ph. 933, Ar. Ach. 1527, V. 388 (and 

Sommerstein 1983 ad loc.), [D.] vii 17, Aeschin. ii 152, Lycurg. i 25, X. Hell. 2.4.21.

The extinction of a household entailed the decline of the domestic cult and the 

oblivion of its dead ancestors. For the significance of performing the observances in honour 

of the latter, cf. Ale. 1003, 1015, Tr. 1180-1184, Hel. 1163-1168, also A. Ch. 122-135, S. 

Ant. 451, PI. Lg. 717e, 927b, [D.] xliii 79, 84, D. xxiv 107, lvii 28, 40, Lycurg. i 59, 147, 

[Lys.] ii 75, Aeschin. i 13, Is. vii 30, viii 17fi, X. Mem. 2. 2.13, Plut. Sol. 21 and 

Humphreys (19832) p. 87f., Fustel de Coulanges (1980) pp. 13-17, 27f., 32-34, Dover 

(1974) p. 245.
Tip&opov: doric form, here in the sense o f‘one who pays honour to s.o J sth.’ (cf. Pi. 

O. 9. 84), and ‘protector, succourer’ (cf. A. Supp. 42, Ag. 514). It also denotes ‘avenger’ 

(cf. A. Ag. 1280, 1324, 1578, Ch. 143) and widely occurs in its contract attic form xipcopô  

(cf. Hdt. 2 .141,4.200,7.171, Antiph. 1.2, 5. 37, S. El. 14,811, E. Hec. 790,843, El. 676, 

Th. 4. 2.3, PI. Lg. 716a, 872e). In late epic it occurs as xipfppoq; cf. A.R. 4. 709, 1309, 

1323, 1358, Nonn. D. 2. 567, 8. 70, 26. 80, 30. 207 and EM s.v. xipf|opoi (x 759 Gaisford):

fipcoê  K a i ecpopoi.
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Fr. 5:

These lines are spoken by a female character (cf. yvvaiKeg and the first person plural) 

asserting the disadvantaged position of women and seem to stand in agreement with the 

remark in fr. 4 (possibly spoken by Acrisius, cf. introductory note ad loc.), which is 

stressing the significance of having a son rather than a daughter for the preservation of 

one’s oikos. Our fragment could have been spoken by the female chorus-leader,206 in view 

of the clearly consenting tone of the distich (cf. Ale. 369f., Med. 906f., Hipp. 43 If., HF 

583f., 131 If., Hel. 1030f., LA 469f., 504f., 917f.), which is stressed by the use of 

<tvppapxvpw and the pleonasm navxaxov- naaai- del Another candidate may be the 

addressee of fr. 4 (which is thematically related to frr. 2 and 3 and if they all belonged to 

the same context, Acrisius’ interlocutor may have been his wife, cf. introductory note on fr.
7072). In such a case, the sweeping acceptance of female inferiority might be disingenuous, 

with the purpose of manipulating Acrisius, if we take into account the possible stratagem 

implied in fr. 1. The pleonasm navxaxov- naaai- dei could thus be very effective. Cf. 

Medea and Clytaemestra outmaneuvering Jason {Med. 869-905 and Mastronarde 2002, p. 

312f.) and Agamemnon (A. Ag. 861-905) respectively, by appealing to their female 

weakness. The possibility that these lines were uttered in the context of a deliberation-scene 

perhaps between Danae and her nurse, in which case fr. 1 might have followed our
70ftfragment as a contrasting reference to female intellect, may seem less likely in view of 

the occurrence of Si/a; the speaker does not just allege that ‘we women are inferior to 

men’, which could be a preparation for the reference to female dolos as the sole means of 

subverting male power, but that ‘we women are deficient without men’, that is, ‘we need 

men’. This statement may allude to the fact that women are under male tutelage throughout 

their lives, which could further connect this distich to the idea expressed in fr. 4.1-2.

The same notion occurs in E. Supp. 40f.: itavxa yap §i’ apo^vov/ yuvai^i Jipaaoeiv 

eIkck; <xiTive<; ao(pai, A. Ag. 86If. (part of Clyteamestra’s intrigue, cf. above): to pev 

yuvauca rcpcoxov apoevo<; Si^a/ fjaGai 5opou; eprjpov EKJtayXov kcckov, and on female 

inferiority in general, cf. Med. 23Of.: icavxoav 6' oa' sax' epyoxa Kai yvebp-nv e%e\J yuvaiKeq

206 Cf. Kannicht (2004) I p. 374.
207 So Webster (1967) p. 95, Aelion (1986) p. 154 and n. 11.
208 So Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59, Mette (1982) p. 109 and earlier Hartung (1843-1844) I p. 88.
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eapev aGAacbxaxov qn)x6v, Ino fr. 401 Kn.: (pext,/ oaco xo 8'oox'oxeaxepov y&voc,/ 7iecpi)Kev 

avSpcov ev xe xoiai yap kocA.ou;/ 7coA,A,g) A.eA.£i7txai Kcoui xoiq aiaypoic; jiA.eov, Theodectes’ 

Alcmeon TrGF I 72 fr. la  Sn. with clear echoes from the Medea passage (cf. Xanthakis- 

Karamanos 1980, p. 151): aa(pi)s M-£v Ppoxoioiv bpveixai XoyocJ ax; oi)8ev eoxiv 

aG^ubxepov cpuxov/ yovaiKoq and also S. Tereus fr. 583. 1-3 R.: koXXclkv̂ I epXeipa xa'Ox'n 

xfjv yuvaiKeiav qnxnv,/ ax; ooSev eapev. For this theme, cf. Vellacott (1975) pp. 95-99, 
125f.

Medea’s monologue illustrates certain aspects of female inferiority in fifth-century 
Athens {Med. 230-251), such as marital misfortune and male underestimation of the 

domestic contribution of women, including childbirth (the significance of female role in 

domestic and religious life is stressed in Captive Melanippe fr. 494. 1-22 Kn.). The 

restrictions imposed on women included their being under legal tutelage throughout their 

lives, first under the control of their fathers, then their husbands (cf. note on fr. 4. 1-2), 

limited rights to education and their withdrawal at home, in a private sphere of activities, as 

opposed to the public field of male participation, where it would be improper for a woman 

to be seen; cf. Andr. 876-878 (and Lloyd 1994 ad loc.), Hec. 974f., HF 527 (and Bond 

1981 ad loc.), El. 343f. (and Denniston 1939 ad loc.), Tr. 648f. (and Biehl 1989, p. 268): 
rcpcoxov pev, evGa (kocv npoafji Kav pi) rcpoafti/ \j/oyo<; yvvai^iv) abxo xoux1 ecpeX-Kexai/ kockgx; 

ocKobeiv, fixiq ouk evSov pevei, LA 821-834, 1029-1032, Meleagros fr. 521 Kn., also A. Th. 

232 (and Hutchinson 1985 ad loc.): avSpcbv xa8’ eaxi, aqxxyia Kai xprioxipia/ Geoiaiv 

ep8eiv, jcoXepitov rceipcopevcDv/ aov 8’ a$ xo aiyav Kai peveiv eioio Sopcov, Ar. Th. 397-417, 

Lys. i 8 (and Carey 1989 ad loc.), Lycurg. i 40, [D.] lix 122, Is. iii 14, Hyp. i 5f. (and Just 

1989, p. 124f.), X. Oec. 7. 30: xfi pev yap yuvauri kocA,A,iov evSov peveiv fj GupauA.eiv, xw 8e 

avSpi aioxiov evSov peveiv f[ xcbv ê co empeA,eiaGai, 35, Men. fr. inc. 815 K.-A., Theophr. 

Char. 28, Plut. Mor. 242e and Blundell (1998) pp. 59-75, Cohen (1996) pp. 140,142, Foley 

(1981) pp. 148-152, Blundell (1995) pp. 113fi, 132-138, Des Bouvrie (1990) p. 54, 

Cantarella (1987) pp. 46, 51, and for the seclusion of maidens, cf. note on fr. 6.

1 auppapxup©: ‘to bear witness with/ in support of s.o.’, cf. S. Ph. 438: ^uppapxup® 

aoi, El. 1224: co <plA,xaxov cpcx;. - (piXxaxov, ^uppapxupca, E. Hipp. 286: Kai oti poi 

£uppapxopfii<;, Hec. 1080, LA 1158: auppapxupf|aei<; dx; apeprcxoq fj yuvf|, Solon fr. 36.3
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W.: a ,oppapx\)povr| xerox' av ev 8ikt|i Xpovoo, PI. Lg. 680d, Hp. Ma. 282b: <n)p.|j.apxopfjaai 

5e aoi ex© oxi aXTfir) 'ktyeiq, Isoc. iv 31. 8, xvii 42.2, X. Hell. 7. 1.35.

XeXelppeOa: ‘to be deficient/ inferior, to be left behind’; cf. Hdt. 7. 48, 7. 86, S. OC 
495, Ar. Ra. 37, Th. 6 . 72.

2 Sixa: here ‘without’, cf. A. Ag. 86If., S. Ai. 768, E. Ion 775, Ba. 804, also 
‘separately, at different sides, at variance’.

Fr. 6 :

These lines are assigned also to Alexis by Stobaeus (4. 22g. 154 W.-H.). Though the 

possibility of an error of ascription in one of the two lemmata cannot be ruled out, I would 

side with Kock (1880-1888, II p. 407) and Amott (1996, p. 846) as to the likelihood that 

Alexis could have quoted this distich from the Danae in the context of parody; 

mythological burlesque, which is a distinctive feature of middle comedy, involved 

quotation of tragic lines, mostly Euripidean: cf. for instance, Eub. Nannion fr. 67. 10 K.-A. 

quoting IA 370, the quotation of Med. 476 in Eub. Dionysios fr. 26 K.-A., where 

Andromeda fr. 129 Kn. is also cited, Or. 37 in Eub. Medea fr. 64 K.-A., Auge fr. 265a Kn. 

in Anaxandr. fr. inc. 66 K.-A. and Webster (1953) p. 82fi, Nesselrath (1990) pp. 205-235, 

245, 279, Lever (1956) p. 178.

The emphasis on the futility of guarding a woman points to the disclosure of 

Danae’s seduction. Such a disparaging statement on female misconduct must have naturally 

been uttered by a man and the likeliest candidate is Acrisius,209 whose effort to restrain his 

daughter by enclosing her in the bronze chamber—if Euripides chose to follow the 

mythical tradition— has proved to be fruitless. There is no evidence as to how Danae’s 

illicit motherhood was revealed, though fr. 7 (praising the power of gold over love) and frr. 

8-11 (possibly from an agon on the power of wealth, cf. introductory note on fr. 8) seem to 

support the widely held view that Acrisius may have found the pieces of gold in her 

chamber, thus inferring that she was bribed to be seduced (cf. introductory note on fr. 7). 

The present fragment may thus hint at the reversal of dramatic action, which could have

209 So Jouan -van Looy (2000) p. 59 and Amott (1996) p. 846.
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brought about the agon on the power of wealth possibly between Danae and Acrisius (frr. 

8-12) and her self-sacrifice by choosing to be exposed together with her baby-son (frr. 13, 
14).

A case of Contrast-Priamel (for this type of priamel, cf. particularly Krischer 1974, 

pp. 81-87 and Schmid 1964, pp. 51-66), where the illustrantia are introduced with 

anaphora (obxe... ooxe„. out’..., cf. Lausberg 1998, pp. 281-283). Cf. the elaborate Contrast- 

Priamel of fr. 2 (and for more detail, cf. note ad loc.) and the structurally similar priamels 

in Hipp. 530-532 : obxe yap jcupoq out' daxpcov bjcEpxepov jJeAxx;/ oiov xo xaq ’AcppoSlxaq 

ir|<7iv ek xEpcbv/ “Epetx; o Aicx; 7cat<;, Hec. 1181f.: yzvoc, yap ouxe novxoq ouxe yh Tpecpei/ 

xoi6v8\ HF 861-863 : ouxe teovxcx; obxco k6 pctai ctxevcov Xappcx;/ obxe yfj<; aEiopog KEpauvou 

x* oiaxpoc, ©Sivaq rcvecov/ of eycb axabia Spapoupai axepvov ei<; 'HpaKA.Eot><;, fr. inc. 1029 

Kn.: o\)K Eoxiv apexf|<; Kxfjpa xipubxepov/ ou yap 7ce(pdke SouA.ov ouxe xprjpaxcov/ obx' 
e\)yeveia<; owe (korcEiac; oxA.ou.

1 obxe xeixo<; o6xe xpfipot^a' the illustrantia refer to basic elements ensuring the 

well-being of the polis (city-wall) and prosperity in private life (domestic wealth), thus 

pointing out the necessity as well as difficulty of guarding a woman. If the speaker is 

Acrisius, as he seems to be, the reference to xpr\paxa could hint at his preoccupation with 

the value of wealth, which is what is alleged in the possible agon (cf. frr. 7, 8-10 likely to 

have been uttered by Acrisius).

2 8-ooq>6>.aKxov: here ‘hard to guard’, cf. its similar usage in Plb. 2. 55.2, D.S. 15. 

68.5 (for cities), and Strabo 9. 3.8 (for wealth), 11. 4.2, Plut. Mor. 49b and E. Andr. 121V. 

dveifiEvov xi XPhpot Jtpeajf'uxcov yevo<;/ Kai 8a)o<p6A.aKxov o '̂oGupiaq xmo (‘hard to keep off), 

Ph. 924:5\)o(p\)A.aKx' aivet Kaxa (‘hard to avert’).

Though the comment on the difficulty of guarding a woman arises from the 

particular situation of Danae’s seclusion, the generalizing overtones of the statement could 

also allude to sexual segregation in Classical Athens, which aimed to ensure female chastity 

before marriage and thus the production of legitimate offspring (cf. Lys. i 33). The dignity 

of the oikos was regarded as concerning the polis as a whole, since any son of a married 

Athenian woman would receive the rights of Athenian citizenship. Hence, female honour 

involved sexual purity and male honour assumed the responsibility of defending the purity 

of the female members of his household; cf. Heracl. 43f. (and Allan 2001 ad loc.): veaq
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yap TtapOEvoô  ai5o\)p.£0a/ ox -̂toi iceAxx̂ eiv Kajnftcopioaxaxeiv, 476f.: yovaiKi yap aiyfj xe 

Kai xo aexppoveiv/ KaAAiaxov eiaco 0' Tiaoxpv peveiv Sopcov, Ph. 93-95 (and Craik 1988 ad 

loc.), Or. 108 (and West 1987 ad loc.): e<; o%A,ov epueiv jcapGevoiaiv oi) KaXov, E. fr. inc. 

1061 Kn.: poxOoupev oXXgk, 0fjA/i) cppovpovvxeq yevoc, / tjxk; yap abxh pi) 7ie<pDKev evSikoi;,/ 

xl 8ei (pDXaaaeiv Ka^apapxaveiv Tt^eov; Lys. iii 6 (and Carey 1989 ad loc.), D. xlvii, Is. iii 

13 f., Men. Dysc. 222-224: aKaKov Kopnv povt|v acpeiq ev Epripiai/ eaiq, (poXaKtiv ovSeptav 

ax; rcpoafjKov fjv/ jcoiovpevcx; and Cohen (1991) p. 140f., Des Bouvrie (1990) pp. 44-48, 

5If., Blundell (1995) pp. 135-138, Pomeroy (1975) p. 86, Walcot (1996) pp. 91-93, Clark 

(1989) pp. 17-19, Fantham, Foley, Kampen, Pomeroy and Shapiro (1994) p. 79f. The 

gravity of this issue emerges from the legislation for moicheia mentioned in Lys. i 28, 

Aeschin. i 90, Plut. Sol. 23 (a more general reference in D. xxiii 53-55), which enabled the 

aggrieved party, i.e. a woman’s kyrios in this case, to kill the moichos on the spot, if caught 

in flagrante with her, provided that the offender admitted to the charge; cf. Carey (1995) p. 

412f.

The difficulty of guarding a woman, as asserted in our fragment, reveals men’s 

perception of female sexuality; cf. Med. 569-573, Hipp. 967-970, Andr. 220f., Ion 1090- 

1095 (and Lee 1997, p. 278), also Hes. fr. 275 M.-W., Anaxandr. fr. inc. 61 K.-A., Men. 

Sam. 349f. and Cohen (1991) p. 144f., Dover (1974) p. lOlf. A law established by Solon, 

but perhaps not applied in the fifth and fourth century, allowed fathers to sell as slaves any 

unmarried daughters who had lost their virginity (Plut. Sol. 23. 2). Likewise, Aeschines (i 

182) refers to the cruel punishment of a seduced daughter, who was imprisoned by her 

father in a deserted house together with a horse; cf. schol. ad loc. (Dilts). The social issue 

of a maiden’s seduction and her clash with her natal family seems to have preoccupied 

Euripides in his Danae, Alope, Melanippe the Wise and Auge, where the father-daughter 
confrontation appears to have been a climactic point in dramatic action (cf. Structure); cf. 

Alope fr. 109 Kn. (probably uttered by Cercyon): oi) p.f|v m> y' ipaq xotx; xexovxac; fiSeaco, 

fr. 111 Kn.: xi Sfjxa p.o%0eiv 8ei yovaiKetov yevo<;/ cppoupouvxaQ; ai yap e'B xeGpappsvai 

TiXkov! a<paAAoi)<nv oiKonq xcov rcapnpeA/TipEvcov (cf. Borecky 1955, p. 88f., Karamanou 

2003, p. 34f.), Melanippe the Wise fr. 485 Kn. (prose paraphrase in [D.H.] Rhet. 9. 11.34, 

the speaker is Melanippe): ei 8e icapGEvoq cpGapEiaa e^eOhkev xa Jiai8ta Kai cpoPoupEvri xov 

TiaxEpa, ai) cpovov SpaaEu;; fr. 497 Kn. (assigned to Hellen or Aeolus against Melanippe and
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likelier to belong to the Wise rather than the Captive Melanippe, cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee 

1995 ad loc.): xeiaaaOe xfjvSe- Kai yap evxeuOev voaet/ xa x©v yDvaucwv- oi pev fj TtalScav 

Tcepi/ fj coyyeveiaq eivek' ouk arobteaav/ KaKf̂ v Aafiovxeq- etxa xovxo xabucov/ jcoA,Xat<; 
i)jieppi)TiKE Kai x©pEi itpoa©,/ ©ax' ê lxr|A.o<; apexfi KaGlaxaxai. Similarly, Naevius’ Danae 

evidently touched on the social aspect of the girl’s seduction, to judge from fr. 5 Traglia: 

earn nunc esse inventam probris compotem scis and fr. 7 Traglia (and his note ad loc.): 

desubito famam tollunt, si quam so lam videre in via (the notion of impropriety for a maiden 

to be seen in public, cf. The Myth, p. 18). In these plays, the father, the kyrios, often 

imprisons his daughter after the disclosure of her misconduct, using spatial confinement as 

a means of reasserting his control over her, cf. Seaford (1990b) pp. 81, 84 and Guidorizzi 

(2000) p. 468.

Fr. 7:

This fragment illustrates the overwhelming power of gold over people and even over love. 

The widely held view is that Acrisius may have uttered these lines upon discovering the 

pieces of gold left from Zeus’ transformation, assuming that his daughter was seduced by a 

rich man 210 (it has been suggested that Amphitryon in the Alcmene could have made the
911same assumption, on the basis of frr. 95, 96 Kn. ). This possibility can be supported by a 

number of factors in combination: (a) the reference to gold in a play about Danae 

reasonably points to Zeus’ transformation into golden shower (b) the association of Cypris 

with gold links this fragment with fr. 8 stressing the power of money over love (and on a 

larger scale, with fr. 9 for wealth as a basic criterion for marriage), which could be assigned 

to Acrisius in the context of an agon possibly between him and Danae (cf. introductory note 

on fr. 8) and (c) there are many references to Danae’s seduction as bribery after Euripides 

(and not before, on the basis of the available evidence): cf. T6, Hedylus 1865-70 G.-P. (and 

Gow-Page 1965 ad loc.), Antipater A.P. 5. 31, Parmenion A.P. 33, 34, Ov. Am. 3. 8.29ff., 

Petron. Sat. 137 (and Walsh 1996, p. 200), Mart. 14. 175 (and Leary 1996, p. 237), Hor.

2,0 So Webster (1967) p. 95, A61ion (1986) p. 154, Jouan and van Looy (1998) p. 58.
211 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 93, Jouan and van Looy (1998) p. 126.
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Carm. 3.16 and schol. Porph. ad loc. (Holder-Keller), Luc. Gall. 13, Philostr. Ep. 35.1,38. 

9, Aes. Prov. 3, Nonn. D. 8. 258-261, P. Silent. A.P. 217 (and Viansino 1963, p. 71f.), 

Theophyl. Ep. 81, Epiph. Ancor. 105. 7, Mai alas 2.11 Thum, Sud. s.v. ‘Aavaq’ (5 57 

Adler). The notoriety of this fragment emerges from its numerous citations in later authors 

suggesting that it became proverbial for the power of money over virtue (cf. D.S. 37. 30.2, 

Ath. 4. 159B, Luc. Gall. 14, Tim. 41, Athenag. Supp. Pro Christ. 29), and could have thus 

instigated the interpretation of Danae’s seduction as bribery from the fourth century BC 

onwards.

As noted above, this fragment is thematically related to frr. 8-12, the rhetorical 

argumentation of which points to the context of an agon (cf. introductory note on fr. 8), 

where Acrisius could have accused Danae of having been overwhelmed by gold and thus 

bribed to be seduced (frr. 8-10) and she may have refuted the accusation by denouncing 

wealth (frr. 11-12). The present fragment is a general reflection evidently motivated by the 

disclosure of Danae’s seduction (for such exclamations commenting on one’s conduct, cf. 

note on 1. 1) and does not display the argumentative character of frr. 8-12, which locates 

them in the context of a formal debate with much probability. Nevertheless, it is consistent 

with the view held in frr. 8-10 and may thus fit the beginning or closure of Acrisius’ 

possible rhesis in the debate; cf. similarly the general reflections at the start of the agonistic 

speeches in Hipp. 935-942 (and Barrett 1964, p. 335), Andr. 183-185, 693-702, Ph. 469- 

472,499-502 and at the closure of Medea’s rhesis in Med. 516-519 (and Mastronarde 2002, 

p. 256), also Friis Johansen (1959) pp. 152-155 and n. 17, p. 158, n. 26.

Aphrodite’s association with gold originates in Homer, where she is the only 

goddess to be described as ‘golden’; cf. II. 3. 64 (prj poi 5cop' epaxa jcpwpepe xpuaeiy; 

’A<ppo8ixr|<;), 5. 427 (xpwriN ’A<ppo8txr|v), 9. 389, 19. 282 (xpvoeri ’AqjpoSlxri), 22. 470, 24. 

699 and Od. 4. 14 (fi et&cx; exe xPva% ,A<ppo8i/xn<;), 8. 337, 342, 17. 37, 19. 54. However 

ornamental the Homeric epithet may have been, the image o f ‘golden Aphrodite’ recurs in 

Mimn. fr. 1 W. (xi 8e xepitvov cxxep xp™rifc A<ppo81xr|<;;), Thgn. 1381f. (xp'oofr; 

K-OTCpoyevouq), Bacch. Epin. 5. 174 (vfjiv exi xp^oea? KurcpiSoq OE îpPpoxoo)), Theoc. 15. 

101 (xpvocp iHxî owy' ’A<ppo8ixa), Philodemus A.P. 5. 121 (d> xp'oae'n Kwcpi), Anti pater AT*. 

5. 30 (xp'oafjv 0X1 xrjv ’AcppoStxriv, / e^oxa Kai mvxtov et7tev o MaiovlSr|<;) and D.S. 1. 97 

(xfiv xe ’Acppo8txriv ovop&^eoOai rcapa zoic, Eyxcopioî  xpumN ek rcaXaiaq TiapaSoaEcoc;, Kai
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jie81ov etvai KaXxmpevov xp'uorV; ’AcppoSixiy;, which may also be related to Aphrodite’s cult 

in Egypt, cf. Gow-Page 1965, II p. 293). Likewise, in this praise of the power of gold, 

Euripides seems to be ‘playing’ with Cypris’ irresistible ‘golden gaze’, which rouses erotic 

passion (cf. the textual note on 1. 5), and relating it to Danae’s situation and to the false 

inference that she was bribed with gold. Cf. Eustathius’ interpretation of Danae’s seduction 

as bribery in his scholium on ‘golden Aphrodite’ (schol. II  3 .64 van der Valk): xpuah 8e 

’AcppoSlxTi T| xP^^^dpoq, ox; Kai x«^Keo<; ~Apn<; 8ia xo (popripa, fj f) KaX.f) fj, 8xi xPvcy<P 
Kaxanpaxxexai, © Kai Zeix; xfyv AavAt|v xerpouxai.

1 & speeches commenting on —often denouncing— someone’s conduct tend

to start with an exclamation of more universal import; cf. Andr. 319f.: d> So^a So^a, 

popioiai 8*n Ppoxtov/ ou8ev yeycoat pioxov <&yK©aa<; peyav, Supp. 1108-1113, Ion 1512- 

1514, Or. 126 (and Willink 1986 ad loc.): c5 tpuaK;, ev avSpdmoiaiv dx; pey' et Kaxov, 

Phoenix fr. 813 Kn.: c5 7tA.ob0\ oa© pev pqtaxov ei |5apo<; <pepeiv,/ icovoi 8e m v aoi Kai 

cpOopai 7ioX.A.ai ploo/ eveia', Phrixus II fr. 820b Kn.: to OvTjxa Tiapacppovfipax' av0pd>7c©v, 

paxr|v/ oi (paaiv etvai xf|v xbxriv aXk' oi) 0eoix;7 dx; oi)8ev iaxe Kei Xeyeiv SoKeixe xi, frr. 

inc. 916,1080 Kn.: d> yfjpaq, oiav eAm8' hSovhs £XeiQ>/ Kai 7ta<; xiq eiq ae pobXex' avOpdjwov 

poX,eiv7 X,a(3d)v 8e rceipav, pexapeXeiav Aappavei,/ dx; oi>8ev eaxi x^ipov ev 0vt|t© yevei, S. 

OT 380-382: © uXouxe Kai xupavvi Kai xexvrj xexviy;/ i)Jcepq>epouaa, x© 7coA,i)£f|A,© pi© / 

oao<; Tiap' uptv o <p0ovo<; (poAaaaexai, Eriphyle fr. 201a R. Cf. Mastronarde (1979) p. 78, 

Schadewaldt (1966) p. 124f.

TrGF II fr. adesp. 129 Kn.-Sn. deriving from a choral ode presents a striking 

similarity with our fragment as to the illustration of the overwhelming power of gold over 

love and nature as a whole (Hartung 1843-1844,1 p. 92 attempted to associate this fragment 

with the Danae, on the basis of the common theme): © XPVCŜ< pXaaxripa xOovcx;,/ otov 
ep©xa ppoxoiai cpXeyeiq,/ 7iavx©v Kpaxiaxeixov xupawe / rcoXepou; 8' ~Ape©<̂  Kpeiaaov' ex©v 
Suvapiv,/ <x£> rcavxa OeA/yeu;- eiri yap ’Optpelau; pev ©Sai<̂  eiTiexo 8ev8pea Kai/ Orpdjv 
avot|xa yevri,/ aoi 8e Kai x0©v 7taaa Kai Jiovxoq Kai o icappf|ax©p "Apry;. Greek poetry 

abounds in praises of gold as the most valuable of commodities; cf. Od. 1. 165, 6. 232, 

Aleman PMG fr. 1. 54, Sol. fr. 24. 2 W., Simon. PMG fr. 12, Pi. O. 1. If. (and Gerber 

1982, p. 10f.): o 8e xp'ix*6<; aiOopevov jcup/ axe 8ia«pejtei voKxi peyavopo<; e^oxa nXouxou, 

2. 72, 3. 42: Kxeav©v 8e/ xp^ooq aiSoieaxaxoq, 13. 78, N. 4. 82f., I. 5. 1-3, E. Med. 965:
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XP'uacx; Se Kpetoacov pt>pi©v A,oy©v Ppoxotq, Andromeda fr. 142 Kn. (and Klimek-Winter 

1993, p. 278f.): xpuadv paA,iaxa PobXopai Sopoiq exeiv / Kai 8ooA,oq ©v yap xlpixx; uXooxgdv 

avf|p,/ eXe\)0epo<; 8e xP£i°^ ©v o\)5ev oOevei./ XPVCT°^ vopi^e aauxov eIvek' Euxoxeiv, 

Philoctetes fr. 794 Kn. (and M uller 2000 , p. 409): opaxe 8' ax; Kav 0eoi<n K£p8alvEiv 

KokovJ  0a\)pa^£xai 8' o 7iA.£iaxov ev vaoi^ ex©v/ xpvaov, TrGF II fr. adesp. 294  Kn.-Sn.: 

XP'oaoq yap eaxiv oq |3pox©v exei Kpaxri, Diphilus fr. inc. 103 K.-A.: iaxvpoxcpov Kplv© xo 

Xp'oalov itoki)'/ xa itavxa xo\)x<*> xepvexai Kai rcpaxxexai, Men. Mon. 826 Jakel. Cf. 

however, the opposite v iew  on the corrupting power o f  gold, which is often associated with 

tyranny and injustice: Archil, fr. 19 W.: oft poi xa PoyE© xou JioA/oxpvaoo pcXei,/ o\)8’ eiAe 

rc© [IE CftA,o<;, o\>8' a y a io p a i/ 0e©v epya, pEyaXr^ 8' ouk epe© xupavvlSoq, HF 774-776 (and 

Barlow 1996, p. 158): o xP ^ b q  a  x' Euxuxiot/ <pp£v©v ppoxoix; e^ayexai/ 8\>vaaiv a8ixov  

£<PeA,k©v, [Phocyl.] 42 -47  and for more detail on the corrupting power o f  wealth, cf. notes 

on fr. 11 and Dictys fr. 15. Gold is also suggestive o f  Oriental olbos; cf. A . Per s. 3f., 9 ,4 5 ,  

53, 159 E. Andr. 2, 169, Hec. 492 (and Gregory 1999 ad loc.\ 1002, Ba. 13, also Hall 

(1989) pp. 154-156 and note on Dictys fr. 2.7.

8£^l©pa: ‘w elcom e thing’ (L S J 9); rare word from Se^ioojuai ‘to greet, to w elcom e’, 

hence ‘gift m ost w elcom e to m en’ (Jebb’s translation 1900 b, p. 105), with two further 

occurrences before Byzantine Greek as ‘pledge or mark o f  friendship’ in S. OC 619 (with 

Jebb 19003 b and Kamerbeek 1984 ad loc.) and D.Chr. lviii 5. P. Ross. Georg, (preserving 

an excerpt from an anthology from H ellenistic Egypt dated in the second century BC) and 

certain m ss o f  Athenaeus, Lucian and Athenagoras read de^iapa, which occurs as a variant 

for also in som e m ss o f  S. OC 619. Ae^iapa appears occasionally in texts written

in the Koine —  used by the time the text was copied in our papyrus—  to judge from the 

occurrence o f  Se^iaaOeig (instead o f  Se^aoOeig) in LXX 2 Ma. 4. 34, while even later, in the 

fourth century AD, the verb occurs in the m iddle voice as Se^ia^opai (P. Lips. 41.5).

2 f|8ov&s £xei: ‘g ives pleasure’; similar phrasing in E. P o ly id u s  fr. 642 Kn.: xa 

Xpfipax' av0p©JtouTiv f|8ovaq exe i> H F  732: exei yap f \6 o \a q  0vfjiOK©v avfjp/ ex0poq xlv©v xe 

x©v 8e8pagev©v 81kt|v. For the joy  felt between close kin, cf. E. El. 596: (pikag pev f|6ova<; 

aorox<rpax©v, Tr. 371 f.: xa (piX-xax' ©Xe<t\ f)§ova<; xaq oixoOev/ xekv©v, Io n  1461, 1468f.: 

pfjxep, icapcbv poi Kai jcaxfjp pexaaxex©/ xfjq rt8ovh<; xftaS' fj<; e8©x' vpiv ey©, I T  842, H el.
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634f. (and Kannicht 1969, p. 185): jcepi 8e yoia xepxu; epaXov fi8ovdv,/ © redan;, ©<; Xdp©, 
Ph. 314, 338: rcxiSoicoiov d8ovdv, S. El. 1276f., OC 1204f.

xotaq: attested in cod. S of Stobaeus and in the text of Sextus Empiricus, whereas the 

papyrus, cod. A of Stobaeus, Athenaeus and Athenagoras read toiacd’. Both readings fit the 

metre. In view of its poetic style, toiag occurs in stylistically elaborate passages in tragedy 

(cf. Ale. 453, 870, 1004, Hec. 907, Theseus fr. 383 Kn., A. Pers. 606, S. Ant. 124, 

Hippodameia fr. 474 R.) and, in this light, it would fit the context of the rhetorical 

apostrophe better than roiao8\ which could have replaced the lectio difficilior in certain 

manuscripts during the process of transmission.

4: this line is absent from nearly all the basic sources for this passage, namely the 

papyrus, which is our earliest source, Stobaeus and Seneca, and is poorly transmitted in the 

mss of Athenaeus and Sextus Empiricus (xol ok 8©paaiv KEKxqpevoi). Even with Schmidt’s 

emendation (xoiq ok 8©paaiv kekxtipevok;), the style remains prosaic as compared to the 

rest of the passage and the line does not add anything to the meaning, rather it makes 

explicit what is self-evident. Hence, this could be the case of an explanatory interpolation, 

perhaps a histrionic one (for such cases, cf. Page 1934, pp. 56, 117); a terminus ante quem 

for its occurrence would be the second century AD, as the line must have been in the 

sources of Athenaeus and Sextus Empiricus.
5 xoiofcxov 6<pOaXpoiq 6p$: ‘has such an expression/ glance— i.e. the glance of 

gold— in her eyes’. Seneca {Ep. Mor. 115. 14) accordingly translates ‘tarn dulce siquid 

Veneris in vultu micat’. Cf. Hes. Scut. 426: 5eivov op©v oaooiai, Sol. fr. 34.5 W.: Xô ov 

ocpGaXpoii; op©ai roxvxeq ©axe 8rpov, Pi. O. 9. I l l :  ebxeipa, Se^ioymov, op©vx' dXxav, 

Theoc. 13. 45: lap 0' opo©aa Ntixeia. The most common use of the dative 6(pBaXpoTg is 

instrumental ‘to see with my own eyes’; cf. for instance, Heracl. 571, 883, Hel. 118, A. 

Eum. 34, S. Ai. 84,993, Aeschin. iii 119.
6 oi) GaGp': litotes aiming to draw emphasis (cf. Lausberg 1998, p. 268); cf. 

similarly LA 823fi: oi) 0ai>pa a' fipaq ayvoeiv, oiq pq icdpo /̂ Ttpoafpcec,- aiv© 8 'oxi aepeiq x6 

aoxppovEiv, Protesilaus fr. 651 K n.: oi) 0a%i' eXe^aq evqxov Svxa 8iKrxoxeiv, also E. El. 

284 : vea ydp, oi>8ev ecri>p\ dTtê eoxQTy; veoo, A. Supp. 513: obxoi xi 9aupa 8-uaqx)peiv (pop© 

cppeva, S. OT 1319f.: Kai Gaopa y' o\)8ev ev xoaota8e jtfipaaiv/SijcXa ae kevGeiv Kai SutXa 

(popeiv Kaxd, Ar. V. 1139.
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xpe<peiv: the papyrus and Athenaeus read ix£lv-> which seems to be an unconscious 

scribal mistake possibly under the influence of exei three lines above (at the end of 1. 2). 

For the use of rpeqxo with personified ideas, cf. Hec. 232fi: o\>5' ©Xeaev pe Zevq, xpe<pei S' 

ojcgx; op®/ mKoiv kock' aXXa pei^ov’ f| xaXaiv' eycb, A. Ch. 585£: nokXa pev ya xpecpei/ 

Seiva 5eipaxcov axt|, S. Ai. 1124: fj yAxfraaa aoa) xov Bupov cue, Seivov xpe<pei, Ant. 1089: Kai 

yvaj xpecpeiv xf|v yXcoaaav h<n)%tDTepav, OT 356: rcetpe'uya- xaXr|0e<; yap iaxoov xpetpco, Tr. 

28: £axjxao’ a e i xiv’ ek cpofk)  ̂ (pofiov ipecpto. For the description of Aphrodite as breeding 

Erotes, cf. Pi. fr. 122. 4-6 M.: paxep' ep®x©v/oupavlav jcxapevai/ vofipaxi 7cpo<; ’Acppo5ixav.

Fr. 8:

Frr. 8-10 display rhetorical argumentation for the power and impact of wealth, while frr. 

11-12 include counter-arguments disparaging richness. The reference to gold and its power 

over love in fr. 7 hints at the discoveiy of pieces of gold from Zeus’ transformation, which 

seems to have led to Acrisius’ false assumption that Danae was bribed with gold, in order 

to be seduced by a rich man (cf. note on fr. 7). This rhetorical opposition of views has
917reasonably been regarded as belonging to a formal debate, where one character affirms 

the overwhelming power of wealth, based on the discovery of gold in Danae’s chamber, 

and another character censures opulence by defending the righteousness of humble people. 

The latter must naturally be a sympathetic figure, who adopts this position presumably as a 

means of refuting the accusation of Danae’s bribeiy. The likeliest candidate for this role 

should be Danae herself, whose participation in the agon would have illustrated her dianoia 

(Arist. Poet. 1450b) and placed her at the centre of dramatic interest, whereas Acrisius is 

reasonably expected to be the one affirming the power of wealth, based on the false 

inference that his daughter was bribed. Hence, on the basis of the available evidence, the 

agon seems to have been instigated by the disclosure of Danae’s seduction, which would 

make it presumably a ‘trial-debate’, though no explicit accusation against Danae is 

preserved in the available fragments, whose generalizing tone accounts for their inclusion 

in a gnomic anthology. As a rule, the plaintiff should have spoken first (frr. 8-10— fr. 7 

may have also belonged to the agon, cf. note ad loc.) and the defendant second (frr. 11-

212 So Duchemin (19682) p. 91, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 58.
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21312). The prevailing speech (which is that of the sympathetic character) is usually placed 

second, in climactic order.214 An initial dialogue between the participants may have 

introduced the debate—as in several cases 215— and account for the emphatic question in 

fr. 9, which presupposes that the plaintiff already knows the defendant’s position.216 

Rhetorical confrontations o f father and daughter with a similar focus take place in the 

Melanippe the Wise and Alope (cf. Structure). Another formal debate touching on wealth as 

a criterion for marriage occurs between Aeolus and Macareus in Aeolus frr. 20, 21, 22 
Kn.217

1 apyov K&iri xotq apyotq 19*0: Pierson’s plausible emendation roig apyoig of 

Stobaeus’ transmitted reading roig epyoig is preferable to Plutarch’s roiovroig, in view of 

the rhetorically effective polyptdton; cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 71, n. 37 and for this 

figure, Lausberg (1998) p. 288f. Eros is regarded as flourishing in leisure; cf. Theophr. fr. 

114 Wimmer: epwxqGeiq xl eaxiv Epcoq, raxtkx;, etprj, \iroxfte axoX.a^oucqq, PI. R. 572e-573a: 
epcoia Tiva amqj p.tixavcDp.evo'ix; epicoifjaai jcpoaxaxr|v xg>v apycov Kai xa exoipa 
5iavepo|iEV(ov emOupuov, bjc67cxepov Kai piyav KT|<pfjvd xiva-fi xl aAAo oiei etvai xov x©v 
xoiotixcov epCDxa; Symp. 197d. 7: (epa*;) xptxpfrq, appoxrixoq, x^S%, xaplxcov, ipepoo, tcoOod 

jtaxfip. In Theocr. 14. 52-56 the hero seeks to escape from love by becoming a soldier (the 

pursuit of military negotium as a means of recovering from eros is a recurring theme in 

Plaut. Trin. 648-650, Tib. 1. 1.53-55, 2. 6.5f., Ov. Rem. 142-154). In Roman poets the 

notion of otium (in the particular sense of leisure and devotion to private activities) as a 

prerequisite for eros is mainly rooted in Epicurean thought; cf. Ov. Rem. 136-140 (and 

Henderson 1979, p. 58): fac monitis fugias otia prima meis/ haec ut ames, faciunt; haec, 

quod fecere, tuentur;/ haec sunt iucundi causa cibusque mali./ otia si tollas, periere 

Cupidinis arcus/ contemptaeque iacent et sine luce faces, Am. 1. 9.4If., Tib. 2. 6.5f. (and 

- Murgatroyd 1994, p. 247, Maltby 2002, p. 468), Catull. 51. 13-16 (cf. Ferguson 1985, pp.

213 An exception o f this principle occurs in the debates in El. 998-1131 and Tr. 895-1059; cf. Lloyd (1992) p. 
101 .
214 For the order o f speakers and very few exceptions, cf. Schlesinger (1937) p. 69f., also Collard (1975 b) p. 
62.
2,5 Cf. Hipp. 902-935, Andr. 577-589, Hec. 1109-1131, Supp. 399-407, Tr. 895-913, El. 998-1010,74 317- 
333.
216 Alternatively, there might have been two pairs of set-speeches (cf. Andr. 590-746).
217 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (1998) p. 25, Webster (1967) p. 158.
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150-152 for a bulk of bibliographical references to otium in Catullus), Lucr. 4. 1136, Ter. 

Heaut. 109 and Andre (1966) pp. 208f., 221-230,406-413, Andre (1962) p. 6f. Cf. also Cic. 

Tusc. 4. 74: (amans) abducendus etiam est non numquam ad alia studia, sollicitudines, 
curas, negotia.

2 K&TOKxpa: mirroring is a feminine attribute par excellence, which often acquires 

an erotic focus. Mirrors are principally associated with Aphrodite (cf. Call. 5. 17-22 and 

Bulloch 1985, p. 130, Stat. Silv. 3. 4.93-98, A.P. 6. 18.5f., Ath. 687C, Philostr. Imag. 1. 

6.304), Helen (cf. E. Tr. 1107, Or. 1112 and Karouzou 1951, pp. 582-584, Thomson de 

Grummond 1982, p. 37 for Aphrodite and Helen as decorative figures in bronze mirrors) 

and women in general (cf. Ar. Th. 140, Plaut. Most. 250f., Mart. 11.50, Ov. Am. 2. 17.9fi, 

Ars Am. 2. 215f., 3. 135f., Prop. 3. 6.11 and several vase-illustrations of women gazing at 

mirrors in Frontisi-Ducroux and Vemant 1997, pi. 1-29). Female self-adomment and the 

fascination of catoptric experience in erotic contexts frequently involve the beholder’s 

entrapment within the mirror itself or the experience it defines; this is the case in our 

fragment, as well as El. 1071, also Hec. 925 (expressive of oriental self-indulgence, cf. 

Collard 1991 ad loc.) and Med. 1161 (where the mirror provides a false reflection of the 

princess’s beauty, as she is about to be deformed), cf. McCarty (1989) p. 180f. The 

intimacy of mirroring also hints at female seclusion, as opposed to the dimension of male 

social life and public participation; cf. Frontisi-Ducroux and Vemant (1997) p. 243. Hence, 

the reference to mirroring in a play about Danae may allude to the maiden’s seclusion and 

sexuality, especially since a mirror appears as a detail in certain vase-paintings depicting 

her receiving the golden shower in the bronze chamber (cf. LIMC figg. 1, 2, 4, 6 and the 

relevant comments of Frontisi-Ducroux and Vemant 1997, p. 81). For further aspects of 

metaphorical catoptrics, cf. the discussions in McCarty (1989) pp. 161-179 and Assael 

(1992) pp. 562-571.

£av0iopaxa: dying the hair blond is expressive of female self-adomment. Menander 

(fr. inc. 450  K.-A.) presents dyed blond hair as the feature of a reckless woman : vfrv 8' ep7c' 

an' oikcov x©v8e- xfjv yxtvaiKa yap/ xtjv oaxppov' ox> 8ei xaq xpt%aq ^avOaq jcoieiv. Cf. also E. 

El. 1071 (and Cropp 1988 ad loc.). Dionysus’ perfumed blond curls in Ba. 235 (cf. Dodds 

19602 ad loc.) are expressive of his effeminate beauty. Blond hair is a typical sign of beauty 

and the epithet gavOoQ is attached mostly to goddesses and beautiful women: to Aphrodite
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(S. Inachus fr. 277 R., A.P. 9. 605), Demeter (II. 5. 500, h.Hom. Cer. 279, 302 and Allen 

and Halliday 19362 ad loc.), Athena (Pi. N. 10. 7, Bacch. Epin. 5. 92), the Graces (Pi. N. 5. 

54, A.P. 7. 440), Helen (Sappho fr. 23. 5 L.-P., Stesich. S 103. 5, Ibyc. S 151.5 Davies, E. 

Hel. 1224 and Kannicht 1969 ad loc.), cf. also Med. 980, Li 681 (and Stockert 1992 ad 

loc.), Longus 1. 17.3, A.P. 5. 26, 259 and Handschur (1970) p. 145f. Occasionally gavOog 

also describes heroes: Menelaus (II. 3. 284, 4. 183, 17. 6, 23. 293, Od. 3. 168, 4. 30, 15. 

147), Rhadamanthys (Od. 5. 64, 7. 323) and Meleager (II. 2. 642).

3 £v 86 poi T£Kpfipu>v: ‘a compelling sign permitting firm conclusions to be drawn 

about a particular matter’ (see Lausberg 1998, p. 166, cf. also Arist. Rh. 1357b 4-17 and 

Cope 1867, pp. 160-168, Quint. Inst. 5. 9.3). The use of xeKprjpiov is a Sicilian device, 

perhaps introduced in Athenian rhetoric by Protagoras (cf Navarre 1900, pp. 21 -23). Here, 

the term occurs in its forensic function, as defined by Aristotle, which is suggestive of the 

formality of the debate and of the speaker’s rhetorical self-consciousness. Cf. E. Phoenix fr. 

811 Kn.: xoupavh xeKpripioiaiv eiKoxtog aMaKexai, fr. inc. 898. 5f. Kn.: xeKpqpiov 8e, jifj 

X.6y<*> povov poc0r|<;,/ epya> 8e 5ei (̂o xo aOevog xo xtfe Seoo. A. Eum. 447: xeKpqpiov 8e xtov8e 

aoi Xê (o peya, 485: papxtipia xe Kai xeKpfjpia, 662: xeKptjpiov 8e xooSe aoi Seî co Xoyoo, 

also Th. 2. 15.4,39.2, 50.2 (and Homblower 1987, pp. 101-104, Finley 1967, p. 9), Antiph. 

v 61.1, Lys. xiii 20.2, xix 25.1, xxi 9.1, D. xx 10.3, xxii 76.3, xxiii 207.1, Isoc. xix 51.1,xxi 

11.1, Lycurg. i 61.3. Likewise, the speaker’s self-consciousness of his argumentative task is 

made evident in the agones in Med. 548f. (and Mastronarde 2002 ad loc.): ev x©i8e Seî g) 
rcpojxa pev ao<pdg yey6g,/ eiceixa aoxppcov, etxa aoi peyaq (piX-oq, Andr. 706, HF 173, Tr. 970: 

xr|v8e Seî co pfi Xeyouaav ev5iKa, Captive Melanippe fr. 494. 3 Kn. (from a debate, cf. 

Jouan and van Looy 2000, p. 371): paxriv ap' eig yovaiKag e  ̂avSptov \j/oyoq-l \|/aX.X.ei kevov 

xo^eupa Kai A,eyei KaKtog / at 8' eta' apeivoog apaevcov. Seî co 8' eyd).
4 oi>8eig icpoaaix&v pioxov fipa^frn Ppoxeov: resolution of the third longum, which is 

common even in Euripides’ early plays (cf. Cropp and Fick 1985, pp. 29, 44f., 47, 

classifying it as resolution-type 6.1c, Devine and Stephens 1980, p. 66, Ceadel 1941, p. 

72f.) and thus not chronologically distinctive. Lack of wealth inhibits leisure and self- 

adomment, which are here regarded as prerequisites for eros; cf. fr. inc. 895 Kn.: ev 

7iXr|apovfi xoi Kwipig, ev neivcovxi 8’ oo, [E.] Rhadamanthys fr. 659 N. : epoxeg qpiv eiai 

icavxoioi pioi)'/ o pev yap euyeveiav ipeipei XaPeiv,/ xw 8' ooyi xouxoo (ppovxtg, aXkd
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Xpripaxcov/ jioAA©v KeKAfjaBat pobAexai rcdxcop dopoiq, also Thgn. 2. 1383-1385: 8©pov 

ioaxecpavo'u/ ytvexai dvGpcojcoioiv 8%eiv xotXencbxaxov axOoq,/ av jifj Kojcpoyevfr; 8©i Abaiv 
8K %aXew©v, PI. Symp. 197d. 7: (epcoq) xpxxpfjs, ccfipoxrircx;, %Ai8r}<; [...] 7taxf}p, A.P. 5. 30, 31, 

33, 34, 50: K a i  itevvn K a i  epax; 8'bo poi K a x a -  K a i  xo pev oiaco/ K o tx p e o ^ , irup 8e cpepeiv 
KbitpiSoq ob 8bvapai, A.P. 121.

5 fipiyrfiq: this reading is unmetrical. I would side with Schmidt, who suggested 

£V7T£TTjg (‘favourable’) fitting both metre and context; cf. Cyc. 526: oitov xiOfji xig, evGdS’ 

eaxiv ebxexfr;, Ph. 689: rc&vxa 8’ ebrcexii Oeoiq, A. Supp. 1011, PI. R. 365c. The notion of 

evnexeia (‘easiness of having or getting’) suits the basic idea of the fragment; cf. X. Oec. 5. 

5.5: ebrcexeiav xpocpffe rcapexovaa, PI. Lg. 718d:ob yap noXXr\ xiq ebrcexeia obSe acpOovia 

xwv jcpoOupoopevcDV, Hdt. 5.20: yovaiKtbv 7CoX.Xf\ eaxi bpiv ebrcexelri.

Fr. 9:

As noted above (cf. introductory note on fr. 8), this fragment together with frr. 7,8 and 10 

arguing for the overwhelming power of wealth could be assigned to Acrisius in the context 

of a possible formal debate with Danae, instigated by his false inference that his daughter 

was bribed to be seduced (probably on the basis of pieces of gold discovered in her 

chamber, cf. note on fr. 7). The rhetorically elaborate lines of the present fragment argue 

for wealth as basic criterion for marriage, asserting that monetary values overshadow the 

traditional qualities of noble lineage, if the latter is not combined with wealth. A parallel 

argument with a different purpose is employed by Macareus in his agon with Aeolus in E. 

Aeolus fr. 22 Kn.: xqv 81 ebyeveuxv rcpoq 0ed>v pf| poi Aeye,/ ev xphPa^ v ^68' eaxi, jj.fi

yanpob, naxep7 kukAg) yap eprtei- xq> pev ea0\ o 8' o\>k koivoioi 8' abxoic; xP^P£®'‘ $
2188' av ev Sopoiq/ xpovov ouvoikti icAeiaxov, obxoq ebyevfj<;-

The speaker is ‘playing’ with contrast in terms of style and values; stylistic 

antithesis is a common rhetorical figure employed in agones (cf. indicatively Hipp. 986fi, 

Ph. 360, 389, 433f., Or. 546f. and Lloyd 1992, p. 34, Lausberg 1998, p. 350), while 

antithesis of content is an intrinsic feature ofEuripidean debates, on the basis of the pattern

218 For the agon in the Aeolus, cf. Jouan and van Looy (1998) p. 25 and Webster (1967) p. 158.
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o f dissoi lc rg °i  (cf- Solmsen 1975, p. 30f.). More specifically, emphatic contrast is drawn (a) 
with the juxtaposition of contradictory terms: oi pev eoyeveiq- oi 8’ o\)8ev fjaav, jtevr|xe<;- 
oXPioi, 7tpo<T6ev - v\jv, 6X£i(p-Ti£VT|X\, KaKcp-Kaya0q>, Kaicoq-t oXfhoi, o ph exa>v- oi 8’ 
exovxeq, O )  between the qualities of lineage and monetaiy values, as a result of the 
detachment o f  wealth from aristocracy: ebyeveiq jcevrixe<; ovxeq, oi 8’ oi>5ev fjaav rcpooOev- 

oXpioi (‘prosperous, rich’) 8e vov, oXfftcp Kaicqj (‘of low birth’)- 7cevnxi Kaya0q> (‘well

born’). F u rth e r rhetorical figures are the chiastic anadiplosis of 1. 8 (see note ad loc.) and 

the rhetorical question of 11. 1-5.
1_5 : The detachment of wealth from lineage and the contestation of the latter if not 

combined with monetary values is an anachronism in a heroic-age myth (cf. note on 

coinage in  1- 4). The significant economic upheaval of the seventh and sixth century due to 

the colon ization and expansion of trade and craft activity led to the monetization of 

economic life* As the level of prosperity rose, more opportunities for social mobility 

appeared, which eventually caused the decline of aristocracy. The latter was also severely 

harmed by the ‘hoplite reform’ of the seventh centuiy, which brought prosperous 

commoners into high military ranks (cf. Biyant 1996, pp. 66fi, 90fi). Consequently, those 

who were once kakoi (‘of low birth’) became prosperous, successful and thus powerful in 

view of th e ir potential for effective contribution in war and public life. Money thus became 

a distinct value compared to other basic values, such as lineage, virtue or justice (for the 

comparison between money and justice, cf. note on Dictys fr. 15); cf. Seaford (2004) pp. 

160-162, 164, 170. Theognis alludes to the stresses and strains upon values imposed by the 

invention o f  money; 173-192 (of which cf. particularly 173: av8p' ayaOov tievIii icavxcov 

8ap.vr)<n paJUaxa, 177f.: kcci yap avfip 7ievir|i 8e8pTipevo<; ooxe xi euceiv / ovQ' ep^ai 

Sovaxat, yXcoaaa 8e o i Se8exai), 315: JioXXol xoi TtXo'oxooat Kaicoi, ayaOoi 8e icevovxai. Cf. 

also Alcaeus fr. 360 L.-P.: ax; yap 8f|«ox' ’ApiaxoSapov <paia' ook arcaXapvov ev Ijtapxai 

Xoyov etxnv, avrjp, 7cevi%po<; 8' o\>8' ei<; rceXex’ eaXoq o\>8e xipux; and the recurrence

of this view in Pi. I. 2. 10 (and Privitera 1982 ad loc.), E. El. 37f. (and Cropp 1988 ad loc.): 

Xapwpoi yap ^  yevoq ye, xpripaxcov 8e Sf|/ Tcevqxeq, ev0ev irbyevei' anoXXoxai, Ph. 438-442, 

Aeolus ff. 20 Kn.: ph nXooxov £inr\q- ouxi eaopa^a) Oeov,/ ov *cb k&kictxoc; p<jt81ax; eKif|aaxo, 

Bellerophon fr. 285.11-13 Kn. (and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995, p. 113): ooxiq 8e yavpov 

aweppa yevvaiov x’ ex©v/ pioo aitavi^ei, xq> yevei pev em'oyet,/ Tie via  8’ eXAoacov eaxlv, ev
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8* aAyvvexai, Alcmene fr. 95 Kn.: aX,X,' ovSev Tibyeveta 7ipo<; xa xpxiP-otxa / to v  yap kcckigxov 

itkomoq ei<; rcpcbxoix; ayei, Andromeda fr. 142 Kn. (and K lim ek-W inter 1993, p. 278f.): 

Xpuadv paXiaxa fkrbtopai 8opot<; exeiW  Kai SooXcx; <bv yap xtpux; 7tA.o\)X(ov avfjp,/ 

eXeoGepoq 8e xPe^  o\>8ev aGevei, Ar. Eq. 158 and Adkins (1 9 7 2 )  p p . 37-41 , Adkins 

(1960) p. 76f., Seaford (1998) pp. 121-123. The overall importance o f  m o n e y  in the second  

half o f  the fifth century em erges from the stress laid on its s ign ificance for the 

Peloponnesian War, as attested in Th. 1. 80.3f., 83, 121.2, 141.3, 2 . 13 .2 f., also [X.] Ath. 

Pol. 3.3 (cf. Seaford 1998, p. 120). For the superiority o f  w ealth  to  lineage, unless 

combined with the former, as criterion for marriage, cf. E. Erechtheus fr. 3 6 2 . 14f.: exeiv 8e 

Tceipo- xouxo yap xo x' eoyeveq/ Kai xoix; yapoax; 518(0cn xobq rcpcbxoix; e%£iv, Thyestes fr. 

395 Kn.: jtAooxoo 5' aftopp'oevxcx; aaGeveu; yapov/ xtiv pev yap eb yeveiav  aivobaiv  jjpoxoi,/ 

paXA.ov 8e KtiSeuouai xoiq ebSaipoaiv, also Thgn. 185-190: yfjpai 5e KaKTjv KaKoo oo 

peA,e8aivei/ eaGXo<; av ip , f̂ v oi xpnpaxa n oX ka  8i8dh,/ oi)5e yovfi Katcolj avSpoq avaivexai 

Etvai cxkoixk;/ jiA.ooaioo, akX acpvedv po6A.exai avx' ayaOoo./ xpnpaxa pev  xipdkn- Kai ek 

KaKoo £O0X.oq eyripe/ Kai KaKoq e£, ayaGoo- tcA,ovxo<; eped;£ ye vex;. For marriage between  

members o f  the Athenian elite based on calculation o f  property, socia l p osition  and political 

advantage, cf. Davies (1984) pp. 117-120.

1-3: The antithesis is reinforced by the cross-arrangement o f  ideas:  

oi pev euyevetq (status) oi>5ev aAxpdvoixf (in sign ifican ce)  

oi 8’ o68ev fjaav (insignificance) So^av <pepovxai (status)

The mutability o f  olbos is a commonplace; cf. HF 51 If., Tr. 5 8 If., El. 943 (and 

Cropp 1988 ad loc.), Ph. 555-558 , Or. 340, Ino fr. 420 , Meleagros fr. 5 18 , fr. inc. 1073 

Kn., also Bacch. fr. 24 S.-M ., S. Ant. 951-954 (and Griffith 1999 ad loc.), OT 1282-1285, 

Tereus fr. 591 R., A lexis fr. inc. 283 K.-A., Men. Dysc. 797 (and H an d ley  1965, p. 271). 

Cf. notes on Danae fr. 15.9 and Dictys fr. 2. 8.
1 ap' otaG’: ‘do you realize th a t...’; cf. Dover (1968) p. 2 4 9  and O lson (1998) p. 

148. A formally signposted rhetorical question introducing the argum ent in an emphatic 

manner; cf. its use in the debates in Hec. 239, LA 337-339: otaG’, ox' eajcobSa^eq apxeiv 

AavaiSaiq npoq TAaov,/ xcoi 8okeiv pev ouxi XP'H1C(0V> X®1 ^  PobXeaGai GeXcdv,/ dx; xaiteivoq 

fjaGa, Jidariq 5e^iat; jtpoaGiyydvtDV, cf. also S. Ant. 2f. (and Griffith 1 9 9 9  ad loc.): &p' oioG’
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o Xl Zeix; xtov an' Oi8ijcoi> kcxkwv / oxmov ot>xi vd>v exi ^cbcaiv xetet; [A.] Pr. 328f. (and 

Griffith 1983 ad loc.): f| ook oiaO' ctKpi^c  ̂ ©v Ttepiaacxppcov oxi/ y^tboari paxala C,ripia 

xpoaxpiftexai; Ar. Ach. 481: ap' otaO' oaov xov aytov' ayamei xaxa, V. 4, Pax 371: ap' oiaBa 

0avaxov oxi 7ipoei<p' o Zeix; oq av/ xaoxriv avopoxxcov ebpeOfv, Av. 609, 668, 1221, 1246, 

Alexis Tarantinoi fr. 222 K.-A., Mnesimachus Philippus fr.7 K.-A.: &p' ota0a,/ oxif) repô  

avSpaq eaxi aoi paxrixeov, Nicostratus fr. inc. 30 K.-A.: &p' otoO' oxi xfj<; rcevlag orikov / fj 

nappnaia; D. xviii 195, PI. Crat. 397e, 418c, Euthyd. 279e, 301c.

dOotivex’: it occurs in the place of che, or oxi (‘that’) frequently after oiScq cf. 

Alc.196: xai aaq>' otS' oOouveKa, fr. inc. 1024 Kn.: eiScbq oOoovek', S. El. 47, 617, 1308, OT 

572, Tr. 813: oo KaxoiaG' oOooveKa, Ph. 634, OC 853: oT5' eycb, yvdKTti xa8e,/ oOoovek', 944: 

5' oGouvek'. In other cases, it is explanatory (‘because’); cf. Ion 662, Hel. 104, 591, fr. 

inc. 862 Kn., S. Ai. 123, 553, TrGF II fr. adesp. 116 Kn.-Sn.

ehyevei^: ‘well-born’; cf. indicatively Ale. 332, Heracl. 233, Hipp. 26, 710, Hec. 

381, HF 50, 292, Tr. 583, 614, Ion 1540, Ph. 1623, Alexandros fr. 52 Kn., but cf. note on 

Dictys fr. 14.2-4 for justice as a prerequisite for evyeveia.

2 aXtpdvouo’: ‘to earn, to bring in’; in tragedy it occurs only here and metaphorically 

in Med. 297 (<p0ovov aA.<pavooai ‘to incur envy’), while in Homer it is used in the aorist (II. 

21. 79, Od. 15. 453, 17. 250: iva poi (Jloxov jtoA/bv aAxpoi, 20. 383). To judge by its use in 

IG 13 84.15 (o7t6aT)v av ataprp pta0a>aiv xo xepevoq), Ar. Thesmophoriazusae II fr. 339 K.- 

A. and Eupolis Taxiarchoi fr. 273 K.-A. (both comic passages are referring to auctions), it 

seems to have been also a commercial term (cf. Mastronarde’s note on Med. 297). Cf. 

additionally Men. Homopatrioi fr. 263 K.-A., Schol. Anon. Arist. Rhet. (Rabe, p. 126): xo 

aA,<paveD SrjAot xo Aap^dv© q x6 ebplaK©, Phot, a 1065 Theodorides, Sud. a 1446 Adler, 

Hsch. a 3325 Latte.
§xi: indicative of the transition of social conditions and values; cf. also 7tp6o©ev and 

vov (1. 3) and above, note on 11. 1 -5.
3 ol 6* oi>5fcv fjaav: ‘worthless, useless, of no account’, corresponding to the epic use 

of ovnSavdg and widely found in Euripides and Sophocles; cf. H F 314: vov 5' oi)8ev eapev, 

634f.: oi x' dpeivovec; ppoxcbv/ oi x' o68ev ovxe<;, Hel. 1194, Ph. 598, Or. 717f., Bellerophon 

fr. 285. 15 Kn. (and Collaixl, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.): o 8' obSev obSeiq, 8ia xeXoix; 8e 

8i)oxux©v, S. Ai. 1231, El. 677, Ph. 951, 1217, Tereus fr. 583. 1-3 R.: vov 8' obSev eipi
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X©piq. aXXa rcoXXaiciq/ epXe\|ra xatrn xqv yuvaiKEiav <p\xm\/ fbq o'oSev eapev, also Pi. N. 6. 

3, Hdt. 9. 58.2, Ar. Eq. 158, V. 997. Cf. Mooriiouse (1965) pp. 31-35, 38f. and for the
parallel use of /itjdeig, cf. note on Dictys fr. 2.8.

5Xpioi: (LSJ 9) ‘prosperous’, here, as regularly in Euripides, it refers to material 

possessions (cf. Med. 740, Hec. 493, Andr. 940, Hel. 431, Phaethon fr. 776 Kn., Phrixos fr. 

825 Kn. and McDonald 1978, p. 304f., De Heer 1969, p. 70f.), cf. Sol. fr. 6 W., Thgn. 1. 

153, A. Pers. 252, Th. 771, also ‘blessed, fortunate’ in general (cf. Thgn. 1. 934, 2. 1253, 

Hdt. 1. 30-32, A. Supp. 526: 6A#te Zeu, S. El. 160-162). Olbos tends to be associated with 

Oriental opulence (cf. A. Pers. 252, E. Hec. 492, 925, HF 642f., Tr. 108f., 582 and Hall 

1989, pp. 154-56, Easterling 1984, p. 36f.) and tyranny (cf. Sol. fr. 33 W., Pi. P. 3. 85-89,

11. 52f., Th. 1. 13.1 and O’Neil 1986, p. 28); cf. note on Dictys fr. 2.7. For the olbos-penia 

contrast, cf. indicatively E. Supp. 176f.: oocpov 8e rcevlav x' eiaopav xdv oXfhov/ 7t£vr|xa x' eq 

xovq rcXo'Dalouq aTcopXejteiv, HF 588f.: noXXobq icevrjxaq, dX îooq 8e xan Xoycai, 647f., 

Archelaus fr. 230 (and Harder 1985 ad loc.): Sov&peaO'- £xi yap OaXAei 7tevia/ kcxkov 

e%0ioxov, (peuyei 5' oX(3oq, Polyidus fr. 641 Kn.

4 6o^av <p^povxai: ‘they earn repute’; cf. for instance, Med. 540: 8o£av eaxeq, Hipp. 

432: So^av eoGXfiv Kapm^exai, Hec. 489: 5o£,av KeKxfjoBai, also Sol. fr. 13. 4 W.: Tipoq

djcavxcov/ avOpduccov aiei 8o^av e%eiv aya0f|v, 13. 34 W.: fjv auxoq 8o^av exaaxoq Pi.

O. 8. 64: jcoOeivoxaxav 8o^av q>epeiv, Th. 2. 11: peyioxriv So^av oiaojaevoi.

voplapaxoq: generally ‘custom, institution’(cf. A. Th. 269, E. IT 1471, Ar. Nu. 248), 

here it bears the specific sense o f ‘coin, money’ (cf. Hdt. 1. 94, 3. 56, 4. 166, Ar. Ra. 720, 

722). The reference to currency and money in the treatment of a heroic-age myth is an 

anachronism (archaeological evidence indicates that the earliest development of coinage in 

Greece possibly occurred at the end of the seventh century, cf. indicatively Seaford 2004, 

pp. 129-131, citing relevant bibliography, and Schaps 2004, pp. 93-110), but one which in 

tragedy seems to be so firmly absorbed into the texture, that it remains oblique (cf. Lowe 

1988, p. 41f., Easterling 1987, p. 7); cf. similarly Erechtheus fr. 362. 29 Kn. Accordingly, 

vo/iiapa may denote ‘coin, currency’, while alluding at the same time to the very 

conventions of the polis which impose the acceptability of currency (cf. Arist. EN 1133a 

19-33, Pol. 1257b and Seaford 1998, p. 135f.); in Oedipus fr. 542 Kn. (ouxoi vopiopa 
XeuKoq apyopoq povov/ xai xpoaoq eaxiv, aXXa xapexfj fipoxotq/ vopiapa xetxai rcaaiv, fj
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Xpfiodat xpeov), for instance, the sense of vopiopa ranges from the specific meaning of 

‘coins made of precious metal’ to its general sense as ‘institution’ (cf. also Easterling 1987, 

p. 7). Cf. however, the less oblique references to coins in satyr-play: Cyc. 160 (cf. Seaford 

1984 and Ussher 1978 ad loc.), Sciron fr. 675 Kn. (where Silenus is trying to sell 
prostitutes for coins).

5 <rt)pxX6Kovxe<;: ‘they join’; cf. IA 292 (‘to bind together’), Th. 4.4 (‘to join hands’), 

PI. Soph. 242d 7, Pol. 309b 7, Str. 10. 3.13 (‘to connect’), Plb. 2. 45.2 (‘to become 

intimate’). The middle usage of the verb is unattested, therefore crvp/rZetcovregis preferable 
to ovpicXeKovxca.

ical... axcppa real ydpou^ t£kvidv: oKeppa ‘origin, descent’ (cf.Heracl. 540,/T980, 

Ba. 35, A. Supp. 275, S. Ant. 581), ‘offspring’ (cf. Med. 816, S. El. 1508), here presumably 

in the more general sense o f ‘breed’, i.e. the wealthy class; cf. Hec. 254fi: axapiaxov bp©v 

oxEpp', oooi SqptiYopoug' ^nXobxE xipac, (and Collard 1991 ad loc.), IA 520: to  pavxucov 

irav crx&ppa <piX,oxipov KaKOv, fr. inc. 1012 Kn.: aei xox’ <eaxi> oxeppa Krip\)K(ov XaXov. Cf. 

note on fr. 15. 6: 0vr|x©v oxeppa (‘mankind’). The two Kai occur as correponsive (‘both 

their breed and the marriage of their children’); cf. Denniston (19542) p. 323f. Hence, 

oneppa and yapovg x e k v c o v  are emphatic tautology.

6 fkriWat: reference to an act of betrothal; the legal term is ercStSapi (cf. indicatively 

p .]  xliii 54, Is. i 39. 6, PI. R. 362b, E. Andr. 343). Marriage in Athens was arranged 

between the father and die prospective son in-law with a form of contract known as engye, 

a normal component of which was the fixing of the dowiy. According to this contract, the 

woman passed from the kyrieia of her father under the tutelage of her husband, with the 

purpose of producing legitimate offspring. Cf. Hdt. 6. 130. 10-12: xqj 8e ’AAxpecovcx; 

MeycikXei kyyvlb xaiSa xfjv Epfjv ’AYapiaxrjv vopoiai xoicn AOrivaicov, p .]  xlvi 18, Alexis 

Epikleros fr. 79 K.-A. (and Amott 1996, p. 217f.) and Harrison (1968) II pp. 3-9, Wolff 

(1944) pp. 48-50, Just (1989) pp. 43-49, Erdmann (1934) pp. 267-276, cf. also note on fr. 

4.2. Acts of betrothal are very common in Menander, cf. Dysc. 761-763 (and Handley 

1965 ad loc.): ToiY<xpouv ey<oy£ 001 815©pi, 842-844: aXX tjyx>(b xaUkov ex' apoxcoi 

YVTjauov/ xf|v OuYctxEp' pEipaKiov ooi xpouca xeJ 5i5o>p' ex' auxfji xpla xaXavxa, Peric. 

1013-1015 (cf. Gomme and Sandbach 1973, p. 531): xauxiiv yvticicov/ xai8cov ex' apoxwi 

croi 5i5copi./ -Xappava>- xai xpoixa xpia xaXavxa, Sam. 726-728 (and Bain 1983 ad loc.):
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M-Otprupov evavxiov 001 xf|v8' ey© 515© |i' e%eiv/ yvriauov 7tal5©v tn' apoxMi, icpouca xapa 
jcavG' oxav/ ajtoGav© y', o pq yevoix', a XX' <£ia>aei £©iqv, Mis. 444f.

kcik©: here ‘of low birth’, as opposed to Kayadq> (‘well-born’) ofthe next line. Both 

adjectives here commend the traditional qualities of arete. On the other hand, the sense of 

Kaxdg in 1. 8 is detached from the notion of lineage, denoting baseness due to poverty. For 

the range of nuances of kakos, cf. notes on 11.1 -5 and on Dictys fr. 42.

8 A case of chiastic anadiplosis at the point of the caesura. Cf. indicatively, Verg. 

Eel. 4. 3: si canimus silvas, silvae sint consule dignae, Ov. Met. 6. 376: quamvis sint sub 
aqua, sub aqua maledicere temptant and Lausberg (1998) p. 278.

Kaicdq 8’ o p-fi gycov: synizesis of q with s, producing a long syllable. Koacog here in 

the sense o f ‘worthless, insignificant’, because of his ineffectiveness to contribute to public 

life, which deprives him of prestige; cf. Adkins (1972) pp. 38-41. Cf. Anon. Iambi. 3.11-13 

D.-K. (and Den Boer 1979, p. 174f.): Katdcx jtpoayiyvexai pex& xqv auvaywyqv x©v 

Xpqp&xwv, eav ek nXovoiov jcevt^ y£vr|x<xi icai ek KEKxqpEvou pqSfiv ex©v, where kakia 

(here ‘ruin’) is identified withpenia. Cf. Hemelrijk (1925) p. 21 and for further references, 

note on 1-5.

oi 5’ £xovxeq t  BAfhoi: Hense aptly observed that in this context dXpioi is a synonym 

of oi exovreg, while what is needed is an antonym of Kaicdg (here ‘base, worthless’). His 

emendation evyeveig can be supported by Aeolus fr. 22. 4 Kn.: © 8' av ev Sopoiq (xa 

Xpfipaxa)/ xpdvov ouvoiKq tcA îoxov, o'5xo<; £uy£vf|q and Erechtheus fr. 362. 14f. Kn. (cf. 

West 1983, p. 72) and would offer an interesting redefinition of the notion of svyevsia, as 

compared to its use in 1.1, while corresponding to the successive antitheseis ofthe passage. 

West’s alternative emendation ovkbxi (cf. loc. cit.) is palaeographically attractive.

Fr. 10:

These lines are consistent with the argument of frr. 7 and 9 for the overwhelming power of 

wealth and thus likely to have been uttered by the same speaker, i.e. possibly Acrisius. The 

allegation that nobody can resist money probably serves to support the accusation of 

Danae’s bribery {avfjp seems here to occur in a generalizing sense, cf. note ad loc.).
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1 KpeiCTCTtov xprinAxtDv: cf. Th. 2. 60.5f. (and schol. ad loc., also Gomme, Andrewes 

and Dover 1945-1981 and Homblower 1991 ad loc.y.yiXonoXic, xe kco. xprjjidttwv Kpslaocov 

and 2. 65.8: xp-npdTcov Siaqxxvo*; a8©poxaxo<;, describing Pericles’ integrity. The theme of 

bribery and corruption is recurrent in Athenian society and politics; cf. its reflection in 

Supp. 236, S. Ant. 302f., OT 124f., X. Mem. 1. 5.6 and for more detail, cf. Harvey (1985) 

pp. 89-113, Wankel (1982) pp. 29-47, Schaps (2004) pp. 129-131. For the corrupting power 

of wealth and its opposition to justice, cf. note on Dictys fr. 15.2.

obSei? avfjp: here in the generalizing sense of ‘no one’, rather than ‘no man’, 

including Danae among those who cannot resist wealth. Cf. particularly Hypsipyle fr. 760 

Kn. (and Bond 1964 ad loc.): ê co yap opyfV; jta<; dvi)p ao<p©x£po5, which is evidently 

uttered with reference to Euiydice, also Or. 1523: naq dvf|p, k&v bovXoq ip xxq, hSexai x6 

<p©<; opcfrv, Meleagros fr. 532 Kn.: Kax0av©v 8e 7ca<; avf)p/ yfj Kai maa.

2 icXf|v ei xiq: to the examples cited by Kannicht (2004,1 p. 377: Ar. Av. 601: oi)8ei<; 

oiSev xov Oriaanpov xov epov nXr[v ei xi<; ap’ opvu;, Th. 53If.: aXX oi) yap eaxi x©v 

avaioxvvxeov <pi>aei yovatK©v/ oi)8ev kcckiov eiq arcavxa 7cXf)v ap’ ei yovaiKec;, X. Hell. 4. 

2.21) I would add [D.] x 39.3, xl 3.4, D. xviii 320.5, xxi 158.3: ey© pev yap oi>x op®, rcA,f)v 

ei xabxa xiq 0e©pei, xxiv 42.5, 67.6, lxi 3.6: iaxe yap jcavO' ©<; eyevexo, tcA/hv ei xi 

TcapeA-ucov, Is. iv 29.5: obxe eia<popav oi)8epiav eiaevf)voxe, 7tA,f|v ei xi apa e£, oxot> x©v 

NiKoaxpaxoo fipcp£a(3rixriOEv, PI.Apol. 18c.2:5 8e Ttavxcov aA.oy©xaxov, oxi oi)8e xa ovopaxa 

otov xe ai)i©v ei8evai Kai eirteiv, 7iA.f|v ei xiq KtopcoSojioioq xoyxavei ©v, Pol. 286d, R. 

366d.l: ot8ev oxi 7tXr|v ei xu; 0eia tpixrei 8'oaxepaivcov xo aSuceiv fj erciaxfjpriv A.a|3©v 

aicexexai abxob, x©v ye aXXcov oi>8eu; ek©v SiKaioq. Unlike the cited examples, which 

introduce a genuine modification, usually slight, in our fragment the conditional clause is 

not continued and the apparent concession is undermined (‘except somebody—but I do not 

see who that person is’).
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Fr. 10a:

This testimony has been widely associated with fr. 10 and it has been aptly suggested that a 

possible interpolation of etg rug and ip& in the place of e i rig and dpcfr may have given 

ground to Satyrus’ inference.219 The similarity (only one person = except Socrates) is 

tempting; considering, however, the vagueness of the statement in Satyrus and how much 

of the Danae is missing, it cannot be absolutely ruled out that he may be referring to a 

completely lost passage perhaps also coming from the agon, given the reference to 
nXeove&a.

Euripides’ association with Socrates is reported in anecdotal, biographical and 

comic contexts; cf. Ar. Ra. 1491 f. (and Dover 1993 ad loc.), Ael. V.H. 2. 13.41-47, Gell. 

NA. 15. 20, Sud. 8 3695 (Adler). Moreover, the comic passages in Ar. Clouds I  fr. 392 K.- 

A., Teleclides fr. inc. 41 K.-A., Callias Pedetae fr. 15 K.-A., as well as Vit. Eur. TrGFV, 1 

Test. A1 IA 9-12 go even further by presenting Socrates as having contributed to the 

composition of Euripides’ plays.220 The latter was evidently interested in his contemporary 

intellectual activity, such as the sophistic movement (cf. notes on Dictys frr. 4, 14. 2-4), 

rhetoric (cf. introductory notes on Dictys frr. 2,4), natural philosophy (cf. note on fr. 15.2), 

perhaps also Socratic theories; cf. Egli’s cautious survey (2003, pp. 164-178) ofEuripidean 

passages thought to reflect Socratic doctrines (cf. especially Hipp. 380-383 and Chrysippus 

fr. 841 Kn., perhaps also Med. 1078-1080, studied in relation to Socrates’ definition of 

incontinence, as occurring in PI. Prt. 352d.5-353c.2 and X. Mem. 3. 9.4).221 Ancient 

biography, however, to the context of which Satyrus’ work belongs, tends to approach 

poetic passages by a process of inference and oversimplification, mainly aiming to draw 

biographical material from a poet’s own work, as well as from anecdotes (for this trend of 

ancient biography and criticism, cf. note on Tl).222 It is thus self-evident that a personal 

reference to Socrates would be completely out of place in a tragic play and that Satyrus’

219 Cf. von Amim (1913) p. 4, followed by Arrighetti (1964) p. 115, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 66, n. 34 
and Kannicht (2004) ad loc.
220 For a collection of all relevant references, c f  Ippolito (1999) pp. 37-42, Egli (2003) pp. 157-163, 
Arrighetti (1964) pp. 113-115.
221 Cf. additionally Ippolito (1999) p. 41 f., Irwin (1983) pp. 183-197.
222 For Satyrus’ method, cf. Arrighetti (1993) pp. 232-234, Arrighetti (1987) pp. 145f, 164-167, Dihle (1956) 
p. 105f., Momigliano (1993) p. 70 and for this trend of ancient biography in general, Lefkowitz (1981) pp. 
viii-x, 88-104, Fairweather(1974)pp. 232-275, Lefkowitz (1978) pp. 465-467.
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testimony is obviously based on the arbitrary interpretation perhaps of fr. 10,223 presumably 

aiming to present Euripides as expressing his personal admiration for Socrates (for the 

practice of interpreting tragic passages as expressing the poet’s own view in ancient 

criticism and biography, cf. note on Tl). An eloquent parallel occurs in D.L. 2. 44, where 

Euripides is alleged to have alluded to Socrates’ death in Palamedes fr. 588 Kn., which was 

proved false by Philochorus (FGrH 328 F 221), as Euripides died before Socrates: 

E\)puri8r|<; 8e Kai 6vei8i£ei auxoiq ev xtp IlaXapf|5ei A&ycov ‘EKavEx' exdvexe xav rcdvaocpov, 
<6 Aavaot,> xav o\)8ev aXyvvovcav drjSova pouaav’. Kai xa8e pev c58e. <E>iAoxopo<; 8e cprjai 
TcpoxeXeuxiiaai xov EupiJi:18Tiv xou ZcoKpaxoax;.

Fr. 11:

These lines and fr. 12 contest the position of fr. 9 for the high status of the wealthy class, 

with reference to its public, private and religious activity. The refutation of the argument 

for the superiority of wealth and, in turn, for the power of money over love (cf. frr. 7-10, 

for which Acrisius is the strongest candidate), must come from the party defending the 

opposite view in the debate, evidently in an effort to release Danae from the probable 

accusation of bribery. As argued above (cf. introductory note on fr. 8), the likeliest 

character for this sympathetic role would be Danae herself. The present fragment seems to 

be a reply to the argument of fr. 9 on the impact of wealthy people (11. 1-5) and the 

reference to their religious activity (1. 6f.) may have aimed to refute a possible allegation of 

the opponent that the wealthy are more pious than the poor, as they offer rich sacrifice. The 

further development of the argument as to their conduct in the religious sphere in fr. 12.3  

seems also to favour this possibility.

Here, as in fr. 9, the successive antitheseis display rhetorical elaboration: cpiAdoon 

ppoxoi-eyo) 8e (the speaker’s position, as opposed to public opinion), oXplcDv-Jtevrĵ , crocpoix; 

xt0ea0ai xoi)Q Aoyoix;- ev Xeyr\ (controversy of seeming and being), also oo<poi)<; xlGeaGai 

xovq Xoyovq- yeAdv (contrasting reactions), ptKpa 0a)ovxaq xeAr|- xwv (Jo'dGuxouvxgjv.

223 So Arrighetti (1993) p. 233.
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1-4: the speaker addresses the question of the status of the wealthy class (as alleged 

in fr. 9) by referring to its role in public contexts. Class-consciousness in Athens lay in the 

distinction between rich (the elite) and poor (the basis of the demos, cf. note on 1. 3). The 

passage reflects the continuing deference to wealth and status and the disproportionate 

influence of the leisured class on the public life of democratic Athens; in terms of political 

participation, for instance, the £lite was heavily overrepresented in the set of all politically 

active citizens by employing personal networking and material contributions to the state 

(cf. Connor 1971, pp. 18-22, Ober 1989, p. 85f., 116-118, Hunter 1988, p. 29, Finley 1983, 

p. 83). Our speaker’s support of the sophia and eusebeia of members of the demos, on the 

other hand, points to his democratic orientation. Similarly, in the gathering of the Argives 

in Or. 884-945 (cf. Porter 1994, pp. 73-76, Willink 1986, p. 224), the equivalent of the 

itevrig avjjp of our fragment is the prudent and righteous farmer (917-930) distinguished 

again from the wealthy class (887-897), as well as from the demagogue, who manipulates 

the mob (902-916).

In a different light, Socrates disapproves of the participation of the many in 

political decisions, in view of their lack of expert knowledge (PI. Prt. 319d): ejteiSav 8e xi 

icepi x©v xffe JcoXeotw; SioiKtioeax; Sen PouA.eoaaaOai, aa))i|3o/oX,e'6ei auxoiq aviaxapevo<; icepi 
xooxcdv ojioigx; jiev xekxcov, opoicoq 8e xaX,KEt)<; aKt>xoxopo<;, epicopoq va\)icA.ipo<;, itAotioioQ, 
jtevriq, yevvaux;, aye wife, Kai toutok; o\)8ei<; xovxo emicXfixxei atentep xotc; rcpoxepov, oxi 
ovSapoGev paGcbv, o v 8 e  ovxo<; 8i8aaKaAov o\)8ev6<; avxo, eiteixa aoppovA.Eveiv £7ii%eipeT.

1 quXoOoi yap flpoxoi: ‘people tend to ...’; reference to the communis opinio. Cf. S. 

Ai. 988f.: xoiq Gavouai xoi/ <piA.oi>ai Ttavxeq KEipevoiq eTieyyeX-dv, Mimn. fr. 24 W.: oia 8f) 

quXoftoiv oi iaxpoi Xeyeiv/ xa cpauAa peî co Kai xa 8e1v' vnkp tpopov,/ 7n)pyo\jvxe<; aoxoix;, PI. 

R. 549e: Kai aXka 8f| oaa Kai ota <piA,oixnv ai yuvaiKeq rcepi x©v xoiouxcov opveiv. It 

frequently describes mass behaviour; cf. Heracl. 176 (and Wilkins 1993 ad loc.): pr|8' orcep 

(piA.eixe 8pav, Th. 2. 65.4: ojcep cpiXei opiA,o<; noietv, 4. 28.3: otov oxX,o<; <piX,ei tcoieiv (and 

Homblower 1991 ad loc.), 6.63.2, 8.1.4.

t©v p£v oXflifov: ‘wealthy’, as opposed to mvrjg (1. 3), cf. r&v nAovoiav (1. 5) and 

note on fr. 9.3. Thucydides repeatedly attaches the term oi dvvaroi to the social and 

political elite; cf. indicatively 1. 24.5, 2. 65.2, 3. 27.3, 5. 4.3, 8. 73.2 and for further
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references, Lintott (1982) pp. 92-94, cf. also Ehrenberg (19692) p. 90. The earliest 

testimony of class-conflict occurs in Sol. fr. 5 W.

2 ooqxri)  ̂xiGeaOai xoi><; X6yoog: riOeo&ai (here, ‘to assume, hold, reckon, regard’) is 

Valckenaer’s emendation of the unmetrical reading fjyeiaeai of the manuscript tradition. It 

seems to be preferable to Blaydes’ vopi£eiv, as it could account for the intrusion of 

fjyeicBai,, which may have been a gloss specifying the sense of xiQeoOai in this context 

(yopi&iv, on the other hand, does not need clarification). Cf. Med. 572fi: xa X©iaxa Kai 

KaXXujxa rcoXepubxaxa/ xiOeaOe, Hec. 848: tpiXooq xiBevxec; xovq ye jcoXepuoxdxoix;, Aridr. 

210, Tr. 288: <piXa xa jcpoxep' aqnXa xiOepevcx; TtaXiv. The use of this verb suggests that 

their words are merely regarded as wise, without being necessarily so; the basic sophistic 

distinction between seeming and being. Cf. Guthrie (1962-1981) IE pp. 179-181.

3 XexxSv a.%' oIkcbv: ‘small, weak, of slender means’; cf. PMG fr. adesp. 69d.l: 

Xenx&q pepipv©vxe<;/ rcevovxai, Men. Mon. 442 Jakel: Xenx©£ ye xoi £fjv Kpetooov fj 

Xapitp©<; KaK©̂ , Thphr. Ch. 26. 5, Plb. 24. 7: oi Xenxoi (‘the poor’), Cent. 3. 59: Xercxriv 

rcXeKeiv cm x©v jtevixp©v xobxo Xeyexai, Sud. X 292 Adler: Xenia ^aiveiq- eni x©v 

nevi%p©̂  8iayovx©v xov piov. Nauck suggested the rare word Xeitcov (‘poor’), which, 

according to Photius (X 154 Theodorides), occurs in Menander and also in Timon of Phlius 

(Ath. 4. 50.18-22) and A.P. 6.226, 303, 7.472. It would be unwise, however, to replace the 

transmitted reading, especially when it is acceptable, with a rare word nowhere else attested 

in Euripides, which, on the basis of our evidence, first occurs in Menander.

e$ Xeyti: here suggestive of a skilled and prudent speaker; cf. Or. 930: Kai xoiq ye 

Xprjaiotc; eu Xeyeiv e<paivexo, Bacchae 266f. (and Dodds 1960 ad loc.): oxav Xa{3r)i xiq x©v 

Xoy©v avfjp oocpoq/ KaXaq aqjoppaq, oi) pey' epyov eo Xeyeiv, Autolycus fr. 282. 26f. Kn. 

Eloquence is regarded as a virtue of civic usefulness in Aeschines iii 170 (8i>vaxov eijceiv- 

KaXov yap xf|v pev 8iavoiav 7tpoaipeio0ai xa fieXxiaxa, xqv 8e Jtai8eiav xfjv xoo pfjxopaq 
Kai xov Xoyov iieiGeiv xoix; aKobovxaq) and Anon. Iambi. 1.1, 3.1 D.-K. In many cases in 

Euripides, however, ed Xeyeiv (merely in the sense o f ‘eloquence’, excluding the content of 

the speech) is conceived as opposed to truth and justice; cf. Hipp. 503, Hec. 1191, Ph. 526 

(and Mastronarde 1994 ad loc.), Archelaus fr. 253 Kn. (and Harder 1985 ad loc.), 

Palamedes fr. 583 Kn., Antiope fr. 206 Kn. (and Kambitsis 1972, p. 80f.) and for more 

detail, cf. Jouan (1984) pp. 7-10 and note on Dictys fr. 5.
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icevriQ: poor are those citizens who labour for their living, such as the peasants, 

labourers, shopkeepers, self-employed artisans, hence, the bulk of the population, which 

form the basis of the demos (cf. X. Mem. 4. 2.37f., PI. R. 565a). They are to be 

distinguished from the rich (the leisured class, living comfortably on the labour of others, 

cf. Arist. Pol. 1291b 7, 1310a 3-10) and from the paupers (7ixcoxoi, the beggars, the idlers, 

cf. Ar. PI. 549-554, where personified rievfa denies being sister of nxcDX8̂ 1)- Cf. Finley 

(1983) p. 1 Of., Nippel (1980) pp. 103-105, Finley (19852) p. 41, Wood and Wood (1978) p. 

43.

4-7: physis-nomos controversy; a poor man can be more useful to the polls and 

more pious than an olbios. It is noteworthy that cardinal virtues of civic usefulness, such as 

ed Xiyei v, oo(pia and evae/ieia (cf. North 1966b, pp. 168-170) are attributes of the nevijq 

avqp of the present fragment. For the rejection of class-distinction, cf. Lycophron the 

Sophist fr. 4 D.-K. (papyrus-finds proved that Antiphon’s famous fr. 44b D.-K. is refuting 

the distinction between Greeks and barbarians and not that of lineage, cf. Pendrick 2002, p. 

351) and Guthrie (1962-1981) III p. 153f. Euripides here treats this antithesis in the 

political and religious sphere. Cf. similarly Supp. 406-408 (the physis-nomos antithesis in 

its political context and Collard 1975a, p. 218f.), Or. 920-922 (in public and private life), 

El. 380-385 (mainly in private life and implicitly with respect to thepolis, cf. Adkins 1960, 

pp. 195-200), Erechtheus fr. 362.7f. Kn. (in the political sphere, cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee 

1995 ad loc.) and for further references, cf. note on Dictys fr. 14.2. Cf. also Alexandros fr. 

54 Kn.: k o c k o v  x i  (JouA.e'Dp' fjv ap ' ei<; ei)av8plav/ o jcAxyOxoq av0p©jtoimv a i  x1 ayav  xptxpai./ 

jtevia 8e 8f>axr|vov pev, aA.A.' op©<; xpecpei/ poxOouvx' apeiv© xexva Kai 8paaxf|pia, Ar. PI. 

567-570: <XKe\j/ai xoivuv ev xat<; t c o X e c t iv  xoix; pfjxopaq, ©<; oitoxav pev/ ©ai nev-qxeq ,  rcepi 

xov 8fjpov Kai xfjv jc6 A .iv  eiai 8iKaioi,/ jcA.ot)xfiaavxe<; 8' ano xwv k o i v c o v  rcapaxpfjp' aSiKoi 

yeyevrivxai,/ e7cipo\)A,ei)ot)ai xe x© jcA,f|0ei Kai x© 8fip© KoA.epouaiv and for the necessity of 

the participation of all classes in political affairs, cf. Aeolus fr. 21 Kn.

4 yeA.civ: for heckling and jeering at public speakers, cf. X. Mem. 3. 7.8: oi) 8oKouai 

ooi 7coA.A.aKiq oi ev xfi eKKA/nalqe x©v op0©<; A,eyovx©v KaxayeA,av; also Hell. 6. 5.36, D. xix 

23,46, Aeschin. i 80-84, PI. Prt. 319c and Hansen (1987) p. 70f.

ao<p©xepot><;: ‘wise, prudent’; sophia in this context is closely related to the notion of 

sophrosyne (comprising in Euripides the ideas of self-control, moderation and good sense,
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cf. North 1966a, pp. 69-84) and combined with justice they constitute a quiet moral 

behaviour, which leads to the good administration of one’s oikos and renders the citizen 

valuable to the polis. For sophia as virtue in private life, cf. Heracl. 558, Hipp. 436: ai 

Seuxepal rccoq <ppovxi8e<; aoqxbxepai, Supp. 176f.: oocpov 5e rceviav x' eiaopav xov oAftiov / 

Tccvrixd x' eq xoxx; rcAouoloxx; aTtopXerceiv, Ion 598, Aeolus fr. 37 Kn.: poxGeiv avayKiy xa<; 

8e 8aip6vwv x\)xa.cj oaxiq (pepEi KdAAiax' avfjp ouxoq ao(po<;, Alcmene fr. 99 Kn., Alexandros 

fr. 46 Kn.: xcavxcov xo Gavciv- xo 8e koivov ol%ocJ jiexpiox; aA,y£iv ao<pia pcX-Exa, Hypsipyle 

fr. 760 Kn.: e^© yap opyfj<; naq avf|p aoqxbxepoq, and as a civic virtue, cf. Autolycus fr. 282. 

23-25 Kn.: avSpaq xph oorpouq X£ KayaGoix;/ (poAAoiq ax£(pea0ai, x&ctxk; qyEixai jcoX-ei/ 

KaX,Xiaxa ocxppcov Kai SiKaioq ©v avf)p, Antiope fr. 200 Kn. (and Kambitsis 1972, p. 58f.): 

yv©pai<; yap dvSpdq eo p£v oucoovxai noXeiqJ eu 5' oiKoq, eiq x' aft Jt6A,£pov Ioxuei pcya/ 

aorpov yap ev pobteopa xa<; m>A,A,a<; x^P®^ vixa. Cf. Adkins (1970) p. 104f., Adkins (1960) 

p. 177f., 195-198, North (1966b) pp- 168-170, Dover (1974) pp. 296-298. Sophia could 

comprise here also the gift o f ‘eloquence’, which occurs in 1. 3 among the qualities of nevrig 

avrip, cf. Ph. 1259f.: aXK\ ei xiv1 giXktjv ri aocpoxx; ex£1£ Xoyoi)cj f\ tpiXxp1 £7t©i8©v, Antiope 

fr. 189 Kn.: ek mvxoq av xu; jtpaypaxoq 8ioo©v X,oycov/ ayajva Geix’ av, Ei A.£y£iv eit| 

ao<po<;, 202 Kn.

5 siaopft: ‘to look upon, to regard’ (here, as often, it involves intellectual capacity); 

cf. Ph. 1332, Ba. 252: xo yfipaq bp©v eiaopcjv vouv ovk exov, S. fr. inc. 923 R.: aXX' ob8' 

opcovxeq eioopcaai xapqxxvfi.
7 xc&v pouOuxobyxeov: ‘those who sacrifice hecatombs’; schol. Tz. Ar. PI. 819 

(Positano): pouOuxet- Kaxaxpxi^^K©<; Eipqxai f) pooGoala SriXoooa xov oyKov xou pEyeOotx; 

Kai xo EvxeX-Eq xfjq frooiaq, fjv EKaxoppriv KaXoboiv. evxeA,ti<; 8e Goala fj ek auoq xpayoo 
Kpiou, fiv ’AGqvaioi KaXobai xpixxbv. Cf. Ale. 1156: popoxx; xe Kviaav pooGoxoiai 

jcpoaxpojcaiq,Hec. 260f.,El. 635,785, 805, Ion 664,1031,Hel. \414,Auge fr. 268 Kn.:Kai 

PouGdxeiv yap rj^unx; Epf|v x«Plv» Erechtheus fr. 370. 94 Kn., also A. Supp. 706, Ch. 261,

S. OC 888, 1495, Ar. Av. 1232f.: pr|A.oo<pay£iv xe pooGbxoiq etc' Eaxapaiq/ Kviaav x' 

aymaq, PI. 819f.: Kai vbv o Seokoxtv; p£v ev8ov pooGoxEi/ bv Kai xpayov Kai Kpiov 

EaxEqxxvcopEvoq, also flovQvoia (‘sacrifice of oxen’) in Pi. O. 5.6, N. 10.23.

The richness of offerings was naturally proportionate to one’s possessions and thus 

a matter of status. Hence, povdvoux was restricted to the wealthy class; cf. especially Thphr.
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Char. 21. 7.3 (regarding fiovdvreiv as a feature of pucpcxpiXoTipia ‘petty ambition’): Kai 
pouv 0baa<; xo npopexcamSiov arcavxiKpi) xfjq eiaoSoi) TcpoojtaxxaXebaai axeppaai peyaXou; 
rcepi8f|aa<;, on<oq oi eiaiovxeq iScoaiv, oxi flobv eOvae. A.P. 6.191 (and Page 1981, p. 67): ai) 

S', ax; vobaoo, pbeo Kai iceviriq,/ Kai xoxe (JouOoxeovxa p* eao\j/eai, 6. 190 (and Page 1981, p. 

52), 6. 300, Ath. 4. 61.26-33 (with reference to the extravagance of Tarantinoi) and Adkins 

(1960) p. 134f., Seaford (2004) p. 162f.

ebaepeax^pou?: ‘pious, reverent’; apart from referring to the god-man relationship in 

fifth-centuiy literature, it also commends those who honour the relationships which the 

gods are believed to uphold (namely kinship-ties and relationships between the state and 

those bound to it, such as the protection of suppliants, cf. for instance A. Supp. 419, Th. 

598, 602, 831, S. Tr. 1222, El. 464 and Adkins 1960, pp. 132-134). In view of the context 

of sacrifice, eusebeia here primarily reflects the religious feeling. In addition, fr. 12.3f. 

(evidently developing the present argument on the detachment of eusebeia from wealth and 

hecatombs) maintains that greediness leads one to assault not only gods, but also kin, which 

is an attitude opposed to eusebeia in its dimension as a quiet moral virtue, as well. For 

eusebeia and sophrosyne as civic virtues, cf. Isoc. x 31. The position that eusebeia is not 

proportional to the greatness of one’s offerings to the gods, recurs in fr. inc. 946 Kn.: eb 

ia0', oxav xic; ebaepaiv Gup 0eoi'.q,l Kav piKpa 0frn, xvyxavei aampiac;; in both Euripidean 

fragments gods are perceived as agents of justice and upholders of quiet moral virtues. Cf. 

similarly Isoc. ii 20: fiyou 8e 0bpa xobxo KaXXiaxov etvai Kai Oeparceiav peyloxTiv, av ax; 

(JeXxioxov Kai Sucaioxaxov aauxdv mpexTIQ’ paXXov yap eXrci<; xoix; xoiobxoax; f\ xoix; iepeta 
rcoXXct KaxapaXXovxaq jipa^etv xi rcapa xd>v 0e©v aya0ov, Antiphanes Mystis fr. 162 K.-A.: 

xau; ebxeXeiau; oi 0eoi xaipouai yap / xeK|if)piov 5'- oxav yap £KaxopJ3a<; xiveq/ 0baxnv, em 
xobxou; frjiaaiv baxaxo<;/... rcavx©v Kai Xipav©xo<; eitexeGri,/ ©<; xaXXa pev xa rcoXXa 
jcapavaXobpeva/ 8amvr|v paxaiav obaav abx©v eiveKa,/ xo Se piKpov abxd xobx' apeaxov 
xotq 0eoi<;, X. Mem. 1. 3.3: obxe yap xoiq 0eoi<; ecprj KaX©£ exeiv, ei xat<; peyaXau; Guaiaiq 

paXXov q xai<; piKpau; exaipov, Men. fr. inc. 1001 K.-A., Theopompus FGrH 115 F 344, 

Hor. Carm. 3. 23.13-20 (and West 2002, p. 191f.): te nihil attinet/ temptare multa caede 

bidentium/ parvos coronantem marino/ rore deos fragilique myrto./ immunis aram si tetigit 

manus,/ non sumptuosa blandior hostia/ mollivit aversos Penatis/ farre pio et saliente mica 

and Adkins (1960) pp. 65f., 132-134, Dover (1974) pp. 253f., 258, Yunis (1988) pp. 54f. 

and n. 38, 101-109, Dodds (1951) p. 48f. Reciprocal allegiance suits the idea of non-moral
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gods, who must be won over in a non-moral way with abundance of offerings; this is a 

main feature of shame-culture, where gods, like men, are very touchy with regard to their 

time and the attention which must be paid, in order to acknowledge it; cf. II. 1. 65, 9.498, 

536f., 20. 297-299, Od. 1. 60-62, Bacch. 3. 61, Hdt. 1.87 and Adkins (1960) pp. 62-64, 

134f., Dodds (1951) pp. 29-32, Frisch (1949) p. 51. This passage, on the other hand, 

suggests that gods are capable of looking beyond the costliness of offerings to the piety 

which motivates the giver—or at least that human observers can.

Fr. 12:

This fragment coheres very closely with fr. 11.6f., developing the argument on the relation 

of piety with wealth; the speaker asserts that wealthy people are prone to transgress 

religious and kinship laws, having been corrupted by greed and avarice, as opposed to the 

eusebeia (in the sense of religious and quiet moral behaviour, cf. note on fr. 11.7) of less 

prosperous people. This position may be refuting a possible argument of the opponent that 

poverty is likely to cause misconduct through need (for this common idea, cf. Dover 1974, 

p. 109f. and note on Dictys fr. 15.2). Again the likeliest speaker seems to be Danae 

defending herself from the possible accusation of bribery (cf. introductory note on fr. 11).

For denouncements of avarice, cf. the thematically and syntactically similar lines 

from Antiope fr. 198 Kn. (and Kambitsis 1972, p. 53): e i  8 ’ e u x u x e a v  xiq K a i  |3i o v  

K£KTTipivO<^ pTl8£V S 6 p .O ia i  X©V KOX©V 7C £ lp d G £ X a i,/ £ y ©  p e v  OU7COT* a u x o v  o A ,p io v  K a A,©,/ 
<p\)taxK a 8 e  p a A A o v  x p q p a x t o v  e i> 8 a lp o v a ,  also Ino fr. 407 Kn., X. Symp. 4. 35, Antiphanes 

fr. inc. 244 K.-A., Apollodorus Philadelphoi/ Apocarteron fr. 3 K.-A., Menander fr. inc. 

734 K.-A. Greed is considered to drive to hybris and injustice; cf. for instance, Sol. frr. 4. 5- 

16, 13.43-48, 71-73, 36. 20-22 W. (and Balot 2001, pp. 79-81, 89-91), Th. 3. 39.4,4.17.4, 

D. xlv 67 and note on Dictys fr. 15.2.

1 JcXtipoupevoK;: ‘filled full’, in the sense of profusion and luxury; cf. Ba. 19: 

rcA/ripeu; exouoa KaXXurupyoxmx; noXeic,, HF 645: xpvaou Scbpaxa rcA,fipr|, S. Inachus fr. 

275. 808f. R.: arcavxa 8’ fip.iv apyupiou Kai xp'uorio'i)/ xa oKeudpia TxXfjpri ‘axiv, ©axe 

Oaupdaai, often used for food (cf. Cyc. 209, Med. 203, Hipp. 110, Cressae fr. 467 Kn.,
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Antiope fr. 213. 3 Kn. and Kambitsis 1972, p. 16, S. fr. inc. 848 R.) and sacrifice (cf. Ale.

134, Hec. 527Jon  1091, fr. inc. 912. 5 Kn., S. Ant. 1017).

2 yaaxpd<; 8’ a<paip©v: ‘depriving his stomach of what is necessaiy’. raorrjp 

generally conveys the idea of gross overeating (cf Cyc. 334f. and Seaford 1984 ad loc., 

Antiope fr. 201 Kn. and Kambitsis 1972, pp. 62-65, fr. inc. 915 Kn. parodied in Diphilus’ 

Parasitos fr. 60 K.-A., also Alexis Asdtodidascalos fr. 25. 6 K.-A. and Amott 1996 ad loc. 

and for this idea in comedy, cf. Wilkins 2000, pp. 24-28). For suggestions of moderation in 

diet, cf. Supp. 865f. (and Collard 1975a, p. 326): ou yap yaaxpoq Popai/ xo xpqaxov 

eivai, (iexpia 8’ e^apxeiv eqyq, Ino fr. 413.4 Kn.: yaaxpoq Kpaxeiv, Autolycus fr. 282. 5 Kn., 

also Thgn. 485f.: pfj ae fhaa0©/ yaaxrjp ©axe Kaxov A,dxpiv e<pr|pepiov, Alexis 

Synapothnescontes fr. 212 K.-A., X. Hell. 5. 3.21: eyxpaxeia yaaxpoq, Oec. 9. 11: 

eyKpaxeaxaxri yaaxpo*;, Cyr. 1. 2.8, Mem. 1. 2.1, 1. 5.1, 2. 6.1, Men. Mon. 137: yaaxpoq 8e 

rceip© Ttocaav hviav Kpaxeiv, 425 JSkel: xaXov ye yaaxpo^ Kdm0vpia<; Kpaxeiv. The 

situation mentioned here is the opposite extreme of overeating (diminishing the needs of 

the stomach); cf. Theoc. 21.41: xaq yaaxpo; ecpeiSopeG’.

Sbaxtivo^: here 'wretched and pitiable’, as in HF 1346 (and Bond 1981 ad loc.): 

dot8©v oi8e Soaxqvoi A.oyoi, El. 924 (‘wretched and pitiable’ in view of the misery of the 

inevitable disillusionment, cf. Denniston 1939 ad loc.): Stiaxrivo*; eaxiv, ei Soxei xo 

a©<ppoveiv / exei pev auxftv ouk exeiv, jiap’ ot 8’ exeiv. In Sophocles, it denotes ‘dis 

hominibusque invisus’ (cf. Ellendt s.v. ‘86axr|vo<;’); cf. Ai. 1290, El. 121 (and March 2001 

ad loc.): rcai Suaxavoxaxa^/ ’HXexxpa paxpo<;, Ph. 1016.

3 vopl£©: often occurring in argumentation, drawing emphasis on the opinion 

expressed; cf. Dictys fr. 7.1 and Med. 526-528: ey© 8e [...] / Kxmpiv vopl£© xfr; epffe 

vaoKX-rjpiac;/ a©xeipav etvai 0e©v xe Kdv0p©Ji©v povt|v, HF 282, Ion 645, IT 484, Antiope 

fr. 206 Kn.: o<; 8’ e\)YX,©aaia/ vixa, aocpcx; pev, oXk' ey© xa icpaypaxa / xpetaa© vopi£© x©v 

A.oy©v del rcoxe, fr. inc. 959 Kn.: ey© 87 ou8ev upeapuxepov vopi-/ £© xa<; a©<ppoavva<;, 

e7tei/ xoiq ayaOoiq del ^bveaxiv, also A. Pers. 169, Ar. V. 1067, Nu. 1366, Antiphon Soph. 

3.19 D.-K., Men. Dysc. 271. Cf. its frequent use in oratory; Antiphon vi 1.5, D. xiv 3, xv 

11,28, xx 57, xxiii 126, Isoc. vii 72, xii 199. It is occasionally found as strongly nuanced in 

Thucydides, expressing a substantiated opinion; cf. Th. 1. 1.2, 1. 10.3, 1. 21.1 (and Huart 

1968, p. 272).
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auXctv: ‘to plunder, to despoil, to pillage’; the closest parallel is A. Pers. 809f.: oi 

yfjv poAhvxeq 'EA,A,a8’ oh 0e©v pperrj/ f|Sohvxo croAav ohSe mprcpavai veox;, where crvXav 

seems to involve the robbing of the precious metals and stones with which the statues were 

adorned (cf. Broadhead 1960 ad loc.). Cf. Hdt. 6. 118.6: ehpcbv 8e ev vrji <I>oivuktt| ayaA,pa 

'AnoXkovoq Kexpuocopevov eirovOavexo okoQev aea'oAruievov eir|, and for further usages of 

the verb, Heracl. 243 (carrying off suppliants from the altar, cf. Wilkins 1993 ad loc.), 

Hipp. 799 (robbing of fortune), IT 158 (to deprive from a beloved person), Ion 917 (to be 

caught as prey), Hel. 600, 699 (to seize as booty), IA 1275 (to be robbed). The plundering 

of the statues of gods is here conceived as an act of hybris bred by wealth; cf. Th. 3. 45.4 

(and Balot 2001, p. 158f.), 1. 38.5, 84.2, D. xxi 98, X. Cyr. 8. 4.14 and Dover (1974) p. 

llOf.

Pp£xrj: ‘the wooden image of a god’; cf. Ale. 974, Heracl. 936, El. 1254, IT 980, 

1165, also A. Th. 96,185, Eum. 80,242, Ar. Eq. 3 If., Lys. 262.

4 xou; <piA,xaxoi<; xe noA.ep.iov *eqn)Kevai: resolution of the third longum (cf. Cropp 

and Fick 1985, pp. 44f., 47, classifying it as resolution-type 6.1 e); cf. note on fr. 8.4. For 

the idea that greed drives to the transgression of kinship ties, cf. Heracl. 3f.: o  8 ’ ei<; x o  

K epSoc; A.fjp’ e%(ov a v e i p e v o v /  <piA,oi<; x ’ a x p r ia x o q  K a i  C 'D v a A A a ^ a i fk x p h q , Ixion fr. 425 Kn.: 

o crax; y a p  e m  x o  icA ,eov e% eiv  jietp oK ’ a v f j p , /  o h S e v  (p p o v e i  S i K a io v  o h 8 e  P o h A ,e x a i , /  cpiAoi<; x ’ 

a p iK x d q  e a x i  K a i  T taari ic o X e i, D. xxvii 65: d k n eep  e x O t o x o i  x iv ec ;, aXk' o h  (piA,oi K a i  

a \ ) y y e v e t< ;  K axaA .ew p0evxe< ; o h 8 e v  x fjq  o iK e io x t ix o q  e c p p o v x io a v ,  Isoc. ii 5: x o h c , 8 ’ e iq  xoh<; 

o iK e io x a x o a x ;  e ^ a p a p x e i v  f |v a y K a o p e v o u q  (because of the pursuit of wealth). Most cases of 

dispute between kin involved property; cf. Lys. xxxii, Is. i-iii, v-xi, D. xxvii-xxix, xliv, [D.] 

xl (and Humphreys 1989, pp. 182-185), xliii and Hunter (1994) pp. 43-69, Cohen (1995) 

pp. 163-180, Christ (1998) pp. 169-173. It is also worth noting that most disputants were 

members of the propertied class (cf. Hunter 1994, p. 51 f.), which is congruent with the idea 

ofthe fragment that wealth engenders greed and hybris. For the strife between half-siblings 

over paternal inheritance, cf. note on Dictys fr. 6.3.
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Fr. 13:

The speaker is clearly Danae imploring her father not to be separated from her baby-son. It 

has been suggested that this plea could have arisen from Acrisius’ intention of killing 

Perseus,224 possibly through reminiscence of the oracle (for its role, cf. note on fr. 16), but 

perhaps also because of the baby’s illegitimate status (likewise, the illegitimate babies in 

the Alope, Melanippe the Wise and Auge are punished with exposure by their grandfathers, 

cf. Structure). With her plea, Danae appears to have persuaded Acrisius to commute the 

punishment from death for the child to exposure in the sea for both Perseus and herself. 

Lucian’s passage (D. Mar. 12. 2) might be reminiscent of her supplication: to ppecpoq 8s 

7rapr|T£iT0 pf) arcoOavetv SaKpooooa Kai tcd namuo Seixvoooaa aino k&A.A.iotov ov (for the 

possibility that Lucian may have been inspired by the Danae, cf. note on T5).225 Fr. 14 

praising her act of courage with the vocabulary of self-sacrifice (cf. note ad loc.) may imply 

that Danae could have chosen a remote hope of rescue for both of them to her own safety 

and her son’s death. Acrisius’ final decision to cast them adrift may have been motivated 

by his effort to avoid the pollution of killing the child, thus choosing exposure as veiled
9 9 7

infanticide. By enclosing mother and child in the chest and casting it adrift, Acrisius 

reasserts his control over his daughter by imposing spatial confinement on her (cf. note on 

fr. 6.2), while sending, at the same time, the mother and the dangerous child to be carried
9 9 0

far away in unbounded space. This scene would have reasonably been located after the 

agon, which is likely to have occurred between Danae and Acrisius (frr. 8-12), where she 

would have argued in defence of herself and her child against her father’s accusation that 

she was bribed to be seduced (cf. introductoiy note on fr. 8). If the agon was a trial-debate, 

it would have ended presumably with Acrisius’ strong condemnation of Danae’s illicit 

motherhood and perhaps the announcement of the penalty.

Danae’s words are a typical case of the manner in which Euripides’ imagery of 

physical appearance and tangible everyday experience functions as the strongest hold over

224 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95, Huys (1995) p. 359.
225 Cf. Huys loc. cit.
226 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95.
227 Cf. Huys (1989) pp. 191-195. For the pollution incurred by murder, c f Parker (1983) especially pp. 109-
111 .
228 Cf Seaford (1990b) p. 81.
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human beings, defining a character’s attitude towards oneself and the others (cf. Barlow 

1971, pp. 81, 94f., 129f.). Cf. particularly Med. 1071-1078, Tr. 761-763, 1187 and the 

examples cited in the notes on 11. 1, 2. The poignant depiction of Danae’s emotional force 

and attachment to her baby-son recalls Simonides PMG 543 (cf. Hutchinson 2001, pp. 306- 

308, tracing seeds of Euripidean female pathos). Euripides favours scenes of parental 

affection; cf. Kassel (1954) pp. 47-50 and n. 159 and note on Dictys fr. 12.3.

1 icpds ayK&Xaun: mostly in plural; a common expression of affection for children, 

cf. Cyc. 142: ov e^eOpeij/a xaio8’ ey© tcox’ ayic&Xaic;, Ale. 190f.: h 5e XapjJavooa’ eq 

ayxaXaq/ ^ana^Ex’ aA.A.ox’ aAAov, Hipp. 143If.: crb 5\ © yepaiou xekvov Aiyecoq, Xape/ aov 

TtaiS’ ev ayKaXaiq, Andr. 747: hyou xekvov poi Seop’ utc’ ayKocXaiq cxa0£lq, Tr. 750f., 757: 

© veov <)7cayKdXiopa pr|xpi (plXxaxov, /T834f., Ion 280, 1375f.: xpovov yap ov p’ EXpfjv ev 

ayKaAmc/ pr|xp6q xpwphoai, Hypsipyle fr. 60.10-12 Bond: xobpov xiefivrip’, ov etc’ Epataiv 

ayKaXaiq/ icA.f|v o\) XEKouaa xaAAa y’ ©q Epov xekvov/ axEpyouo’ Ecp£p|3ov, also A. Ag. 723f., 

Ezechiel Exag. 27.

Kai ax6pvoiq £potq : mainly used for males, in tragedy also for women ; apart from 

its literal meaning, the word occurs here also in its metaphorical sense, being perceived as 

the seat of affections (cf. the vocabulary of affection, dyKccXaim, (piXrjpdroov, yrvxhv, 

cpUtpov, Zvvovmai) ; cf. similarly Hec. 424 : w oxepva paoxoi 0’, ot p’ £0p£\|ra0’ fiSecoq, HF 

485f.: xiv’ \>p©v icp©xov fj xiv’ uaxaxov/ rcpoq axcpva 0©pai; 1361 : rcpoq axEpv’ epcioaq 

prjxpi 5o\)q x’ eq aymX-aq, 1408 : rcaxpoq xe axEpva rcpoa0£cr0ai 0eA.©, El. 132If., JT 231 - 

233 : auyyovov, ov E îrcov Erctpaaxi8iov/ exi J3p£<poq, exi veov, exi 0aA,oq/ ev xepoiv paxpoq 

rcpoq oxepvoiq x’, IA 634-636, Hypsipyle fr. 64. 94 Bond: arcopaaxi8iov y’ £p©v oxepvwv.

2 hti8<&v: ‘to leap, to frolic’. Though Nauck’s conjectures neadov or nix veov are 

supported by Ion 962 (rcpoq dyK&A.aiq jceoeiv) and Hes. fr. 252.5 M.-W. (ev ayKoivriiat 

TtEoouaa), the transmitted reading occurs in a similar context in PI. Lg. 672c: ax&KX©q a$ 

tct|Ŝ c and can be paralleled to IT 1251: Erci paxepoq ayKataxicri 0pwioK©v (a synonym of 

jci]dS\). For the image of young children as unable to keep still and susceptible to leaping 

about and frolicing, cf. S. Dionysiscos Satyricos fr. 171 R., PI. Lg. 664e, Arist. Pol. 1340b. 

29 and Golden (1990) p. 9f.

(&v) a06poi: L SJ9: epic word, ‘to play (of children)’; cf. Ion 52f.: vfeoq pev o8v ©v 

dpq>i p©piooq xpotpaq/ r^ax’ d06p©v, Auge fr. 272 Kn.: xiq 8’ oi>xi x°dp£l vrjrcioiq
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dGuppaoiv; Hypsipyle fi*. 1 i Bond: rcaxrip ov] arcdfvi’ e%cov a]0x>ppaxa/ a oaq oSoppcbv

eKyaXr|[vi£i (p]peva<;, Pompeius Macer Medea (TrGF I 180 F 1.3f. Sn.): xi rcpooXâ EoGe 

Ka|apxacr0£ poo;/ fkybXEaO’ aGopeiv; ical^ex’ & veai (ppevec;, also II. 15. 364, hHom. 19. 15, 

Pi. N. 3. 44: naiq £©v aGope pEyaXa epya, A. Theoroi/ Isthmiastae fr. 78c 50R., A.P. 9. 

505.8.

<piXiip&T©v: for such scenes of affection between parents and children, cf. Ale. 401 - 

403: ey© o' ey©, paxep,/ KaXovpai o ooc, tcoxi aoioi mx-/ v©v axopaoiv veooooq, Andr. 416: 

rcaxpi x©i o©i 8ia cpiXripaxGw i©v, HF 1375f.: © Xoypai (piXrjpdxwv/ xep\j/eiq, Tr. 761-763 

(and Barlow 1986, p. 196, Biehl 1989, p. 296): liTyrep’ dcncd^oo) oeGev,/ npdomxvE xfiv 

XEKobaav, aptpt 8’ ©Xcvac;/ iXiaa’ i\xoiq v©xoioi Kai axop’ appoaov, 1174f.: 8v rcoXX’ 

eKfiJteucr' r\ XEKoboa poaxpuyov/ cpiXripaaiv x’ e8©kev, IA 1238: pX£\j/ov rcpdq tipaq, oppa 8o<; 

(piX'npa xe, Men. Dysc. 938f.: yuvJaiKi xhi xe 7caiSi [7i£pi|3]oXai xo 7cp©xov/ (piXf|]pax’- ook 

arjSfv; 8iaxpipf| xiq a\)x©v.
5%X<p: (LSJ9) ’in numbers’, cf. S. Ichneutae fr. 314. 228 R .: abv cyyovoix; v<>p<pai<n 

KaijcoX©v oyXcp, Th. 1.80.

3 yuxfiv £pf|v (&v) Kxfjaaixo: ‘he will win my heart’. Apart from the traditional 

occurrences of the word as ‘life’ and ‘shade of the dead’, Euripides treats y/vxrj also as a 

vital psychic entity with emotional, intellectual and moral functions, which is the case here; 

cf. similarly Med. 110, 474, Hipp. 173, 505, 1006, Ion 859, 877, Or. 526, Theseus fr. 388 

Kn. and Sullivan (2000) pp. 94-112, also S. Ant. 227, OT64, 727, El. 903, Ph. 712, X. Oec.

6. 14. Cf. the similar phrasing in S. Ph. 1281: ou yap jcox’ euvoov xtjv Epf|v Kxf|ari cppcva, 

also Ion 1170: \|/t>xr|v etcXtipoov, Hipp. 1040: xjruxfiv Kpaxf|OEiv.

4 (piXxpov pfcyiaxov: (LSJ9): ‘charm, spell’; for the (piXxpov of kinship, cf Tr. 5 If.: 

ai yap ouyyeveu; opiXlai,/ avaaa’ ’AGdva, (piXxpov on apiKpov cppEv©v and for maternal 

affection, in particular, IA 917 (and Stockert 1992 ad loc.): Sctvdv xo xucxciv Kai <p£p£i 

(piXxpov pcya, Alcmene fr. 103 Kn.: 8eivov xi xekv©v (piXxpov evtikev/  Geo  ̂ av0p©jcoiq, 

Protesilaus fr. 652 Kn.: © jcat8£<; otov (piXxpov avOpcbmnc; cppEvoq, Biotus Medea (TrGF I 

205 FI Sn.): xo Gpeyai 8’ ev ppoxoiai noXXaKu;/ jcXei© nopi^ei (piXxpa xov cpvaai x&Kva. It 

also occurs widely in the sense o f ‘love-charm’ (cf. Hipp. 509, Andr. 207, 540, S. Tr. 584, 

1142, Theoc. 2. 1, Dsc. Mat. Med. 2. 164).
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a i ^ovcnxriai: (LSJ9): ‘being together by habitual association, constant resort’, here 

expressive of mutual intimacy; cf. the parallel usage in Med. 254: cpiXcov crovoaxria, also A. 

Eum. 285, S. OC 62f. (stressing the close relation ofthe Athenians with their homeland, cf. 

Kamerbeek 1984 ad loc.): o\) Xoyoiq/ xipcbpev’, aXXa xfj '̂Dvotxria Ttkeov, Aias Locros fr. 14 

R.: <ro<poi xopavvoi x©v ao<p©v ^uvouai#, Ar. Th. 21, Nu. 649.

Fr. 14:

This distich seems to belong to the same context as fr. 13, where Danae pleads with her 

father not to be separated from her baby-son, thus choosing to be imprisoned in the chest 

together with Perseus rather than presumably ensuring safety for herself and death for her 

son (cf. introductory note on fr. 13). The most plausible speaker of these lines is the female
229chorus-leader, who should have been sympathetic to Danae’s situation and thus ready to 

praise her self-sacrifice; cf. note on (pev with parallels of choral distichs in praise of a 

character’s noble conduct.

Euripides favoured the theme of self-sacrifice (mostly female) on a personal level 

for one’s nearest and dearest, as here and in the Alcestis, Supp. 990-1071 (for both plays, cf. 

Loraux 1987, p. 28f.) and Protesilaus (Hyg .fab. 104, on self-sacrifice for one’s philoi, cf. 

Schmitt 1921, pp. 72-77, Lattimore 1964, p. 49) and also on a public level, as in Heracl.

474-607, Hec. 342-443, Ph. 977-1018 (the sole case of male voluntary sacrifice), IA 1368- 

1531, Erechtheus fr. 360 Kn. (on voluntaiy sacrifice for the state, cf. Wilkins 1990, pp. 

177-194, Loraux 1987, pp. 32-48, Lattimore 1964, pp. 47-49). The dramatist’s insistence 

on the pattern of female voluntary sacrifice may point to women conceived as victims, who, 

however, do not hesitate to demonstrate their free will by word and action, when faced with 

necessity; cf. Vellacott (1975) pp. 178-204.

1 <pe$: apart from expressing suffering, q>ev (uttered once or twice) serves to initiate 

a general reflection as reaction (positive or negative) to another character’s act or utterance 

mostly in Euripides (cf. also introductory note on Dictys fr. 17). Even in these cases, (pev 

seems to maintain its initial emotional nuance, pointing to the speaker’s own engagement in 

the situation. Cf. the choral praise of Macaria’s self-sacrifice in Heracl. 535-538 (cited by

229 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 58, Kannicht (2004) I p. 380.
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Kannicht 2004 ad loc.): <ped <ped, xi Xe^© itapOevoo peyav Xoyov/ KXi)©v, a8eXcp©v f\ rcdpoq 

0eXei 0aveiv-y xoi)x©v xiq av  Xe^eie yevvalooq Xoyooq/ paXXov, xiq av Spaaeiev av0p©7i©v 

exi; and the choral approval in Hipp. 43If.: cped (ped, xo aoxppov ox; arcavxaxod KaXov/ Kai 

5o£,av ea0Xf|v ev ppoxoiq Kapm^exai, as well as the praises in Heracl. 555-558: cpe\>7 68' ad  

Xoyoq aoi xod rcpiv edyeveaxepoq,/ K&Keivoq fjv apiaxoq- aXX' drcepipepeiq / xoXprp xe xoXpav 

Kai Xoy©i XP7!01©1 Xoyov, El. 26If.: (pev/ yevvaiov av8p' eXe^aq, ed xe Spaoxeov, Or. 

1154f.: (pev / odK eaxiv od8ev Kpeiaaov fj cplXoq aatpriq, IA 709f.: <pei>-/ aocpoq y' o Opeipaq 

X© 8i8odq ao<p©xepoiq, Temenidae fr. 739 Kn. This function of <pev is found very 

sporadically in other poets; cf. S. Ai. 1266f., Ant. 323f., 1048-1050, Ar. PI. 362-364.

xotai yevvaio iaiv : dative of location; cf. II. 6. 477: aputpercea Tp©eaaiv. Danae is 

‘high-born’, as well as ‘high-minded, noble in character’; for the usage of yevvatog in both 

senses, cf. Supp. 925: Kai prjv xov OiKXeooq ye yevvaiov x o k o v ,  El. 253: rcevnq av rp  

yevvaioq eq x' cp' euaepfiq, 262: yevvaiov av8p' eXe£,aq, ev xe Spaaxeov, Tr. 1013, Or. 

1060f.: aXX' eV OTt©q yevvaia Kayapepvovoq/8paaavxe KaxOavodpeO' a^icbxaxa, IA 504f.: 

yevvat' eXel;aq TavxaX©i xe x c d i Aidq/ Tcpenovxa- rtpoyovooq oi) Kaxaiaxdveiq ae0ev, 142If.: 

(5 Xfjp' apiaxov, oi)K ex© rcpoq xodx' exiJ Xeyeiv, e7iei aoi xa8e SoKet- yevvaia yap/ (ppoveiq, 

Andromeda fr. 137 Kn. (and Klimek-Winter 1993 ad loc.): x©v yap 7iXoi)x©v 68' apiaxoq/ 

yevvaiov Xexoq edpeiv, Temenidae fr. 739 Kn.: cped (ped, xo (pdvai mxpoq edyevodq ano/ 

ocrr|v e x e i  cppovrjaiv a£i©pa xe./ k o c v  yap 7ievr|q ©v xoyxavri, xprjaxoq yey©q/ xipf|v £5C£l Xlv\  

avapexpodpevoq 8e moq/ xo xod Jtaxpoq yevvaiov axpeXet xpojccp, fr. inc. 961 Kn.: cped, xotai 

yevvaioiaiv ©q an av  KaXov, also S. Ph. 51,475f.: op©q 8e xXfjOv xotai yevvaioiai xoi/ x6 x' 

aiaxpov exOpov Kai xo xpfitf'tdv edKXeeq, OC 1042f.: ovaio, 0Tjaed, xod xe yevvaiov x&piv/ 

Kai xfjq iipoq f||xocq ev8iKou ?t:popr|0iaq.

The occurrence of yevvaioiaiv in our passage points to the importance attached to 

the notion of eugeneia in Euripidean contexts of voluntary sacrifice; similarly, the noble 

birth of Macaria, Polyxena, Menoeceus and Iphigenia is the driving force in each one’s 

self-sacrifice (cf. Heracl. 507-510, 513, 533f., 539-541, 553: o8' ad Xoyoq aoi xod npiv 

edyeveaxepoq, Hec. 347f.: ei Se pfj povXfjaopai,/ KaKfi (pavodpai Kai tpiXoxpvxoq yuvf|, 

380f., Ph. 997-999,1003-1005,74 1376:edKXe©q rcpa^ai, jcapeiaa y' eKm>8©v xo Suayeveq, 

cf. also Erechtheus fr. 370. 69f. Kn. and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.: yevvaioxtycoq 

odvex', aixivfeq <pi]Xr|q/ opKouq dSeXcpfiq oi)K exoXpnaafv Xijneiv). E vkXekx as a moral
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quality can only be acquired with their achievement (Heracl. 623-627: obS' aKXefiq viv/ 

5oH,a jcpoq otvOpojTCfov 'biroSe^exai/ a 8' apexa palvei Sia jioxBov./ a^ia pev icaxpor;, a^ux S' 
evyevi-/ aq xa8e yiyvexai). Cf. O’Connor-Visser (1987) pp. 204-208, Strohm (1957) p. 62f. 

anavxaxoO: ‘on all occasions, consistently’.

2 xp&xei: LSJ 9: here personal, ‘to shine forth’, which in this context may be 

preferable to the sense of ‘to suit + dative’, since the distich is praising Danae’s self- 

sacrifice, stressing that the valiant nature of a high-bom and high-minded person (yevvaioq) 

shines forth in all circumstances; cf. 11. 12. 104: o S' eicpeTce Kai Sia itavxcov, h.Hom. Cer. 

214: etc! xoi nptnei oppatnv aiScix;, Pi. P. 10.67: rceipc&vxi 5e Kai xpuaoc; ev fkxaavco jtpenet, 

A.Ag. 389: icpe7cei 8e, (pcik; aivoXapTceq, atvoq.

XapaKxfjp: ‘stamp, impressed mark (originating in the vocabulary of coinage, cf. 

Seaford 1998, p. 137f.), sign’ (for the latter, cf. Med. 519, El. 559, 572, also A. Supp. 282, 

PI. Pol. 289b). On the basis of the surviving evidence, here, for the first time before 

Theophrastus it occurs as a clearly dematerialized concept in the sense o f ‘human nature’ 

(cf. Will 1960, p. 236f.). Vox x aPaK' l̂P as the ‘sign’ of an internal condition (combining the 

literal and metaphorical sense of the word), cf. Hec. 379-381 (cited by Kannicht 2004 ad 

loc., cf. Collard 1991, p. 150), where, as in our fragment, it is seen as a socially discernible 

standard of worth (cf. Will 1960, p. 235fi): Seivoq xap^^HP mirier ripo<; ev ppoxoic;/ eoOAxov 

yeveaGat, m id  pei^ov epxexai/ xffe euyevelaq ovopa xotaiv a^ioiq, H F 655-659: ei 8e Oeoiq 

fjv tpveciq/ m i ao<pla m x1 avSpaq,/ SiSupov av fpav ecpepov,/ (pavepov xapaKxf|p' apexaq. 
Cf. Men. Arrephoros/Auletris fr. 72 K.-A.: avSpoq xapaK^lP A,6yox) yvcopi^exai, Epict. 

Diss. 4. 5.16: xoix; xaPaKxilpaq, ox>q ex<ov ev xfi Siavoia (for further late occurrences ofthe 

word in this sense, Korte 1929, pp. 77-86).

Xptioxoq: here ‘useful, serviceable, effective’ (LSJ9), hence x aP°'whp XPW ^g eig 

evyrvxiav ‘nature capable of valiant conduct’. For the syntax, cf. Hel. 1038: cbq 8f| xi 

Spaacov xPrlCTXov ££ koivov ye v©iv. Cf. also Hdt. 3. 78: xP'H^d ouSev, Lys. xiv 31: xov 

Ttaxpdr; XPT1®X0̂  nepi tqv 7coA.iv yeyevnpevov, PI. Prt. 313d: XPTI^X6V r| Tcovqpov jcepi xo 

a©pa. For^pT/ordfas ‘morally upright’, cf. note on Dictys fr. 17.2.

ei^ ebyuxiav: ‘good courage, valour’ (frequently commending military arete, cf. 

Dover 1974, p. 166); cf. Med. 403 (and Mastronarde 2002 ad loc): epic' eq xo Setvov- vuv 

ayri>v euyuxiaq, Heracl. 567-570 (with reference to Macaria’s voluntary sacrifice, cf. Allan
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2001, p. 175): eaxat t&5', © xaXaiva mp0ev©v, ejieiy Kapoi xoS' aiaxpov, ja.fi ae xoajieiaQai 

KaA,©q,/ 7coX.X.©v ekcxxi, xfjq xe afjq evxiroxiaq/ Kai xov SiKaiov, 597f.: © peyiaxov eKicpeTtova' 

evxjruxujt/ 7taa©v yuvaucwv, Andr. 764, Supp. 841: 8ian:p£7ceiq e\)\j/v%ia, HF 162, Hel. 852, 

Rh. 510, also A. Pers. 326: rcp©xoq eiq ei)\|n)xiav, 394: eq paxriv opp©vxeq e\>\jn)x© Opaaei, 

Th. 1. 121.4, 2. 87.4: avev 5e £\)\|n)xux<; o\)8epia x&xvtj jcpoq xovq Kiv8vvovq iaxvet, Lys. ii 

14, xx 14, D. lxi 23, Aeschin. iii 170, PI. Tim. 25b.6, Arist. W  1250b.4f.: jtapercexai 8e xfj 

av8peia Kai fj evxoXpia Kai fj evyvxia Kai xo Oapaoq Kai xo Gpaaoq.

Fr. 15:

This general reflection on the mutability of human fortune, which seems to allude to 

Danae’s fate, should reasonably be located towards the end ofthe play. Webster, followed 

by van Looy,230 regarded these lines as Acrisius’ final comment, presumably after his 

having listened to the possible speech of the deus ex machina (cf. Structure). Nevertheless, 

on the basis of the available evidence for tragic closures attained with the appearance of a 

god, the plot tends to be swiftly untied upon the deliveiy of the divine speech, allowing for 

the characters’ brief submission to the god’s will, whilst leaving no space for general 

reflections of this length; cf. the reaction of the dramatic characters in Hipp. 1446-1456, 

Andr. 1273-1282, Supp. \221-\2?>\,El. 1295-1341, IT. 1475-1485, Ion 1606-1618, Hel. 

1680-1687 and Or. 1666-1681. I would suggest that this fragment, which directly 

comments on reversal of fortune, could have been the concluding evaluation of a 

messenger-speech reporting the exposure of the chest, in which Danae and Perseus are 

imprisoned (for the messenger-speech, cf. Structure); cf. the general reflection of 

comparable length and similar tone at the end ofthe messenger-speech in Med. 1224-1230 

(cf. Page 1938, Mastronarde 2002 ad loc.), also Andr. 1161-1165, Supp. 726-730 (and 

Collard 1975a ad loc.), Heracl. 863-866 (and Wilkins 1993 ad loc.) Captive Melanippe fr. 

495. 40-44 Kn. and Friis Johansen (1959) pp. 151 f. and n. 3, p. 155, De Jong (1991) pp. 

74-76, 191f

The simile of the mutability of human fortune to the transformations of aether (for 

the all-disposing power of which, cf. note ad loc.) points to humans as subject to necessity 

and cosmic order. Cf. similarly Hypsipyle fr. 757.2-7 Kn. (and Bond 1964 ad loc.), Ino fr.

230 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 95, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 59.
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415 Kn. and the extended cosmic image in Ph. 541-545 (though the natural world is offered 

there as model rather than parallel). At the same time, the present simile alludes to the 

exposure of Danae and Perseus to the forces of nature and the occurrence of r ^ ’with its 

specifying nuance (cf. note ad loc.) could point to this veiy experience; cf. the depiction of 

the uncontrollable physical environment reflecting Danae’s helplessness in Simon. PMG 

543 (cf. The Myth, p. 12). The imagery of the present fragment seems thus to provide a 

transition between the literal and the symbolic. Cf. the similar function of the nautical 

metaphor in Tr. 688-696 and Barlow (1971) p. 118f. The imagery of aether as reflecting the 

fragility of human fate occurs also in HF 508-512: o p a C  £ p ’ o a r c e p  fj T tepipX ercxoq p p o x o tq /  

o v o p a a x a  T tp a o a c o v . x a l  p ’ a cp elX eG ’ fi x i>x t |/  o a r c e p  J tx ep o v  rcpoq a iG e p ’ 'njj.efxxx p i a i 7  o  6 ’ 

o X p o q  o  p e y a q  f\ x e  86 !;’ o u k  o l 8 ’ o x o i /  p e p a io q  e a x p  fr. inc. 908b Kn.: o q  8 ' o a x o x e i v  <pi)q K a i  

K a K o q  f t e r c p a y e v a t , /  a v G p o r c o q  e y e v o v  K a i  x o  8\><yxux£<; j f t o o /  eK e tG e v  e X a (3 eq , o G ev  a r c a a i v  

f p ^ a x o /  xpe< p eiv  6 8 ’ a if t f iP  e v 8 i8 o i ) q  G vrixotq  7 cvoaq .-

1 eq xa\)x6v fpceiv: literally ‘to turn out the same’, hence, ‘to be in the same 

condition/ position with someone else’; cf. Hipp. 273, Hec. 748, Tr. 684: eq xauxov f\Keiq 

aop(popaq, Hel. 943: e q  xauxov fjXGe xoiq x e k o u g i  xoiq xponovq, Or. 1280, IA 665: eq 

xavxov, 6  Goyaxep, T^eiq rcaxpi and Barrett (1964) on Hipp. 273, Harder (1985) on 

Archelaus fr. 258 Kn.. [A.] Pr. 845: eq xavxov eXGov xcov xcaXai Xoyov ixvoq.

(pripi: here ‘to assert, to affirm’; cf. similarly the general reflection in the messenger- 

speech in Erechtheus fr. 370. 2 If. Kn.: eyo 8e xobq xoXoq xeGvrjKoxaq/ £fjv paXXov 

xov pXexceiv xobq pfj KaXoq and in the monologue in Bellerophon fr. 285.1 f. Kn. (and 

Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.): eyo xo pev 8f| xavxaxov GpvXovpevov/ Kpaxiaxov 

eivat <pT]pi pfi cpuvai hpoxo, also Bellerophon fr. 286.5-7 Kn.

xaq ppoxt&v Toxa S: f°r Euripidean problematic over human fortune, cf. Ale. 785f., IT

475-478 (and Cropp 2000, p. 209), Antiope fr. 211 Kn. (and Kambitsis 1972, p. 77f.): (pev 

cpeo, ppoxeicov jrnpdxov oaai xvxat/ oaai xe pop<pav xep|na 8’ o v k  eiiioi xiq av, Archelaus fr. 

262 Kn. (and Harder 1985 ad loc. for further references): rcaXai aKorcovpai xaq xvxaq xov 

Ppoxov/ 6q ev pexaXXaaaovaiv oq yap av acpaXfj / eiq opGov eoxr) x<*> Tipiv evxvxov rcixvei, 
Bellerophon fr. 304. 3-5 Kn. (and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.): xvxaq 8e Gvtjxov/ 

xo pev pey’ eiq ov5e\ o rcoXvq xpovoq/ peGioxrioi, xo 8e petov au^ov, Eurystheus Satyricus 

fr. 376 Kn.: o v k  ot5v oxo xph Kavovi xaq Ppoxov xvxaq/ opGoq oxaGpfjoavx’ ei8evai xo
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5paoxeov, Scyrioi fr. 684. 1 Kn.: cpeu, xcdv ppoxeitov ©q avcbpaAxn xuxai and Krause (1976) 

pp. 224-285. For the idea of the fragility of fortune, cf. note on Dictys fr. 2.8. Cf. also note 

on 1. 9 of the present fragment on the relation of human fate with time.

2 xcp8’: the deictic quality of the pronoun indicates that the speaker is probably 

pointing towards the sky, from which the transformations of aether emerge. The gesture 

also presents aether as a less abstract element, which may allude to the tangible experience 

of the subjection of Danae and Perseus to its successive transformations.

5v KaXoOoiv aiGep’: Euripides seems here to reflect the physical theories of 

Diogenes of Apollonia, the last Presocratic philosopher, whose ideas evidently enjoyed 

popularity in the second half of the fifth century. He regarded aether as the all-disposing 

power (64 A5, 7, 19, 20, B4 D.-K.), keeping the measures of all things—summer, winter, 

rain, winds and fair weather (64 B3 D.-K.); cf. Laks (1983) pp. 44-55, 83-105, Guthrie 

(1962-1981) II pp. 364-369, Kirk, Raven and Schofield (19832) pp. 441-445. Diogenes’ 

interpretation of meteorological phenomena possibly draws on Anaximander (12 A 11, 23 

D.-K.), who developed the theory of the entire atmosphere as aer issuing in wind, rain or 

cloud according to the circumstances (cf. Kahn 1960, pp. 98-102, 147-149), followed by 

Anaximenes (13 A 7 D.-K.). Allusions to Diogenes’ theory of aether as the life-principle, 

which he identifies with divinity (64 A 8, B 5 D.-K.), occur repeatedly in Euripides; cf. Tr. 

884-886 (and Lee 1976, p. 224): & yftq oxTipa K&7d yfjq excov eSpav,/ oaxiq tcox' ei ov, 

dvoxonaoToq eiSevai,/ Zeuq, eix' avdyicn cpuaeoq eixe vouq ppoxtov, fr. inc. 877: aXX,' aiGftp 

xIkxei oe, Kopa,/ Zei>q oq avGpcbftoiq ovopa^exai, fr. inc. 941: opaq xov inyou x6v6' arceipov 

aiGepa/ Kai yf|v Ttepi  ̂ exovG1 bypaiq ev dyK<xA,atq;/ xouxov vopi^e Zfiva, x6v8' fiyou Geov, [E.] 

Peirithous fr. 593. If. N. (and Sutton 1987, pp. 41-44): oe xov afraxpua xov ev aiGeplco / 

pupPq) jcavxcov q>uoiv eprcXe^ave', also Ion 1445 (and Lee 1997 ad loc.), IA 365 (and 

Stockert 1992 ad loc.), Veiled Hippolytus fr. 443 Kn. and Egli (2003) pp. 79-94, Schwabl 

(1978) pp. 1302f., 1296, Marzullo (1993) pp. 56-69. Cf. Aristophanes’ parody of the 

occurrence of Diogenes’ theories in Euripidean drama in Th. 14-18 and Ra. 891-894 (and 

Sommerstein 1996, p. 234). Further references to the generation of life-forms by separation 

of aether from earth obviously reflect Euripides’ familiarity with a wide range of physical 

theories current in classical Athens, cf. van Looy (1964) on Melanippe the Wise fr. 484 Kn. 

(tracing influences from Anaxagoras, the Orphics, Empedocles and Diogenes of
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Apollonia), Chrysippus fr. 839. If. Kn, fr. inc. 1023 Kn. and Nestle (1901) pp. 152-159, 

Assael (2001) pp. 52-54.

o$ xd8* eoxi 8f|: I would propose oi5, though not as genitive of origin, as Bothe 

suggested (‘ex quo mundus genitus’). The pronoun evidently needs to refer to the attributes 

of aether, which are about to be described, and rather seems to be a predicative genitive of 

possession (‘which has the following features’); cf. for instance, Ale. 788f.: ewppaive 

oamov, 7iive, xov kccO' ripepav/ (frov A.oyl̂ o'i) aov, xa 8' aXka xfr; x\)%Tĵ , Hipp. 911 :aico7CTi<; 5' 

ouSev epyov, IA 1142f.* abxo 8e xo aiyav opoAoyovvxo  ̂ eoxi g o v /  K a i xo axeva^eiv and 

Cooper (1998) I pp. 172-176.

3-5: the oldest division of the year was in two parts (i.e. summer and winter) and 

kept occurring in literature, even when the other seasons were added; cf. for instance, E. 

Alcmeon fr. 78a Kn., also A. Ag. 4f. (and Fraenkel 1950, p. 5), S. Ai. 671, Thucydides’ 

division in summer and winter (Th. 2. 1.1) and Nilsson (1962 ) p. 24. For the division of 

the year in three seasons, cf. h. Horn. Cer. 399f. (and Richardson 1974 ad loc.), [A.] Pr. 

454-456 (and Griffith 1983 ad loc.), Ar. Av. 709, Lyr. adesp. fr. 37.5 Powell, D.S. 1. 26.5. 

The first reference to four seasons occurs in Aleman PMG 20.

3 XapTtpov £KA.&git£i oeXaq: a regular Euripidean epithet for aether, cf. Med. 829, 

Hipp. 178 (and Barrett 1964 ad loc.), IT 29 (and Cropp 2000 ad loc.), Ion 1445, Or. 1087, 

Antiope fr. 223. 11 Kn. (and Kambitsis 1972, p. 103f.), Veiled Hippolytus fr. 443 and 

Bergson (1956) p. 129. eicXdpitei: ‘to flash forth’ (LSJ9). There is no need to prefer 

Nauck’s eKjtepnei (in view of A. Ag. 281, also adopted by Kurtz 1985, p. 134), if we 

consider E. Ph. 226f.: & Xdp7cotKja nexpa irupdq/ SiKopuqwov oeXaq, Lyc. 1091: eoKxatov 

£KAdp\|/ooai Gopaxcov oeA.aq and the parallels cited by Kannicht (2004) a d  loc.: Cretans fr. 

472 e 14f. Kn., Hel. 1130f., A. Oreithyia fr. 300.4 R. GtXaq: ‘brightness, radiance’ usually 

coming from heavenly bodies or from fire; cf. the parallels in A. Ag. 281: Xapnpdv 

£K7i£|i.7t(Dv ceXaq, S. El. 17: XapTtpov rAiot) aeX.aq, also E. Hipp. 851: (peyyoq 6' aXioio Kai 

vukxos d-/ ax£pamov ceXaq, Tr. 860, El. 866, Oedipus fr. 540 i 9 Kn. (and Collard, Cropp 

and Gibert 2004 ad loc.): KuavcoTiov ©<; xn; Îpu; dvxTjuyEi cEkaq.

4 geigfivd x' ab£ei: x £lP ^v often occurs as a connotation of crisis, a ‘storm’ of 

troubles; cf. Heracl. 428, Tr. 688-693, Phaethon fr. 781. 58 Kn.: eq peyav xeipcov' ayeiv, A. 

Supp. 166f. (and Friis Johansen and Whittle 1980 ad loc.), [A.] Pr. 563, 643, 1015 (and
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Griffith 1983, pp. 194, 206, 265): xeipwv K ai kcckwv xpiKopia, S. Ai. 670 (and Stanford 

1963, p. 146f.),y4«t. 670. Cf. also note on fr. 2.2.

5 0&A.Xeiv xe Kai pfj, C,f\\ xe Kai 901veiv woei: for the imagery of blooming and 

perishing, cf. lno fr. 415. 4f.: x © v  p e v  a u ^ e x a i  (Mxx;,/ x © v  8 e  <p 0 ivei x e  K a i  B e p i^ e x a i  7 iaX .iv , 

Hypsipyle fr. 757. 924-926 Kn. (and Collard, Cropp and Gibert 2004 ad loc.): d v a y K a i o x ;  8 ’ 

e% ei/ p io v  B e p i^ e iv  © [ a x e  K a p T n p o v  a x a^w ,/ K a i  x o v  p e v  e t [ v a i ,  x o v  8 e  p f j ,  S. Tr. 547f.: o p ©  

y a p  fip r iv  x f |v  p e v  £p 7 to x > a a v  7 tp o a © ,/  x f iv  8 £  ( p B iv o o a a v ,  OT 25: ( p B iv o o a a  p e v  K aX.t>l;iv  

eyKdpJton; x 0 o v o < ;, OC 610: cpG lvei p e v  i a x b q  yf|<;, (p B iv e i 8 e  a © p a x o < ; ,  Theseus fr. 786 R.: 

b p p iq  8 e  x o i /  o67 i© 7co0' r p r y ;  ei<; x o  a a n p p o v  f r e x o  , /  aX,X.' e v  v e o u ;  a v B e i  x e  K a i  7 iaX .iv  cpG lvei, 

Alexis Hypnos fr. 242. 3f. K.-A. (and for more references, Amott 1996 ad loc.): ( p b e a B a i  x' 

a e i /  K a iv© < ; tp B iv e iv  x e  x f )v  T t a p o o a ia v  7taX .iv, Arist. Meteor. 351a. 29f.: a p a  rcd v  aKpa^eiv 
K a i  cp G lveiv  a v a y K a i o v .

6-9: at first glance, the following groups of people appear to be mentioned: those 

who happen to live in good fortune (1. 6f.: x©v pev ebxuxei/ Xap7tp<jfc yaX,f|vTit), others, on 

the contrary, who go through adversities (1. 7f.: x©v 8e aovvetpei nakwj £©aiv xe avv 

KaKotaiv) and some who pass from prosperity to misfortune (1. 8f.: oi 8’ oX.ftou pexa 

cpBivooaiv). As regards the first group, the idea of permanent happiness is a very strange 

notion for Greek poetry (cf. indicatively De Romilly 1968, pp. 89-97), not least for tragedy 

and for a passage comparing human fortune with the transformations of aether, therefore, it 

would be problematic to assume that the reference to the first group ends at 1. 7; if, on the 

other hand, oi 8’ oX^oo pexa/ (pBivo'oo’ is taken to refer to the first group of people, then we 

have a pathetic commonplace in tragedy, that is, the dramatic change from prosperity to 

misfortune, at which this passage culminates (cf. note on Dictys fr. 2.7f.). To support this

interpretation, one has to understand in 1. 8 oi pev before £ © a l v  xe a b v  K a K o t a i v ,  as noted
% 2

by Kannicht ad loc. (£©aiv xe aut ‘et vivunt’ aut Kai oi pev ^&mv, cf. Denmston 1954 , p. 

166). In this case, we would have the following cross-arrangement:
x©v pev e'Dxuxei Xap7tpa yaX,f|vr|i x©v 8e auvvetpei 7iaX.iv
(oi pev) £©aiv xe auv KaKotaiv oi 8’ oXftou pexa tpGivouaiv

1. 8f.: . .and some live in misfortune, while those who are prosperous perish, according to

parallel seasonal changes.’
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The reduction from olbos to misfortune evidently corresponds to Danae’s situation, 

as in Dictys fr. 2. 3-8 (cf. note ad loc.).23] The reference to the fragility o f  fortune in the 

present fragment may also be an implicit final reply to the argument for the great power o f  

olbioi expressed in fr. 9 possibly by Acrisius.

obx© Sfc: for sim iles o f  the same structure, cf. H e r a c l .  427-432: & xekv', coiypcv 

vcamAoicjiv oitive^. . . out© 8e XftM^ . . . ,  Tr. 688-696: vavxaic; yap fiv pcv p&xpioq fji 

xeipcbv cpepeiv. . . obx© 8e Kay© . . . ,  also A. C h . 247-254: i8ov 8e ycvvav cfiviv aicxov  

7iaxpoq,/ Gavovxoc; ev TcXEKxatai Kai c7teipapaoiv/ SeivtV; exiSvrig . . . ovx© Sc m pE xf|v8£ 

x'. . . , S. A nt. 4 2 3 -4 2 8 :7ciKpa<;/ opviGcx; o^bv <p06yyov, ©<; oxav . . . obx© Sc x«bxt| . . . , 

L o v e r s  o f  A c h il le s  fr. 149. 3-9 R.: oxav Kayoo cpavEvxo^ aiGplou . . .  obx© 8e xotx; cpcbvxaq..

0vt|x©v oxcppa: here as ‘breed’, therefore ‘human race, m ankind’; cf. Hec. 254f., 1A 

520, fr. inc. 987 Kn.: ei0' fjv aqxovov oiieppa 8oaxf|v©v (3pox©v, fr. inc. 1012 Kn., also A. 

Oreithyia fr. 399 R.: xo ppoxeiov axcppa. Cf. note on fr. 9.5.

euxuxet: denoting good fortune — often accidental—  the achievem ent o f  some 

desired end and security from adversity (cf. De Heer 1969, pp. 75-78 , M cDonald 1978, pp. 

294f., 300f.); cf. for instance, Ale. 926 , Med. 1090-1092, Hipp. 1017f., Hel. 855f., ,1030f., 

Ph. 1017f., Or. 895.

7 A.apxpa yaXfivTj: corresponding to the Xapitpdv aeXag of 1. 3. For sunlight as 

symbol of prosperity, cf. note on fr. 2.1.

(rovveqjei: metaphor o f  trouble and adversity analogous to the itv k v6 v vetpog o f  1. 4; 

cf. Med. 107: ve<po<; oip©yti<;, HF 1140 (and Bond 1981 ad loc.): a la r  axevaypcov yap pe 

7tepiJ3aA.A,ei ve<po£,1216f.: ouSeiq aKOxoq yap c58' exei peA.av vetpoq/ oaxiq KaK©v a©v 

avptpopav Kpu\|/£i£v av, Ph. 131 If. (and Mastronarde 1994, p. 516): fiv X£pi4 ex£l v£<po<;/ 

xoiouxov ©gxe 8i' ’Ax&povxoq i&vai, also 77. 17. 591: xov 8' axeoq v£(p£Xr| EKaA.uye pe^aiva, 

S. A i. 1148f.: apiKpou vecpoxx; xax' av xiq £KXV£X)aa<; peyaq/ x £tp®v KaxaaPeaeie xf|v 

7ioXX/r)v poftv.

231 Kurtz (1985, p. 135f.) interpreted the present passage by taking (pOivovcnv as linked with £&aiv, in die 
sense of £a>oi v, o i p i v  a v v  kcckoioi v, o i S ’ oXfiov peta , <icai > <p0ivovcnv.. . The basic problem of this 
interpretation is that there is no second ze nor Kai, which is needed to link £a>(nv with (pBivovaiv. Moreover,
1. 8 would merely repeat what has just been said in 11. 6-7 (i.e. some live in misfortune, others in good 
fortune), while the dramatic change o f fortune to misfortune, which is a topos in tragedy and the culminating 
point o f this passage, as it corresponds to Danae’s situation, would not be made clear.
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8 f . :  the pair (poaiv-tpGivouaiv (they live-they perish) corresponds to x e  Kai 

cpGlveiv (1. 5), w hile ohv KaKoiaiv-oi 8’ oXpoo pexa could be related to GaXXeiv xe Kai pf) 

(1. 5); cf. Kurtz (1985) p. 136.

oi 8’ 8X|ioa) p£xa: prosperity based on wealth, lofty status and power; cf. McDonald 

(1978) p. 304f., De Heer (1969) p. 70f., and note on fr. 9.3. Here, as regularly in Euripides, 

olbos is considered to be impermanent; cf. Heracl. 862-866, Hec. 285, HF 5 1 If., Or. 340, 

1A 161, Andromeda fr. 153 Kn. (and Bubel 1991, p. 155, Klimek Winter 1993 ad loc.), 

Archelaus fr. 230 Kn., Bellerophon fr. 303. 1-3 Kn., Peleus fr. 618 Kn.

9 Exeioiq 7ipoo<p£pEi<; pexaXXayatq: Euripides tends to associate the mutability of 

fortune with time, which he presents as irrational, evading all human calculations. The 

relation of time and reversal of fortune is perceived from the spectrum of human sensibility 

and thus loaded with psychological pathos; cf. for instance, Or. 979-981: exepa 8' exepov 

dpeipexax/ Tcfjpax’ ev xpovcoi paKpcor/ ppoxwv 8' o naq aaxaGprixoq ai<bv, Auge fr. 273 Kn.: 

rcdaiv yap avGpamoiaiv, oi>x hpiv povov,/ fj Kai m pauxiK1 fj xpovco 8aipcov (3iov/ eatpriXe, 

KovSeiq 8ia xeXoax; ei^aipovei and De Romilly (1968) pp. 118-122, 141. Cf. also 

Archilochus fr. 13. 7-9 W.: aXXoxe aXkoq e x e i  x o S e - vuv pev e<; fi|j.ecxg/ expaTceG', aipaxoev 8' 

e Xk o <; avaaxevopev,/ Slqafixvq 8' exepooq ETcapeupexai, Pi. O. 12. 10-12: xcoXXa 8' avGpdncoi^ 

rcapa yvwpav £7C£oev,/ epjcaXiv p£v xep\j/io<;, ol 8' aviapau;/ avxiKvpaavxeq Zpikaxql eaXov 

PaGu 7cf|paxo^ ev piKpcp 7ie8ap£i\|fav xpovcp, O. 2.32-37, P. 4. 291-293, S.Ai. 714, Ant. 625, 

OC 609-615, Tyndareus fr. 646 R. and Fraenkel (1946) pp. 131-141, De Romilly (1968) p. 

88f. For the motif of change of human fortune ‘in one day’, cf. Hipp. 369, HF 510, Hec. 

285 (and Gregory 1999 ad loc.): xov ndvxa 8‘ oXpov fjpap ev p' acpeiXexo, Ino fr. 420.2f. 

Kn.: ©<; piKpa xa a<paXXovxa, Kai pi' fiP^pot/ KaGeiXev uij/oGev, xa 8' fjp’ avco,

Oedipus fr. 549 Kn.: aXX' fjpap <ev> xot pexa|3oXa<; noXkaq exei, also A. Pers. 431, S. Ai. 

131-133 (and Garvie 1998 ad loc.\ OT 438, El. 1149. upoacpepeiq: ‘similar’, cf. HF 131f.: 

al8e 7tpoo(pepei<;/ oppaxcov auyal, Hel. 559, 591: 'EXevr|i Tipoacpepf]  ̂ oGo u v e k ' et, Or. 408: 

xpeiq v\)Kxi 7cpoa(pepei<; Kopaq, also A. Ag. 1218, Ch. 176, Ar. Eccl. 67. pexaXXayatq: 

‘changes’; cf. HF 765f.: pexaXXayai yap SaKpueov,/ pexaXXayai auvxvxia^, also Hdt. 1. 74, 

S. Ph. 1134, Men. Dysc. 271-273: etvai vopi£© 7taaiv avOpcoxcou; ey©/ xoiq x' euxuxoftaiv 

xou; xe jipaxxooatv KaK©<;/ nepaq xt xouxov Kai pexaXXayfjv xiva, Peric. 147-150: o\>8'
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e k e iv o v  (3 o i)A .£ x a i/ e t v a i  8 o K o o v x a  A ,a p jcp ov  ei<; p E x a X .X .a y h v / a y a y E i v ,  o v a o G a i  8' © v  

5 eS © k e v  fj x u x 1!. PI. 77 . 6 1 c .

Fr. 16:

XpiWtpSia: ‘prophecy, oracular utterance’; Hsch. % 731 (Schmidt): xp^P^Sia- 

pavxEupa, pavxEla, JtpoXEyopEvov. Cf. [A.] Pr. 775: fiS' o u k e x ' EU^oppXrixoq fj xpT|ap©51a, 

PI. Prt. 316d. 7-9: xoix; 5 e  a $  x£X.£xdq x e  Kai xp'nopcpSia^, xobs aptpi x e  ’Optp&a Kai 

Mo'oaaiov, also Melanippe the Wise fr. 481.16f. Kn.: upvouq t jiS e  xpriapwiSoix; ppoxoiq/ <xkti 

7cov© v  cppa^ouaa Kai X-uxTipta, S. OT 1199f.: xav yap\|/©voxa 7tap0£vov/ xpr|op©8ov, S. 

Tantalus fr. 573 R.: 'EpptV; £5f|A.o,o xtivSe xpricp©S6v cpaxiv. Likewise, xptt^P®6®: ‘to deliver 

oracles, prophesy’ (LSJ 9); cf. Hdt. 7. 6.24, Ar. Eq. 818, D. ix 25, PI. Ap. 39c: xo 5 e  8ti pexa 

xooxo £7ci0i)p© uptv xpr|op©8f)aai, ©  Kaxa\jrr|(piadp£voi poo- Kai yap eipi fi8ri cvxauGa e v  ©  

paXiaxa av0p©7ioi xP'napqjSo'oaiv, oxav p£X.X.©aiv arcoOavEiaOai, Thg. 124d, Cra. 396d, Ion 

534b.7, Arist. Mu. 395b.28, X. Ap. 30. 3.

The complete loss of context makes the word impossible to locate with probability; a 

reference to the prophecy, according to which Acrisius would be killed by his grandson (cf. 

esp. Pherecyd. fr. 10 Fowler, [Apollod.j 2.4.1) may have occurred in the narrative prologue 

reporting the nponenpaypeva and could account for Danae’s seclusion in the chamber (if 

Euripides chose to follow the mythical tradition, cf. Structure). Acrisius’ possible 

reminiscence of the oracle upon his discovery of Perseus’ identity may have given rise to 

the matter of the baby’s elimination, which is what could have motivated Danae’s plea and 

perhaps her self-sacrifice (frr. 13, 14). The word might also be located in the speech of a 

deus ex machina, whose appearance is required to confirm that Perseus is Zeus’ son and 

foretell that mother and child will be rescued and presumably that the oracle will be 

fulfilled at the end (cf. Structure).232 In this case, zpfi<Tpq)Sia may have referred either to the 

initial oracle, the eventual fulfillment of which is likely to be confirmed by the god, or to a 

possible concluding prophecy of the deus ex machina (in terms of the fate of mother and 

child), which is occasionally described as ‘oracle’; cf. Ion 1569f.: aXX dx; nepalv© rcpaypa 

Kai xpiiopoug 0eox>J eqf otcriv e £ e a p p a x ’, EiaaKovaaxov, Ba. 1333: xpriapoq ©<; Xeyei

232 Huys (1995, p. 130) reasonably locates this fragment in the prologue or epilogue o f the play.
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Aio<; and the prophecies of Eurystheus and Polymestor in Heracl. 1028 (xptiopwi 7taX,auoi 

Ao^lov Stopfiaopai) and Hec. 1267 respectively .2j3

Apart from this single word, which seems to indicate that Euripides made use of the 

oracle in his treatment, there is no evidence for its dramatic function. Unlike Sophocles, 

who uses oracles to hint to processes inaccessible to human reason, designating, at the same 

time, human struggle to evade their fulfillment (for the possible function of the oracle in his 

treatments of Danae’s legend, cf. The Myth, pp. 15-17), oracles and divine will, in general, 

are taken as a starting point in Euripides and subsequently, the plot is worked out in human 

terms; cf. for instance, Phaedra’s condition, which is taken as god-sent from the beginning, 

but it is the manner in which she elects to cope with it, which gives scope for the 

exploration of her psychology,234 and also Polyxena and Iphigenia, who, when faced with 

the divine necessity of sacrifice, succeed in converting their helplessness to free will. 

Accordingly, the oracle in the Danae might have been taken as a given and the plot may 

have worked out on the basis of human psychology, though owing to the complete lack of 

evidence for this matter, I would not hazard any further guess as to its particular function in 

the play. It should be noted, however, that unlike Sophocles’ treatments, where the notion 

of Acrisius’ fear for the fulfillment of the oracle seems to have been prominent and decisive 

for his actions (cf. The Myth, p. 16f.), the surviving fragments of Euripides’ play do not 

provide any clue as to Acrisius’ reaction to the oracle, but rather seem to touch on the social 

matter of Danae’s illicit motherhood (cf. fr. 6, also frr. 7-10 and notes ad loc., on the 

possible interpretation of her seduction as bribery, and Structure, p. 30). In the absence of 

further evidence for the play, of course, no conclusion can be drawn, but the oracle appears, 

at least on the strength of the available sources, to have been less prominent in Euripides 

than in Sophocles.236

233 For the concluding prophecies o f the deus ex machina, cf. Dunn (1996) p. 66f.
234 Cf. Conacher (1967) pp. 27-33.
235 Cf. Conacher (1967) pp. 147-150, 158f., Gregory (1991) p. 94f.
236 Cf. Huys (1995) p. 130.
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EURIPIDES’ DICTYS

1. The Myth in Literature and Art

In order to study Euripides’ treatment of this phase of the legend in 431 BC, it is essential 

to explore the sources prior to the dramatist, with the purpose of establishing the mythical 

background of the Dictys, as well as those subsequent to the play, which could offer an 

insight to the degree of popularity of the myth in later ages (the possible echoes of the 

Dictys in later times are studied separately in the testimonia for the play and in the chapter 

on Reception).

The earliest detailed account of the events following the arrival of Danae and 

Perseus at Seriphos belongs to Pherecydes (FGrH 3 FI 1/ ff. 11 Fowler), which is briefly 

and to a degree confusingly reported by the scholiast on A.R. 4. 1515 (Wendel): Dictys 

takes Danae and Perseus under his protection, until the latter grows to manhood. 

Subsequently, Polydectes, Dictys' brother and king of Seriphos, becomes enamoured of 

Danae. In order to win her, Polydectes organizes an eranos inviting Perseus among others. 

When the latter asks what contribution is needed for the feast, Polydectes replies "a horse", 

but Perseus is strangely reported to have answered "the Gorgon's head" (the explanation 

follows below). When the next day Perseus brings a horse, like the other guests, Polydectes 

does not accept it and insists that he should bring the Gorgon's head as promised, otherwise 

he will claim Danae. Perseus leaves at a state of despair. Helped by Hermes and Athena he 

manages to decapitate the Gorgon and returns to Seriphos asking Polydectes to gather the 

people to see the Gorgon's head. Consequently, the king and the crowd are turned to stone. 

Then Perseus departs for Argos with his mother and Andromeda, leaving Dictys as king of 

the island. Pherecydes’ summarized narrative runs as follows:

IIepoe(DC ev Zepiqxp pexa xffe prytpoq Siayovxot; rcapa Afocxm Kai fipfioavxo^,
* 238noXuSeKtrj^ o Aikxocx; opoprixpioq <a8eX.(p6^>, pa<7tA,e\)<; lepupot) TDyxavmv,

237 Cf. Paus. 2. 1 8 .1  referring to a precinct probably in Seriphos (and not in Athens, cf. Frazer 18 9 8 , 1 p. 572) 
in honour o f Dictys and the Nereid Clymene, who saved Perseus' life.
238 However, in  FGrH 3  F4/ fr. 1 0  Fowler, Pherecydes states that they also had the same father: rjoav yap o 
A ik t ix ;  K a i o noXoSeKTns, ’AvSpoGons tfjc; Kaoxopoq K a i nepioGevouq t o o  Aapaotopoq, t o o
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iStbv x f iv  A a v a r |v  f ip a a G r i  a u x f j ^ ,  f irco p E i S e  c 'o y K o ip r iO f jv a i -  K a i  7 t a p a a K £ u a a a < ;

apiaxov e k &Xe i  aXXoxx; x e  JtoXXoix; K ai auxov IlEpGEa. IlEpaEox; 8 e  Ti'oGop.Evo'u,
E7ti xlvi o Epavcx; E-ucoxEixai, xou 8e cpfiaavxcx; £7ti iTtiwp, IlEpoEix; eucev eiu xf| xfj<; 5
Topyovcx; KEcpaXfi. p£xa S e  x o v  Epavov xfj E^fjq fipEpa, o x e  oi aXXoi Epaviaxai xov 

239 % *utrcov EftEKopi^ov Kai IlEpGEfx;, o 8 e  o u k  e 8 e x £ X o , aicfixEi 8 e  xfjv xf\c, Topyovog
K E c p a X fjv  K a x a  x f j v  v j i o a x e o i v *  e a v  8 e  p f i  K o p io T i ,  x f iv  p r jx E p a  a u x o v  X fp i /E a G a i  EcpTj.

o 8e avia0£iq aitEpxexai 6Xotpup6pEvo<; xfiv oopcpopav Eic; xo £a%axov xfjq vfioov.

2 a8eX<pd<; add. Jacoby || 7 ertEKopt^ov conieci pro cutEKopi^ov L: EKopi^ov fere P || 8 jxf| P: om. L

After the narration of the decapitation of the Gorgon, the account continues with Perseus’ 

return to Seriphos:

Ilepaetx; 8 e  ei<; Zepupov yevopevo^ epxexai rnpa noX'o8eKx,nv, Kai k e Xe u e i  

auvaGpoiaai xov Xadv ortax; Sei^Tj avxou; xfiv xfjq Topyovoq KEtpaXfjv, eiSdx; oxi 
ISovxeq a7coXi0(o0f|oovxai. o 8 e  I J o Xv S ekxtv ; ,  aoXXioaq xov o%Xov, k e Xe u e i  auxov 
S e i k v u e i v . o 8 e  a7coaxp£cp6p£voq E^aipEi e k  xfjq KipiaEtoq, Kai S e ik v u c t iv , oi 8 e  

iSovxEq Xi0oi EyEvovxo. fj 8 e  ’A0riva 7tapa IlEpaECD̂  Xajtooaa xfjv KEcpaXfiv e v x 10t io iv  5
cic; xfjv EauxfiQ aiylSa- xfjv 8 e  Kipiaiv 'Eppfjq d7co8i8coai Kai xa it£8iXa Kai xfiv 
Kuvfjv xaiq Nupcpaiq. iaxopEi OepEKuSriq e v  xfj |$\

3 aoXXioaq ed. princ.: aoXXfiaaq L: ouvaBpoioaq P || 6 'Epg-qq ed. princ.: 'Eppp Stephanus, quem secutus 
Jacoby, o 5e rcaXiv cucoSiStooi post kvvtiv addidit

The genealogist closes the narrative of the adventures of Danae and Perseus in Seriphos 

thus (FGrH 3 F12/fr. 12 Fowler/ schol. A.R. 4. 1091 Wendel):

e v  8 e  xoiq Ê fjq Kai JiEpi xou Gavaxov cpriciv ’AKpiciov, oxi p£xa xfiv artoXiGcoaiv 
noXuSEKXOu Kai xtov cruv auxcp e k  xf|c; Topyovr^ KecpaXf|<;, A Ik x w  jxev  r i E p o e i x ;  

KaxaXEiitEt { e v  ZEplqxp} paoiX&a xtov Xe Xe ijiiie v c d v  ZEpitplcov, auxoq 8 e  e(3t| 7i Xecdv

NavjtXiov, xov nooeiScovoq K a i  ’A p 'O g d w riq . Hesiod (fr. 8 M.-W.) and [Apollod.] 1 .9 .6 , on the other hand, 
attest that they were sons o f Magnes, whereas Tzetzes (schol. Lyc. 838) presents Polydectes as son o f 
Poseidon and ‘Kqpepfa’. The odd name Kqpspfa occurs only in Tzetzes. Scheer's emendation Evpvj3ia(i.e. 
Polylaus' mother in [Apollod.] 2. 7. 8) on the basis o f a possible confusion o f Polydectes with Polylaus, is 
tempting, considering that Tzetzes was familiar with the Bibliotheca and used it veiy frequently in his 
commentary on Lycophron; cf. Wagner (19262) p. xxv and Diller (1935) p. 304. In Tzetzes’ version, 
Polydectes' father is not Magnes, but Poseidon; it is not unusual for a son of Poseidon to be evil, to judge also 
by Polyphemus, Cercyon, Sinis and Sciron. In Pherecydes’ genealogy Polydectes is not Poseidon’s son, but 
still one of his descendants.
239 The reading cuzEKopi^ov (LSJ 9: to  carry away1) o f L and adopted by all the editors does not suit the 
context; instead, we need a verb denoting to bring'. I suggest that eneKopi^ov (LSJ 9: 'to bring or carry to 
someone*) may have been the original reading wrongly copied as ansKopi^ov. The reading EKopi^ov (to 
carry, to convey, to bring to a place'), which seems to occur in P, is also possible.
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c i?  ’Apyo? <ri)v xoi? K\)KX<o\|fi 240 Kai xfj Aavar| K a i  xfj ’AvSpojiESa.

3 KaxaXeircei P: ajcoXeijtei L | ev £epi(pq) del. Jacoby j (3aoiXea P: fJaoiXebEiv L

The summary of Pherecydes’ narrative by the scholiast on Apollonius of Rhodes leaves 

unclear what happened at the feast organized by Polydectes. The later account in [Apollod.] 

2 .4 2  sheds some light on the confused summary of Pherecydes’ story:

rcp oaev£x0ei< rri< ; S e  xfj<; X a p v a K o ?  E e p iq x p , A Ikxox;  a p a ?  a v e 0 p e \ | / e  x o u x o v .  (3aoiX .e\)cov  S e 

xfj?  H epicpox) I1o Xx)5 £ kxti<; a S cX cp o?  A Ikxvck; ,  A a v a r iq  E p a a 0 £ iq ,  K a i  f |v 5 p c o p £ v o \)  I l£ p a £ t o ?  

p f] S dvccjievcx;  a u x f j  g u v e XOeTv , ou v ek o cXe i  x o h q  (p iX o u ? , | i£ 0 '  cov K a i  r i£ p a £ a ,  X ey co v  

E p a v o v  a u v d y E i v  etc!  xo i> ?  ' iT n to S a p E ia ?  x fjq  O i v o p a o u  y a p o o ? .  x o v  S e IlE paE coq  e Ih o v x o ?  

K a i  ETti x fj KEtpaXfj x fj?  T o p y o v o ?  o u k  a v x E p E iv , T ta p a  p c v  xcbv Xoitccov f jx r |a £ v  ik ic o u ? , 

j c a p a  S e  x o u  IlE pG E ax; oi> X a P © v  x o tx ;  itctioox;  ETCExa^E x fjq  T o p y o v o ?  K o p i^ E iv  x ijv  K £(p aX fiv .

Ps.-Apollodorus’ account presents a clearer version of the events at the eranos, as 

compared to the confused summary of the scholiast: Polydectes organized the eranos on the 

pretext of being a suitor for the hand of Hippodamia and of collecting horses, presumably 

for the chariot-race with her father Oenomaus. In Pherecydes’ account, the eranos seems to 

have been an eranos-fzasi, as found in Homer, where everyone has to contribute, usually by 

bringing food; in Pherecydes, however, the contributions are not alimentary, instead the 

participants are expected to bring horses as presents for the host of the banquet.241 On the 

other hand, the gathering of gifts mentioned in the Bibliotheca resembles the fifth-century 

type of eranos-loan, namely a friendly loan supplied to someone in particular need by a 

group of people,242 though it is not clear whether Polydectes is supposed to pay back for the 

contributions. If not, this would be the case of a collective gift, rather than a typical eranos- 

loan, which I would parallel to the gift-gathering organized by Alcinous for Odysseus (Od.

240 No previous reference to the Cyclopes occurs in the summary of Pherecydes’ text. Though they are 
associated with the fortification o f Mycenae (E. HF 943-945,1A 1500f., Paus. 2. 16.5), which was founded by 
Perseus, their role at this stage o f the story remains unknown and is not attested by later authors.
241 This is how it is presented also in Schol. vet. Pi. P. 10. 46 (Drachmann) followed by Thomas Magister in 
his scholium ad loc. For this earlier type o f eranos as a feast demanding contributions, cf. Od. 1. 226 and 
schol. vet ad loc., 11.415, P i P. 5.77, schol. Eust.//. 14.578,764 (van der Valk) andLongo (1987) pp. 108- 
113, Vondeling (1961) pp. 7-11, Harris (1992) p. 311.
242 For this later type o f eranos, c f Antiphon 1. 2.9, D. Iiii 11, fix 31, D.L. 8. 87, PI. Lg. 915e, Theophr. Ch. 
15. 7, 17. 9 and Vondeling (1961) pp. 27-67, Longo (1987) pp. 114-116, Beauchet (1897) IV pp. 258-271, 
Millett (1991) p p .153-159, Gemet (1968) p. 193 and Harris (1992) p. 311 f. From the fourth centuiy onwards, 
eranos also bears the sense o f a loan-group; c f Finley (1952) pp. 100-106, Vondeling (1961) pp. 104-117.
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8. 389-417, 13. 10-12); in fact, gift-giving in primitive and archaic societies bears the 

notion of reciprocity,243 which is a basic feature of the eranos. Perseus’ offer to bring even 

the Gorgon’s head seems here to be presented as a piece of foolish bravado,244 which is 

exploited by Polydectes in order to eliminate him.245 This appears to be the case in the 

summarized version of Pherecydes’ account as well, except that in the latter Danae is the 

forfeit, which causes Perseus’ despair. It has been aptly noted, however, that Perseus’ offer 

could have hardly been predicted by the king and his ulterior motive for organizing the 

eranos cannot thus be explained;246 this point may indicate a gap in both narratives, as the 

impression given from the context is that Polydectes planned the eranos with the particular 

purpose of trapping Perseus in a certain manner, so as to get him out of the way.247

Ps.-Apollodorus (2. 4.3) continues by reproducing the plot of the Dictys (cf. Dictys 

T5): upon returning to Seriphos, Perseus finds out that Polydectes’ violence has forced 

Danae and Dictys to become suppliants. He thus goes into the palace and lithifies 

Polydectes and his friends. The rest of the account follows Pherecydes:

K axaot'naaq 8e xhq XEpixpou AIkxdv (iaaiA.ea, octieScoke xa pev jieSiAxx Kai xfiv Kifkaiv 
Kai xfiv K w hv 'Hpjj.fi, xfjv Se K£<paXf)v xfjq Topyovo^ ’ABtivqL 'Epjifjg °$ v

243 Cf. Finley (19772) pp. 64-66. Alcinous’ act, however, is not described by Homer as eranos, since this term 
is used in the epics with its early meaning, denoting a feast demanding contributions.
244 Cf. Gantz (1993) p. 303.
245 For Polydectes’ assignment to Perseus, cf. also AJR.. 4. 1515, Arr. Anab. 3. 3.1 and for his petrification, 
Nonn. D. 25. 80fF., 47. 55 Iff IJolvSacTTjg is an epithet o f Hades as ’the receiver o f many1 in hJiom.Cer. 9 (cf. 
Richardson 1974 ad loc.) and Comut. 35. On this basis, Fontenrose (1959, pp. 293, 298f.) perceived 
Polydectes as a personification o f Hades sending Perseus to the land of Medusa, which symbolizes foe realm 
of death. Since, however, there is no evidence from literature or iconography identifying foe king o f Seriphos 
as Hades, this suggestion remains speculative. On foe other hand, foe name Polydectes may well denote ‘foe 
host’ o f the feast, in view ofthe eranos he organized; so Gemet (1968) p. 48, n. 153.
246 Cf. Gantz (1993) p. 303.
247 The later scholium of Thomas Magister on Pi. P. 10. 46 (Abel) mentions that Perseus proposed to bring foe 
Gorgon’s head, as he could not afford a horse, which may well account for both Perseus’ offer and 
Polydectes’ motive for organizing the eranosr, considering, however, that Thomas closely follows foe ancient 
scholium on this passage and adds only this piece o f information, it cannot be proved whether this explanation 
originates in a lost source or is his own reasonable inference. The phrasing in Ps.-Apollodorus’ narrative 
could fit this interpretation, since ov Aaficbv toi>g irntovg does not need to be interpreted as ‘he did not take/ 
accept foe horses’, but could also be translated as ‘he did not receive the horses’ (because Perseus did not 
bring any horses). In such a case, however, one should have to contest the reliability of Pherecydes’ account, 
at least as transmitted in schol. AJR. 4. 1515, where Perseus is clearly said to have brought a horse, which 
Polydectes did not accept. It cannot be completely ruled out that foe scholiast may have not had direct access 
to this part o f Pherecydes’ narrative —to judge from the clumsy and confusing epitome— and thus used an 
intermediary source, which may account for a possible inaccuracy coming from misinterpretation o f foe 
passage. Nevertheless, I would hesitate to take for granted that Pherecydes’ account is corrupt, in favour o f 
information o f unknown provenance provided in a later scholium.
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i c p o e ip r m e v a  7 iaA .iv  a7te5cDK £ x a t q  v v p c p a iq , ’A 0 t |v a  8 e  e v  p e a r j  xfj a o 7 c i6 i  x f |q  r o p y o v o q  

x i)v  K ecpaA fiv  £ v e 0 t|K £ . A & y e x a i 8 e  i)7t' ev ic o v  o x i  8 i '  ’A 0 r |v a v  fi M e S o u a a  £ K a p a x o p f i0 r |-  

( p a a i  5 e  o x i  K a i  n e p i  k &AAoix;  t|0 e At|<7£v  f) r o p y tb  a i ) x f i  a u y K p iO f j v a i .248 5

4 £V80T|K£ Heyne: ocveGtike A

The earliest literary source for the Perseus-Gorgon stoiy is Hes. Th. 280f.,249 though there is 

no indication associating the slaying of the Gorgon with the events in Seriphos. The 

Mycenean suffix —evg of Perseus’ name could take the roots of his legend back to the 

Bronze Age (along with the references to Danae’s bronze chamber, cf. Danae, The Myth,
y e  a

p. 12) and the legendary foundation of Mycenae by the hero points in the same
251direction. His heroic status is attested also in the fragments of the Ehoiai (fr. 129. 14-15 

M.-W.), where he is described as pr\ox(op cpopoio (‘deviser of terror’), a formula
• • • 252characterizing warriors: fj 8' exekev Aavd]r)v K[a]AAio(pi)po[v ev p£ya]p[oiaiv,/ fj flEpofj1

exekev Kpa]x£[po]v p[f|a]x(op[a] (pofioio.

The same source preserves the earliest reference to Dictys and Polydectes, though 

we are not in a position to know whether they already formed part of Perseus’ legend (fr. 8 

M.-W.): Mdyvriq 8' a $  Aucxuv xe Kai avxi0eov noAoSeKxea. The fixed epithet dvxiOeoq 

(‘equal to a god’) is attached to kings and nobles.253 It certainly does not have any kind of 

moral dimension, but is indicative of high social status, in accordance with the values of 

epic poetry.254 Likewise, Penelope’s suitors are described as avxiOeoi (Od. 14. 18) in view 

of their noble origin, physical appearance, wealth and courage, as Eustathius explains 

(schol. ad loc.).

248The reference to Athena’s responsibility for Medusa’s beheading does not originate in Pherecydes and 
mostly recurs in later sources, such as Servius’ schol. Verg. Aen. 6. 289 (Thilo-Hagen) and Tzetzes schol. 
Lyc. 838 (Scheer), who relies on the narrative o f the Bibliotheca. In E. Ion 989-996 (cf. Lee 1997, p. 270) 
Medusa is said to have been killed by Athena herself
249 Cf. also Sc. 216-237.
250 Page (1959, p. 196f.) pointed out that this particular suffix was characteristic o f heroic names and went out 
of use before the historical period. C f Nilsson (1932) p. 26, Perpillou (1973) p. 223 and Luce (1975) p. 173.
251 Cf. Hecat. fr. 22 Fowler/ FGrH 1 F22, E. 1A 1500, Nicand. Alex. 100, Paus. 2. 15. 4, 2. 16. 3 and schol. 
Eust. 11. 2. 569 (van der Valk). Pausanias refers to Perseus' Hellenistic fountain (2. 16.6) and precinct in 
Mycenae (2. 18.1), while there survives an archaic inscription (IG IV 493) from the hero’s cult in this city; cf. 
Jameson (1990) pp. 214ff.
252 Cf. schol. vet. 11. 6. 97 (Erbse): iaxvpdq ev redpqaaoOai q>vyrjv toig noAepioig. Cf. 11. 6. 278, 23. 16, 
where /u Tjoxcop (pofioio is attached to Diomedes and Patroclus respectively.
253 See LfgrE s.v. idvn6eog‘. Polyphemus is also described as avrideog (Od. 1. 70), presumably because he 
is the most powerful o f the Cyclopes (oov tcparog em i peyioxov /n a o iv  KvKXconeocn). Cf. also Parry 
(1971) p.127, Vivante (1982) p. 129 and Geddes (1984) p. 30.
254 Cf. indicatively Adkins (1960) pp. 32f,46 and Adkins (1972) pp. 12f., 25.
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Along with Pherecydes, Pindar is the earliest source to attest Polydectes’ deserved 

punishment; he is the only one to mention (in P. 12. 14f., dated in 490) that the king used 

Perseus’ absence to reduce Danae to slavery and make her his concubine: Xoypov x' epavov 

noA/o8eKT<?t Ofpce jiaxpoq x' ejiTceSov/ SovA.ocovav xo x' avayicaiov X.exo<;.255 Similarly, the 

papyrus-fragment of the Pindaric dithyramb fr. 70d M. (=Pi. Dith. Oxy. 4/ fr. inc. 284 

Schroder) mentions the petrification of the king and the Seriphian crowd (11. 40-43: ft yap

[a]\)x©v pexaaxaaiv axpav[ /..0 t|]k£- 7cexpai 8' [e<p]a[v]0ev avxfi] cpcoxwv/ ....]v x' epcoxoq 

avxapoi|3av e8daaaxo[ / axpa]xapxq>), while some lines above, Pindar uses similar phrasing 

with P. 12.15 again possibly with reference to Danae’s forced cohabitation with Polydectes 

(1. 14f.: cpuxeuev paxpl/ ].av \zyyA x'ava[y]icata 8ok[ ). The avayicaia Xexea have been 

alternatively regarded as pointing to Danae’s rape by Proetus (cf. Danae, The Myth, p. 

13f.). The remaining lines of the dithyramb, however, refer to Polydectes, whose 

petrification (11.40-43) is presented as the retribution of his misconduct (epcorog avra^oipa, 

cf. 1. 14f.), while the occurrence of eSaaaato interestingly alludes to the eranos, where the
• 257king asked for the Gorgon’s head. Moreover, the plural suggests prolonged sexual 

subservience, as that imposed on Danae by Polydectes, rather than an act of rape. A 

reference to Proetus in this context seems thus unlikely.

The phase of the legend dealing with Perseus’ manhood inspired several dramatic 

productions prior to the Dictys. A Perseus tragedy, of which only the title is known, was 

written by Pratinas and produced together with his Tantalus and the satyr play Palaistai by 

his son Aristias in 467 BC. The following interesting fragment from an unknown play 

ascribed to Aristias might be related to the Perseus and the foundation of Mycenae: 

pum ici 8’ cbpexQei xo Aaivov 7ie8ov (TrGF I 9 F6);259 according to Pausanias (2. 16.3), 

Perseus being thirsty pulled a mushroom (jJVKtjg) from the ground, whereupon water gushed 

out and therefore he named the town that he founded at this place (Mycenae) after the 

fiVKrfg. Considering also that it was Aristias who produced the Perseus after his father’s

255 Cf. schol. vet. ad loc. (Drachmann) and Famell (1932) p. 236,Kohnken (1971) p. 127, n. 55. The theme of  
the petrification o f Polydectes and the Seriphian crowd briefly occurs also in P. 10. 44-48 and schol. vet ad  
loc. (Drachmann).
256 Cf. Maehler’s edition (1989) ad  loc. mentioning this possibility.
257 Cf. van der Weiden (1991) p. 163.
258 So Lavecchia (2000) p. 232.
259 Cf. Kuhnert (1909) col. 1992.
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death, it is conceivable that this fragment could have been mistakenly ascribed to Aristias 

instead of Pratinas.

Aeschylus wrote the Phorcides, in which, according to [Erat.] Cat. 22, Perseus 

outwits the Graiai by seizing their one eye and catching the Gorgons asleep, he beheads 

Medusa. The play is paralleled to the Prometheus and the tragedies set in Hades, in terms 

of its spectacular effects, if we trust Bywater’s plausible conjecture dyng on Ar. Poet. 18, 

1456a.2. He is also attested to have written a Polydectes, of which only the title survives 

(TrGF III T 78. 15b). The complete absence of quotations may suggest that it did not 

survive to be included in Aristophanes’ edition, which was based on Lycurgus’ fourth-

century official copy of the plays of the repertory, otherwise it would have stood a good
• • 261 chance of being cited by later authors. The title as such seems to point to the conflict

between Polydectes and Perseus, either the petrification or the events at the eranos. The

Phorcides and Polydectes may have well belonged to the same connected tetralogy with the
263satyr-play Dictyulci, which treats the arrival of the chest at Seriphos, fished up by Dictys

and the chorus of satyrs (fr. 46a-c). Silenus is courting Danae, intending to take mother and 

child with him (fr. 47a. 765-772 R.). Danae bursts out, in view of her new misfortune (fr. 

47a.773-85 R.). Silenus, who seems to be the ‘satyric’ counterpart of Polydectes,264 is 

trying to win the infant Perseus over (fr. 47a. 786-795 R.), so as to soften the mother’s 

heart, and is making wedding-plans for Danae (fr. 47a. 799-832 R.). Both mother and child 

seem finally to have been protected by Dictys. It should be noted that apart from 

Euripides’ play, the sole attested dramatic appearance of Dictys is in the Dictyulci. On the 

basis of Sicelisms traced in the Phorcides and Dictyulci, the tetralogy may be dated after 

Aeschylus’journey to Sicily in 472-468 BC.266

260 Cf. Mette (1963) p. 155-157, Aelion (1986) pp. 163-167 and for iconographic evidence, Sechan (1926) pp. 
107-109.
261 Cf. Karamanou (2002/2003) p. 168.
262 Cf. Gantz (1980) p. 150f.
263 Cf. Pfeiffer (1938) p. 20.
264 Cf. Gantz (1980) p. 151.
265 For a reconstruction of the play, cf. Werre de Haas (1961) pp. 72-75. An Attic red-figured pyxis o f470-60 
BC (first published by Clairmont 1953, pp. 92-94) is considered to have been inspired by the Dictyulci; cf. 
Trendall and Webster (1971) fig. 113. I would explain the absence o f satyrs from the vase-painting by the 
fret that the first scene depicted is placed before their arrival to help pull off the chest and the second after 
their being repulsed by Dictys.
266 So TrGF HI p. 362 and for further argumentation for a late date, cf. Goins (1997) pp. 193-210. The vase- 
illustration possibly inspired by the Dictyulci (cf. previous note) is also dated rather late, in about 470-60 B.C.
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Unlike the art of the Archaic Age, which had a penchant for scenes depicting 

Perseus with the Gorgoneion and the decapitation of Medusa,267 fifth-century vase-painting 

introduced the theme of Polydectes' petrification, as treated in mythography and poetry.268 

Accordingly, Pausanias (1. 22.7) 269 refers to a painting in the picture-gallery at the north

western part of the Propylaea (dated between 436-432 BC) depicting Perseus as bringing 

the Gorgon’s head to Polydectes.

Cratinus’ Seriphioi, which is subsequent to the Dictys, may be dated in about
270423/422 BC. Though any allusion to Euripides’ play is now impossible to discern, fr. 218 

K.-A. referring to tragic masks 271 and the echo of [A.] Pr. 793 in fr. inc. 343 K.-A. 

(probably belonging to the Seriphioi) with reference to the land of the Gorgons 272 may 

suggest a burlesque of the tragic treatments of the myth. Strabo (10. 5.10), having 

obviously Cratinus' play in mind, attests that comic poets explained the infertility and the 

rocky image of Seriphos as resulting from the petrification of its people by Perseus.273 The 

theme of the play is mythical and further mythological references are discernible in frr. 222, 

223.1 and fr. inc. 343 K.-A. (Perseus’ itinerary to the land of the Gorgons) and fr. 231 K.- 

A. (Andromeda). Nevertheless, the references to contemporary politics in frr. 221, 223.2f., 

227 and 228 K.-A., suggest that the Seriphioi was not merely a mythological burlesque, but

The title of the other tragedy of the tetralogy is lost. Gantz (1980, p. 150) proposed the Thalamopoioi, 
relating it to the construction o f Danae's bronze chamber. The Thalamopoioi, however, has also been assumed 
to be another title for die second play of the Danaid tetralogy dealing with the construction o f the fifty marital 
chambers (Wecklein 1893, pp. 413 ff.) or even a satyr-play (so Webster 1950, p. 86). The meagre evidence 
for this play is inconclusive. Howe (1953, pp. 27Iff.) pointed out the striking similarity and theatrical 
character o f three vase-illustrations dated in around 490 B.C. (all three depicting Acrisius, Danae, the infant 
Perseus and a carpenter preparing the chest, see LJMC, s.v. 'Akrisios' figg. 1-3), and tried to relate them to the 
lost play o f Aeschylus’ tetralogy. This suggestion, however, cannot be reconciled with foe evidence for foe 
tetralogy, pointing to a late date, as already mentioned. Nevertheless, a lost early fifth-century tragedy on foe 
Danae-myth may seem possible as source o f inspiration.
267 See LJMC s.v. ‘Perseus’ pp. 335f., 339 ,341 ,345f.
268 See LJMC s.v. ‘Polydectes’, figg. 2 ,3 ,4 , 7 ,8 .
269 Cf. Frazer (1898) ad loc.
270 In view of the reference to Amynias in fr. 227 K.-A.; cf. Kaibel (1895) p. 445 and PC G IV ad loc.
271 Cf. Stark (1959) p. 7f.
272 Cf. Meineke (1839-1857) D, 1 p. 136.
273 Cf. fr. 225 K.-A. praising the fertility o f the island, which could either be an ironic remark on the mock- 
fertility o f  Seriphos or could refer to foe image o f the island before the petrification of its people; cf. PCG ad 
loc.
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may be paralleled to the Dionysalexandros and Nemesis, in terms of the exploitation of 

myth for political allusion.274

No other treatment of these events is known and their popularity seems to have 

decreased from the fourth century BC onwards, with the exception of sources echoing the 

Dictys (cf. below T3, T4, T5, probably T6, and T7 only indirectly). Latin literature 

presents an interesting variety, as regards the phase of the legend following the exposure of 

Danae and Perseus. Hyginus’ account (fab. 63) differs substantially from the known 

sources in terms of the events in Seriphos:

Danae Acrisii et Aganippes 275 filia. huic fuit fatum ut quod peperisset Acrisium 
interficeret; quod timens Acrisius earn in muro lapideo praeclusit. Iuppiter autem 
in imbrem aureum conversus cum Danae concubuit, ex quo compressu natus est 
Perseus, quam pater ob stuprum inclusam in area cum Perseo in mare deiecit. ea 
voluntate Iovis delata est in insulam Seriphum, quam piscator Dictys cum invenisset, 5
effracta <arca> vidit mulierem cum infante, quos ad regem Polydectem perduxit, qui 
earn in coniugio habuit et Perseum educavit in templo Minervae. quod cum Acrisius 
rescisset eos ad Polydectem morari, repetitum eos profectus est; quo cum venisset, 
Polydectes pro eis deprecatus est, Perseus Acrisio avo suo fidem dedit se eum 
numquam interfecturum. qui cum tempestate retineretur, Polydectes moritur; cui cum 10
funebres ludos facerent, Perseus disco misso, quern ventus distulit in caput Acrisii,, 
eum interfecit. ita quod voluntate sua noluit, deorum factum est; sepulto autem eo 
Argos profectus est regnaque avita possedit.

6 area suppl. Marshall || 8 quo Micyllus: quod F

Hyginus thus narrates how the chest was fished up in Seriphos by a fisherman named 

Dictys (not mentioned here as Polydectes’ brother), who took Danae and Perseus to king 

Polydectes. The king married Danae, sent Perseus to be brought up in the temple of Athena, 

and protected them from Acrisius. The latter was accidentally killed by Perseus at the
97funeral games in honour of Polydectes.

274 For the allegory in the Dionysalexandros, cf. indicatively Bona (1988) pp.187 ff., Revermann (1997) pp. 
198ff, Norwood (1931) p. 122. For the Nemesis, cf. Luppe (1974) pp. 49 ff., Norwood (1931) p. 124f. and 
K6rte (1922) col. 1653.
275 The name Aganippe for Danae’s mother appears only in Hyginus; this is the name o f the Nymph after 
whom the spring of the Muses in Helicon was named (Paus. 9. 29. 5 and schol. Call. Aet. 1, P. Oxy. 2262, fr. 
2a. 16, 24) and of a daughter of Aegyptus (Plut. De fluv. 16. 1. 10). Hyginus may have coniiised the name 
Eurydice with Aganippe, as he does, for instance, in fab. 15, naming Hypsipyle’s son Deipylus instead of 
Thoas and fab. 123, where the son o f Andromache and Neoptolemus is named Amphialus instead o f  
Molossus.
276 For Acrisius’ death at the funeral games o f Polydectes, c f also fab. 273.
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Though the mythographer’s work often provides rough plots of tragedies,
977especially Euripidean, there is no evidence from any of the dramatic treatments agreeing 

with this particular narrative. The sole reference to the variant of Perseus’ upbringing by 

Polydectes occurs in the D-Scholium on II. 14 . 319  (van Thiel): SuxccoGevxcov 5e xobxtov eig 

Xepupov xf|v vfjaov ouvepri avaxpacpfjvai xov raxtSa rnpa noA/o5eKXT|. This piece of 

information accords with Hyginus’ account and indicates that the lost authority offab. 63 

was known to the source of the D-Scholia, the ‘Mythographus Homericus’ (ca. second 

century AD). Considering that the preference for less known forms of legends is
97ft 9 7 0Alexandrian and that both Hyginus and the ‘MH’ draw from Hellenistic authors, I 

would suspect that the source of Hyginus’ account and of the variant in the D-scholium 

might have been Alexandrian.

Occasional Latin references to Polydectes’ assignment to Perseus and his
9ftnpetrification do exist; it seems, however, that the ‘Seriphian’ part of the story was 

overshadowed in Latin literature by the ‘Italian’ version of Danae’s adventures, which 

presented her as reaching the coast of Latium and founding Ardea (cf. Danae, The Myth, p. 

20f.).

2. The Date of the Play

According to hyp. Medea by Aristophanes of Byzantium (Tl), the Dictys was staged in 431 

BC together with the Medea, the Philoctetes and the satyr play Theristae. Euripides’ 

production won the third prize. For more detail, cf. note on T l.

277 Cf. for instance, Hyginus’ accounts providing roughly the plots of Euripides’ Alope {fab. 187), Protesilaus 
(fab. 104), lno (fab. 4), Cresphontes (fab. 137), Antiope (fab. 8) and Archelaus (fab. 219) and Huys (1996) pp. 
170-178, Huys (1997) pp. 11 -29.
278 Cf. Rose (1930) p. 43, referring to Hyginus’ peculiar variants o f myths, such as those introduced in the 
legend of the Atreidae (fabb. 98, 117,121) and of the death o f Erechtheus’ daughters (fab. 46 and Rose’s note 
ad loc.), which he regards as Alexandrian.
279 C f van der Valk (1963) p. 313.
280 Cf Ov. Met. 5. 242ff, Yiy%.fab. 64, De Astr. 2. 12 (following [Era!.] Cat. 22), Myth. Vat. 2. 134, 135, 
137, Serv. ad Verg. Aen. 6 .289 (Thilo-Hagen).
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3. Dramatis personae

On the basis of the evidence, we are in a position to identify the following dramatic 

characters:

(1) Dictys: the character after whom the play is named, hence a central figure. For 

his role, cf. T5, T3. He is the speaker of fr. 2 and among the candidates for frr. 1, 4,5,10, 

13, 14, 15, 16 (cf. commentary ad loc.). He is the addressee of frr. 3 and 11. It remains 

unclear whether Dictys is Polydectes' brother in the play, as attested in mythography (cf. 

Pherecyd. f ir .  11 Fowler, [Apollod.] 2. 4.2). Nor are we in a position to know whether 

Dictys is rewarded at the exodos with the kingship of Seriphos, as mentioned in 

Pherecydes’ account, which is followed by [Apollod.] 2. 4.3. If Dictys was Polydectes’ 

elder brother in the play (for Dictys’ old age, cf. T3, frr. 3,11), his reduction to fisherman 

might have resulted from usurpation of his power by Polydectes in the nponenpaypeva. In 

this case, he would have been rightfully restored to the throne of Seriphos after Polydectes’ 

petrification. Though this possibility remains unproven, the popularity of the theme of 

usurpation in tragedy is worth noting; apart from the typical cases of the Atreidae (cf. A. 

Agamemnon, Choephoroi, the Electra of Sophocles and Euripides) and the Labdacids (A. 

Seven, E. Phoenissae), this theme was also treated in the Heracles (Lycus usurping Creon’s 

kingship), Oeneus (old Oeneus thrown out of his throne by his nephews, cf. schol. Ar.Ach. 

418 Wilson) and Cresphontes (Polyphontes seizing the power of his brother, elder 

Cresphontes, cf. Hyg .fabb. 137, 184).

The figure of Dictys as the type of the righteous man of modest means seems to be a 

precursor of the Farmer in Euripides’ Electra and of the one, whose moral integrity is 

praised in Or. 920-922, and can be paralleled to Actor, the Lemnian shepherd in the 

Euripidean Philoctetes of the same production, who is the only one to succour the 

tormented hero (D.Chr. Or. 52. 8, Hyg. fab. 102); cf. note on fr. 14. Dictys’ moral 

assertiveness despite his old age (cf. fr. 3), as well as his intellectual capacities (cf. fr. 2 

and his possible participation in the agon of frr. 4, 5), seem also to foreshadow the figures 

ofPeleus in the Andromache and Amphitryon in the Heracles. For more detail, cf. note on 

fr. 3.
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(2) Danae: for her position, cf. T3, T4, T5, T7. Fr. 11 is assigned to her with 

certainty and she is among the candidates for frr. 1,10,12 and the obscure fr.18. She is the 

addressee of fr. 2 and probably of fr. 13.

(3) Polydectes: for this character, cf. T3, T4, T5, T7. Frr. 8, 9 can be assigned to 

him quite confidently, he is the strongest candidate for frr. 4 and 17 and a possible speaker 

of fr. 7. He is the addressee of frr. 5 ,6, probably of fr. 16 and perhaps also of fr. 18.

(4) Perseus: for his role, cf. T3, T4, T5, T7. No fragment can be attributed to him 

with certainty; he is a possible speaker of frr. 13,14,15 and less likely of fr. 4.

(5) Polydectes’ interlocutor in frr. 6-9: his role is not attested in the testimonia, it 

may only be inferred on the basis of the fragments; the unusual prominence given to the 

effects of the king’s desire on his family and the emphasis drawn on the father-son 

relationship in these fragments may point to a conversation between Polydectes and another 

character (the king’s son?) rather than to the context of a confrontation between the king 

and the suppliants (cf. note on fr. 6). He is probably the speaker of fr. 6 and perhaps of frr. 

7,12,18, as well as addressee of frr. 8 and 9.

(6) a messenger (self-evidently someone who had not looked at the Gorgon’s head) 

would have appeared to announce Polydectes’ off-stage petrification 281 (cf. Structure).

(7) Chorus: the likeliest speaker of fr. 3 and perhaps frr. 5 and 10. It is reasonable 

to assume that the chorus consisted of inhabitants of Seriphos. Yet, there is no evidence for 

their gender; to argue for Dictys as a central figure, after whom the play is named, may tell 

in favour of a chorus of the same gender, perhaps consisting of fishermen.

? (8) a deus ex machina does not seem to be needed for the denouement, unless 

required to resolve any now unrecoverable complications of the plot. He may have 

appeared, however, to give instructions (as Athena does in Supp. 1183-1226), in particular, 

to reward Dictys for his righteousness (as the Farmer is rewarded in El. 1286f., though it 

remains unknown whether Dictys would have been assigned with the kingship of Seriphos; 

cf. above, on the role of Dictys) and command that the Gorgon’s head should be given to

281 So Webster (1967) p. 62, A61ion (1983) I p. 264.
282 The Euripidean chorus usually has the same gender as the central character; cf. the Alcestis (where the 
chorus has the same gender as Admetus), Medea, Andromache, Hecabe, Heracles, Electra, IT, Helen, IA, 
Telephus, Cresphontes; cf. Hose (1990) I p. 18 and Arnold (1878) p. 52.
283 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 80. Hartung (1843-1844,1 p. 366) and Webster (1967, p. 63) suggested a 
female chorus.
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Athena. The ‘Gorgoneion’ on the aegis of the goddess was part of her attribute as protector 

of Athens, sculpted on the shield of Pheidias’ Athena Parthenos, which was dedicated in
284 »438/ 437, and thus part of the goddess’s cult in the city; cf. the allusion in Erechtheus frr. 

351, 360. 46 Kn. (and Calder 1969, p. 152f.). This possible aetion 285 is likely to have 

appealed to the sensitivity of the Athenian audience at the outbreak of the Peloponnesian 

War 286 and could have served to spell out the connection between past and present,
287showing that events of the play have survived into the present world of the audience. If 

Euripides followed mythography (cf. Pherecyd. fr. 12 Fowler), he would have Danae and 

Perseus sail back to Argos. As to the god’s identity, Hermes and Athena, who were 

Perseus’ allies in his pursuit of the Gorgon, seem to be the strongest candidates. Poseidon, 

to whose altar Danae and Dictys have fled, is also feasible; likewise, Thetis, who has 

received Andromache’s supplication emerges ex machina in Andr. 1231-1272, though her 

appearance seems to be primarily prompted by her close relation to Peleus and 

Neoptolemus.

4. The Structure of the Play

Thanks to the combination of the evidence of T4 and T5 with T3, we are able to recover 

the outline of the plot of the Dictys. On the basis of the indirect evidence and the most 

informative book-fragments, the scene-construction may be restored up to an extent. The 

context of fragments of less probable location is discussed in the commentary.

(1) Narrative prologue (fr. 1 probably belongs here) setting out the nponenpaypeva 

(i.e. the arrival of the chest at Seriphos, the protection that Dictys offered to Danae and 

Perseus and Polydectes’ mission to Perseus) and the present situation (Perseus’ long

284 For the ‘Gorgoneion’ on the aegis o f Athena, c f E. El 1257, Ion 989ff. and also Burkert (1985) p. 140, 
Harrison (19913) p. 192, Halm-Tisserant (1986) pp. 245-278. For the popularity of the ‘Gorgoneion’ in 
Athenian art, cf. Floren (1977) pp. 30-61,104-168,186-191.
285 For Euripides’ penchant for aetiologies at the epilogues o f his plays, cf. Scullion (2000) pp. 219-227, 
Wilson (1968) pp. 69-71, Grube (1961) p. 78f. For the aetiological function of the deus ex machina in 
particular, cf. Hipp. 1423-7 (and Barrett 1964, p. 412), El. 1273-5, IT 1456f., Ion 1575ff, Hel. 1670ff., Or. 
1643-6 and also Dunn (1996) pp. 46-63, Rehm (1992) p. 70f., Kitto (1939) p. 288f. and Collard (1981) p. 7.
286 For the sensitivity o f the Athenian audience during the War, cf. Zuntz (1955) pp. 16-20, 80f., Wilkins 
(1990) pp. 179-181, Delebecque (1951) pp. 87f., 425f., Di Benedetto (1971) pp. 112-114,121 -123,145-147  
and note on fr. 16.
287 Cf. Dunn (1996) pp. 46-48.
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absence, the king’s plans to get hold of Danae and the refuge sought by Danae and Dictys 

at the altar of Poseidon, cf. T3, T4, T5), according to Euripides’ practice.288 Dictys or 

Danae would have been equally suitable to deliver the prologue; in view, however, of the 

possible context of fr. 11 (Danae might have fallen asleep possibly at the beginning of the 

play, rather than afterwards at the crisis, cf. note ad loc.) Dictys may be a likelier speaker. 

As the play seems to have been built upon a central altar-scene (cf. T3, T4, T5), the 

prologue-speech could be visualized as delivered by one of the two suppliants, Danae or 

Dictys, upon a ‘cancelled entry’,289 which would create an imposing opening tableau (cf. 

Setting). Webster followed by Aelion regarded Perseus as a possible prologue-speaker 

before his departure for the land of the Gorgons, drawing a parallel to Bellerophon’s 

prologue-speech before being sent to meet the Chimaera in Stheneboea ff. 661 Kn. It 

should be noted, however, that Bellerophon’s prologue-speech is required by the dramatic
901action, so that his circumstances, reaction and ethical stance are made clear. A speech by 

Perseus, on the other hand, would involve a major unreality of time with no obvious 

dramatic gain, since the background of the play and the present situation could just as well 

be reported by Dictys or Danae. Moreover, in such a case, the dramatic interest would focus 

on Perseus, instead of Dictys, who seems to have been the prominent figure, 

overshadowing also the treatment of the crisis and conflict between the suppliants and the 

king. In addition, Euripides’ marked preference for opening tableaux in plays constructed 

upon a central altar-scene would tell in favour of one of the two suppliants as prologue- 

speaker.

(2) Dictys is trying to comfort Danae (fr. 2), as they both fear that Perseus has died. 

This consolation-scene may have been part of the broader context of a ‘suppliant-suppliant’ 

discourse on how to suffer their fate, parallel to that between Megara and Amphitryon in 

//F  60-106.292

288 Cf. Schmidt (1971) pp. 34-38, Eitse (1984) p. 291, Goward (1999) p. 125f.
289 The term belongs to Taplin (1977) p. 134.
290 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 63, Aelion (1986) p. 158f.
291 C f Collard, Cropp and Lee (1995) p. 92.
292 For the Heracles, c f  Maio (1977) p. 26f.
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(3) Fr. 3 points to a scene of conflict between Dictys and Polydectes, a ‘suppliant- 

enemy’ confrontation. The king may have tried to force the suppliants to leave the 

sanctuary (for his violence, cf. T4 and T5: 8ia tfiv noA/i>8eKTO‘U piav), which is a topos in 

suppliant drama, to judge by Heracl. 59-61 ,Andr. 129, 135, 314-420 HF 284ff., Hel. 315, 

324, also A. Supp. 872-910, S. OC 813ff. The infinitive acuQfivai in T4 1. 1 If. suggests that 

Danae’s life was threatened.

(4) Fr. 4, which is the formal proem of a rhetorical speech, and the comment on 

Polydectes’ loquacity of fr. 5 hint at an agon between Polydectes and another character; the 

king’s opponent is perhaps likelier to be Dictys than Perseus, as the former’s participation 

in a rhetorical contest would bring him to the centre of dramatic interest, justifying why the 

play was named after him. If Dictys was the king’s rival in the debate, then fr. 3 pointing to 

their conflict may belong here.

(5) A discussion between Polydectes and another character on the effects of the 

king’s plans for Danae on his family (frr. 6-8). In view of the remarkable prominence 

given to this topic and the emphasis on the father-son relationship, the king’s interlocutor 

may have been his son, possibly stressing the strong priority that Polydectes should give his 

children rather than his desire for Danae (for more detail, cf. note on fr. 6). Fr. 9 was 

probably spoken by Polydectes rejecting the vovOerrjoiq against amorous passion and is 

likely to belong to the same context.

(6) Reversal of action: Perseus returns to Seriphos (T3, T4, T5) possibly at a point 

of culmination of the suppliant-enemy conflict (are the lives of the suppliants in jeopardy, 

as in 77F451-513, Andr. 425-544?). He may have narrated his exploit294 (like Bellerophon 

in Stheneboea fr. 665a Kn.). One of the listeners (i.e. Dictys, Danae or the chorus) praises 

his courage (fr. 10). Perseus would have been informed of the critical situation and 

undertaken the task of rescuing his mother and Dictys (‘suppliant-deliverer’ confrontation, 

as in HF 562-636, Andr. 547-576). If an on-stage confrontation of Perseus with Polydectes 

had occurred (cf. next scene), then Danae and/or Dictys would have been encouraged to 

exit, so that one of the two actors returns as Polydectes.

293 For the types o f confrontation in suppliant-plays, cf. Kopperschmidt (1971) p. 345 and Maio (1977) pp. 
14-24.
294 So Webster (1967) p. 6 If., Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 82.
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? (7) There is no sound evidence pointing to an on-stage encounter between Perseus 

and Polydectes (a ‘deliverer-enemy’ confrontation). Two possibilities seem to arise: (a) 

Perseus, like Heracles, goes directly into the palace, where Polydectes holds a feast (cf. T4. 

l-3n., T5.2-4n.) and petrifies him and his guests; in the Heracles, however, the rapid move 

to revenge is designed to lead us into a false sense of moral satisfaction in preparation for 

the terrible events to follow and is thus part of a more complex whole. T5 presenting 

Perseus as entering the palace directly after having found Danae and Dictys as suppliants is 

not binding, for the accounts of the Bibliotheca which reflect dramatic plots tend to be quite 

brief, without revealing any details of the dramatic action; the possibly theatrical nuance of 

the vocabulary (cf. especially eioeXdfbvpointing to dramatic space and note ad loc., and for 

further features of the dramatic quality of presentation in this passage, cf. introductory note 

on T5), however, could imply that this part of the account may reproduce a Euripidean 

hypothesis, which could tell in favour of the precision of the narrative, (b) There was a 

confrontation between Perseus and Polydectes in visible space, where the former traps the 

king into agreeing to look at the Gorgon’s head, probably in a feast; this type of revenge 

can be paralleled to the ploys in Med. 869-975, Hec. 976-1022, El. 1123-1146, Cresphontes 

(Hyg .fab. 184 and Harder 1985, p. 53). An on-stage confrontation of this type would point 

to a straightforward revenge-play (unless there were any now unrecoverable plot- 

complications, demanding a more rapid denouement, as in the Heracles). Moreover, the on

stage encounter of Perseus with Polydectes would give potential for dramatic irony, as the 

king is unaware of his imminent death (cf. El. 1093-1096 and Cropp 1988 ad loc., 1141, 

also Hec. 1021 f.). An agon between Perseus and Polydectes, as suggested by Jouan and van 

Looy,295 cannot be completely excluded, though it would presuppose conflict, which would 

not serve Perseus’ purpose of trapping the king; instead, a kind of feigned reconciliation, as
• • 296in the Hecabe and Cresphontes, may seem likelier, at least on grounds of probability.

297(8) Since death or miraculous changes are not feasible on stage, a messenger 

would have entered to announce Polydectes’ petrification possibly at a feast (cf. T4. l-3n.,

295 Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 82.
296 The agon in the Electra does not destroy Electra’s revenge-scheme, as the conflict is tempered by 
Clytaemestra’s regrets and defencelessness; cf. Cropp (1988) p. 168. A mock reconciliation is favoured by 
Webstar (1967) p. 62.
297 Cf. Bremer (1976) pp. 35ff., De Jong (1991) pp. 117-131,172ff., Rehm (1992) p. 61 f.
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• 9QRT5. 2-4n.). This narrative would have had a concluding function and may have 

illustrated the unexpected shift from royal status to utter ruin, as in Med. 1156-1230 and Ba.
2991043-1152. The switch from festive mood to agony recalls the reported banquet-scene in

Ion 1106-1228.

(9) Exodos: A deus ex machina may have appeared to announce the fate of the 

characters, especially to reward Dictys for his righteousness and perhaps to provide the 

aetion for the ‘Gorgoneion’ on the aegis of Athena (for more detail, cf. Dramatis 

Personae).

The play was evidently built upon the patterns o f ‘supplication’ and ‘retum-rescue- 

revenge’,300 which were followed by Euripides later in the first part of the Heracles. More 

specifically, the Dictys seems to have been constructed upon a central altar-scene (cf. T3, 

T4, T5), as the Heraclidae, Andromache, Suppliants, Heracles and Helen.301 So far as our 

evidence goes, it appears to have focused on the ‘suppliant-enemy’ confrontation (cf. T3,
302T4, T5, frr. 3,13 and possibly frr. 4, 5 of the agon), as the Heracles and Andromache. 

The Dictys is also a nostos-play;303 the archetype of this story-pattem is found in the 

Odyssey and followed in Aeschylus’ Persians and Agamemnon, Sophocles’ Trachiniae and 

Euripides’ Andromache and Heracles.304 In all these plays, the absent figure is away on a 

mission, but central to the preoccupations of the characters left behind (cf. fr. 2 and perhaps 

fr. 12), who, in turn, assume great importance (as Atossa, Deianeira, Andromache, Megara 

and Amphitryon, Dictys and Danae in our play).305 The Dictys—like the first part of the 

Heracles— seems to have followed the pattern of the Odyssey beyond the nostos to the 

specific question whether the hero is alive or not (according to fr. 2, Perseus is thought to 

be dead). Perseus’ return, as those of Odysseus and Heracles, comes as a surprise, possibly 

in the nick of time for the rescue of Danae and Dictys, according to the pattern of

298 Cf. De Jong (1991) pp. 123-128. Messenger-speeches with concluding function are those in Med. 1136- 
1230,Heracl. 799-866, Hipp. 1173-1254,Andr. 1085-1165, Supp. 650-730,771327-1419, Hel. 1526-1618, 
Ph. 1356-1424,1427-1479, Or. 1395-1502, Ba. 1043-1152.
299 For this technique, cf. De Jong (1991) pp. 35-38.
300 Cf. Burnett (1971) pp. 9f. 165, Lattimore (1964) pp. 50-52, Garzya (1962) p. 131.
301 Cf. Strohm (1957) pp. 17-30, Dingel (1967) p. 54f., Kopperschmidt (1971) pp. 335-343.
302 For the Heracles and Andromache, c f  Maio (1977) p. 21 f.
303 The term belongs to Taplin (1977) p. 124.
304 Features o f the nosfos-pattem occur also in A. Choephoroi, the Electra plays by Sophocles and Euripides 
and the latter’s lost Cresphontes (cf. Harder 1985, p. 14).
305 Cf. Taplin (1977) p. 124f., Lloyd (1994) p. 3f.
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‘catastrophe survived’. The hero’s nostos was presumably both critical and effective, as can 

be inferred by its depiction on the Apulian vase-painting (T3), which aimed to offer its 

viewers a recollection of the play. The Dictys can also be described as a play of mixed 

reversal, ending with good fortune for the righteous characters and misfortune for the 

villains. This type of structure was particularly appreciated by the audiences (though not by 

Aristotle himself, cf. Ar. Poet. 1453a. 30-35) and was followed by Euripides in the 

Heraclidae, the first part of the Heracles, as well as the lost Stheneboea (cf. hyp. 

Stheneboea), Oeneus (cf. schol. Ar. Ach. 418 Wilson), Cresphontes (Hyg .fab. 184, A.P. 

3.5), Captive Melanippe (cf. Hyg .fab. 186, D.S. 4.67), Antiope (cf. Y\y%.fab. 8, schol. 

A.R. 4.1090 Wendel) and Alcmeon in Corinth (cf. [Apollod.] 3.7, fr. 76 Kn. and Jouan and 

van Looy 2000, p. 99). Considering that the Dictys is anterior to all the Euripidean plays, 

which are known to have been built upon the ‘supplication’ and ‘retum-rescue-revenge’ 

patterns, it seems to have been one of the earliest treatments of these types of structure by 

the dramatist.

5. The Setting of the Play

According to the iconographic evidence of T3 (providing the supplements fbr T4 and 

probably T6), we know that Danae and Dictys sought refuge at the altar of Poseidon. The 

dedication of the shrine to Poseidon might be related to the mythographically attested 

descent of Polydectes from the god (cf. Pherecydes fr. 10 Fowler ), provided that 

Euripides had chosen to follow that particular genealogical tradition. The skene-buWdmg
308 •could have represented Polydectes’ palace (cf. Andromache and Helen) or Dictys’ hut 

(cf. Electra).309 It should be noted, however, that Polydectes’ palace as setting would be 

preferable, as it conforms to all the recoverable scenes of the play (cf. Structure), whereas 

Dictys’ hut does not seem to be the proper background, e.g. for Polydectes’ conversation

306 Cf. Karamanou (2002/2003) p. 174f.
307 Tzetzes (schol. ad Lyc. 838) is the only source to present Polydectes as son o f Poseidon, but in view of die 
corrupt state in which this scholium is transmitted, its precision and reliability are questionable. Cf. The Myth, 
p. 120£, n. 238.
308 So Welcker (1839) I p. 669.
309 This suggestion was made by Webster (1967) p. 62. Jouan and van Looy (2000, p. 79) regard both settings 
as possible.
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with the ‘other character’ in frr. 6-9, who could have been someone other than one of the 

suppliants (perhaps his own son? cf. introductory note on fr. 6), which would make the 

palace the likeliest background for this scene. Moreover, the representation of the dwelling 

of the hostile character on the fa9ade, as distinguished from the altar, where the sympathetic 

characters are forced to seek refuge, as in the Andromache and Helen, would serve to
I A

designate each party’s ‘personal space’, and, in turn, indicate the conflict between them. 

If the altar was located at a distance from the palace-door, as possibly in both extant
Til

plays, the use of proxemic space would serve to designate the former as the opposing
o n

area to the hostile residence, as well as illustrate the power-gap and tension between the 

suppliant and the spiteful possessor of the palace.

As regards the question arising in all suppliant-plays whether the altar stood on 

stage313 (i.e. the area extending along the front of the skene-building at the rear of the 

orchestra 314) or further forward in the orchestra,315 the evidence even from extant plays 

remains inconclusive. Further, Poe’s cautious observations on the dramatic action of each 

suppliant-play on the basis of the text point to the possibility that the location of the altar 

could have been arranged to suit the dramatic needs of each play.316 It is thus obvious that it 

would be highly speculative to reconstruct the staging of a lost tragedy, not least of the 

Dictys, from which no larger fragments survive.

As in all Euripidean plays built on a central altar-scene (cf. Heraclidae, 

Andromache, Suppliant Women, Helen and the first part of the Heracles), upon the opening 

of the Dictys the suppliants are likely to have been ‘discovered’ at their places, according to 

the technique of ‘cancelled entry’.317 This practice serves to provide the semblance of 

duration, indicating that the supplication has been in progress long before the play

310 For the ‘personal space’ ofthe performers, c f Rehm (2002) pp. 2,169-175, Kampourelli (2002) p. 71.
311 For the staging o f the Andromache and Helen, cf. Poe (1989) pp. 125-127,130.
312 Cf. Joerden (1971) p. 408, Kampourelli (2002) pp. 72, 83.
313 So Amott (1962, pp. 43-53), who based his argumentation for the existence o f a permanent stage-altar used 
in suppliant-plays on the references to the agyieus, which was evidently the conventional token of a house and 
unlikely to be related to the suppliants’ altar. For the function of the agyieus, cf indicatively Poe (1989) pp. 
130-137.
3141 am using Poe’s definition (1989, p. 118).
315 So Rehm (1988) pp. 263-307 and Wiles (1997) pp. 188,72-75.
316 Cf Poe (1989) pp. 117-130.
3,7 Cf. Taplin (1977) p. 134.
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318begins. It also offers an imposing initial tableau stressing the religious and emotional
■>1Q

associations of supplication. Furthermore, the immobility and passiveness of the 

characters in the tableau constitute visual suggestions of their helplessness and thus of the 

dramatic tension which is to occur in the course of the play.

6. Reception of the Dictys in Art and Literature

The only piece which can be confidently related to the Dictys is the Apulian vase-painting 

probably inspired by a fourth-century revival of the play in South Italy (Plate I, cf. T3 and 

note ad loc.). The lost Cyzicene relief depicting Perseus as petrifying Polydectes (cf. the 

lemma in T7) and dated in the second century BC may be associated with the play, in view 

of the wide reception of Euripidean treatments in the reliefs of Apollonis’ temple in 

Cyzicus and of the apparently lesser popularity of the myth in Hellenistic literature, which 

could suggest that the relief was inspired by a popular earlier treatment of the legend (cf. 

note ad loc.). The corresponding epigram (T7), possibly written not earlier than the sixth 

century AD, may only indirectly be related to the Dictys, through an intermediary source. It 

is unfortunate that no more has been preserved from Cratinus’ Seriphians, which was 

probably staged some time after the Dictys, in about 423/ 422 BC; fr. 218 K.-A. of the 

comic play referring to tragic masks may have alluded to the tragic treatments of the myth 

(cf. The Myth, p. 127f.), though no precise reference can point to the Dictys in particular.

3.8 Cf. Taplin (1977) pp. 134-136, also Halleran (1985) p. 80.
3.9 Cf. Allan (2001) p. 39, Collard (1975.) p. 17.
320 Cf. Halleran (1985) p. 80.
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TESTIMONIA

T l

e S iS a x G 'n  e ic i  n t> 0 o 5 c b p o t>  f i tp x o v x o q  o X o p T iu iS i  e ze i a ' ( s c .  4 3 18). x p c o x o q  E ix p o p ic o v , 

S e v x e p o ^  Z oq> O K X f|q , x p i x o q  E b p i i c iS i i q  M r |5 E iq t ,  O i X o k x t ix t i, A i i c x m ,  © e p i a x a t q  

a a x v p o i q .  o i )  a q ^ e x a t .

T  2 

AIKTYE

T 3 (Vide Tab. I)

Vas. Apul., ca. 370/ 360*, Princeton Art M useum 1989. 40, edd. Trendall et 

Cambitoglou R VAp Suppl. 2, I 47, Tab. VI. Ad D ictyn  Euripidis rettulit Karamanou  

B1CS 46, 167-175. In ara Neptuni Danae et Dictys sedent oculos in Perseum  

convertentes, qui e dextra accurrit, e sinistra Polydectes. Omnes praeter Perseum  

veste scaenica induti su n t Supra Polydectam Venus cum A m ore, supra Perseum duae 

deae. C £ TrG F  V,2 1160s.

T 4

JnoXoSeKxqi. Xoypov x’ [Epavov]

[ ±13] [ebjroxo'opevoic y(ap) abxotc xobxoic

[eSei^ev o Ilepcebc xf|]v KE<paXf|v K(ai) ob(x©c) arc£Xi060T|cav.
£

[ ±  1 6 ]  OC E [.]co 0  ECCD0EV iv ' f j  [Ocai]] XT|V

T l Argum. Ar. Byz. E. Med. (I 90,11.40-43 Diggle)
T2 1G XIV 1152,17 (Roma; Index Euripidis Fabularum, fortasse IIp)

T4 Theon in Pi. P. 12 (P. Oxy. XXXI2536. 1-12, Tab. Ill, ed. Turner, inspexi)

T l 1 e5i8ax0Tj FAP: eS-Se D | etc! DFP: utio A | IIvGoSajpot) Brunck: iroOio&bpo'i) codd. | 
oX'DpjciaSi F D: oX/onrciaSo  ̂ P: oXupm6 A | exei a' Matthiae: ex F: 18 ei D: Se A: ora. P || 2 
pt|8eia D: pfjSeia FP | <piXokxt|xti F: (piXoKxfixr  ̂DP | Aikxdi KirchhofiF: Sikxi DF: Sucxiiq P || 2-3 
©epioxaic; oaxupoiq Kirchhoff. ©epioxai oaxvpoq codd.
T4 4 oc£ e[.]a>0 eccoOev tv’ fj ffKai]] xfjv leg. Treu
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[± 16]c [±3] fha^opEvric y(«P) 'tfic Aa- 5

[vaTjc \)ic6 xo$ IloX'oSJeKXO'O cove^ti a\)xf|v Kaxa-

[qyoyeiv itp6]c xov fkopov xo$ <IIoc£i8©voc>, xov 8e 

PIoA.'oSekxtiv] ebXapo'bpEvov xov IlEpcEa KEpyai

[ejcI M e S o o c tic ]  Kapaxopiav © c aicoXobpEvov Kai * « • «
[ ±  12] xov p(£v) I1oX,\)8ekxt|v 0e©pf|cavxa 10

[ x t | v  xfjc TopYovoJc K£<paX.f|v a7ioXi0©0fjvai K(ai) c©0fj- 

[vai xf|v AavcniJv.

T 5

TcapayEvopEvoq 8e £iq Xepupov, Kai KaxaXafJ©v JipoaitEcpE'UY'inav xoiq f}©poT<; 

p£xa xo$ Aikxoo^ xf|v pTjxEpa 8 ia  xfjv noXoSEKxoo (3iav, £ia£X0©v Eiq 

xa paaiX eia, aoYKaXEaavxoq xofi noXuS^KXoo xoix; (plXooq aiCEaxpappEvoq 

x tjv  K£<paXf|v xf]q TopYovoq e 8 e i ^ E ’ x © v  8 e  i8ovx©v, o j c o io v  Ixaaxo^  e x d x e  

axRpa §x©v, ax£Xi0©0r|. Kaxaaxf|aaq 8 e  xife Eepltpou A I k x o v  PaaiXea, 5

an£S©K£ xa p&v jc&SiXa Kai xf|v Kipunv Kai xfjv k o v ^ v  'Eppfi, xf|v 8 e  K£<paXf|v

xfiq ropydvoq ’AGiiva. 'Eppffe p&v o$v xa JcpoEipiipEva jiaXiv aic£8©K£ xaiq 

v\)p<paiq, \A0“nva 8 e  e v  p e o t i  xf] aojciSi xf]g ropyovoq xf|v K£<paXf|v e v e B t i k e .

T 6 (Vide Tab. Ila et lib)

] .T]VXE [
IIOC£l8] ©voc iEp [

1 8ikx‘OOc [
•  •

] . . . EXl . [
] 18 . avEiX [ 

•  •  •

] . . . [

T5 [Apollod.] 2.4.3 (ed. Wagner)
T6 PSJ XII 1286, fr. B (ed. pr. Gallavotti, re-ed. Bartoletti, inspexi)

T4 7 nocei8©voc suppl. Karamanou B1CS 46,174
T5 1 TipooTcetpeuYviav Tz. schol. ad Lyc. 838: TcpoTcetpevyoiav A || 3 xa (JatriXEia R: xov paoiXea 
A || 8 ev£0T|KE Heyne: av£0T|K£ A
T6 1 je edd.: 7t fortasse || 2 FIoceiS] ©voc supplevi: ’AnoXX] ©voc Gallavotti || 5 i5 edd.: y8 fortasse
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T 7

*Ev xffl IA IIoA.'oSeKTns, o Eepiq>i©v (JaaiXe'D^, drtoXiOotinevoq i)icd Flepcecog xfi 

xffe ropyovoq K£<paXfi, 8td xov xifc prixpo^ ai)xoO yapov EKTtepyac; xoftxov ewi 

xf|v xf|q ropyovoq KetpaXfjv, Kai ov Ka0’ exepox) Oavaxoy eicevoei yeveaOai, 

xofixov atixds Kaxd xfjv updvoiav xife AIktis e8e£axo.

"ExXiiq Kai ai) Xexn Aavat|^, noX*68eKxa, pia iveiv ,

Svotpfipoiq e-bvatq x<p Aii pepydpevoq* 

avO’ ©v 5ppax’ eA/uoe xa ropyovoq £v0d8e Ilepae'Oq, 

y o ia  XiOo'Dpyfjaaq paxpi xapi^opevoq.

T7 A.P.3. 11 (ed. Beckby)

T7 1 Xepicploov Stadtmiiller: oepetpcov P || 6 pepydpevoq P: dneixydpevoq Wilamowitz: 
pepyapevriq Hecker, prob. Diibner
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FRAGMENTA

Fr. 1 (330b Kn., 1 J.-V.L.):
E & pu poq  &XpTi i c o v x l a  J tE p ip p o x o q

Fr. 2 (332 Kn., 3 J.-V.L.):
8 o K e tq  x 6 v  *’A i 8 tiv  a © v  x i  < p p o v x i^ e iv  y o © v  

K a i  j c a t8 '  a v f | a e i v  x o v  o 6 v ,  e i  Oe X e i c , o x £ v e i v ; 

r c a b a a r  p A i i c o o a a  8 '  e iq  x a  x © v  niXaq x a x a  

p a c o v  y e v o i '  & v , e I  X oY tC eo O tx i 0 £ X o iq

6 a o i  x e  8E<ypoi<; £ K p £ p 6 x 0 T iv x a i  p p o x & v  5

5 a o i  x e  YT]pa<TKO,o a v v  o p t p a v o i  x e k v © v , 

x o b q  x ' e k  p E y i a x o v  o X p ia q  t o p a v v i S o q  

x o  p t | 8 e v  8 v x a q *  x a f t x a  <j e  o k o j c e i v  x p £ © v .

Fr. 3 (337 Kn., 4 J.-V.L.):

p f |  v E iK o q , ©  y E p a iE ,  K o ip a v o i^  x iO oa)-

a & 0 £ iv  b i x o b q  K p a x o b v x a q  a p x a i o ^  v o p o q .

Fr. 1 Phld. Po. 2, P. Here. 1676, col. 7 (Tr. C, col. 18 Sbordone) aXXa to  ye aa p a  tt|v  cruvGeatv
etxpam av ton ________ enwpaiveaSai Kai ek t o o  7 ca 0 o o q  avtuptovEitav t o  8’ a\>rr|v
VOXaywyeiv oovGeaiv Ka0’ a\)tf|v etspov ob8ev eiotpepopevTiv aya0ov, amGavov eoti.
Fr. 2 [Plut.] Consol, ad Apoll. 8, 106A (Paton-Wegehaupt) o 8e JiapapoOobpevoq tfjv A avariv
8 o ojta0ob oav  (B: 8oo7t£v0oboav cett.) AiKtoq (pTjoi____________  keXeoei yap  abrr)v
e v G o p e to G a i  t a  t tb v  l o a  K a i p e i^ co  S o o r u x o b v t a j v ,  caq e o o p e v r iv  e X a tp p o te p a v .

Fr. 3  Stob. 4 .2 .2  W.-H. ( I le p i  v o p © v  K a i £0d>v) E b p i7 r i8 o i>  A iK to o q  S M A , fa b u la e  nomen om. L

Fr. 2 2  0eXeiq O n  prob. Kannicht: 0eXoiq cett, prob. Nauck, Jouan et van Looy || 4 GeXok;  

plerique: GeXeiq O n  || 5 EKpEpoxGnv^ai codd.: eppepoxXeovtai Bentley || 7 tobq t ‘ codd.: tobq 
8* Nauck | peyiotov Elmsley ad Heracl. 168 : peyiot-nq codd.
Fr. 3 1 K o ip a v o iq  Salmasius apud Grotium: t o p a v v o i q  S M A L || 2  e u  ante oePeiv add. rubricator 
L
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Fr. 4 (334 Kn., 13 J.-v.L.):
KoXXoig icapeoxTiv Ka9 0 6 viiaa 8fi (3pox©v 

5axiq KaKotaiv eaBXoq ©v Spoioc; f|,

X6y©v paxai© v eiq apiXXav e£i©v.

xo 5' f|v &p' ovk axovoxdv ovS' avacxexov ,

a iyav  KXtiovxa 8e iva  icpo^ Kaxiovwv. 5

Fr. 5 (335 Kn., 17 J.-v.L.): 

xvpavvtKOv xoi noW  £ iriaxaa0ai Xeyeiv.

Fr. 6 (338 Kn., 6 J.-v.L.):
5vx©v 8 e  ica!8©v Kai JtEqjVKOxoq yEvovq 

xatvoi)^ qroxeaioat icai8aq ev Sopoiq GeXeî , 
exGpav p.£Yioxriv aoiai avjipaXXtov xexvoiq.

Fr. 4 Stob. 4. 42. 2 W.-H.(nepi xcov nap' a^iav evxvxovvxoov) EvpimSov (xov avxov A) 
Aikxvo<; S M
Fr. 5 Stob. 3. 36.15 W.-H. (Flepi aSoXecxiaq) EvpimSov (xov avxov S) Aikxvo<; AM 

Fr. 6 Stob. 4. 26.21 W.-H. fOnoiovq XP'H etvai xov<; naxepaq) EvpuuSov ev A ik x v i S M A

Fr. 4 1 Tcapeoxiiv S: napeoxiv M: rtapeaxi A: Jiapo<; xoi Wecklein || 2 fj S M A: fjv Wecklein, 
prob. Kannicht || 4 xo 8’ S: xov8’ M: xov 5’ A | o v k  axovoxov S M A: o v k  apeoxov Vitelli || w . 
4-5 a prioribus separavit Gomperz 
Fr. 5 xoi S M: xe A: xi Trine.
Fr. 6 3 ovpPaXXcov S M A: ovpfkxXcov Bergk apud Welcker: epPaXtov MShly teste Nauck
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Fr. 7 (345 Kn., 10 J.-v.L.): 
e y a  vopi^co icaxpi tpiXxaxov xeKva 

ica ia iv  xe xoi><; xeKovxag, oi)8e a'Dpp.axooq 

a.X'ko'oc, yeveaB at tpf^' &v evSiKeoxepoos.

Fr. 8 (339 Kn., 7 J.-V.L.): 
xaxepa xe xaiariv fiSecoq aoveKtpepeiv 

tpiXovq epwxaq €KpaA,ovx' ai)6a8iav, 

icat8aq xe icaxpi- Kai yap oi)K ai)0alpexoi 

Ppoxotq epcoxec; oi>8‘ eKonala voooq.

aKaiov xi 8fj xo xpfipa ylyveaOai cpiXet, 5

Becov avayKa^ 8oxiq iaoO ai OeXei.

Fr. 9 (340 Kn., 8 J.-V.L.):

Ktiicpiq yap o<)8£ vo‘O0exo‘i)|j.evTi %o.Xa, 

flv x' a $  pia^Tj, paAAov evxeiveiv <piXet, 

k axeixa  xiKxei xoXepov- eiq 8' dv& axaaiv  

Soprav icepalvei xoXXqkk; xa xoiaSe.

Fr. 7 Stob. 4. 26. 18 W.-H. ('Oxoiouq XP*1 eivai xobg xaxepaq) ev xauxan (i.e. EvpixlSoo 
AIktoi, eel. 16) S M A
Fr. 8 Stob. 4 .26 .16  W.-H. fOxoloix; xP"n civai xoax; naxepag) Evpixlbou AIkxoi S M A
Fr. 9 Stob. 4. 20b. 48 W.-H. (Yoyog ’A(ppo8lxr|<;) EopixlSou AIkxvi S M A, w . 1-2 om. poet, et
fab. nom. habet Chrysippus fr. 475 von Amim apud Galen. Plac. Hipp. et Plat. 4 .6 .3 9

Fr. 7 1 xeKva Pflugk et Meineke: xekvov S M A
Fr. 8 1 fjSecoq <roveKq>epeiv S M A: rjxiox; oovek(pepeiv coll. fr. inc. 951 Kn. Stadtmuller: ebpevdx; 
ei.KO<; cpepeiv || 2 (piXooq S M: <plXoq A: 8eT xobq Meineke || 3 eK(kxA.6vx' Gesner apud Wachsmuth 
et Hense: ekP&XXovx' S M A | ai>0a81av Grotius: at)6a8eiav S M A || 5 OKaiov xi 8t| xo Xpfrpa S 
M A: OKaiov xi 8fjxa xP%ta vel oxavov ye 8f| xi xpnpa Meineke: oncaiov xi 8fj xoXpnpa 
Schmidt: oxaiov xi Sfj xexviipa Stadtmuller
Fr. 9 1 o\>8e S M A, Chrysippus, prob. Kannicht: o\)8ev Nauck, prob. Jouan et van Looy || 2 fjv x' 
an Pia£n S (av pro Tjv): av yap Pia£n Chrysippus: avx' dpia£n M: avx' apid^ryv (-nv ex -eiv 
corr. Am pr ) A | evxeiveiv S M: exxelveiv A || 3 xraxeixa S A: Kalxeixa M
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Fr. 10(344 Kn., 2 J.-v.L.):

veoq, novoiq 8e y' oi)K ay\)p.vaoxo<; (ppevaq.

Fragmenta sedis magis incertae

Fr. 11 (342 Kn., 12 J.-vX.):

xl p.', © yepaie, TtTjpdxmv X.£X.T|ap£VTiv

opO oTq;

Fr. 12 (346 Kn., 11 J.-V.L.): 
e t q  y a p  x i^  e a x i  K o iv d q  a v O p r im o iq  v o p o ^  

{ K a i  O e o i o i  t o $ t o  8 o £ a v ,  © q  o a q > © £  X e y © ,}  

O T lp a lv  x c  kG lg i, x £ k v '  &  x I k x o o c t i v  cpiX etv*  

x a  8 '  aXXa x©pt£ x p © p e 0 '  a X X f |X © v  v o p o i q .

Fr. 13 (343 Kn., 9 J.-V.L.):

G a p a e i*  x o  x o i  8 i K a i o v  i o x ^ e i  p e y a .

Fr. 10 Stob. 4. 11. 10 W.-H. (Ilepi veoxrixoq) EbputiSoo AIktoi M: too abxob AIktoi A, eel. om. 
S
Fr. 11 Schol. vet. S. Ai. 787 (Christodoulou): xi p’ a $  xaAaivav: Jipd^ to EbputlSoo ev Aiktoi L: 
EbpmlSiy; G lem. om.
Fr. 12 Stob. 4. 26. 17 W.-H. ('Onolooq xPn e iv a i too<; Ttaxepac,) ev Tainan (i.e. Ebpnciboo 
Aiktoi, eel. 16) S M A
Fr. 13 Stob. 3. 13. 5 W.-H. (Ilepi 7tappTiaiaq) Ebpi7ti5oo ev Aiktoi S M A: ek Aiktoo<; L poet, 
nom. om.

Fr. 10 7covoi£ 8e y’ M A: Ttovoicn S  Musgrave | tppevaq M A: x^P0̂  Meineke
Fr. 11 1 t! p \ & yepaie G prob. Christodoulou et Kannicht: xi p’ [[Si apxi L: xi p’ apxito^ <ao>
Papageorgius: <oipoi> xi p’ apxi Wansink De Scholiis Soph. Trag. veteribus, 31: xi p’, <d> £ev’>,
apxi Wolff teste Nauck | XeXrjopevr|v L prob. Papageorgius et Kannicht: JienaopevTjv G prob.
Christodoulou
Fr. 12 2 del. West B1CS 30, 73 | xobxo S M A: xabxo Heath | ©5 Grotius: o S: 0 M A || 3 xeKv’ a  B 
teste Gaisford prob. Jouan et van Looy: xeKva S M A, prob. Nauck et Kannicht
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Fr. 14 (336 Kn., 14 J.-V.L.): 

eiq 5' e\)y&veuxv oXiy' ex© tppaoai KaXa- 
o pfev yap EoOXdq £i)y£vf|q §poiy' avrip, 
o 8' oi) Sixaio^ k&v apEivovo^ naxpog 
ZrivSq XEtptiKTi, 8i)oy£vf|q Etvai 8okeT.

Fr. 15 (341 Kn., 15 J.-V.L.):

p f |  p o l  HO T' ElTl X p tlJ ia T O V  VlKCDJlEVtp

k o k w  y £ V E o 0 a i ,  pn8' opiXovnv K a K 0 i< ;.

Fr. 16 (347 Kn., 18 J.-V.L.):

Ei 8' fjaBa jj.fi KaKicxoq, odnox’ &v naxpav 
xfjv ofjv axi£©v xf|v8' &v EbXSyeiq noXiv 
©5 £v y' epoi Kpivoix' &v ot) KaX©̂  q>pov£iv 
Soxiq naxptbaq y'H? axipa£©v Spoix;
fiXXr̂ v EicaivEi Kai xponotaiv tlSexat. 5

Fr. 14 Stob. 4. 29a. 1 W.-H. (Ilepi edyeveiaq- oxi ebyeveig oi Kax* apexriv £a>vxe<; xav ph 
Xapnpdiv dxn yeyovoxe<; naxep©v) EdpmiSov Aiktoi S M A | 1-2 Arist. Ilepi ebyeveiag fr. 94 
Rose (ap. Stob. 4. 29c. 52 W.-H.) ©onep cpnoi Kai Ei)pi7ti8r|  ̂ odxi x©v eK naXai onooSaicov 
edyeveiav <papevo£ etvai, aXX’ ooxiq avfjp ayaBoq anXd>£.
Fr. 15 Stob. 4. 31c. 57 W.-H. ('Foyoq nXo-oxon) EbpiniSov AiKxm S M A ,  eosdem versus sine 
lemmate coniunctos cum Cresphontes fr. 495 Kn. hab. Stob. 4. 3 Id. 96 W.-H. S M A ,  separaverunt 
Heath et Musgrave
Fr. 16 Stob. 3. 39. 7-8 W.-H. (Ilepi naxpi8oq) eel. 7 (1-2) EbpuriSoo AiKxooq S M A ,  eel. 8 (3-5) 
EdpmiSov AiKTDog S M: too adxob AiKrooq A, eclogas coniunxh Barnes

Fr. 14 3 rnv S A: Kai M || 3-4 Ztivo$ S M A :  ivk; vel yovo^ olim Nauck: yevoq Meineke: Kav 
apeivovo^ xivo<; naxpo^ neqyuK-n Hense: Kav opaipovo<; Aii naxpo^ Ke<pi)KT|: Schmidt 
Fr. 15 2 KaKtp Stob. 4 .31c. 57 W.-H.: kokov Stob. 4.31 d. 96 W.-H.| priS’ Stob. 4 .31c. 57 W.-H.: 
prjB’ S Stob. 4.31 d. 96 W.-H.
Fr. 16 1 naxpav Musgrave: noXiv S M A || 2 ebXoyeiq S MA :  t|dX6yeu; Elmsley, prob. Kannicht| 
noXiv Musgrave: naxpav S M A || 3 ev y' epoi Valckenaer ad Hipp. 324: ev ye pot fere codd. || 4 
opoox; codd.: vopoo^ Blaydes || 5 aXXqv S M A :  ^ev^v malit Nauck | Kai xponoioiv S M A :  
KCtKxoTtoiaiv Schmidt
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Fr. 17 (333 Kn., 16 J.-V.L.):

<pe$ <peO, naXaioq aivoq (bq KaXtoq £%er 

oi)K &v yevo ito  xP'n^'coq ek KaKoft jcatpog.

Fr. 18 (331 Kn., 5 J.-V.L.):

<piXo<; yap t|v poi. Kai p’ £p©q £Xoi noTfc 

o \ ) k  Eiq t o  pSpov o \ ) 8 e  p' e u ;  Ktircpiv xpEiaov.

Fr. 19(348 Kn., 19 J.-V.L.):
a^oijiTiv

Fr. 17 Stob. 4. 30. 5 W.-H. (Ilepi Svayeveiaq) EbpuriSou Aiktoi S M A, v. 1 recurrit in Aeolo fr. 
25. 1 Kn., v. 2 sine fab. nom. afifert Chrysippus Ilepi anoqxxnK&v fr. 180. 15 von Amim 
Fr. 18 Stob. 1. 9 . 4a W.-H. (Ilepi ’AcppoSixqq Obpaviaq) Ebpiitifkn) Aiktoi F P. Quinque versus, 
qui in Stobaeo cum hoc fragmento coniuncti sunt, ad Euripidis Theseum rettulit Wachsmuth, prob. 
Nauck et Kannicht (fr. 388 Kn.)
Fr. 19 Hsch. a 1475 Latte a^ o ip q v  ayavaK xoipr|v (1. ayavaK xoip i) EuputiSqq Aiktoi 

Fr. 17 1 KaXd>s M: KaXoq S A
Fr. 18 1 <piXoq y a p  fjv  p o i, K a i p ' epooq eXoi n o te  P (eX oi F): <piXo£ y a p  e i p o i,  K a i p ' epax; eX oi 
jtoxe Wilamowitz (notae manu scriptae in marginibus exemplaris sui ed. N .1): cpiXoq y a p  fjv p o i ,  
K a i p ’ eptoq etX ev jcoxe Usener, prob. Wachsmuth: tpiXoq y a p  fjv  p o i, Kei p' epax; eXoi n o te  
Headlam CR 15, 106s : tpiXov y a p  Tjpiv, e i  p’ epax; eX oi Jtoxe Nauck : a iS dx ; y a p  ev  e p o i, Kei p’ 
epooq eX oi n o te  Schmidt || 2 pcopov edd. : pa>pov F P | | o\)K eiq  t o  p topov  ot)5e p ’ e iq  K b n p iv  
xpenm v codd.: ovk e iq  xo p& pov ox>6' a v  e iq  K v itp iv  xpew oi Schmidt 
Fr. 19 d^oipqv Hesychius, prob. Kannicht: d£oipt|v Nauck, prob. Jouan et van Looy
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COMMENTARY

T l:

Aristophanes’ succinct prefaces provide the data concerning the subject and other 

treatments of the same theme, setting, the identity of the chorus and prologue-speaker, the 

date of the first performance, the titles of the other plays produced simultaneously by the 

poet, the contesting dramatists, the outcome of the competition at the first performance, 

occasionally the number of the play in the chronological register of the poet’s works (cf. 

argum. Ale.) and a critical judgement on the play (for the latter feature, cf. argum. Ale., 

Supp.) On the typology of these hypotheses, cf. Zuntz (1955) pp. 131, 139f., Page (1938) 

pp. liii-lv, Achelis (1913) pp. 518-545, Pfeiffer (1968) p. 193f. In terms of the Dictys in 

particular, Aristophanes has supplied us with (1) the date of its first production (431 BC), 

(2) Euripides’ plays of the same production (the Medea, Philoctetes and the satyr-play 

Theristae), (3) the poet’s contestants (Euphorion and Sophocles) and (4) the result of the 

competition at the first performance (Euripides won the third prize).

xpixoq EtipiiriSiis M r |8 e l a ,  O i X,o k x t | tt | ,  A i k t d i : Euripides’ third prize in the contest is 

indicative of his lesser popularity during his own lifetime (his victories amount to five in 

total, according to Suda s.v. ‘Evpurifrnq’ 3695 Adler, for three of which he have didascalic 

evidence;321 for this matter, cf. Stevens 1956, p. 91 f., Martin 1960, pp. 248-253), as 

compared with his great popularity from the fourth century onwards (cf. Xanthakis- 

Karamanos 1980, pp. 28-34). Though the plays come from different mythical cycles, the 

theme of exile, as Muller (2000a p. 71) observed, is shared by all three tragedies of 

Euripides’ production of that year. The choice of this common underlying theme and the 

treatment of the misery of exile from one’s homeland is likely to have appealed to the 

sensitivity of the Athenian audience in the period of stress at the beginning of the 

Peloponnesian War; cf. Adkins (1960, p. 191, n. 13) with reference to Dictys fr. 16 (cf. 

note ad loc.), where a character (perhaps Polydectes) is strongly reproached for preferring 

another city to his homeland. The wretchedness of exile is stressed in Med. 255-258, 328,

321 Cf. TrGFl: DID D l, DID C13, DID C22.
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359f., while Philoctetes fr. 798 Kn. underlines the identification of the citizen with his polis 

and the overlap of private and communal interests, as pointed out by Pericles in the second 

year of the War (Th. 2. 60.2-4).

8 epiaxavq aaxvpoiq. oi) oq^exai: the phrase ov aco^erai evidently refers to the 

satyr-play Theristae. Aristophanes’ edition was based on the official fourth-century 

Athenian copy of the plays belonging to the repertory (cf. General Introduction, p. 2) and is 

estimated to have comprised the 78 plays which were extant by then from the total of 92 

plays of Euripides’ production. Fourteen plays were thus already lost during the fourth 

century and the Theristae seems to have been one of them (cf. Kannicht 1996, p. 28f.), to 

judge from the complete absence of quotations and evidence for its theme; had it been 

included in the edition, it would have stood good chance of being quoted even once. It 

should be noted, however, that ov cq^eraij as transmitted, is cut off from its context and 

further, it cannot be directly linked with Sepiataig aarbpoig in terms of syntax (e.g. with a 

pronoun as <d> ov aq^erai, that is, the play cannot be taken as a neutral), as on the basis 

of our evidence, references to plays tend to accord with their gender and nurpber; cf. for 

instance, arg. Ar. Pax (Holwerda) deriving from Aristotle and perhaps following his 

phrasing (fr. 622 R.): tpepexai ev xat<; 8i8aoKaMai<; 8eSi8ax<o<; Elp-nvnv 6pcov\)pa>s o 

’Aptaxo<p&VT|<;. cx8 t|A.ov  oftv, (ppoiv ’EpaxoaGevriq, rcoxepov xhv ccuxfiv aveSlSa^ev fj exepav 

KaeffKEv, f\nc, q-q otoCexai, schol. Arethae PI. Apol. 18b (Greene), again relying on Aristotle 

(fr. 628 R.): excel to exei oi neX.apYoi eSiSaaKovxo, also D. L. 2. 57 and the narrative 

hypotheses of Euripidean plays: cf. indicatively, hyp. Auge: Afryn, fjc; f| apxi), hyp. Scyrioi: 

iKUpioi, toy apxh (cf. van Rossum 1998, p. 2 and her collection of papyrus-hypotheses, pp. 

185ff.) To keep the singular of the verb, it may be supposed that Aristophanes wrote 

0,epiaraig oampoig, <d7cep Spapoo ov atb^exai or something similar, as he widely uses the 

word Spapa in his arguments (three times in arg.Alcestis, twice in arg. Orestes, also in arg. 

Hippolytus, Supplices, S. Antigone); for the phrasing, cf. Ath. 8. 57: ev BonxaXicovi, onep

Spapa xcdv ’AypoiKcov eaxiv (evoq) 8 uxcfk£\)T|. The corrupt and often lacunose state in which
322Aristophanean prefaces have been transmitted (cf. especially arg. Phoenissae, Supplices, 

Bacchae and Zuntz 1955, pp. 139-141) could account for the loss of this phrase in the

322 The phrase <oi>> ocb^ezai also occurs in arg. Phoenissae, which is, however, seriously corrupt, thus 
impeding any attempt to trace the development of die text with probability.
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process. Alternatively, Aristophanes might have written Gepicraig aarbpoig, <oi> ov 

aqgovrai; cf. arg. Hipp. (he refers to the play in accordance with its gender and number): 

'l7C7c6XA)Toq 8e\)X£poq (. . .) Epqxxlvexai 8e baxepoq The change of crq^ovrai to

aw^erai and the loss of oi are not difficult to have occured in the process of transmission. If 

this phrase does not go back to Aristophanes, it may have been a marginal note (e.g. xo 

Spajia oi) a<p£exai), part of which gradually sneaked into Aristophanes’ argument (for 

parallel intrusions in Aristophanean prefaces, cf. Zuntz 1955, p. 139 f., n. 6). If so, it would 

have occurred presumably while the Dictys and Philoctetes were still extant; a safe 

terminus ante quern could be the late second century AD (cf. General Introduction, p. 3f.).

The theme of the satyr-play is unknown; the most famous myth about reapers is 

that of Lityerses (schol. Theocr. 10. 41-42 Wendel), who killed passers-by after forcing 

them to compete with him in a reaping contest and was finally overpowered by Heracles. 

Cf. Pechstein (1998, pp. 284-286) and Ktumreich, Pechstein and Seidensticker (1999, p. 

476) pointing out the satyric elements of this myth, such as the ogre, his molestation of the 

passers-by, the advent of the hero and the final defeat of the ogre. The Hellenistic poet 

Sositheus (ca. 280 BC, cf. Suda o 860 Adler) wrote a Daphnis or Lityerses based on this 

legend; cf. Kannicht (1991) pp. 208-211, Xanthakis-Karamanos (1997) pp. 123ff.

T2:

For this piece of evidence tentatively dated in the second century AD, cf. note on Danae 

T3. It is apparently a list of Euripides’ seventy-eight ocoiCopsva of the Alexandrian edition, 

most of which seem to have been obtainable at least among literary circles in that era (cf. 

General Introduction, p. 3f. and note on Danae T3). The reference to the context of the 

situation of Dictys fr. 2, in particular, by the author of the Consolation to Apollonius
•  » 323(which may have been written by Plutarch in his youth or by one of his contemporaries ) 

could be suggestive of his direct knowledge of the play.

323 Cf. Defradas, Hani and Klaerr (1985) pp. 4-12.
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T3:

An Apulian red-figure volute-crater (Princeton Art Museum 1989. 40) dated in 370/360 BC 

seems to have been inspired by a revival of the Dictys in South Italy.324 In the centre of the 

scene, there is the altar of Poseidon —as evident from the cult-statue of the god— 

represented by a naiskos, where Danae and white-haired Dictys (for Dictys as yspaiog, cf. 

frr. 3,11) have sought refuge. On the left, Polydectes is looking at them holding a sceptre 

in his right hand and a sword in his left. Unless attributed to artistic inspiration, the sword 

may well be suggestive of his violence and threat against the suppliants (cf. T4, 1. 5f.: 

J 3 ia £ o p ev T ic  y ( a p )  x f j c  AaJ [v a r |C  brco t o o  IIoX,/u8]eKXO'U, 1 I f .  crcoOft [ v a i  x ftv  A a v a r iv ,  T 5:8 i a  

x ftv  n o X 'o 8 eK x o a ) p l a v ) .  All three characters are dressed in stage-costumes. On the right, 

Perseus is depicted in heroic nudity as arriving at Seriphos carrying his harpe and the 

kibisis with the Gorgon’s head. Danae and Dictys are looking at the hero with surprise, 

hope and relief and Dictys is making a ‘speaking’ gesture towards him. The reaction of 

the suppliants, as depicted, is reminiscent of that of Amphitryon and Megara upon 

Heracles’ return in HF 513-522. Above, on the left, Aphrodite and Eros preside over the 

scene, alluding to Polydectes’ desire for Danae; the impetuosity of Cypris is a recurring 

theme in the play (frr. 8,9,18).

As with most South-Italian tragedy-related vases, this vase-painting is presumably 

not ‘scene-specific’;326 the presence of four speakers on stage is not feasible, unless one of 

them is silent. On the analogy of HF 523-636, the scene of Perseus’ return could have well 

involved the hero, Dictys and Danae. There would be no obvious place for Polydectes and 

his absence from stage would give the suppliants the opportunity to inform Perseus of their 

plight. This painting seems to have aimed to offer its viewers a recollection of main themes 

of the play, such as the dramatic tension of the supplication-scene, Polydectes’ desire and 

violence and the crucial moment of Perseus’ return.

324 For the association o f this vase-painting with the play, cf. Karamanou (2002-2003) pp. 167-175. This 
testimony is included by Kannicht in his addenda in TrGF V ,2 ,1160f.
325 For the ‘speaking’ gesture, cf. Green (1999) p. 41 f.
326 For discussion o f this feature o f South-Italian vases, cf. Taplin (1993) p. 27, Green (1994) pp. 51-56, 
Green and Handley (1995) pp. 68-70, Giuliani (1996) pp. 73-75, 85, Trendall (1990) p. 227. For this 
particular vase-painting, c f Karamanou (2002-2003) p. 174.

For this feature o f tragedy-related South-Italian vases, cf. Taplin (1993) p. 23.
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In the case of the Dictys, iconographic evidence plays a significant role; the 

association of this vase-painting with the play confirms the accounts of T4 and T5 that 

upon returning to Seriphos, Perseus finds his mother and Dictys (the name of the latter is 

mentioned only in T5 and also in the scanty remains of T6) as suppliants. Both narratives 

can thus be safely regarded as providing the outline of the plot of our play (cf. notes ad 

loc.). The vase-painting is also informative of the god, at whose altar Danae and Dictys 

sought refuge, and thus fills with Poseidon’s name the blank left in the papyrus of Theon’s
328commentary (T4, 1. 7), as well as the slight remainder probably coming from the 

hypothesis of the play in T6.

T 4:

The outline of the plot of the Dictys is substantiated by combination of the evidence from 

this source and T5 with the pictorial testimony of T3 (cf. note ad loc.). Theon’s account is 

the earliest surviving literary source for the plot of the play (first century BC). It supplies 

the following pieces of evidence for the Dictys: (1) being pressed hard by Polydectes, Danae 

seeks refuge at <Poseidon’s> altar (11. 5-7), (2) the reference to Polydectes’ petrification at 

a feast may have derived from the play (1. 2f.), (3) a possible quotation from the Dictys (1. 

4f.)? Cf. notes ad loc.

The papyrus is dated in the second century AD. Three hands can be distinguished: 

the first scribe, whose hand preserves the reference to the altar-scene of the play, wrote col. 

i 1 -26. The additions in the intercolumnar space belong to a second hand, while a third hand 

copied col. i 27-30, the whole of col. ii and probably the subscriptio (the letter-forms of 

the latter are the same as those of the third scribe, though written less cursively). The 

clumsy style of the narrative providing the outline of the plot of the Dictys, as well as the
0*1 A

omission of several lemmata, imply that the first scribe was copying parts of Theon’s

328 Cf. Karamanou (2002-2003) p. 174.
329 Cf. Turner, P. Oxy. XXXI, 2536, p. 16.
330 Cf. the lemma epuckayKxav, which is added in the margin by die second hand, and xo r7 avayKaiov 
Xixog (Pi. P. 12. 15), which should have been placed in 1. 4 or 5 followed by the explanatory scholium 
referring to Danae’s refuge at the altar. It does not seem to fit in 1. 4, as there is no room for die spatium that 
follows each lemma in this hand and it cannot fit in 1. 5 either, because it would not match the end o f  1. 4; cf.
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commentary selectively.331 However, the end-title GEQNOZ TOY APTEM1AQPOY T11NAAPOY 

nY01ON1KQN YTIOMNHMA, which seems to have been written by the third copyist, attests that 

this is the actual hypomnema of Theon and not an epitome of his commentary.332 The latter 

suggests that the hand, which wrote the subscripiio, did not regard this text as an epitome. 

Hence, the third copyist who finished it off seems to have copied Theon’s commentary 

without epitomizing it. In fact, the style of the passage written by the third scribe is 

evidently better than that of the first hand.

Theon was a man of great learning; apart from Pindar, he is known to have written 

hypomnemata on the main Alexandrian poets, Homer, textual notes on Sophocles’ 

Ichneutae (P.Oxy. ix 1174) and a compilation of Xe&ig Kcopncai and rpayiKaiP3 He seems 

thus to have studied tragedy closely and it is thanks to Theon that E. Oedipus fr. 556 Kn. 

survives (1.29f. of this papyrus-fragment). Theon’s reference to the Euripidean treatment of 

the myth in his commentary is possibly due to his own familiarity with the poet’s work, 

Euripides’ popularity in his era 334 and, furthermore, to the fact that the Dictys was probably 

the sole surviving tragedy from this phase of the legend by then (for the possible loss of 

Aeschylus’ Polydectes during the fourth century, cf. The Myth, p. 126).

1-3 A/oypov x' [epavov/ E'Dfioxoop.Evoic; y(&p) auxoiq xovxoiq/ [eSei^ev o Ilepaeb^ xfjv 
K£<paA.fjv K(ai) ob(xoq) a 7CE XiGcberiaav: There is a divergence in the interpretation of the ode 

at this point; the ancient scholium ad loc. interprets the lemma kvypov t ' ipa\>ov as the 

eranos organized by Polydectes to send Perseus after the Gorgon. Theon, on the other hand, 

refers here to a second feast (different from Polydectes’ eranos-plot), in which Perseus 

shows the Gorgon’s head to the king and his guests, which is the interpretation also 

provided in schol. vet. P. 10. 72a (Drachmann); cf. Bemardini (1971) pp. 99-101. The 

surviving evidence from early mythography (cf. Pherecyd. fr. 11 Fowler) does not attest a 

second feast and the context of the Pindaric passage does not give a reason to suppose a

Turner ad loc. In addition, the reference to the Gorgon in 11. 12-14 is probably explanatory to the lemma 
evnapaov Kpata MeSoicrag{P\. P. 12.16), which was omitted by the copyist.
331 So Turner P. Oxy. XXXI p. 16 and Turner (1968) p. 119f.
332 The end-title states whether a scholar's commentary has been abridged or not; cf. for instance, the 
Didymus-papyrus on Demosthenes (BKT I), the subscriptio of which specifies that it is a work on 
Demosthenes’ speeches against Philip and not the actual hypomnema o f Didymus (A1AYMOY IJEPI 
AHM0Z6EN0YZKH &IAinniKQN / ”); cf. Leo (1960) p. 390.
333 Cf. Wendel (1934) coll. 2055-2059.
334 For the influence and popularity o f Euripides in Hellenistic times, c f the detailed survey by Funke (1965- 
1966) pp. 238-242 and also Perrin (1997) p. 213f. and n.64, Easterling (1997) p. 225 and Lucas (1923) p. 56f.
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reference to a second banquet. In fact, Pindar mentions the eranos along with Polydectes’ 

offences, for which he is punished: his reducing Danae to slavery and forcing her to 

cohabitation (Xoypov x' epavov noA/oSeKxa (Hik e  paxpoq x' EjiJieSov/ SouXoauvav to  t ' 

avayKatov Xe%o<;). Hence, the eranos is better understood in Pindar as the plot organized by 

the malicious king to get Perseus out of the way.

How should the testimpnies of Theon and the scholium on P. 10. 72a (Drachmann) 

then be treated? Theon cannot be safely regarded as reproducing the background of the 

Pindaric ode in his commentary, to judge by his reference to sources other than Pindar, as 

for instance Danae’s supplication in the Dictys, which serves to intepret the lemma to  t? 

avayicaiov Xexog. Judging by the often arbitrary and authoritative interpretation of passages 

by ancient scholiasts (cf. note on Danae Tl), it cannot be excluded that the reference to the 

second banquet might have been Theon’s own inference, which was adopted afterwards by 

the scholiast on P. 10.72a; however, the recurrence of this scene in T5 in the context of the 

allusion to the Euripidean plot (cf. also the possible reference to theatrical space in T5. 2- 

4n .), as well as Theon’s description of the supplication-scene of the Dictys in the 

interpretation of the next lemma, make it likely that he could allude to Euripides. In such a 

case, his scholarly attitude would have required the acknowledgement of Euripides’ Dictys 

as source of this scene, unless omitted due to the scribe's epitomization of the commentary; 

in fact, the third scribe, who evidently copied Theon’s commentaiy less selectively than the 

first one, has preserved the ascribed quotation of E. Oedipus fr. 556 Kn. In the preserved 

part of 1. 2, the yap indicates that the sentence starts with edcoxovpevoig, which implies that 

a short phrase of 12-14 letters is likely to have preceded this sentence. This possibility 

might have allowed for a short acknowledgement of the Dictys as source (e.g. Q2 EN Ti2I 

AIKTYI?). It is self-evident, however, that the physical damage of the papyrus does not 

allow for anything but speculations. Consequently, the scholium on P. 10. 72a may have 

well drawn on Theon’s commentary (as schol. vet. O 5. 42b Drachmann and schol. Paean 

2.372  in P.Oxy. V 841) without naming the source; Aristarchus, for instance, is not always 

acknowledged in the ancient Pindaric scholia (cf. Irigoin 1952, p. 104 and n. 3).

4£ e[..]cd0 £cg)0ev tv’ f| [ [K a i] ]  t t j v /  [± 16] c [±3]: the letters preceding eccodev are 
• «

illegible. Treu (1974, p. 72f.) suggested that ecroOev could have been the shortened epic 

Aorist for E c c b f rn c a v  (cf. Kiihner-BlaB 19043,1, 2 p. 55 and Monro 1891, p. 5); shortened
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forms of this type occur in trimeters from messenger-speeches in Hipp. 1247 and Ph. 1246 

(cf. Bergson, 1959, p. 15) and in anapaests in Andr. 287, HF 662, Ph. 824, A. Pers. 18, S. 

Ai. 167, Tr. 504. This word is followed by iV //, which is regularly used by scholiasts to 

introduce the paraphrasis of a poetic text (cf. Maehler 1968, p. 100) and is preceded, as a 

rule, by the citation of the poetic excerpt (sometimes followed by a brief explanatory note); 

cf. schol. vet. Pi. O. 8. 37b, P. 4. 61,188b, 195a, N. 2. 32a (Drachmann), schol. vet. E. Or. 

224, 702 (Schwartz), schol. A.R. 1. 313-314 (Wendel), schol. Lyc. 935 (Scheer). 

Accordingly, what precedes tv' fj may have been the quotation from a poetic text — not 

necessarily from Pindar— or else a quotation plus a short note, and what follows it at the 

end of 1. 4 and the lost beginning of 1. 5 could have been the paraphrasis of the quotation 

(cf. Treu 1974, pp. 73-75). From the middle of 1. 5 onwards, Theon refers to the altar-scene 

of the Dictys; the yap after PiaCopevrjg evidently links the new sentence with that preceding 

it. It could thus be assumed that the possible citation in 1. 4 and its paraphrasis after iv' fj 

may have been related to the Dictys and followed by the reference to the altar-scene of the 

play. Hence, if eccoOev is taken to be the poetic third-Plural form instead of adverb, it may 

have referred to the rescue of Danae and Dictys; cf. 1. Ilf. acoQfi [vai xrjv Aavqcrjv. If 

Euripides’ play was acknowledged as source of inspiration (unless the acknowledgement 

was omitted by the copyist or located at the beginning of 1.2, cf. 1-3 n.), the reference may 

have been located at the lost beginning of 1. 4, before the quotation (there is space for about 

16 letters, which could allow for a short reference and the beginning of the possible 

quotation).

511 pia£op6vTic y(ap) xfic Aa/ [v&qc \)jcd xo$ noXvS^Kxao: cf. T5:8ia xftv noX\)8eKxou 

plav; ‘being forced’ by the king to marry him/ become his concubine.

6 £  c o v e ^ t i  afrxftv K a r a  I [qnjyeTv Jcpo]c xov fkopov xo$ <nocei5ovoc>: the god’s name 

is supplied by T3 (cf. note ad loc.); the copyist was obviously unable to read the name 

written in his exemplar (cf. Turner’s note ad loc.), so he left a blank space, estimating the 

approximate size of the omitted word (nine/ ten letters). Owing to the clumsy style of the 

passage as epitomized by the first scribe, it is not clearly reported that Danae’s refuge at the 

altar follows Perseus’ departure (cf. 1. 8fi), as made explicit in T5. It could also be due to 

the epitomization of the account that Dictys is not mentioned as having fled to the altar
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together with Danae. The physical damage of the papyrus leaves it unclear whether his 

name occured in the previous lines.

9f. ©c ajcoXoupevov Kai/ [ ± 12] xov p(ev) noA/oSeKxriv 0E©pf|cavxa: what has been 

lost from the account is the reference to Perseus’ return to Seriphos, which could have been 

located at the beginning of 1.10. Treu’s supplement prpcExi aviovxa (1974, p. 68) repeats the 

meaning of ocTtokovpEvov and does not provide the expected piece of information. What is 

needed, instead, is a supplement denoting ‘having returned/ having been rescued’; Professor 

C. Carey suggests £7WxveA.06v t o c , which fits the approximate number of 1 2  missing letters 

and aptly fills the gap in the narrative. The Kai in the place of an expected ‘but’, which 

would have stressed Perseus’ unexpected return, gives a miserably flat narrative, though in 

view of the clumsy style of the passage written by the first copyist, this should not be 

surprising.

Ilf. o©0fj [vai xf|v Aava*nv: this piece of information suggests that Danae’s life was 

threatened, if she did not yield to Polydectes’ intentions. The threat of the hostile party 

against the suppliants’ lives recurs in Andr. 245-268,425-576, HF 140-513.

T5:

Thanks to T3, we are now confident that the supplication-scene reported in the present 

source and T4 comes from the Dictys. The Library is estimated to have been written some 

time between 50 BC and 250 AD.335 As regards the author’s familiarity with Euripides,
“7'If.

there is no evidence pointing to his direct knowledge of the plays; he rather seems to 

have been directly or indirectly indebted to Hellenistic commentaries, especially for the 

learned mythical variants cited, and earlier mythographic accounts. When reproducing 

the plots of Euripides’ tragedies, the Library often presents similarities to the narrative
338papyrus-hypotheses of the dramatist’s plays (possibly written in the Augustan era ) in

335 For the wide range of dating of this work, cf. Huys (1997) p. 308, n. 1.
336 This observation was first made by Robert (1873) p. 55.
337 Cf. Huys (1997) pp. 314fi, 326f.
338 Cf. Zuntz(1955)p. 138f
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terms of content and, sporadically, phrasing. Huys’ case-study has revealed that the 

accounts of the Library occasionally diverge from these hypotheses in some details of the 

plot 340 and that their verbal agreements are not so impressive as to point to a direct debt of 

the Library to these hypotheses.341 It thus seems safer to infer that certain parts of Ps.- 

Apollodorus’ narratives may originate in the Euripidean hypotheses through the use of 

intermediary sources.342 The present narrative (1. If., which can safely be regarded as 

reflecting the Dictys, and perhaps also 1. 3f.) presents certain stylistic features shared by the 

mythographic hypotheses of Euripidean plays: the use of the participle napayevopevog, 

which frequently occurs in the hypotheses to indicate the first entrance of a hero on stage 

(this was probably Perseus’ first entrance, cf. Structure),343 and the accumulation of 

participles (eight participles within a few lines).344 Taken alone, these features may be 

coincidental (napayevopevog, for instance, is quite common in narratives from the classical 

period onwards), but in combination with the dramatic quality of the presentation (cf. the 

possibly theatrical nuance of the participles K a x a X a fk o v  and eicreXdcov and notes ad loc.) 

they could suggest that the account might go back to the narrative hypothesis of the play. 

Even so, it would have probably relied on intermediary sources, as the details and 

complications of the dramatic plot are missing from the account. T6 which seems to be a 

remain of the hypothesis of the Dictys is too scanty to shed any light on this matter; it refers 

to the altar-scene mentioning the name of the god, which is omitted here, but the complete 

loss of context allows only for conjecture as to its reconstruction (cf. note on T6.2f.).

The present account offers the following pieces of evidence for the Dictys: (1) 

Polydectes’ violence has forced Danae and Dictys to flee to an altar (thanks to T3, we 

know that it was Poseidon’s altar), (2) Perseus returns to Seriphos with the Gorgon’s head 

to find his mother and Dictys at the altar, (3) he petrifies Polydectes (for the possibility of

339 Cf. [Apollod.] 3.12.5 and hyp. Alexandros (P.Oxy. 3650), 3.13.8 and hyp. Scyrioi (PS1 1286, col.Il, 11. 
15-16), Ep. 5.23 and hyp. Troades, Ep. 6. 26-27 and hyp. Jphigenia in Tauris and 1.9.27 and hyp. Peliades 
(P.Oxy. 2455, fr.l 8, col. II, 8); cf. Huys (1997) pp. 318-325 and also Rusten (1982) p. 357 and n2 .
340 Cf. [Apollod.] 1. 9.15 mentioning, for instance, that it was Core who sent Alcestis back from the dead, 
while her rescue by Heracles is presented as a variant, and Ep. 3. 5 referring to the transfer of Helen to Egypt 
according to the will o f Zeus and not o f Hera, as attested in hyp. Helen.
341 Cf. Huys (1997) pp. 311-327.
342 So Huys (1997) p. 326£ and van Rossum (1998) pp. 26-28.
343 Cf. hypp. Alcestis, Andromache, Hecabe, Jphigenia in Tauris, Alexandros, Hypsipyle. Cf. Turner (1958) p. 
ll,K renn(1971)pp. 17,191 and Luppe (1986) p. 7.
344 Cf. van Rossum (1998) p. 9f., Bude (1977) p. 116f.
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his petrification at a feast, cf. note ad loc.). The narrative of the Library was evidently the 

source ofTzetzes’ account of this phase of the legend in schol. Lyc. 838 (Scheer).345

The passage from [Apollod.] 2. 4.2 narrating the events at the eranos organized by 

Polydectes to trap Perseus is not included in the sources for the Dictys, as it presents 

marked similarities to the summary ofPherecydes’ narrative (cf. The Myth, p. 122f.)346 and 

thus seems to reflect the myth in general, while there is no evidence pointing to particular 

inspiration by tragedy. This eranos would have probably belonged to the nponsitpaypeva 

recounted in the prologue of the Dictys and would not have formed part of the actual plot of 

the play.

If. icaxaXapri>v ttpoaxe<pevYvTav xoiq ptopou; pexd xofi Aikxvo<; xfjv jiTycepa: the altar- 

scene is also attested in T3, T4 and probably also in T6 , though in the present source, 

unlike Theon’s account, it is made clear that Danae and Dictys were forced to seek refuge 

at the altar during Perseus’ absence and not before his departure. The specific nuance of 

KaTaXapdjv {LSJ9: ‘to find on arrival’) suggests that Perseus actually finds them at the altar; 

the dramatic quality of the presentation might imply that the account could have gone back 

to the narrative hypothesis of the play. Cf. similarly, hyp. Hipp. 30-32: xpaxvvopevov 8e 

avxov f] 4>al5pa KaxapaGovaa ('to perceive with the senses’). In addition, itpoo7t£(p£vyviav 

toig fkopoig recalls hyp. Heraclidae: rtpoacpvycbv xoiq Geotq.

2 5 ia  xf|v IIoXvSekxov ptav: cf. T4. 5f.: pia£opevr|C y(&p) xfjc Aa/ [var|c vtco xov  

nokv8]eicxov. The king could have used threats against Danae’s life, to judge by T4. Ilf.: 

atoOfj [vai xf]v Aavdqv (cf. note ad loc.).

2-4 eioeXG&v ei^ xa paalXeia, avYKaA.6aavxos xoO IIoA.v8ekxou xob^ <plXov£ 
ctTceaxpappevoq xf|v KE<paX.f|v xfj<; Topydvoi; e8ei^e: the verb eiaepxopai regularly occurs in 

tragedy (LSJ9: of the actors/ chorus ‘to come upon the stage, to enter’, cf. indicatively PI. 

R. 580b, X.An.  6. 1.9) often with reference to the actors’ entry into the stage-building: cf. 

Ale. 912, 1114, Ion 69, 1547, S. Ai. 329, El. 1106, OT 1244. The phrase eiaeXecbv eig xa 

fkxaiXeia refers to Perseus’ entry into Polydectes’ palace, which was possibly represented 

by the skene-building (cf. Setting), and may thus be alluding to theatrical space. Here again, 

the passage might point to a possible origin of Ps.-Apollodorus’ account in the narrative

34 ForTzetzes’ debts to the Library, cf. Diller(1935) p. 304, Carriere and Massonie (1991) p. 18.
346 For Ps.-Apollodorus’ debt to Pherecydes, cf. van der Valk (1958) pp. 117ff.
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hypothesis of the play. The reference to the petrification of Polydectes and his friends 

presumably at a feast diverges from Pherecyd. fr. 11 Fowler (where Perseus asks the king 

to gather the Seriphian crowd). Considering that (a) the petrification at a feast is mentioned 

here in the context of the allusion to the Euripidean plot, (b) the feast also occurs in T 4 .1-3 

again in the context of the reference to the plot of the Dictys and seems rather unlikely to 

originate in Pindar (cf. note ad loc.) and (c) taking also into account the dramatic quality of 

the presentation and the features, which Ps.-Apollodorus’ testimony shares with narrative 

hypotheses of Euripides’ plays (cf. introductory note), the petrification-scene at the banquet 

could well originate in the Dictys. If so, the events at the feast would have been reported in 

a messenger-speech (cf. Structure). Cf. similarly the narrative of the events at the banquet 

in Ion 1106-1228 (and Lee 1997, p. 279) stressing the sudden shift from festive excitement 

to disaster.

5-8: This part of the narrative follows Pherecydes closely (cf. The Myth, p. 122fi). It 

remains unknown whether Euripides followed the mythographic version and made Dictys 

king of Seriphos. For this issue and the possibility of the aetiology of the ‘Gorgoneion’, cf. 

Structure.

T6:

P S I1286 comes from a roll and is written along the fibres in a regular round bilinear hand 

dated at the end of the second century AD; the upper margin is preserved and the back of 

the roll is blank.347 Fr. A consists of two columns, the first of which preserves the end of the 

narrative hypothesis of the Rhesus and the second the end of hyp. Rhadamanthys and the 

opening of hyp. Scyrioi. Hence, this was evidently a roll containing mythographic 

hypotheses of Euripides’ plays, which were, as a rule, arranged in alphabetic order.348 Fr. B, 

which has remained unidentified so far349 and is the focus of the present inquiry, is a small,

347 Cf. the descriptions ofGalavotti (1933) p. 177 and Bartoletti (PS1XI I1286) p. 191.
348 Cf. indicatively van Rossum (1998) pp. 2-4.
349 Jouan and van Looy (2000, p. 83) and Kannicht (2004,1 382) mention this piece, without however arguing 
for its identification as part of the hypothesis o f the Dictys.
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tattered scrap written in exactly the same hand as fr. A, which indicates that it comes from 

the same roll.

The only legible elements of this piece are ]QNOC EEP[ in 1. 2 and ]AIKTYOC[ ini. 

3. Dictys is a mythical figure associated in ancient sources almost exclusively with Danae’s 

legend (cf. The Myth, the sole exception is the marginal case in Ov. Met. 12. 334-340, cf. 

below) and there is no evidence for his role in any other Euripidean play apart from the 

Dictys. His name is thus very suggestive of the possibility that this is a slight remainder of 

the hypothesis of the Dictys. Moreover, the reference to the shrine of a god, whose name 

ends in -covoc points to the altar of Poseidon, where Danae and Dictys fled as suppliants, 

which accords with the evidence for the play provided in T3 and T4 (also in T5, which, 

however, does not mention the god’s name). Hence, I suggest that Dictys’ name and the 

additional trace of the reference to the altar-scene of the play provided in a fragment from a 

roll containing hypotheses of Euripidean plays could identify this piece as a scanty relic of 

the narrative hypothesis of the Dictys with much probability.

The fact that the hypothesis of a play, the first letter of which starts with A, has been 

discovered together with those from plays starting with P and 2 (fr. A), while there is no 

trace of the hypotheses of the intervening plays, raises questions as to how frr. A and B 

ended up together, since they were evidently coming from distant parts of the roll. The sole 

known arrangement of mythographic hypotheses in an order other than alphabetical is the 

collection of hypp. Peliades and Medea (P.IFAO inv. P.S.P. 248) grouped together on the
■JCA

basis of theme, which evidently does not apply here. It could thus be supposed that the 

state in which the fragments were discovered and the manner in which they were gathered 

upon excavation may account for this rather unusual case. The fact that these fragments are 

of unknown provenance and were acquired by purchase could shed light on the situation; 

unlike organized excavations under trained directors, papyrus-finds unearthed by locals 

were often ruined by the coarse methods employed, scattered and some of them thrown 

away to evade the inspection of Antiquities Service. Subsequently, the finds were divided 

among the finders and in turn, texts found together were not kept together, but were sold in

350 Cf. van Rossum (1998) p. 2, n. 8.
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351small parcels and their provenance would remain unknown. This factor may well account 

for the missing intervening hypotheses, which might have either been ruined during 

excavation or thrown away or even ended up with other byers and in this case, their scraps 

may still lurk unrecognised or unpublished. Fr. B might have derived from a part of the roll 

adjacent to fr. A while folded, which could explain why they were discovered together and 

ended up being sold together.

Gallavotti, who was the first to edit this papyrus, attempted to associate fr. B with the 

hypothesis of the Rhadamanthys preserved in fr. A. Apart from the remains of this 

hypothesis, there is no evidence for the subject of the play; the present account mentions 

Rhadamanthys and his daughters, the Dioscuri, who are killed in a fight and whose 

association with Rhadamanthys is nowhere else attested, and Helen, who is commanded by 

Artemis ex machina to buiy her brothers. Due to the complete absence of evidence for the 

activity of Dioscuri in the play, Galavotti assumed a fusion of two of their famous deeds, 

namely their recuperation of Helen, who was abducted by Theseus and brought to Aphidna 

(cf. Hdt. 9. 73, Paus. 1. 41, 2. 22.6, Plut. Th. 32, Hyg. fab. 79 and for more sources, cf. 

Guidorizzi 2000, p. 321), conflated with their battle against the sons of Aphareus* where 

they were all killed except for Pollux (cf. Pi. N. 10. 55ff., Theoc. 22. 137ff., [Apollod.] 3. 

134-137, Hyg .fab. 80). As has been noted, however, the treatment of the conquest of 

Aphidna and recuperation of Helen by the Spartan heroes in Attic drama would be 

unflattering for Athens and Theseus, unless modified in a certain manner. The subject of the 

play and Rhadamanthys’ involvement in these events (perhaps as a judge?) thus remain 

obscure and subject to much conjecture. Gallavotti attempted to accommodate fr. B and 

Dictys’ name in his highly conjectural reconstruction, by identifying Dictys with a Centaur 

mentioned only in Ovid Met. 12. 334-340 as killed by Peirithous in the latter’s nuptial 

banquet354 To accept this suggestion, however, one should have to assume first, that 

Peirithous had a role in the play as Theseus’ companion (which would presuppose a 

treatment of the events in Aphidna), moreover, that incidents from Peirithous’ wedding 

occurred in the Rhadamanthys in the same context with the deeds of the Dioscuri (which

351 For the problems caused by the activity o f the locals, cf. Turner (1968) pp. 26, 35 and Graves (1885) p. 
237, presenting his own experience.
352 Cf. Gallavotti (1933) p. 184.
353 Cf. Herniary (1986) p. 590.
354 Cf. Gallavotti (1933) p. 184.
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seems irreconcilable) and, furthermore, that a very marginal figure appearing only in Ovid 

and nowhere else played a role sufficiently prominent to be mentioned in the hypothesis.355 

To accommodate the shrine of a god, whose name ends in -covoc, Gallavotti used another 

version of the legend of Dioscuri, that of their abduction of Phoebe and Hilaeira, for whom 

they entered into fight with the sons of Aphareus; he supposed that the shrine mentioned 

could have been that of Apollo, as in the Cypria (cf. Paus. 3. 16.1) the two maidens 

—mentioned as a rule to be daughters of Leucippus— were presented as Apollo’s
356daughters. However, there is no evidence for the role of Phoebe and Hilaeira in the play 

and the girls mentioned are daughters of Rhadamanthys.

Hence, in order to accommodate fr. B in hyp. Rhadamanthys, one would have to 

ignore the congruence of the known evidence for the Dictys with the legible parts of fr. B, in 

favour of a very hypothetical reconstruction due to lack of evidence, involving a very 

marginal figure from an evidently irrelevant incident of Peirithous’ myth, whose role in the 

play is unattested, conflated with different versions of the legend of Dioscuri.

2f.: the fragment seems to refer to the flight of Danae and Dictys to the altar of 

Poseidon. Taking the rather fixed stylistic features of this type of hypotheses into account 

(cf. note on Danae T5), the context might be hypothetically reconstructed as (Danae) em xo 

FIocei5] ©voc lep [ov Kaxetpoye |i£xa xov] A ik x v o c  (cf. hyp. Andromache: KaxetpvyEv eiri xo 

iepov xf|9 0exi5o^) or x© nocetS] ©voc iep [© npocEtp'oye pexa xov] A ik x v o c  (cf. hyp. 

Heraclidae: Kpoc<pvy©v xou; Geotq). Likewise, the account of T5, the stylistic features of 

which may suggest that it could have gone back to the mythographic hypothesis of the play 

possibly through an intermediary source, mentions Kpoanefpevyviav rotg pcopoig pera rod 
AiKtvog:

In conclusion, this tiny scrap mentioning Dictys’ name and the shrine of a god, the 

traces of whose name match that of Poseidon, can be regarded with much likelihood as 

coming from the lost narrative hypothesis of the Dictys. It is congruent with the testimonies

355 One could argue that this may have been a narrated element in the play (e.g. in the expository prologue or 
a messenger-speech), which would again be questioned by the absence of evidence for Peirithous’ role, not 
least for a minor figure associated with him in a lata* source, in foe context o f an incident evidently irrelevant 
to the play. It should also be noted that narrative hypotheses aim to report those events o f the uponenpayptva 
which are essential for the sequence of the plot.
356 Cf. Gallavotti (1933) p. 184.
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of T3, T4 and T5 as regards the altar-scene of the play, though, sadly, it is too scanty to 

offer any new piece of evidence for the plot.357

T7:

The Eleventh Epigram of Book HI of the Palatine Anthology was inspired by one of the 

reliefs from the Cyzicene temple that was built in honour of Queen Apollonis of 

Pergamos. This monument was raised in the second century BC and dedicated to 

Apollonis by her sons Eumenes and Attalus; for this reason, all the reliefs of the temple and
360the corresponding epigrams, which were written not earlier than the sixth century A.D., 

were expressive of filial devotion. Each one of the nineteen epigrams is preceded by a 

lemma, which is a description of the relief, possibly dated in the fifth century A.D. at the 

earliest.361

The reason for studying this epigram and its lemma lies in the reception of 

tragedy and especially of Euripidean drama in several Cyzicene reliefs and their 

corresponding epigrams; they allude to the Phoenix (III 3.5f.),363 Cresphontes (EI 5)364, 

Antiope (IE 7), Hypsipyle (EI 10)365 and Captive Melanippe (III 16).366 Accordingly,

357 1 am indebted to Prof. C. Roemer for valuable advice on this piece.
358 For Queen Apollonis, c f  van Looy (1976) pp. 151 -165.
359 Between 175 and 159, according to van Looy and Demoen (1986, p. 135).
360 On the basis of language and metre; c f the detailed study of Demoen (1988) pp. 233-248 and also Meyer 
(1911) p. 70.
361 Meyer (1911, pp. 53-68) regards the fifth century as the terminus post quern for the dating o f the lemmata, 
owing to the striking features o f Byzantine rhetoric in their vocabulary and style.
362 The ninth relief and epigram was inspired by Sophocles’ Tyro, while the second accords with the story told 
by Hyginus m fab. 100, which, according to Aelian (N.A. 3. 47), reflects a tragic plot, possibly that of 
Sophocles’ Afysoi; cf. Sutton (1984) pp. 78ff., Pearson (1917) D p. 71fi, Robert (1887) p. 246f. and Radinger 
(1897) p. 124 and n.2.
363 The relief depicting the blinding o f Phoenix by his father at the presence o f his mother Alcimede and the 
matching epigram must have been inspired by both the Homeric (//. 9.447-477) and the Euripidean version o f 
this legend: the artist probably ‘borrowed’ the figure o f Phoenix’s mother Alcimede from Homer, while the 
blinding of Phoenix by his father Amyntor as the result of false accusations by his father’s concubine (IE 3. 5: 
SoXioig ifn&DpurjiaaiV) was introduced by Euripides in his Phoenix, cf. Jouan and van Looy (2002) p. 316f
364 So Harder (1985) p. 55.
365 Cf. Bond (1963) pp. 19,139.
366 The relation cfthese epigrams to Euripidean tragedy was supported by Radinger (1897) p. 124 and n. 2 
and Calderini (1913) pp. 350-372.
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Radinger suggested that the eleventh relief and epigram of the Cyzicene monument could 

have echoed the Dictys.36?

The treatment of Euripidean themes in the lost reliefs —as indicated by the 

descriptions in the lemmata that precede the epigrams— is not surprising, to judge by the 

popularity of Euripides in Hellenistic times,368 when this monument was raised. As regards 

the relief, which depicted Perseus as showing the Gorgon’s head to Polydectes, what needs 

to be asked is whether the source of artistic inspiration was the myth in general or a specific 

treatment, as, for instance, Euripides’ Dictys. As was observed above (cf. The Myth, p. 

128), though the theme of Polydectes’ petrification inspired wide literary and artistic 

production during the fifth century, no more treatments of the theme are attested from the 

fourth century onwards (apart from the echoes of the Dictys), which could imply that this 

phase of the myth survived in Hellenistic era thanks to a popular earlier treatment of the 

legend. Considering that the Dictys seems to have been popular in the fourth century (cf. its 

reception in T3 pointing to a fourth-century revival outside Athens) and afterwards (to 

judge by Theon’s testimony in T4 and the number of surviving quotations), it could have 

supported the survival of the legend in Hellenistic times. Hence, though the relief did not 

depict an actual scene from the Euripidean Dictys (Polydectes’ petrification would have 

been reported in a messenger-speech), it could have well been inspired by the myth that 

remained popular in Hellenistic age possibly thanks to Euripides’ play.

The short accounts of the lemmata describe the representations in the reliefs, often 

with reference to the context of each stoiy (cf. Ill 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 18). Likewise, 

the eleventh lemma briefly reports the context of Polydectes’ petrification, which accords 

with mythography. There is no particular allusion to Euripides’ treatment of the stoiy. The 

phrase Kara tjjv Ttpovoiav tfjg AiKrjg points to the retribution of justice and it may be far

fetched, on the basis of its sense as ‘providence’, to take it as suggestive of Perseus’ return 

to Seriphos in the nick of time to punish Polydectes and forestall his plans for Danae 

(which would refer to the play, cf. T4. Ilf., T5, T3 and Structure). It is also noteworthy 

that Dictys, the central figure of the play, is nowhere mentioned, probably due to the fact 

that he was presumably not depicted in the relief, so as to raise the lemmatist’s comment. A

367 Cf. Radinger (1897) p. 124 and n. 2.
368 For his popularity in Hellenistic times, cf. especially Funke (1965-1966) pp. 238-242.
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parallel study of the lemmata reflecting Euripidean tragedies indicates that the lemmatist is 

unlikely to have gone back to the plays, but possibly used mythographic manuals referring 

to these treatments. This is revealed by the fact that the lemmata are confined to a rough 

outline of the plots (cf. Ill 5,7, 10), while inaccuracies are not avoided; HI 16, for instance, 

points to a confusion of the plot of the Captive Melanippe with that of Melanippe the 

Wise (Aeolus is unlikely to have had a role in the Captive Melanippe; the heroine seems 

to have been imprisoned by the villain Siris instead370). Hence, the relation of the account 

of the eleventh lemma to the Dictys seems to be remote, as it is likely to have drawn on a 

source referring to the myth in general, with no particular reference to the play.

As to those epigrams taken to reflect Euripidean plots, there is again no evidence 

pointing to familiarity of their author with the tragic texts; ID 5, 7, 10, 16 reveal knowledge
•  171of the outline of the play, as it could have been provided by an intermediary source, 

while III 3 is evidently a fusion of the Homeric and Euripidean treatment of the myth of 

Phoenix. They are free compositions inspired by themes from Euripides’ plays, but not 

aiming to reproduce them; their focus is on the motif of filial devotion. There is nothing, 

however, to relate the eleventh epigram to the plot of the Dictys, rather than to the myth in 

general. Even more, it presents a deviation from the known evidence for the play: the 

reference to Danae’s rape by Polydectes, which may have resulted from misinterpretation 

of a mythographic account (cf. note ad loc.). The relation of the epigram to the play cannot 

thus be substantiated.

2  8 i a  x o v  x t f e  p * n x p 6 q  a b x o f c  y & p o v :  ‘marriage’, but also ‘unlawful wedlock’ (LSif); 

for the latter meaning, cf. Andr. 103, Tr. 932, Hel. 190, X. Cyr. 8. 4.19, Luc. VH 1. 22. Cf. 

Strabo (10. 5.10) referring to Polydectes’ planned marriage to Danae: xovxo 5e rcpa^ai 

xipiopovvxa xfi p.T|xpi, 0X1 ai>xf]v noXoSeKxry; o fkxaiA.eix; aKouoav ayeoOai jipoetXexo rcpd<; 

yapov. There is no clear evidence as to whether Polydectes was forcing Danae to become 

his wife or concubine in the play.

5 exXt|<; x a i  oh X ex -q  A a v d r ^ ,  n o X b S e x x a ,  p i a i v e i v :  the reference to Danae’s rape by 

Polydectes is a deviation from the mythical sources and the evidence for the Dictys; the

369 Cf. van Looy (1964) p. 196.
370 Cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee (1995) p. 243.
371 So Meyer (1911) p. 73, Harder (1985) p. 55. On the other hand, Calderini (1913) pp. 349,371 f. defended 
the possibility that the author had direct knowledge o f the plays.
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only source mentioning such an event is Pindar P. 12.14f., on whom, however, none of the 

epigrams seems to have relied. In his use of a mythographic manual, the epigrammatist may 

have misinterpreted as ‘rape’ a possible phrase, such as fiiaCopevtjg (cf. T4. 5) or 

nokvSetcTov ftiav (cf. T 5.2), which evidently refer to the king’s pressure on Danae.

F r.l:

This line is quoted unascribed by Philodemus in his review of the positions probably of the 

‘kritikos’ Heracleodorus, one of his literary adversaries, who cited this verse as a euphonic 

example because of the word-order ((wvOemg), while rejecting content as a determinant of 

aesthetic value. According to Philodemus, on the other hand, the elegant ovvOeoig of this 

line fails to correspond to an equally high meaning and cannot as such offer if/v/aycoyia.373

This iambic trimeter referring to Seriphos obviously derives from a dramatic 

treatment of Danae’s legend; apart from the Dictys, this island is known to have been the 

setting of Aeschylus’ Dictyulci and the Seriphioi of Cratinus.374 In terms of rhythm 

(Porson’s Law and lack of resolutions), the verse could be tragic, though consistent with 

comedy as well. Nevertheless, a line chosen as producing an elegant phonetic effect could 

hardly be assigned to a comedy or a satyr play. Moreover, references to comedy and
XI fssatyr play are very rare in the surviving papyri of the On Poems. Furthermore, Euripides 

is the most quoted of all dramatists in this work; references to his language and dramatic 

technique are constantly made by Heracleodorus and other ‘kritikoi’ of the Hellenistic age

372 For the predominance o f form over meaning in the works of the ‘kritikoi’, cf. Schenkeveld (1968) pp. 176 
-214, Gomoll (1936) pp. 373-384, Sbordone (1957) pp. 173-180, Rispoli (1986) pp. 134 ff. and Sbordone 
(1977) pp. 262 ff. For Philodemus’ views on the interrelation of form and content, cf. Porter (1995) pp. 130- 
132, Greenberg (1990) pp. 273 ff., Janko (2000) pp. 8-10 and Nardelli (1981) pp. 163-171.
373 Cf. Gomperz’ s interpretation in Dorandi [ed.] (1993) p. 227, followed by Sbordone (1976) p. xxxviii and 
Nardelli (1982) p. 475f.
374 The Polydectes of Aeschylus is also assumed to have taken place in Seriphos, but the complete absence of 
quotations from this play may indicate that it was not extant in the Hellenistic era; cf. The Myth, p. 126.
375 So K6rte (1932) p. 367 f. and K6rte (1933) p. 275, n. 1.
376 There are only a few general references to comedy in the surviving evidence for the On Poems (in P. Here. 
1081, fr. 35/ fr. 192 Janko, P. Here. 108la, fr. 22/ fr. 205 Janko and P.Here. 1081, 1 IN/ Tr. C, fr. h Sbordone) 
and, most importantly, there exist no quotations from comic plays. In addition, P. Here. 460, fr. 15/ fr. 100 
Janko (cf. Janko ad loc. n. 7), P. Here. 1074a, fr. 23/ fr. 209 Janko (cf. Janko ad loc. n. 3) and P. Here. 1081a, 
fr. 25/ fr. 210 Janko contain quotations that are only assumed to have derived from satyr-plays and which, 
moreover, are not presented as examples of euphony like our fragment.
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7̂7and judged by Philodemus. It is also worth bearing in mind that Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus, Philodemus5 younger contemporary, regarded Euripides as the most skilled 

of the tragic poets at producing what Dionysius called yXa<pvpa avvGeoig {Comp. 23. 46f.),
7̂0

namely a composition of words characterized by euphony and harmony. On the basis of 

these observations and the surviving evidence, this line can plausibly be assigned to the 

Dictys.

This verse revealing the place of action seems suitable as part of the beginning of 

the narrative prologue of the play, in accordance with Euripides5 practice.379 References to 

locale in the first line of the prologue occur in the Alcestis, Suppliants, Electra, Helen, 

Bacchae, Telephus fr. 696 Kn., Oeneus fr. 558 Kn., Meleagros fr. 515 Kn. and Auge fr. 

264a Kn., also S. Ph. 1. The setting of the play is mentioned early in the prologue also in 

Med. 10, Hipp. \2,Andr. 16, Hec. 8, HF4, Tr. A,Ion 5, Cyc. 20. 380 The references to locale 

are often followed by a relative clause, as in Ale. 1, Andr. 16f., Supp. 1 f., HF 4, Ion 5, El. 

If., Hel. If., Oeneus fr. 558. If. Kn. and Telephus fr. 696. If. Kn.381 Likewise, our fragment 

may have been followed by a phrase such as fjd'ecri yata or something similar defining 

Seriphos as the place of action and then by a relative clause referring to past events (cf. 

Ale. If., El. If., Oeneus fr. 558 Kn., If.) or to particular features of this land (as in Andr. 

16f., Supp. 1 f., HF 4, Ion 5 and Hel. 1 f., Telephus fr. 696. 1 f. Kn.).

The prologue-speaker could have been either Dictys or Danae, since they would be 

the most suitable characters to narrate the nponenpaypeva (the finding of the chest by 

Dictys and the protection that he offered to Danae and Perseus) and describe the present 

situation (the impossible mission assigned to Perseus by Polydectes, the former's long 

absence and the king's pressure on Danae, which has driven her and Dictys to seek refuge 

at Poseidon's altar, cf. T4, T5 and Structure). For Euripidean narrative prologues spoken by 

suppliants upon a ‘cancelled entry', cf. the Heraclidae, Andromache, Heracles and Helen 

(cf. Setting). If fr. 11 (presenting Danae as if she has been roused from sleep, cf. note ad

377 The references to Euripides and the quotations from his drama in the On Poems have been gathered and 
assessed by Nardelli (1982) pp. 471-492. Cf also Janko (2000) pp. 164, 188, Durr (1990) p. 4 If., De Falco 
(1922) p. 289, n. 1.
378 For the features o f yXaq>vpa avvOeaig, cf. Comp. 23.
379 So K6rte (1932) p. 367f., Webster (1967) p. 62f, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 80.
380 Cf. Barrett’s note (1964) on Hipp. 12 and Collard, Cropp and Lee (1995) p. 42.
381 Cf. Xanthakis-Karamanos (1997) p. 125.
382 Cf. K6rte (1932) p. 367, Webster (1967) p. 63.
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loc.) is located towards the beginning of the play rather than later, in the crisis, which 

would seem implausible, Dictys may be a likelier prologue-speaker than Danae. In this 

case, Dictys, as Electra in the Orestes, might have delivered the prologue-speech, while 

Danae is asleep. In terms of opening, cf. also the prologue of the Heracles with a male and 

female suppliant ‘discovered’ on stage upon a ‘cancelled entry’ (the difference being that in 

the opening tableau of that play we have Heracles’ children as well), of whom the male 

delivers the narrative prologue.

Stylistically speaking, the yXacpvpa ovvQemgoithis line consists in its harmony and 

euphonic effect; there is a wide use of p, the noblest of the semi-vowels according to 

Dionysius, while the X creates the most pleasant effect (cf. Comp. 14. 101-104, for X, cf. 

also PI. Cra. 427b, 434c, Dem. De eloc. 174). Moreover, the correspondence of the vowels 

at the beginning and end of the line (e, i, o: Depicpog : £, i, u, o: 7C8pippuxoq) adds balance 

and harmony to the verse.

TrcpippvTo*;: mostly passive ‘sea-girt, surrounded with water’, a common epithet for 

islands; cf. Od. 19. 173, Hes. Theog. 193, 290, A. fr. inc. 450o 53.8 R., S. Ph. 1 (and 

Webster 1970 ad loc.), 239, E. Andromeda fr. 125 Kn. (describing the rock, to which 

Andromeda is tied, cf. Bubel 1991 and Klimek-Winter 1993 ad loc.), Th. 4. 64.3, Lyc. 220. 

In E. Ph. 209 it occurs as active (‘flowing round’, cf. Mastronarde 1994 ad loc.). It is traced 

as nepippvrrj in Aleman fr. 55. i Davies, PMG fr. adesp. 47. 1.4 , A. Eum. 77. Cf. Nonnus’ 

similar description of Seriphos in D. 47. 553: noA/OKX-oaxoio Zepicpou.

Fr. 2:

This fragment is not explicitly ascribed to Euripides’ Dictys, as its source ([Plut.] 

Consolatio ad Apollonium 106a) tends to leave several of the quoted passages unascribed 

(cf. 102b, 102c, 102f, 103b, 103c, 104a, 105f, 106d, 108e, llOe, 11 Of, 115a, 116c, 117a). 

Nevertheless, it seems very unlikely that this quotation could have derived from any play 

other than the Dictys, considering that Aeschylus’ Polydectes (which is only assumed to 

have dealt with die events at Seriphos) survives only as a title in the Catalogue of 

Aeschylus’ plays (TrGF IE T 78. 15b), has never been quoted and was thus possibly lost

383 Cf. Nardelli (1982) p. 475, n. 15 and Gomperz in Dorandi [ed.] (1993) p. 227, n. 1.
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before the Alexandrian era (cf. The Myth, p. 126). Moreover, the commentary below 

proves that the language, style and themes of this passage are strikingly Euripidean.

These lines contain Dictys’ consolation to Danae, who is lamenting for Perseus, as 

the latter is believed to have died in his pursuit of the Gorgon. This thought may have 

arisen from Perseus’ long absence in combination with the impossible deed that he has been 

sent to accomplish. Likewise, Bellerophon is thought of as killed in his struggle against the 

Chimaera (cf. Stheneboea ‘toasting’ Bellerophon, believing that he is dead, in Stheneboea 

fr. 664 Kn. and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.). Moreover, Perseus is young and 

untested and his mother’s grief for his fate may resemble Penelope’s lament on hearing of 

the plot organized by the suitors against Telemachus in Od. 4. 703-741. Nevertheless, 

considering that Perseus’ death is here regarded as certain (cf. 1. If.), it might be assumed 

that Polydectes had spread a false rumour of his death —as Lycus in HF 145f.— in order to 

frustrate Danae and force her to give in.3̂ 4 In this case, the consolation-scene might have 

followed a confrontation of Polydectes and the suppliants, in which the former could have 

tried to make them give up hope of the possibility of Perseus’ return and thus force Danae 

to succumb to his will (cf. HF 140-146). Considering the violent pressure to which Danae 

and Dictys would have been subjected (cf. T5. 2, T4. 5f., Ilf.), the latter’s consolation to 

the suffering mother might have been part of a wider suppliant-suppliant discourse on how 

to act under these circumstances and bear their misfortune (cf. Structure); cf. Amphitiyon 

and Megara in HF 60-106, 275-347.385 Unlike Amphitryon, however, Dictys is here 

prepared to accept the worst.

Consolation-scenes occur repeatedly in Euripidean drama. An elaborate consolatory 

speech is that of Amphiaraus to Eurydice after the loss of her baby-son in Hypsipyle fr. 757. 

920-927 Kn./ 60. 89-96 Bond (cf. Bond’s note ad loc. and Collard, Cropp and Gibert 2004, 

p. 248): a  5' a\> mpaiv©, x[ou)xa pot Se^ai, ybvai./ ecpo pev obSeiq o[otvq ob jeovet ppoxcov/ 

Oajcxei xe tek[v<x xaizpa Kxaxai vea/ abxo^ xe 0vf|aice[v m i xa8' axOovxai ppoxoi/ eiq yfjv 
(pepovxeq [yfjv. avayml©q 8' e%ei/ piov 0epi£eiv ©[axe Kaprcipov axaxuv,/ m i xov pev et[vai, 
xov 8e pf|- xt xabxa 8et/ axeveiv ot7ie[p 8et m xa tpbaiv 8ieK7tepav; Cf. similarly the

384 So Matthiae (1829) p. 153f. followed by Welcker (1839) p. 668, Wecklein (1888) p. 109 and Jouan and 
van Looy (2000) p. 81.
385 For the suppliant-suppliant discourse in the Heracles, cf. Maio (1977) pp. 22f., 26f. and Heath (1987) p. 
161.
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napaiveoiq in Ino fr. 415 Kn. (for the context, cf. Jouan and van Looy 2000, p. 194): 

avaooa, rcoAAoiq eaxiv avGptbjtwv KaK<x,/xoiq 8' apxi A,f|y£i, xo^  KivSovoq [ioXe.iv J 
k\)kAo<; yap amoq Kapmpoiq xe yfj<; (p'uxoiq/ GvTyuSv xe yevea- xtov pev ao^exai pioq,/ xcbv 8e 
(pOivei xe Kai Gepl^exai 7cdA.iv. Captive Melanippe fr. 507 Kn. seems to have derived from a 

consolation addressed to Melanippe, who, as Danae, is lamenting her supposedly dead sons 

(cf. the notes of van Looy 1964 and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.): xi xoxx; 0avovxa<; 

o\)k tfyq xe0vt|Kevai/ Kai xaKxoGevxa ouAAeyeiq aAyfpaxa; Further instances of 

consolation occur in Ale. 416-8, 1077f., Heracl. 608-28 (cf. Wilkins 1993, p. 129, Allan 

2001, p. 175 f.\Andr. 1270-2, Hel. 253f., Antigone fr. 174 Kn., fr. inc. 962 Kn.

The cases of consolatory speeches in Euripides were obviously not independent 

from the intellectual context of his era, as consolation first appears in the course of the fifth 

century BC and was further developed as a genre later, under the influence of the Academic 

Crantor, the Cynics and especially the Stoics;386 the orator Antiphon of Rhamnus is known 

to have developed a rexvrj aXvniaq directed towards the relief of distress (cf. [Plut.] Vit. X  

Orat. 833c) and to have organized vrjjxevOevq cacpoaoeiq with the purpose of consoling the 

mourners (cf. Philostr. Vit. Soph. 1. 15.2).387 Fr. inc. 964 Kn., in which one of Euripides’ 

characters claims that he has learnt from a wise man to handle disasters such as 

unseasonable deaths in advance, so that he will be prepared to come to terms with them 

when they do occur, may reflect Antiphon’s practice. In addition, according to Gorgias, 

Xoyoq (‘speech’) had the power to heal sorrow {Hel. 8 /fir. 11.8 D.-K:.(A.oyo<;) 8\>vaxai yap
*}OQ ^

Kai (popov Ttavaai Kai Awrnv atpeAeiv), while the sophist Prodicus, one of Euripides’ 

teachers according to one strand of the tradition at least,390 is attested to have given 

laudationes mortis ([PL] Axioch. 366c) which was a commonplace in consolatory speeches 

(for laudationes mortis in tragedy, cf. Heracl. 592-6, Philoctetes fr. 791 Kn., Cresphontes 

fr. 449 Kn., Phrixus fr. 833 Kn., Antigone fr. 176 Kn., fr. inc. 908 Kn. and the famous

386 Cf. Kassel (1958) pp. 12-29, 32-39, Johann (1968) passim, Hani (1972) pp. 11-14, 43-49, 50-62, Ochs 
(1993) pp. 111 -115. For the fragments of Crantor, see Mette (1984) pp. 8-40.
387 Cf. Guthrie (1962-1981) ffl p. 290, Rankin (1983) p. 66, Cole (1991) p. 100, Nestle (1921) p. 92, Ochs 
(1993) p. 62f.
388 eyd> 8e <xaoxa> itapa oo<po\> xivo^ paOcbv/ eiq <ppovxi5ag voov croptpopaq x’ ejJaAAopriv,/ qyoyaq x’ 
epavtcp xtpooxiOeiq naxpaq epffe/ Gavaxooq x' awpoix; Kai kqkgjv aAAaq 65oxtq,l iv' ei xi naaxoip' ©v 
e&ô aCpv (ppevi,/ pfj poi ve&pe  ̂jcpoajceoov paAAov Saxoi. Cf Kerferd (1981) p. 51.
389 Cf. Segal (1962) pp. 105-7, 115 f, 120-2. Cf. Arist. EN 1172b2f: 7iapap-D0iyuK6v yap o <piAoq Kai xf| 
o\|/Ei Kai xqj Aoycp, eav fj etciSe^io .̂
390 Cf. Vita Eur. in 7VGF V,1 Test A1, IA 7, Aul. Gell. 15.20.4.
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passage from S. OC. 1224ff.).391 Since consolation relies on Xoyog as ‘reasoning’, as well as 

‘speech’, Dictys’ argumentation is expressed in rhetorical figures, such as the adynaton (1. 

If., cf. Manzo 1988 passim), the example (11. 5-8, cf. Lausberg 1998, pp. 196ff.), the 

anaphora (11. 5-8: oooi xe ... oooi xe... xouq x’..., cf. Lausberg 1998, pp. 281-283) and the 

tricolon crescendo (11. 5-8).

Dictys’ rhesis contains certain elements of consolations which were formulated 

later, under the influence of Crantor and the Stoicism: (a) the futility of lament (as in Cic. 

Tusc. 3. 62, Sen. Ep. 99. 6, Sen. Consol. Pol. 2.1 -5.5), and (b) examples of other people 

suffering from misfortunes (as in Cic. Fam. 4.5- 4.6, Sen. Ep. 99.6, 99.22, Consol. Marc.

2.1- 3.4, 12.4- 16.10, Consol. Pol. 14.1- 17.2, Plut. Tranq. An. 467e, 470b-e, [Plut.] 

Consol. Apoll. 106b-c), which point to a consideration of the calamities of human life and 

the necessity to bear them (as in Cic. Tusc. 3. 34, 52, 59, Sen. Ep. 99. 7-9, Consol. Marc.

10.1-11.5, Consol. Pol. 1.1-1.4,11.1- 11.6).

As regards the possible dramatic function of the consolatory rhesis, the belief that 

Perseus has died is a tragic irony, which prepares for the peripeteia that will take place at 

the moment of his return. Cf. similarly HF 296-298,459-495 and Stheneboea’s toast to the 

supposedly dead Bellerophon in Stheneboea fr. 664 Kn. (cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 

ad loc.). No clue survives as to any complications of the plot occurring after this scene; in 

HF 275-347, 451-522, for instance, the acceptance of Heracles’ death forces Amphitryon 

and Megara to accept their own. The elaborately rhetorical speech obviously serves to 

illustrate Dictys’ dianoia (cf. Ar. Poet. 1450b. 5: td Xeyeiv Svvacrdai ta  evovta Kai ta  

appottovta); cf. also introductory note on fr. 4 for Dictys’ possible participation in the 

agon.

1-2: Perseus’ ascent from Hades is a reductio ad absurdum used by Dictys to help 

Danae come to terms with his supposed death. An eloquent verbal and thematic parallel can 

be traced in HF 296f. (cf. Bond 1981 ad loc.): r^eiv vopi^eu; rcatSa oov yala<; xuco;/ Kai xiq 

Bavovxcov fjXOev "AiSou m^iv; For the rhetorical method of argumentation with the use 

of impossible questions, cf. Andr. 215-219, Supp. 542-8 (and Collard 1975], ad loc.), El. 

1041-5 and Lloyd (1992) p. 31f., also S.Ai. 377f., Tr. 742f.

391 Cf. also Sen. Consol. Marc. 20.1- 20.6, 22.1- 23.2, Consol. Pol. 9.1- 9.9, Plut. Consol. Uxor. 611 c-d, 
[Plut] Consol. Apoll. 115b-fand also Kassel (1958) p. 10.
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2 avf|aeiv: L SJ9: ‘to release’ and also ‘to send up from the grave or nether world’; 

both meanings are present in this case. It occurs as synonym of avanepnco (schol. vet. A. 

Pers. 649 Dahnhardt and schol. rec. Ar. Ra. 1462 Chantry). In the sense of ‘sending 

someone back from the dead’ it is found in [E.] Rh. 965, A. Pers. 650, Ch. 489. The verb 

avirjfji is also used for blessings conferred by Hades, as in Ar. Ra. 1462, (and Dover 1993 ad 

loc.), Ar. Tagenistae fr. 504 K.-A., Phryn. Com. fr. 16 K.-A., PI. Cra. 403e.

ei GeXek; cfxeveiv: the reading OeXeig of O and II adopted in the edition of Paton and 

Wegehaupt and by Kannicht is preferable to OeXoig of the rest of the Mss, as the indicative 

expresses the real present condition needed in this context (‘if you insist on mourning’) 

rather than the less vivid one expressed by the optative (‘should you choose to mourn’). 

Likewise, in the verbal and thematic parallel in Ale. 1079, the indicative in the condition is 

better than the optative for the same reason (cf. Dale 1954 ad loc., this reading is also 

adopted by Diggle): xi 8' av TcpoKOTtxoiq, ei GeXeu; (v.l. GeX.oi<;) aei axeveiv; For the 

argument often used in consolations that nothing can be accomplished by yielding to 

lamentation, cf. II. 24. 524, S. El. 137, E.Ale. 985f.,//ec. 960fi,El. 193-5 (and Cropp 1988, 

ad loc.), Captive Melanippe fr. 507 Kn., Hypsipyle fr. 60. 95f. Bond, Oenomaus fr. 572 

Kn., Antigone fr. 175 Kn.

3-8: The examples of other people struck by disasters as a consolation to the 

suffering person occurs often in Euripides, e.g. in Ale. 416-8, Med. 1017, HF 1314-21 (cf. 

Bond 1981, ad loc.), Hypsipyle fr. 757. 920-927 Kn., Ino fr. 418 Kn., Temenidae fr. 733 

Kn., also in S. El. 153, Ant. 944-87 (cf. Jebb 1900 ad loc.), Pi. P. 3. 86-107 and goes back 

as early as II. 5. 382-404 (cf. Willcock 1970, p. 168f.), 18. 117-121 (cf. Edwards 1991 ad 

loc.), 24. 602-620 (cf. Richardson 1993, p. 340). The examples provided by Dictys are 

specifically focused, as according to the mythical tradition Danae has been through all 

situations mentioned: she has been twice imprisoned by her father, reduced from royalty to 

penuiy and is now facing the dreadful prospect of a childless old age. Dictys’ consolatory 

speech aims to show her the way to eyKaprspijoig, a notion which appears widely in 

tragedy, as in A. Pers. 293, [A.] Pr. 104, S. Ion fr. 319 R., Tereus fr. 585 R., E. Heracl. 

619f., HF 1227f., Tr. 727, Hel. 253f. (cf. Kannicht 1969 ad loc.) Ph. 382, 1762 (cf. 

Mastronarde 1994 ad loc.), Aeolus fr. 37 Kn., Alcmene fr. 98 Kn., Oenomaus fr. 572 Kn.,
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Ino fr. 418 Kn., Melanippe fr. 505 Kn., Alexandros frr. 43, 44 Kn., Antigone fr. 175. 14-15 

Kn.

3 icaOoai: Often used in Euripidean consolations with the purpose of bringing 

lament to an end; cf. HF 1398: Tcauoai* bi&ov 8e xetp' bTiripexTii cpiAm, 1A 1435: navG av  

’p e  jj.fi KctKî e* xa8e 8e poi mGoa), also Andr. 1270: Jtauoai 8e A,\)7rr|<; x&v xeGvtikoxcov tmep.

4 pacov y^voi' &v: a medical term, ‘to get better’ (cf. Hp. Loc. Horn. 34, Morb. Pop. 

7. 1.29,Aff. 19. 2, [Aeschin.] Ep. 1. 5.3, 9. 1.3, Luc. Lex. 20. 15, Paus. 8. 24.8). Here, in its 

metaphorical sense ‘to feel better’, possibly a colloquialism (cf. Stevens 1976, p. 50); cf. 

HF 1407 (cited by Kannicht): cpiXxpov xoux' excov paicov £at|i; Ion 874f. (and Lee 1997 ad 

loc.): o axepvcov/ arcovTioapevri pauov eaopai, Philippides Philadelphoi fr. 18 K.-A., 

Theopompus Phineus fr. 63 K.-A., D. xlv 57, D.C. Hist. Rom. 38. 30,42.28, Ach. Tat. 2. 8, 

5.22.8.

XoYi^eaSai: ‘to count, to reckon up’ and also ‘to consider on the basis of logic’; cf. 

Andr. 126, 316, HF 295, Phoenix fr. 812. 5 Kn., Erechtheus fr. 360. 5 Kn. The infinitive 

GKoneiv in 1. 8 carries the same meaning. The use ofXoyiopoq (‘reasoning’) was the basis of 

sophistic thought, as made explicit in Gorg. Helen 2 (fr. B 11.2 D.-K., cf. MacDowell 1982 

ad loc.) and occurs frequently in oratoiy; cf. indicatively Antiphon ii 2. 8, fr. 4a, col. 3. 17 

(for the function ofXoyoq as rational analysis in Euripides and Antiphon, cf. Solmsen 1931, 

pp. 54-58), Lys. xxxii 26.2, D. viii 18. 2, xiii 2. 3, xix 338.2, Din. i 112.2.

5 EKpejioxOTivxai: LSJ9: ‘to be worn out’, used commonly by Euripides in the active 

voice; cf. Supp. 451, HF 309,1369, El. 307, Tr. 646, 873, IT 84. Bentley’s eppepox^evvrai 

(in the sense ‘to be forced/ compelled’) does not occur anywhere in fifth-century literature 

except for Ar. Lys. 430 in the active voice (‘to force the gates open with crow-bars’) and is 

regularly found in medical works (cf. indicatively Hp. Art. 72. 20, 77. 21, Gal. De usu 

partium Vol. IE, p. 655.15 Kuhn).

6 opqxxvoi xfcicvcov: The birth of children was essential for the continuity of the oikos 

and, consequently, for the existence of the polis, since the oikos was basic unit of the latter. 

The state thus assumed the responsibility to defend its oikoi, as it is evident from the laws 

for adoption (Is. ii 13, vii 30, [D.] xliii 77f.) and of the epiclerate (Plut. Sol. 20. 2-3), 

established by Solon to ensure their continuity; cf. Harrison (1968) pp. 82-96, 132-138, 

Todd (1993) pp. 228-231, Lacey (1968) pp. 73-99, Patterson (1998) pp. 97-101, Pomeroy
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(1997) pp. 25ff., Sissa (1996) pp. 218-227. The idea that a childless oikos was condemned 

to extinction goes back to Homer, who describes the house of Protesilaus as Sopog fjpireXrig 

(II. 2. 701). For the curse of childlessness, cf. Med. 669ff., 714fF., 721 f. (and Conacher 

1967, p. 192), Ion 303ff., 761 ff. and for the terrible prospect of a childless old age cf. 

especially Hecabe’s lament in Tr. 1186 (and Barlow 1986, ad loc.): ypavq ajtoA.iq axeicvoq, 

aBAiov G&tctcd veKpov and Supp. 170: yfjpaq fpcei noXiov eiq amxiStav. Parental love for 

children is expressed also in frr. 7, 12, Danae frr. 3, 13 (cf. notes ad loc.). Children are 

regarded as a blessing in Andr. 419f., HF 634-6, IT  697f., Ph. 356, 965f. (cf. Mastronarde 

1994, ad loc.),Alcmene fr. 103 Kn., Protesilaus fr. 652 Kn., Oeneus fr. 566 Kn., Meleagros 

fr. 518 Kn., Auge fr. 272 Kn. For the opposite view, cf. Ale. 882ff., Med. 1090ff. (cf. 

Golden 1971, p. 13f. and Grube 1961, p. 162), Rh. 980-2 and Kassel (1954) pp. 44,49f. and 

for an exposition of the merits and drawbacks of bearing children, cf. Oenomaus fr. 571 

Kn.

7 ek piyioxov 6A.fM.aq xopavviSoq: peyiarov is Elmsley’s emendation of the 

unacceptable peyiartjg of the manuscript tradition; it occurs attached to adjectives and is 

used by Euripides emphatically: Med. 1323: cd p e y i a x o v  e x GIcjxti y o v a i ,  Heracl. 792: 

p e y i a x o v  y '  e\)KA.Eetq. The rvpavvig (‘absolute monarchy’, for the range of connotations of 

mpawoq, cf. note on fr. 5.) combined with peyiarog oXpog (extreme prosperity) is 

reminiscent of Oriental monarchies characterized by excessive power and wealth, where 

opulence is regarded as a major component of their dXpog', cf. the typical example of 

Croesus in Hdt. 1. 29.2 - 33.1 and Archil, fr. 19 W. Greek Tragedy often depicts the 

excessive wealth and luxury of oriental despots, as in A. Pers. 3f. (cf. Hall 1996, ad loc.), 9, 

45, 159, 163f., 168, 250-52, 608, 751, 754-56 (for Persian opulence, in particular, cf. 

Gagarin 1976, p. 44f., Briant 2002, pp. 202-207), the spreading of the purple vestments in 

Ag. 905-74 (an Asian manifestation of power, cf. Taplin 1978, p. 80 and Fraenkel 1950, II 

p. 412f.) and also E. Hec. 492 (and Gregory 1999 ad loc.), 925, HF 642f.: p f |  p o i  p f |x '  

’A o v r |t i5 o q /  x o p a v v i S o q  oA|k>q e ir i ,  Tr. 108f., 582: pefkxK 1 o A 0 o q , p E p a ic e  T p o l a  (cf. Burnett 

1977, p. 310), 994-97, 1074, 1107, Hel. 68-70 (cf. Kannicht 1969 ad loc), 295, 431, 928, 

Ba. 13, IA 787f. For this matter, cf. also Hall (1989) pp. 154-56, Easterling (1984) pp. 36f., 

44f. O’Neil (1986) pp. 27f., 39, Said (2002) p. 65f. Dictys is not referring here to a 

kingship modeled upon Oriental monarchies, but his use of exaggerated terms presumably
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aims to draw an emphatic contrast between excessive royal prosperity and reduction to utter 

insignificance.

8 t o  nnSfev 6vxaq: ‘to come to nothing, to be regarded as worthless or of no 

account’; for the frequent occurrence of this phrase especially in Sophocles and Euripides, 

cf. S. Ai. 767f., 1094, El. 1165f., S. Tereus fr. 583. 3 R., E. Andr. 700, Hec. 622 (and 

Gregory 1999, ad loc.), HF 634f., El. 370, Tr. 612f., note on Danae fr. 9.3 and Moorhouse 

(1965) pp. 34-40.The utter ruin of kings and the fragility of fortune, in general, is a pathetic 

commonplace; cf. the use of the oikeion paradeigma in Hec. 284f.: Kay© yap fj itox' aM.a 

vov o u k  sip' exi,/ xdv rcdvxa 8 ' oA,|3ov fjpap ev  p' aq>£lA,£To (cf. Gregory 1999 ad loc. and 

Friis Johansen 1959, pp. 54-56) and the whole range of Hecabe’s misfortune in 809-811: 

Tupavvoq fj jcox' aXhxji vov 8 o\>Xt| cteGe v ,/ eothxk;  tcot1 ouaa, vov 8 e  ypabq araxn; 0' apa,/ 
ajcoXu; epripoq aGX.i©xdxri ppoxcov (for the mutability of human fortune in the Hecabe, cf. 

Segal 1993, p. 160f.), cf. also Hipp. 1108-1110, Hec. 619-23, HF 508-12, Tr. 612f., 

Bellerophon fr. 304 Kn., Peleus fr. 618 Kn., Meleagros fr. 536 Kn., Oedipus frr. 549, 554 

Kn. and note on Danae fr. 15.6-9.

Fr. 3:

The yepaiog of the fragment is obviously Dictys, as depicted in T3 (cf. also fr. 11) and 

these lines explicitly refer to the conflict between Dictys and Polydectes. Webster 

suggested that they could have been spoken by Danae in her effort to protect Dictys by 

dissuading him from arguing with Polydectes and drew the parallel with HF 277f., where
392 •Megara tries to protect the old men of the chorus from Lycus’ rage. However, there is 

nothing in Megara’s tone that would denote submission to the ruler, as in our fragment, and 

two lines above she actually praises the support of the chorus. On the other hand, the 

clearly submissive tone of the second line of this fragment—as evident from the use of 

oefieiv (see note ad loc.)— seems to be hardly compatible with Danae’s attitude of 

resistance to Polydectes. The conventional content of this distich makes it likelier to have

392 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 63, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 81.
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been spoken by the chorus-leader, who does not hesitate to take sides, when the attitude 

of the dramatic characters clashes with public opinion; cf.Ale. 673f., 706f., Heracl. 271 (cf. 

Wilkins 1993 and Allan 2001 ad loc.), 213, El. 1051 -4 (cf. Cropp 1988 and Denniston 1939 

ad loc.). Conciliatory interventions of the chorus-leader in the form of a gnome frequently 

occur in formal debates, as in the examples just cited. This fragment may have thus been 

located in an agon-scene between Polydectes and Dictys. Traces of the agon seem to have 

survived in fr. 4 and possibly fr. 5 (cf. their introductory notes).

Dictys must have belonged to the group of elderly Euripidean characters, whose 

weak physical condition lags behind their moral assertiveness (as Peleus in Andr. 547ff., 

Amphitryon in HF 170ff. and Tyndareus in Or. 477ff.) or their unexpected recovery of 

strength (as the ‘rejuvenation’ oflolaus in Heracl. 680ff, the determined vindictiveness of 

Alcmene in Heracl. 94Iff. and Hecabe in Hec. 864ff., and also the enunciation of bold 

plans by the chorus of old men in HF 252-274).394 The presentation of the elderly in 

Euripidean drama serves to arouse pathetic scenes, offers a realistic reflection of life and, 

furthermore, is indicative of the dramatist’s interest in vulnerable social groups, such as old 

people, women and slaves; it is noteworthy that in our play, as in the Heraclidae and the 

Heracles, two representatives of these vulnerable groups, namely an old man and a woman, 

are facing male political power. On the basis of the surviving evidence for the play, Dictys 

must have displayed moral righteousness and strength of spirit (as Danae’s protector, cf. 

also fr. 13 stressing the just cause of the suppliants, T3, T5 and Dramatis Personae), as 

well as intellectual capacities (mature judgement396 and rhetorical ability, cf. fr. 2 and for 

his possible participation in the agon, cf. introductory note on fr. 4). So far as our evidence 

goes, I would draw a parallel between the dramatic figure of Dictys and the portraits of 

Peleus in the Andromache and of Amphitryon in the Heracles. Like Peleus, Dictys seems to 

be a dynamic old man who does not hesitate to come into conflict with kings, in order to

393 So Hartung (] 843-1844) I p. 368.
394 For the role of old people in Euripides, cf. Falkner (1985) pp. 41-49 and Collard (1981) p. 10. For Peleus, 
cf. Blaiklock (1952) p. 78 and Lloyd (1994) p. 135 and for Tyndareus, Will (1961) p. 98f., Blaiklock (1952) 
pp. 184-6 and West (1987) p. 35. For Iolaus, c f  Blaiklock (1952) p. 62£, Wilkins (1993) p. 137C and Garland 
(1990) p. 267£, for Alcmene cf. Falkner (1989) pp. 114-124 and Allan (2001) p. 28£, for Hecabe cf. 
indicatively Mossman (1995) pp. 180-203 and on the outburst o f the chorus o f old men in the Heracles, Bond 
(1981) p. 128f.
395 Cf. Falkner (1985) p. 47f. and Falkner (1995) pp. 169-179.
396 For the prudence, maturity and wisdom that characterize elderly people, cf. Kirk (1971) pp. 125-129, 
Garland (1990) p. 273 and Richardson (1933) pp. 16ff.
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defend justice. Dictys is also in a similar position to that of Amphitryon, as they are both 

suppliants who, albeit their disadvantaged status, strongly resist tyrannical power. The fact 

that the play is named after Dictys implies that he must have been at the centre of dramatic 

interest; considering that it was produced earlier than the plays mentioned, it could be 

tempting to suppose that the dramatic character of Dictys might have served as a model for 

the morally and intellectually gifted elderly figures of Euripides.

1 Koipdvoi<;: Salmasius’ apt emendation of the unmetrical reading xopdwou; of the 

manuscript tradition, which replaced the poetic and rare Koipavou;. The same banalization 

occurs quite frequently; cf. Med. 1299 (icoipdvoix; B O D E L P: xopdwooc; H A V), Ph. 

1643 (Koipavov M V28: xopawov H V2), also A. Ag. 549 (icoipdvcov Tr: rupawcov F, and 

cf. Fraenkel 1950 ad loc.), [A.] Pr. 958 (Koipavobvx’ plerique : xopawofrvx’ V F).

2 For the notion of respect towards the power of the rulers in literature, cf. 

indicatively Sol. fr. 30 W. (and Noussia 2001, p. 375): apx©v aKooe Kai SiKaia KocSiKa, S. 

Ant. 666f. (cf. Kamerbeek 1978 ad loc.): akX 5v jcoXk; axfiaeie, xobSe xpft kAajeiv / Kai 

apucpa Kai SiKaia Kai xavavxia, Cent. II 100. 3: Kpeiaaovcov yap Kai 5ucaia kcx5ik' sax' 

aKoueiv. As regards tragedy, this conventional idea is repeatedly expressed by submissive 

characters in Sophocles, as in El. 219f. (uttered by the chorus, cf. Jebb 1894 and March 

2001 ad loc.): xa be xoiq Suvaxoi^/ ook epiaxa 7iA.a0£iv, 340 (by Chrysothemis): xcov 

Kpaxouvxcov eaxi naW  ocKooaxea, 396 (by Chrysothemis): xotq Kpaxotai 5' eiKaOeiv, 1014 

(by Chrysothemis): aGevooaa px|8ev xoi<; Kpaxobaiv eiKaGeiv, Ant. 63f. (by Ismene): eneixa 

6' ouvek' dpxopeaG' ek Kpeiaaovcov / Kai xabi' aKobeiv Kan icavS' d^ylova and also A. Ch. 

75-80 (where the submissive statement is again uttered by the chorus). In Euripides, this 

idea recurs in Heracl. 25: xobq Kpeiaaovaq aePovi£<; e^etpyooai yfts. Hec. 404: a t  x\ © 

xaXaiva, xoiq Kpaxotai pft paxou, Peliades fr. 604 Kn.: rcpoq Kevxpa pf| A.dKii£e xot<; 

Kpaxotai cox). Cf. also TrGF II fr. adesp. 436 Kn.-Sn. and the ironic statements 

undermining the power of the rulers in [A.] Pr. 937 (cf. Griffith 1983 ad loc): ae(3oi), 

7cpoa£txox>, Gdmxe xov Kpaxotvx' aei, S. A/. 666-8 (cf. Stanford 1963 and Kamerbeek 1953 

ad loc.): xoiydp id Xomov eiaopeaGa pev Geoi^ / eikeiv, paGrjaopeaGa 8' ’AxpelSaq aePeiv./ 

apxovxeq eiaiv, ©oG' t 7CEiKxeov xi pf|; S. El. 1465 (cf. March 2001 ad loc.): x© yap xpov<P ! 

votv eaxov, ©axe aopcpepeiv xou; Kpelaaoaiv.
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aefteiv: LSJ9: ‘to worship, to honour’, mostly referring to gods, less often and more 

freely used for kings (Heracl. 25, while in Hel. 726 it denotes the obedience of the slave to 

his master) and parents (S. OC 1377, E. fr. inc. 852 Kn.) also signifying the reverence in 

the practice of laws and customs (E. IT 1189, Hel. 1270). It is a strong word denoting 

activities ‘within a sphere which man approaches with awe’ (see Fraenkel 1950 II p. 762). 

When a efie ivrefers to men, it can sometimes be said cum invidia (cf. Kamerbeek’s note on 

S. Ai. 667), as in A. Ag. 925: A-eyco kcxt' a v 8 p a ,  pft 0eov, a e f t e i v  epe, Niobe fr. 159 R.: 

y iy v c o a K e  tavGpajiceux p f |  a e f t e i v  a y a v .  The ancient scholiast on S. Ai. 666-8 notes the 

bitterness and irony in Aias’ words, where the hero reverses the traditional order B e o ix ;  

a e f t e i v ,  e u c e iv  ’A x p e l S a u ;  to Beou; eikeiv, A x p e t8 a < ; a e f t e i v  (cf. Garvie 1998, p. 189). The 

meaning of crepeiv in our fragment seems to be similar to that in Heracl. 25: tobq 

K p e i a a o v a q  a e f k m e q ,  where it denotes ‘to respect the power of a superior’ (cf. Wilkins 

1993 ad loc.), including the notion of awe towards the supreme authority of the ruler. If the 

fragment is spoken by the chorus-leader, it may point to a frightened chorus trying to put an 

end to the argument by encouraging Dictys to yield to Polydectes at a crucial point of the 

conflict between the suppliants and the king. Parallel cases, where the chorusrleader 

intervenes at a climactic moment of the conflict by using strong language, occur in Ale. 

707: J t c r i j a a i  8 e ,  rcpeafri), r c a t S a  a o v  K c tK oppoB cov , Heracl. 271: p f t  7tpo<; Bewv K fjp U K a  

xoXpfi^Tm Beveiv, 273: aneXBe- K a i  a i )  t o u S e  p f j  B i y t m ,  aval;.

Fr. 4:

This fragment has the form of the rhetorical proem from an agon? 97 as indicated by the 

term afiiXXa Xoyoav, which is frequently used by Euripides to describe the formal debates 

in his plays (cf. note a d  loc.). The participle kX vovto  in 1. 5 indicates that the speaker is 

male. Nevertheless, the very nature of fragmentary material cited in gnomic anthologies (cf. 

General Introduction, p. 5), as well as Euripidean rhetoric, make it hard to discern whether 

the speaker is sympathetic (presumably Dictys or Perseus) or malicious (Polydectes). Two

397 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 63, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 82 and Kannicht TrGFV I p. 384
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different readings o f  the present fragment are possible: (1) if  the lines are spoken by Dictys 

or Perseus: the speaker disapproves o f  those people, who albeit righteous, behave

unjustly by participating in idle debates. He then underlines, however, that it is unendurable 

to keep silent when being abused by a villain, (2) if  the fragment is spoken by 

Polydectes:399 he resents nobles who descend to the level o f  people o f  lower social status by 

participating in vain debates with them. Nevertheless, he stresses that it is intolerable to be 

quiet when being offended by a socially inferior. It is clear that the key-words for each 

interpretation are ecQXdg -  Kcucdg (1. 2) and kolkiovsq (1. 5), which can commend either 

competitive or co-operative excellences (cf. below, note a d  loc.). Although both readings 

seem possib le, Polydectes might be a likelier speaker in v iew  o f  the use o f  KaKiovcov, which  

regularly refers to traditional values (i.e. birth, status and the question o f  virtue in war), 

when used by Euripides in place o f  a substantive; cf. H eracl. 178 ( ‘weaker’, thus o f  lower 

status): xobc, ajielvovac, rnpov/ cplAooc; cA,ea0ai totx; Koociovac; Xafletv, Andr. 914 (and 

Stevens 1971 a d  loc.): yepcov ye nqXefx; xoix; Kaxiovaq oefkov, Hec. 30 7 f.: oxav xix; ea0A,o<; 

Kai TcpoOupoq a>v avip/ pt|8ev cpeprixai xcov KaKiovcov 7cXiov, 1252f.: oipoi, yovaucoq, ©<; 

eoi%', h^^P^voq/ 8o\)Xti<; txpê co xot£ KaKioaiv Sucriv, Hel. 1213 (with reference to 

M enelaus’ servant): eaOAxov KaKiouq evlox' euxoxeoxepoi, fr. inc. 1048 Kn.: ooxiq Kax' 

iaxuv 7Cpraxo<; a>v f|x&£exo/ f\ xo^a toU w v q pa%TI Sopog o0ev©v,/ xouxov xupavvetv xcov 

KaKiovcov expfjv. Prof. Kannicht also regards Polydectes as a stronger candidate for these  

lines, drawing a thematic parallel to fr. inc. 1050 Kn.,400 which was assumed by Hartung to 

belong to our play in view  o f  its similarity to the present fragment:401 dXX.' oi) jcpejcei 

xupavvov, cbc, ey© cppov©,/ ouS' avSpa xpTl^dv vcikcx; aipea0ai kclkoic, /  xipf| yap auxr| 

xoiaiv aaOeveaxepoiq. C f also the parallel syntax and the notion o f  refusing to yield to 

socially inferiors in Ion  636f. (and Lee 1997 a d  loc., Gregory 1995, p. 144f.): keivo 8’ ouk 

avaaxexovy eikeiv 68ou xaA-cbvxa xotg KaKiooiv.

H ence, i f  Polydectes is the speaker, he declares that, though it is beneath his dignity  

to argue with a person o f  lower social status, he is forced to respond to what he sees as 

unacceptable pa rrh esia . Dictys would have made an excellent opponent to Polydectes in a

398 Jouan and van Looy (2000, p. 82) and Hartung (1843-1844,1 p. 170) assigned the fragment to Perseus, 
while Webster (1967, p. 63) attributed it to Dictys.
399 Wilamowitz teste Kannicht (2004) ad loc., Stoessl (1958) p. 162.
400 Kannicht (2004) I p. 384.
401 Cf. Hartung (1843-1844) I p. 371.
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rhetorical contest, as his intellectual capacities and moral assertiveness are evident from 

frr. 2 and 3 respectively and he could have very well been the kolkicov (1. 5, ‘socially 

inferior’) to whom Polydectes here refers, in view of his occupation as fisherman. Fr. 3 

also points to a conflict between Dictys and Polydectes, which may have belonged to the 

context of a formal debate (cf. introductory note on fr. 3). Furthermore, given Dictys’ 

central role in the play (cf. Dramatis Personae), his participation in an agon would serve to 

further illustrate his dianoia. In this light, Dictys’ rhetorical capacity may be paralleled to 

the skilful rhetoric of other elderly Euripidean figures participating in formal debates, such 

as Iolaus (HeraclA$1-231), Peleus {Andr. 590-641, 693-726), Amphitryon (HF 170-235), 

Jocasta {Ph. 528-585, cf. Falkner 1995, pp. 202-205) and Tyndareus (Or. 491-541, 607- 

629). If this agon occurred between Polydectes and Dictys, it would reasonably have taken 

place before Perseus’ return, while Danae and Dictys are suppliants. It would have thus 

presumably been part of the supplication-scene (‘suppliant-enemy’ confrontation), serving 

to intensify the power gap and dramatic tension, which is a practice followed by Euripides 

in Heracl. 134-287, Andr. 147-273, HF 140-251,402 where the enemy is plaintiff and speaks 

first, while the suppliant is defendant and thus speaks second.403 Hence, in order to have 

Polydectes as the first speaker, it could be assumed that an introductory dialogue may have 

preceded the set-speeches, as in Med. 446-464, Hipp. 902-92>5,Supp. 399-408, Tr. 895-913, 

El. 998-1010, Ph. 446-468, Or. 470-490, LA 317-333, where Dictys could have criticized 

the king’s attitude, thus raising the latter’s indignation (1. 4f.). Though the clear benefits 

from Dictys’ participation in the debate have been pointed out, the lack of evidence for the 

plot-structure leaves possibilities open. An on-stage encounter between Polydectes and 

Perseus, where the hero could have presumably trapped the king into looking at the 

Gorgon’s head, cannot be ruled out, though ultimately unprovable (cf. Structure). Even in 

such a case, an agon between them would presuppose conflict, which may not have served 

Perseus’ purpose of trapping the king as effectively as, for instance, a feigned 

reconciliation, as in Med. 869-975, Hec. 976-1022, Cresphontes (Hyg.fab. 184 and Harder 

1985, p. 53).

402 For the interrelation between the ahar-scene and the agon in these plays, cf. Strohm (1957) pp. 17-28 and 
Froleyks (1973) p. 326£
403 In most Euripidean debates, with the exception of El. 998-1131 and Tr. 895-1059 (for which cf. Lloyd 
1992, p. 101), the plaintiff speaks first and the defendant second.
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The typology of the rhetorical contests in Euripidean drama is strongly influenced 

by sophistic rhetoric (particularly by the dissoi logoi) and law-court procedure (the 

opposition between plaintiff and defendant).404 Our speaker is rhetorically self-conscious, 

as evident from his use of agonistic terminology, such as apiXXa Xoycov, and of a common 

type of rhetorical aporia:405 there are reasons why one should refrain from speaking, 

nevertheless, the magnitude of the issue forces one to speak. The typical appeal to dvay/cij 

in oratory is discernible here; cf. Hipp. 986-991, Andr. 186-191, Or. 544-550, Antiphon i 

2, iii 2 .1 , Lys. viii 2, xvii 1, xix 1, xxxii 1 (and Carey 1989 ad loc.) and D.H. Lys. 24.

1 icoAAotq jcctpeoxT|v: the speaker underlines his experience in public discourse; cf. 

Phoenix fr. 812 Kn.: tjSti 8e rcoAAtov fipe0T|v Xoycov Kpnf|<;. LfoXvg occurs frequently in the 

openings of speeches, mainly serving to initiate an antithesis between what happens in 

general and the present situation, the particularity of which is stressed; cf. Ale. 747-50 and 

also A. Pers. 176, Ag. 1372f., S. Tr. 49-51 (and Kamerbeek 1959 and Davies 1991 a ad 

loc.), 153f., Ph. 1047f., OC 551-53, Ar. Th. 830f.,^v. 860f., Th. 1. 80. If., 2. 35. 1, 3. 37. 

1, Lys. iii 1 , D. xxiii 82, Men. Per. 532-36 (cf. Gomme and Sandbach 1973 ad loc.) and 

FraenkePs discussion of the subject (1960, pp. 1-5). LSJ9:napioxa\iai+ Dat. ‘to stand by, 

to be present at’; it is used in the same sense in Ion 612: oxav rcapaoxco ooi and S. Tr. 748: 

710-0 8' e.̂ ineXaC)Eiq xav8pi xai 7iapiaxaaai; Cf. also Heracl. 502:7capioxao0ai acpayfh, 564, 

TT 1314, A.Xantriae fr. 168. 18 R.: aixc rcapicxavxai Ttacnv Ppoxeoiaiv £7t' epyfoic;.

K&<p06vT]aa: usually denoting ‘to envy, to resent, to refuse sth. to s.o. from feelings 

of envy or ill-will, to feel righteous indignation at someone’s undeserved prosperity’ 

(LSjP); the latter sense corresponds to the notion of Sixaiog (pOovog mentioned by Hippias 

(fr. 16 D.-K.) and to Aristotle’s veyeoig as distinguished from (pOovog (EN 1108b. 3-5, EE 

1233b. 19-26), in that the former evokes the feeling of justice (cf. Stevens 1948, pp. 181- 

183, Milobenski 1964, pp. 63, 85f., Mills 1985, pp. 3-12, Ben Ze’ev 2003, pp. 105-112). 

Here, the verb occurs in the less usual sense o f ‘to blame, to censure, to begrudge’ bearing 

the notion of strong disapproval; cf. schol. vet. Hec. 288 (Schwartz): o-npEicoxeov 8e oxi xov 

cpOovov vov £7ti xou pebpoo xiOqaiv (citing Theseus fr. 387 Kn.: xaixoi cp0ovoo pev po0ov 

a^iov (ppaoco) avxi xob peptic;, schol. vet. Od. 1. 346 (Dindorf): XapPdvetai ini xov

404 Cf. Lloyd (1992) pp. 13-18,23f,Collard (19752)p . 63, Guthrie (1962-1981)Hipp. 50f., 127-129, Kerferd 
(1981) pp. 83ff., Gomperz (1912) pp. 35ff., Gamer (1987) p. 102, Froleyks (1973) pp. 264-274.
405 Cf. Lausberg (1998) p. 343f.
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kcoX v c iv  K a i p e fu p e o O a i  and Hec. 288f.: d7coKxelv£iv qjBovo<;/ yuvaiKaq, El. 30: 7tal5cov 8' 

eSeioe (J.T1 cp0ovr|0£iri (povcoi, 902: veicpoix; bppi^eiv, pr| pe xk; cpOovcai pdX,r|i. If these lines 

were utterred by Polydectes, he would be blaming the nobles for descending to the level of 

social inferiors, thus jeopardizing their own status. The notion of status is associated with 

the feeling of (pOovog, which is often evoked by an inferior’s encroachment on one’s own 

high status. Cf. Telephus fr. 703 Kn. (and Preiser 2000 ad loc.): jifj poi (pGovfiotit', av5pe<; 

'EAAfivcov otKpoi/ ei rcxcoxoq a>v xexX-tik' ev eaGXoioiv X.eyeiv. This type of resentment is 

closely related to the notion of divine (pOovog (for which cf. Walcot 1978, pp. 22-37,41-51, 

Milobenski 1964, p. 36f.) and is a common feature of kings and tyrants, as stressed in Pi. O. 

2. 94, P. 3. 71, Hdt. 3. 80. 5-10, Ar. Rh. 1387b. 28-30; cf. Bulman 1992, p. 27f. and Walcot 

1978, pp. 11, 19f., 38f. If, on the other hand, the fragment is assigned to a sympathetic 

character (i.e. Dictys or less likely Perseus), q>0ov& would serve to strongly censure the 

misbehaviour of righteous people when rushing towards idle debates with villains.

2 KaKoioiv-Eoe^og: In Euripides these adjectives may either commend the

traditional, competitive values of noble birth, virtue in war and prosperity (as in Med. 406, 

Heracl. 115, 298, 642, 936, Andr. 766, 772, 872, Hec. 307, 327, Telephus fr. 703 Kn., 

Stheneboea fr. 661. 2 Kn., Archelaus fr. 244 Kn., cf. Adkins 1970, pp. 74-79, Adkins 

1972, pp. 58-98, Sullivan 1995, pp. 123-173 and note on Danae fr. 9.1-5) or be used in a 

moral sense, in accordance with the co-operative excellences, which flourished in later fifth 

century (cf. note on fr. 14. 2 and also Ale. 200, 418, 615, Med. 84, Hipp. 942, 945, 1024, 

1071,1075,1077, Andr. 590, 595, 608, Hec. 597, El. 380ff., 551, Ion 370,441, IT 566, Or. 

741,1A 488, Peliades fr. 609 Kn., Cressae fr. 463 Kn., Ino fr. 402 Kn., Captive Melanippe 

frr. 494. 28, 511 Kn., Meleagros frr. 520, 521 Kn.). The development of co-operative 

excellences was primarily supported by the democratic institutions, while the sophists put 

the traditional qualities into question; cf. Adkins (1960) pp. 176ff., Adkins (1972) pp. 

115ff., Biyant (1996) pp. 151-168, 205. The specification of the sense of KaKog-eaOXog 

thus lies in context and in this case depends on who the speaker of the fragment was; if it 

was Polydectes, these adjectives would probably bear a social sense, namely ‘socially 

inferior’ and ‘noble’ respectively, whereas if these lines were spoken by Dictys or Perseus 

the words would carry a moral meaning, i.e. ‘unjust’ and ‘righteous’, as the king cannot be 

regarded as kakos in a social sense. The contrast between icrOXog and KaKog in either a
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social or moral sense is a commonplace; cf. II. 1. 576, Od. 18. 404, Hes. Op. 179, Semon. 

fr. 6 W., Sol.fr. 13. 63 W., Thgn. El. 1. 35, 192,289, 369, 1167, S .Ant. 38, 366,622, OC 

782, Tyro fr. 667, Med. 408, Heracl 325f., Hipp. 411, Andr. 1280, Hec. 307f., 597f., 844f., 

Ion 1017, 162If., Cressae fr. 463, Aeolus fr. 21 Kn., Ino fr. 402 Kn., Bellerophon fr. 298 

Kn., Captive Melanippe fr. 494. 27-29 Kn.,Archelaus fr. 244 Kn., Temenidae fr. 728 Kn., 

Alcmeon in Corinth fr. 75 Kn., fr. inc. 1056,1107 Kn.

3 &piA,Xa Xoy&v paxalcov: ‘contest of idle words’. The phrase Xdyoi ptamioi occurs in 

the context of a formal debate also in Andr. 69If. (rcafraaaGov rj8r|—A,coiaxa yap paKptoi 

ra8e-/ Aoycov paxalcov, pt| 8fro ccpaX.fiG' apa) and Supp. 582f. {aXX' anocxkXXov xOovoq/ 

Afryoax; paxaunx; oborcep riveyKco A,a(3cbv). Considering that most conflicts in Euripidean 

agones remain unresolved (cf. Collard 1975b, p. 62, Lloyd 1992, p. 16), the use ofpaxaioq 

here may well indicate that no argument is going to change Polydectes’ intentions. The 

same word also means ‘offensive, uncontrolled’; cf. Med. 450: Voytov paxalcov ovvek' 

eKTceofji x0°v°£> A .Ag. 1662: aXXa xovo8e poi paxaiav yXaxjaav ©8' a7i:av0laai, Eum. 830: 

yAxboariq paxalaq pi) 'KpaA-pq etcti, [A.] Pr. 329: yA.cbaari paxala £t|pla rcpoaxpijiExai. The 

term a p M a  Xoycov usually constitutes a formal indication that an agon is in progress; cf. 

Med. 546, Hipp. 971 (and Halleran 1995 ad loc.), Supp. 428. Alternatively, a formal debate 

is described by the terms aycbv koyrov or ayavi^opai in Heracl. 116 (and Wilkins 1993 ad 

loc.), Hipp. 1023, Andr. 234 (and Lloyd 1994 ad loc.), Supp. 421, 465, Ph. 588, Or. 491, 

Antiope fr. 189 Kn. (and Kambitsis 1972, p. 65f.); cf. Lloyd (1992) pp. 5, 34f., Collard 

(19752) p. 61 and Goebel (1983) p. 280. In this fragment, as in Supp. 427f. and Or. 491 (cf. 

Willink 1986 ad loc.), the self-conscious use of agonistic terminology serves to initiate the 

rhesis.

4-5: The S ’ is adversative introducing the second part of the antithesis, which focuses 

on the particularity of the present situation (the first part is initiated by jtoXXoiq, for the use 

of which cf. above, note ad loc.).

4 fjv 6pa: The Imperfect of eipi appearing with apa to indicate that a present fact or 

truth has just been recognized is a colloquialism (cf. Stevens 1976, p. 62f. and Denniston 

19502, p. 36f.); cf. IT  351: xoux' ap' fjv aA/n0E<;, Alcmeon in Corinth fr. 75 Kn.: co nax 

Kpeovxcx;, ax; aX/n0E<; fjv apaJ koQX&v an avSpcbv kcsQXa yiyvea0ai xEKva and Med. 703, 

Hipp. 359, Andr. 418, Tr. 412, 1240, IA 1330, Phoenix fr. 810 Kn., Alexandros fr. 54 Kn.,
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Antigone fr. 161 Kn., Temenidae fr. 736 Kn. also S. Tr. 1172, S. fr. inc. 931 R., Ar. Eq. 

384, 1170, V. 451, Pax 676, PI. Symp. 198d, D. lv 1. It occurs as early as Hes. Op. 11 f.: o6k 

apa pouvov eriv ’EpiScov yevoq, aAA' eiti yaiav/ eioi 6\)(o. Cf. also note on Danae fr. 1.1.

o\>k aKovaxov: mostly used with negation, as here. Cf.Andr. 1084: afipaiv'- dKoucai 

5' o u k  axo-baG' opcoq GeAco, Hel. 663: Aey', ax; axouoxa icavxa 8copa 8aip6va)v, S. OT 1312: 

eq 8eivov o\>8' axouoxov 068' £7to\|/ipov, S. Creusa fr. 357 R.: a 7ceA0', aneAOe, rcai- xa8' obx 

axoucxd aoi. Photius (a 817 Theodoridis) refers to dKovmpq (occurring only in S. fr. inc. 

745 R.: (nco'oSf) yap 6 Kax' otxov £yx£xp\)pp£VT|/ 06 Jtpoq Gupaicov o\)8apco<; axo\)aipr|) as 

synonym of d/covcnq. Phrynichus (Praep. Soph. fr. 13 Borries/ Phot, a 818 Theodoridis/ 

Zvvaycoyfj As&cov Xprjoipcov Bekker I 373) regards cckovotcc as tzoXitikov, i.e. befitting the 

language of civic life and thus of civil oratory (cf. Ar. Rh. 1356a. 26-28 with reference to 

pijtopiKTj as off-shoot of nokitiicrj), as in this case, where it occurs in a rhetorical context.

ouS' dvaax£Xbv: ‘intolerable, unendurable’; mostly used with negation and 

expressive of either indignation, as in this fragment and also in Andr. 599, Ion 636, A. Th. 

182, Oreithyia fr. 398 R., S. Ph. 987 and as early as Od. 2. 63, or weakness towards 

something unbearable, as in Hipp. 354, S. Tr. 721, OC 1652 (cf. Kamerbeek 1984 ad loc).

5 xAtiovxa 8eiva: the passive of KaK&g/icaKa Zeyco (‘to speak badly of); hearing or 

speaking Seiva refers to the utterance of serious insults, as in this fragment, or unspeakable 

things (cf. Hipp. 498f.: & 8eiva Ae^ao', o\>xi auyKAfivoeiq oxopa/ xai ph peGfiaeiq aftGiq 

aiaxiaxouq Aoyouq; 58If.: o xfiq (piAiTnuou 7catq ’Apa^ovoq Poai / 'l7C7c6Aa)xoq, auScov Seiva 

7tp6oiioAov xaxa, 604: o u k  eox1 dxo-ooaq 8etv’ 67ccoq oiyifaopai) and to the announcement of 

disasters (cf. Hipp. 1239, HF 1186, Hel. 1519, also in A. Pers. 245, S. Aj. 331, OT 790). 

Right from the beginning of his rhesis, the speaker underlines his opponent’s offensive 

attitude, which is a common rhetorical practice (cf. Antiphon vi 7. 5, Lys. ix 2-3, xix 3. 5) 

also recommended by Aristotle in Rh. 1415a. 29-34. Similarly, Amphitryon states that he is 

forced to answer to Lycus’ abuses in H F  173: xax©q yap o' o u k  eaxeov k A u e i v .  Cf. the 

possible proem of Alexandras’ speech (fr. 56 Kn. and Duchemin 1968 , p. 83, Jouan and 

van Looy 1998, p. 50), which seems to have derived from the agon of the Alexandros.

jcpoq KaKibvov: for the possible nuance of tcafcioveg, cf. introductory note on the 

fragment.
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Fr. 5:

This line is a comment on a king’s (i.e. Polydectes’) speech, which would have naturally 

followed his rhesis. References to a character’s manner of speaking and presenting a case 

occur regularly in formal debates; cf. Med. 576, 580-585, Hipp. 1038-1040, Andr. 234, 

Hec. 1187-1194, 1237f., Supp. 426, Tr. 967f., 997f., Ph. 471f., 526f., 1A 333 and Jouan 

(1984) pp. 7-9. The location of this fragment in an agon seems thus plausible.

The speaker of this line could be the king’s opponent at the debate—the likeliest 

candidate for this role is Dictys, though Perseus cannot be excluded (cf. introductory note 

on fr. 4) 406— criticizing Polydectes’ lengthy and elaborate speech and attributing it to his 

position as rvpavvog; in this case, the use of the adjective may not be ‘innocent’, but could 

involve the negative connotations of the word (cf. note ad loc.). It is a common tactic of the 

participants in rhetorical contests to pass negative judgments on the adversary’s eloquence; 

cf.Med. 580-585, Hipp. 1038-1040, Andr. 234, Hec. 1187-1191, 426, //F238f., LA

333 and Jouan (1984) pp. 7-13.

This fragment may alternatively be assigned to the chorus-leader, who, as a rule, 

makes brief comments on the preceding speech or on the nature of the debate after each 

rhesis.401 Choral interventions usually occupy two iambic trimeters, though in Med. 576- 

578, Heracl. 232-235, Andr. 642-644, Tr. 966-968 and El. 1051-1054 they exceed the 

traditional distich.408 Cases in Euripides’ debates of choral judgments occupying only one 

line are very rare,409 therefore, if this verse is to be assigned to the chorus-leader, it could be 

assumed that it may have derived from a distich (or from a choral comment longer than a 

distich) following Polydectes’ speech. If so, the adjective rvpavvucov is more likely to 

convey a neutral rather than a negative meaning, since the chorus-leader rarely takes sides, 

unless particularly associated with one of the central characters in the play, as in

406 This line was assigned to Dictys by Stoessl (1956, p. 162) and Webster (1967, p. 64). Jouan and van Looy 
(2000, p. 82) regard it as Perseus’ attack on Polydectes’ tyrannical behaviour.
407 Cf. Duchemin (19682) p. 152 and Collard (1975b) p. 60.
408 Cf. Duchemin (196 82) p. 152 and n. 6.
409 The sole case is Heracl. 271, 273, where the chorus-leader unexpectedly intervenes in the final 
stichomythic dialogue at a climactic point o f the agon to prevent Demophon from striking the Argive 
messenger; it is obvious, however, that this is an exceptional case o f choral interference dictated by the 
culminating tension o f the scene.
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7fec.ll83f., 1238f., Tr. 966-968, 1033-1035 and Ba. 263-265, 328f. For choral judgments 

on the speaker’s elaborate articulation, cf. Med. 576-578, Tr. 966-968, Ph. 526f.

TDpavvucov: mpavvog often occurs in tragedy in a neutral sense (‘king’) as a 

synonym for ava£and ftaoiXevg, as in A. Ch. 358, S. Ai. 749, Ant. 1169, O T513, 799, 925, 

1043, Tr. 316, OC 419,449, E .Ale. 286,654, Med. 453, 597, 778,1298,y4«<fc\ 3,202, 882, 

HF 809, Ion 236, 1572, E1/. $17, Ph. 191, Or. 1356, Aigeus fr. 8 Kn.,^eo/ws fr. 15 Kn., /ho 

fr. 420 Kn., Captive Melanippe fr. 495. 20 Kn.; cf. Andrewes (1956) pp. 20-23, 30, O’Neil 

(1986) pp. 34-36. If this line was spoken by the chorus-leader, mpavvog would normally 

convey this neutral sense. Considering, however, that the Athenian democratic audience 

was extremely unfavourable towards tyranny, the attributes of the ‘tyrant’, namely illegal, 

violent and insolent behaviour, are exploited by the dramatists to describe the ‘bad king’; 

cf. A .Ag. 1355, 1365, 1633, [A.] Pr. 10, 222, 305, 310, 736, 761, 942, S. OT$13,Med. 

348 (and Mastronarde 2002 ad loc.), HF 251, Ph. 524f., 549, Ba. 776f., Alcmeon in 

Corinth fr. 76 Kn. and Carey (1986) p. 176, O’Neil (1986) pp. 30-33, Easterling (1984) pp. 

36, 4If., Walcot (1976) pp. 54-56, Tuplin (1985) p. 374. If this line was uttered by 

Polydectes’ opponent at the debate, the word could connote these particular features of the 

despotic ruler. The unconstitutional and violent nature of tyranny as such is explicitly 

rejected in Supp. 403-408, 429-455 (and Collard 1975a pp. 207f., 226), Ion 621-628 (cf. 

Lee 1997, p. 230 and Owen 1939, p. 114), Or. 1167f. (cf. Willink 1986 ad loc.),Peliades 

fr. 605 Kn, Bellerophon fr. 286. 5-7 Kn. (and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.), 

Pleisthenes fr. 626 Kn., Auge fr. 275 Kn. Furthermore, the word mpavvog describes the 

absolute monarch on the model of Oriental despots, carrying negative associations with the 

ideas of extreme power, excessive wealth and insolence; cf. Heracl. 423 (cf. Allan 2001 

and Wilkins 1993, ad loc.), HF 643 (and Bond 1981, ad loc.), Tr. 474 (cf. Burnett 1977, p. 

310) and Hall (1989) pp. 154-156, Easterling (1984) pp. 36f., 44f., O’Neil (1986) p. 27f. 

and note on fr. 2. 7.

x o i :  it frequently occurs in gnomic utterances; cf. Denniston (19542) p. 542f., 

Stanford (1963) on S. Ai. 1350, II. 12. 412, Od. 8. 351, Hes. Op. 287, 302, 713, A. Pers. 

245, Th. 438, 715, S. Tr. 327f., El 415, Ph. 81 (and Jebb ad loc.), 837, E. Heracl. 387, 

Hipp. 467,610, Andr. 89,636, Hec. 228, Supp. 312,77670, Ph. 1659, Or. 397, also fr. 13.
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jc o X X ’ E i c i o T a o G a i  X e y e i v : this phrase comments on the speaker’s loquacity, but also 

on his eloquence, as indicated by the use of emcrtaaOai MaicpoXoyia in presenting one’s 

case is regarded as a serious weakness in oratory; cf. Antiphon i 18. 1-4 (and Gagarin 1997 

ad loc.), Lys. xiv 28. 3, xxii 7. 5, D. ii 20. 8, xi 23. 1, xiv 41.1, xxiii 88. 7, xl 11.2, xli 25. 

4, xlii 7. 2, 12. 4, Isoc. iii 63. 2, iv 66. 5, vii 63. 6, xi 44. 3, xii 181. 1, 270. 3, xvi 8. 1. 

Likewise, it is criticized in Euripides’ formal debates; cf. Med. 523-525: w g x e  vao<; k e S v o v  

oiaicoaxpotpov/ axpoiai Xaicpotx; Kpao7C£8oiq {m£K8pap.£iv / xtiv oqv axopapyov, & yuvai, 
yXtoaaaXylav, Hec. 1177-1180: dx; 8e pfi paicpoax; xeivco Xoyotx; [ ...] amvxa xauxa 

auvxepwv Ey© cppaaco. The speaker’s eloquence is often described in debates with phrases 

such as Xeyeiv deivdg{Med. 585), e v  Koapeiv Xdyovg {Med. 576), icopif/og and its derivatives 

{Supp. 426,1A 333), evyXcoooia {Alexandros fr. 56 Kn.). For more detail, cf. Jouan (1984) 

pp. 7-9. The rejection of the adversary’s elaborate and sophisticated articulation at the 

expense of truth and justice is a common line of attack in Euripides’ rhetorical contests; cf. 

Med. 576 (and Mastronarde 2002 ad loc.), 579-585, Hipp. 984f., 1038-1040 (and Lloyd 

1992, p. 51 ),Andr. 234f.,Hec. 1187-1194 (and Collard 1991 ad loc., Conacher 1998, p. 64, 

Buxton 1982, p. 181f.), Supp. 426 (and Collard 1975a ad loc.), HF 238, Tr. 967f. (and Lee 

1976 ad loc.), Ph. 526f. (and Mastronarde 1994 ad loc.), LA 333, Alexandros fr. 56 Kn., 

Palamedes fr. 583 Kn. (and Scodel 1980, p. 61) and Jouan (1984) pp. 7-13, Scodel (2000) 

pp. 134-139, Lloyd (1992) p. 26.

Fr. 6:

These lines as transmitted could be a statement, as well as a question, probably addressed to 

Polydectes as an argument against his plans to beget children from Danae; the king already 

has successors of his royal oikos and the birth of new children would only raise hostility 

among his offspring (probably in terms of succession). The possibility that these lines could 

have been spoken by one of the suppliants 410 certainly cannot be ruled out. It is worth 

noting, however, that father-son relationship is a recurring theme in frr. 7 and 8, as it is

410 So Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 81, Webster (1967) p. 64, Stoessl (1958) p. 160, Hartung (1843-1844) I 
p. 367, Wecklein (1888) p. 112.
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evident from the use of the pair natpp-TtaiSeg. Fr. 9 is also thematically related, describing 

the devastating consequences of Polydectes’ passion on his household. Hence, it can 

reasonably be observed that this particular discussion of the effects of the king’s desire on 

his family is given unusual prominence if it is merely part of a wide-ranging debate 

between Polydectes and the suppliants; as it occupies no fewer than four fragments (i.e. 

sixteen surviving lines), it may not have been a simple argument used by the suppliants (fr. 

6) and refuted by Polydectes (frr. 8, 9, perhaps also fr. 7), but could have been part of a 

conversation devoted to the issue of Polydectes’ relationship with his children. If so, this 

discussion is likely to have occurred between the king and another character. This ‘other 

character’ may have been a kind of ‘confidant’, perhaps a servant, as the Nurse in Hipp. 

176-361,433-524,680-731 and the old servant in Ion 735-1047,411 or perhaps even likelier, 

the king’s son;412 such a confrontation between father and son in terms of the impact of 

Polydectes’ plans on his family (cf. similarly Plut. Cat. Mai. 24. 7-8, for the same 

discussion of Peisistratus and Cato with their sons) could be paralleled to the 

intergenerational conflicts of Admetus and Pheres in Ale. 614-740, Ion and Xuthus in Ion 

569-675 (cf. Owen 1939, p. 110 and Lee 1997, pp. 224-232) and the debates between 

Aeolus and Macareus in Aeolus frr. 15, 16, 19-26 Kn. (cf. Jouan and van Looy 1998, p. 25 

and Webster 1967, p. 158), Merops and Phaethon in Phaethon 109-167 (cf. Diggle 1970, p. 

38f. and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995, p. 230f.) and of course that between Creon and 

Haemon in S. Ant. 635-780.413 The possibility of Polydectes’ confrontation with his son 

would have had interesting dramatic and thematic implications, not least because it could 

have offered the opportunity of a double treatment of the parent-offspring relationship 

within the same play (cf. note on fr. 12): on the one hand, the possible crisis in the king’s

411 So Webster (1967) p. 64. For the role of the ‘servant-confidant’ in Euripides, cf. also Stheneboea fr. 661. 
10-14 and perhaps frr. 663-665 Kn. (cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.), Cretans fr. 472e.47 Kn,,Alope 
fr. 108 Kn. (Hyg.fab. 287), Hyp. Aeolus (P. Oxy. 2457. 34), Hyp. Melanippe the Wise (P. Oxy. 2455. 11) and 
the Apulian vase-illustration of this play in Trendall and Cambitoglou (1991) no. 283d , also^uge frr. 271a, b 
Kn. cf. Danae, Dramatis Personae.
4,2 So Duchemin (19682) p. 92.
413 The agon between Theseus and Hippolytus in Hipp. 912-1089, though involving intergenerational conflict, 
is primarily a ‘trial-debate’; c f Barrett (1964) p. 334f., Duchemin (19682) p. 76. The intergenerational conflict 
in fifth-century Athens (for which cf Strauss 1993, pp. 136-144) is also reflected in comedy; c f Ar. Clouds, 
V. 652, 655, 875-881, Eupolis Demoi frr. 99. 116, 104 K.-A. (and Storey 2003, p. 136), cf. also Ehrenberg 
(1943) pp. 208-211.
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relationship with his son (frr. 6-9) and, on the other hand, Danae’s affection for her own 

son (cf. her lament in fr. 2), by whom she is finally rescued.

The possibility that another character, of whom all trace is lost, enters the stage 

raises questions of staging and distribution of roles: according to Euripides’ dramatic 

technique, the suppliants normally occupy their places at the altar upon a ‘cancelled entry’ 

at the beginning of the play and one of them speaks the prologue; this is the case in the 

Heraclidae, Andromache, Suppliant Women, Heracles and Helen (cf. Setting). On the basis 

of T3 and T5, Danae and Dictys would have remained at Poseidon’s altar until Perseus’ 

return; considering that no more than three speakers are allowed on stage, one has to 

suppose that at least one of the two actors playing the suppliants must exit, in order to 

return as Polydectes’ interlocutor. A ready parallel occurs in the Suppliant Women, where 

the actor playing Aethra exits at w . 359-364 to re-enter as Theban Herald at v. 399.414 

Similarly, the Orestes begins with Electra and Orestes on stage, the former being induced to 

exit at v. 301 f., as the next scene (vv. 356-728) requires two more speaking characters (i.e. 

Menelaus and Tyndareus), one of whom must be interpreted by the actor playing Electra.415 

It is thus reasonable to suppose that at least one of the two actors playing Danae and Dictys 

exits for some reason and re-enters to interpret this other character. Since the question of 

leaving the sanctuaiy is a topos in suppliant plays, it may be supposed that Polydectes 

might have forced Danae and Dictys to leave the altar (cf. Structure); they could thus have 

been absent at the scene of the discussion on the father-son theme or have re-entered, one 

of them being a kophon prosopon. Likewise, Menelaus forces Andromache to leave the 

sanctuary in Andr. 411, Heracles’ family exits to prepare for death in HF 332-347 and 

Helen leaves altar and stage in Hel. 330-333, which serves the specific dramatic purpose of 

Menelaus’ entrance and self-introduction on the empty stage before the couple’s encounter 

and recognition.416

1-2: for the significance of children for the preservation of the oikos and the polis, 

cf. note on fr. 2.6. Since Polydectes already has offspring, the continuity of his royal oikos 

has been ensured, therefore there is no point in begetting children from Danae; the same 

argument occurs in Med. 489-491 against Jason’s second marriage (cf. Mastronarde 2002,

4,4 Cf. Collard (1975a) ad loc. and p. 20.
415 Cf. West (1987) p. 196.
4,6 Cf. Dale (1967) p. 93.
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note on v. 490): 7tpo<)8(OKa<; 'n p a g ,  K a i v a  8 ’ EKxfiaco X,e%t\,l 7 ta i8 (o v  yeytbxeiv  e !  yap  f ja 0 ' 

a7cai<; e x i , /  ovyyvtboz' a v  fjv  0 0 1  xob8' E p a a O f jv a i  X e x o o q .

3 gxePav [•••] CT'op.paXX.ov tekvok;: LSJ 9: ‘to set one to fight with the other’. The 

Present participle ovpfiaXXcov of the manuscript tradition indicates what Polydectes is now 

in the process of doing, the consequences of which will affect his children. Since the 

reading of the manuscript tradition fits the context, there is no reason to adopt Bergk’s 

ovpf3aX(bv, which would transfer the action exclusively to the future. Mahly’s eppaX&vfails 

to denote hostility within the family, as cuv- does. Moreover, avufidXXa) is frequently used 

by Euripides in parallel contexts; cf. Med. 44: crop.fkxA.cbv E%0pav xiq abxhi, 521: cpiA,oi 

cpiAoiai oupPaAcoa' epiv, El. 906: aorcovSoun vopoiaiv e^Gpav x©i8e aop.pepA.fiKapev, Ba. 

837: oopfkxAcbv fkxKxau; paxT|v. The hostility between half-brothers from the same father 

usually derives from the question of succession. In most mythical and dramatic treatments 

of the theme of a father’s (usually a king’s) remarriage, it is often the stepmother, the 

father’s second wife, plotting against her stepchildren, in order to ensure that her own sons 

will get hold of royal power; cf. for instance, the stepmother’s plot in the lno (Hyg .fab. 4) 

and the two Phrixus plays by Euripides ([Apollod.] 1. 9. 1, Hyg. fab. 2, cf. van Looy 1964, 

pp. 165-183), the killing of Chrysippus by his half-brothers Atreus and Thyestes as 

instigated by their mother Hippodamia (Hellanicus FGrHA FI 57, Hyg .fab. 85), the murder 

of Phocus by his half-brother Peleus induced by his mother Endeis (schol. vet. Andr. 687 

Schwartz, [Apollod.] 3. 12. 6, Ov. Met. 11.266-270, Hyg .fab. 14. 8, Ant. Lib. Met. 38) and 

Watson (1995) pp. 20-91.417 The treatment of the strife between half-siblings over royal 

succession in tragedy may also reflect real life, as emerges from numerous legal cases of 

disputes between half-brothers over their father’s inheritance; cf. Is. xii, D. xlv 28, xxxix 

(dispute over the family-name and the legitimacy of a patrilinear half-brother, cf. Carey and 

Reid 1985, pp. 160-167, Cohen 1995, pp. 163-166, Humphreys 1989, pp. 182-185), [D.] 

xlviii 10, 1 60 (cf. Pomeroy 1997, p. 190) and Seaford (1990a) p. 170, Ogden (1990) pp. 

189-198. Remarriage was frequent in Classical Athens (cf. Thomson 1972, pp. 211-225, 

Erdmann 1934, pp. 403-405) and a father’s inheritance was equally shared by all his

417 In Hyg. fab. 186, which roughly provides the plot o f Euripides’ Captive Melanippe, Theano urges her sons 
to kill her foster-children (namely Melanippe’s sons), so that the former can obtain kingship. Stepmothers are 
generally regarded as malicious against their stepchildren, even if they do not have any children of their own; 
cf.Ale. 304-310,371-378, Andr. 47f., 68f., 309-765, Ion U02,  Aegeus fr A  Kn.
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legitimate male children (cf. Is. vi 25 and Harrison 1968,1 pp. 130-132, MacDowell 1978, 

p. 92f., Todd 1993, p. 219). The male offspring of a father’s first marriage was thus often 

ill-disposed towards his patrilinear half-brothers, since he would be the recipient of a 

smaller, because divided, inheritance (X. Mem. 2. 3. 1-5); cf Hunter (1994) p. 49, Christ

(1998) pp. 168-173, Garland (1990) p. 259f., Humphreys (1986) p. 75f.

Fr.7:

These lines appealing to the indisputable natural and emotional bonds between fathers and 

children (cf especially (piXxawv and note ad loc.) seem to have belonged to the same 

context as frr. 6 and 8 and perhaps also fr. 9, all of which deal with the manner in which 

the king’s passion affects his family (cf introductory note on fr. 6). The prominent notion 

of the natural alliance and reciprocity between father and offspring recurs in fr. 8. 1-3 

probably spoken by Polydectes, who uses the phrase rjdecog ovveicxpepeiv (‘to assist gladly 

till the end’) with reference to the love-affairs of both sides (cf note ad loc.). Accordingly, 

Polydectes could have been the speaker of the present fragment as well, expressing his 

expectation that his offspring would support his plans for Danae.418 Alternatively, these 

lines could be assigned to Polydectes’ interlocutor,419 who would be expected to emphasize 

the strong priority that the king should give his children rather than his desire for Danae. 

The concept of reciprocity could perhaps be an assertion of loyalty similar, for instance, to 

Haemon’s in S. Ant. 635f. (cf. Griffith 1999 ad loc.) and 701-704, balancing the speaker’s 

attempted refutation of Polydectes. The notion of the strong alliance between father and 

children recurs in Amphion’s plea to his father Zeus in Antiope fr. 223. 11-14 Kn. (cf. 

Collard, Cropp and Gibert 2004, p. 315, Kambitsis 1972, p. 104): ooi 5' oq x]o taxprcpdv 

ai0£po<; vaieiq t ieS o v , /  A,eycD xjooovxov pfj yapEiv pev pSecoq,/ a7C£ipav]xa 8* Eivai ooiq 
xEKvoiq [avafttpEXff/ on yap x]aA.6v xo5\ bXka auppaxeiv (ptXoiq.

4,8 Cf. Duchemin (19682) p. 92.
419 Webster (1967, p. 64 and n. 42) assigned the fragment to Perseus promising his aid to Danae and Dictys; 
however, as he reasonably admitted followed by Aelion (1986, p. 159, n. 29), these lines fit only loosely —  
and rather oddly—to the situation, due to the occurrence o f naxpi; instead o f  referring exclusively to his 
foster-lather, Dictys, Perseus would be expected primarily to address his mother.
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1 eycb vopl^co: the verb together with the personal pronoun is often used in 

argumentation, in order to emphasize one’s opinion and draw a contrast to ideas previously 

stated; cf. Med. 526-528, HF 282, Ion 645, IT 484, Antiope fr. 206 Kn. For further 

references, cf. note on Danae fr. 12. 3. In the present fragment, the verb serves to assert a 

common truth; on parental love for children, cf notes on fr. 2. 6 and fr. 12. 3.

tpUxaxov: the emotional connotation of the superlative degree of (piXoq is 

unmistakable (see Fraenkel on A. Ag. 329). The superlative (piXrarov thus often serves to 

appeal to the closest natural and emotional bond between people; c f Heracl. 414: ekcdv 8e 

xiq KocKcbq obxco (ppovEi,/ ocmq xcx cpiXxax' ek xspwv Scbaei xekvcx; HF 1112: raxxEp, xl KA.odeiq 

m i ouvapmoxTii icopaq,/ xou (piXxaxou ooi xt|X,60ev 7tai8oq pefkbq; El. 679: apov' apuve 

x o io 8 e cpiA-xaxoiq xexvoiq and Landfester (1966) pp. 83f., 89. For the same notion, cf. Med. 

329, Ph. 406, A.Ch. 193, 1051.

2 ouppaxovq: for the idea of alliance between blood-kin, cf. Andr. 370f.: Ouyaxpl 

ouppaxoq KaGicrxapai, El. 581: (’HX.) EKEivoq ei ou; (’Op.) auppaxoq y£ aoi povoq, Antiope 

fr. 223. 14 Kn: auppaxctv cplXoiq.

3 £v8iKcoxEpo,uq: ‘rightful, duty-bound’; cf. A. Th. 673, Ch. 329f., S. OT 13£. The 

rightfulness of the alliance described in this fragment relies on blood-kinship. Similarly, 

evSiKoq occurs denoting rightfulness based on kinship also in El. 224: o u k  ea0' oxoo Glyoip' 

av Ev8iK(bxepov, Hel. 1648f.: xa xwv 0e©v/ xipcoaa rnaxpoq x' evSiKouq E7cioxoX,aq. '

Fr. 8:

This fragment is likely to belong to the same context as frr. 6 and 7 and possibly also fr. 9, 

all of which focus on the impact of Polydectes’ passion on his family (cf introductory note 

on fr. 6). These lines were possibly spoken by Polydectes himself420 in his effort to gain 

the support of his offspring for his plans for Danae and focus on the mutual understanding 

and assistance that should exist between fathers and sons towards each other’s love affairs. 

The argument is reinforced by the attribution of amorous passion to divine will rather than 

human choice; by presenting love as a necessitating condition imposed by gods, the speaker

420 So Webster ( 1 9 6 7 )  p. 6 4 ,  Jouan and van Looy ( 2 0 0 0 )  p. 8 1 ,  Stoessl ( 1 9 5 8 )  p. 1 6 0 .
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is denying responsibility for his attitude. This position could be paralleled to the adikoi 

logoi of Helen in 7>. 948-950, of the Nurse in Hipp. 433-481 and ofPasiphae in Cretans fr. 

472e Kn.; cf. note on 1. 4.

1 f]Seo)c; ovveKcpepEiv: croveiccpEpeiv (LSJ 9): ‘to carry out together, to bear to the end 

along with someone’; e K < p e p e iv  denotes ‘to bring to one’s end’, as in S. Ai. 7 (and Garvie 

1998 ad loc.: ‘it indicates the completion of the process of carrying’, for iicyepeiv as 

‘carrying’ in a metaphorical sense, cf. Andr. 621, Ion 1012), S. Tr. 824. It thus presents 

desire as a burden (cf. note on 1. 4), whose victim requires consistent help through to the 

end. Verbs compound with two prepositions are used by Euripides rather often, as 

compared with Aeschylus and Sophocles; cf. Tr. 1018: c r v v c K K A c y /a c r a ,  El. 73: 

o v v E K K o p i^ e iv ,  IT 684: o v v £ K 7 rv £ X )(7 a i, Hel. 1406: o v v e K n o v e i ,  Andromeda fr. 136 Kn.: 

ovv£kji6v£i\ for further examples, cf. Bubel (1991) p. 136. An eloquent parallel to 1. If. 

occurs in Hipp. 464f. (cited by Kannicht 2004, I p. 386): 7toaou<; 8e rcaiai 7caxepa<; 

fipapxqKoaiv/ ouvEKKopi^eiv KuTtpiv; Barrett (1964, p. 243) plausibly interpreted the 

infinitive crvv£KKop%£iv of the Nurse’s words as ‘to assist’; avvcKqjipciv is a synonym of 

GW£KKopi^£iv and given the parallel contexts of the adikos logos of the Nurse and possibly 

of Polydectes here, a v v £ K q > £ p £ iv  in conjunction with r\8 £ tog  seems to denote ‘to assist 

gladly/ graciously/ courteously’. Though the reading rfiitog of the manuscript tradition is 

acceptable in terms of meaning, Stadtmiiller’s conjecture fjmcog (‘gently, kindly’) based on 

the similarity with E. fr. inc. 951 Kn. (fjv o i x e k o v x e i;  x o v x o  yvyvcbcnccoa' bx\J veo i tcox' fjoav, 

f|mco<; xftv xcov x e k v c o v /  o io o u a i Kfmpiv;) is quite tempting. The adjective r jn io g  describes a 

father’s attitude towards his children also in E. fr. inc. 950 Kn.: rix; ftSi) rcaxepa rcaiaiv 

piov  KUpEiv, 11. 24. 770, Od. 2.47,234.

2 <piXm)s Epttxaq: the Homeric and early poetic usage o f <pilog denoting possession/ 

parts of one’s body (‘one’s own’, cf. indicatively, II. 3. 31, 9. 610, 19. 209, Hipp. 199 and 

Barrett 1964 ad loc.: AeA/opoci peAecov ouvSeopa <plAcov, 1238: onoSoupevo^ pev 7ipo<; 

TCExpan; cplAov Kapa, Supp. 361, Or. 372, Phaethon fr. 782.2 Kn.: (piAaiaiv cbAevaiai and 

Landfester 1966, pp. 58- 65, cf. also A. Pers. 648, Ag. 619, 983, Ch. 410, 547 and 

Landfester 1966, pp. 5 If., 54) seems here to intermingle with the common meaning of 

affection, since it accompanies cpcorag (cf. similarly El. 596: cptAaq hSovdq aanaapaxoov,
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Or. 795: (piA,a KT^supaxa). In this light, it coheres with rjSccog to stress the rightness of 

unstinting support: as the children are dear, so are their desires.

auOaSlav: ‘wilfulness, stubbornness’; this notion regularly constitutes a particular 

feature of Sophoclean characters, describing confidence in one’s rightness and the pride in 

one’s independence of spirit; cf. S. OT 549f.: e l  x o i  v o p i^ E u ;  K x f jp a  t t j v  a i > 0 a 5 i a v  /  e l  v a t  x i  

x o u  v o u  x cop iq , o l)K  6p0©<; (p p o v e tq , Ant. 1028 (cf. Griffith 1999, pp. 34-38 and note ad loc.): 

a u 0 a 8 l a  x o i  o K a io x r ix '  6 (p X ,ia K ctv e i, and Knox (1964) pp. 38-52. F o r  passages in Sophocles 

expressive of this idea, cf. additionally Ai. 595, 1099,^4«/. 875, OT 1084f. (and Dawe 1982 

ad loc.), Ph. 950. Cf. also Med. 104 (and Mastronarde 2002 ad loc.): a y p i o v  fjO oq a x u y e p a v  

x e  c p u a iv / (ppevot; a u O a S o b q , 223, 621: o o l  8' o u k  a p e o K e i  x d y a O ' ,  aXX' a b O a S t a i /  (p iX ou q  

d7i(Q 0fji, 1028, Hipp. 304, El. 1117, [A.] Pr. 64, 79 (and Griffith 1983 ad loc.), 436, 907, 

964f.: x o io ig S e  p e v x o i  m i 7 ip iv  < x i ) 0 a 8 1 a p a o iv /  iq x a a 8 e  a a u x o v  7tr|p.ovd<; K<x0<bppia<x<;, 

1012, 1034f.: pr)8' a i> 0 a 8 i(x v /  e \)(3 o \)X .ia q  a p e i v o v '  hYĥ TI n o x e ,  1037, Ar. Th. 704, Ra. 1020: 

A io x b X e ,  X e ^ o v , p t |8 '  a i)0 d 8 co < ;/ a e p v u v o p e v o q  x a X e ic a iv e .  The speaker cleverly attributes 

any resistance (as against compliance) to wilfulness rather than principle.

3 abOatpexoi: ‘self-chosen’. Cf. the comic parallel in M. Aspis 288 (and Gomme and 

Sandbach 1973 ad loc.): ep co x i 7 tep i7ceacbv y a p  o u k  c ro O ca p ex a n . Cf. especially E .  Supp. 931 

(and Collard 1975a ad loc.), Bellerophon fr. 292.4f. Kn. (and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 

ad loc.): v o o o i  8 e  0 v r |x & v  a i  p e v  e i a '  a v O a ip e x o i , /  a t  8' e x  Oecov r c d p e ia i v ,  fr. inc. 1026 Kn.: 

x d  nkzt o x a  0v t|x o t< ; x tov  k c x k o o v  a u O a i p e x a ,  S. OT 1230f.: x tov  8 e  J ir ip o v c o v / p d A .ia x a  A z im o v a '  

a t  (pavGHj' a v O a ip e x o i ,  OC 521-523: f jv e y K o v  K otK oxax', © ^ e v o i ,  f iv e y K ' /  a e ic c o v  p e v ,  0eo<; 

l a x © /  x o v x c o v  8' a v O a lp e x o v  o \ ) 8 e v .

4 ou8' EKowria voao^: Acting ovx eiccbvis conjoined with circumstances of avayiai, 

namely circumstances external from human will and, in this context, defined by the gods 

(cf. note on 1. 6); cf. especially Rickert (1989) pp. 36, 60f., 63f. Parallel cases of the agent 

presented as acting aK(ov constrained by divine will occur in Heracl. 986: eycb 8e veixoq 

ou% £ k g >v  xo8' f|pdpr|v•[...] 989f.: aAA' eix' exprii^ov eixe pf|—Oeoq yap fjv— /Tipa pe xdpveiv 

xf|v8' £0r|K£ xf|v voaov, Hipp. 319: cpiAoq p' dfloAAva' ovx eicovaav obx e k c d v ,  358-361: oi 

aaxppoveq yap, ovx exovxeq aAA' optoq,/ k c ik c o v  epcoai. Kujipu; o v k  ap' f|v Oeoq, /  aAA' ei xi 
pet^ov aAAo ylyvexai 0eov,/ fj xf|v8e xdpe xai 8opov<; d7C(bX,£oev, Andr. 680: 'E A e v t i 8' 

£p6x0T|a' o\>x e k o v o ' aAA' ex 0 e © v , S. Ai. 447-455: vvv 8' h Aio<; yopywmq d8apaxo<; 0ea/
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f l8 r | p 1 etc' a \ ) T o t q  x £ ^P* e r c e D O u v o v x ' e ^ f i v /  e o c p r |X ,e v  E p P a X o b o a  X o o a c b S r i  voaov,/ wax' ev  

x o u h o S e  x ^ P 0^  a i p a ^ a i  (3 o x o i< ;7  k e i v o i  5 '  eneyyeXwaiv E K T iE tp E o y o x £<;,/ E p o b  p £ v  ox>x  

E x o v x o q ,  OC 962-964: o g x n ;  cp o v o x x ; p o i  K a i  y a p o x x ;  K ° d  a u p c p o p a i ; /  x o b  o o b  8 i f jx a < ;  

o x o p a x o q ,  aq eyas x&Xaq/ h v E y x o v  o k c d v  0 e o i< ;  y a p  f i v  o v x ©  (p iX o v , Ibyc. PMG fr. 287, 

Simonides PMG fr. 542. 27-30: navxaq 8 ' E i t a i v T i p i  K a i  cp iX E co,/ e k c o v  oaxiq E p 8 r | i /  p t | 8 e v  

a i a x p o v -  d v a y x a i /  8 '  o 6 8 e  0 e o I  p a x o v x a i ,  fr. 541. 8-10: f\ y ] a p  a E x o v x a  v i v  ( h a x a i /  K £ p ]8 o < ; 

apaxTixov fj 8 o A ,o tc A .[6 k o 'o / p £ ]y a a 0 £ V T )< ;  o t a x p o q  ’A c p p o 8 i x [ a q ,  Theoc. 30.28-31 ,A.P. 12. 79.3 

and Fischer (1973) pp. 54-56.

The description of love as disease is a commonplace in poetry; cf. indicatively, 

Archil, fr. 193 W., Sappho fr. 31. 5-15 L.-P., Andr. 220f. (cf. Stevens 1971 and Lloyd 1994 

ad loc.), S. Tr. 441-448 (and Easterling 1982, p. 128f., Davies 1991a, p. 130f., Biggs 1966, 

p. 229f.), 491f., 544, Lovers o f Achilles fr. 149 R., Eub. Campylion fr. 40. 6 K.-A. (and 

Hunter 1983 ad loc). For the strong effects of love on human soul and for the relation of 

sentiments such as fear, shame, grief and fury to physical symptoms, cf. Hp. De Humor. 9.

For the presentation of love as god-sent v o o o q , cf. especially Hipp. 40,121-309 (and 

Barrett 1964, pp. 182,195, 200, Zeitlin 1985, pp. 59-63, 106-110), 394,474-479,512, 597, 

698, 766, Tr. 1042 (and Biehl 1989, p. 378): xf)v voaov xfjv xcov ©ecdv, Cretans fr. 472e. 9-12 

Kn. (and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc): vbv 8\ e x  ©eou yap 7cpoafk>Xfi<; epxivdpriv,/ 

dXyco p.£v, Eaxi 8’ obx Exobaiov xaxov, 12: e8tix0tiv 0t>pdv alaxioxr|i voocoi, 20f.: xi 8fjx’ av 

xtiiSe paivolpriv voacoi; Saipcov o xou Se xap' E[v£jtXr|a£v xafxdjv, 25f., 30 (cf. Cantarella 

1964, p. 7If.): 7iX.Tiyhv 8aipovoq 0£f|Xaxov, lno fr. 400 Kn.: oaov voaripa xf)v Kbrcpiv 

KExxfipeOa, Veiled Hippolytus fr. 428 Kn.: oi yap Kunpiv cpEuyovxcq dv0pei)7C(ov ayav/ 

voaobo' opoicoq xotq ayav 0r)p(opEvoiq, S. Phaedra fr. 680 R. (and Pearson 1917 ad loc): 

voaouq 8' avdyxTi xaq 0£T|Xdxoug cpepeiv, Eub. Nannion fr. 67. 8-9 K.-A.: Xa0paiav Kbrcpiv, 

aiaxiaxriv voocov naa&v, Men. Dysc. 44 (cf. Gomme and Sandbach 1973 ad loc), X. Cyr. 

5. 1. 12.

If amorous passion is presented as god-implanted and not as e k o v o i o v  or 

avOaiperov, humans expect to be released from responsibility for their actions; cf. De 

Romilly (1976) pp. 311-321, Cozzoli (2001) pp. 33-39, Rivier(19752a) p. 184f. The denial 

of personal responsibility by shifting the burden of one’s misconduct exclusively to the 

gods is prominent in the defence-speeches of Helen (Tr. 948-950,1042, cf. Basta Donzelli
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1986, pp. 389-409, Lloyd 1984, pp. 307-309, Gregory 1991, pp. 171-173 and Lloyd 1992, 

p. 104f.) and Pasiphae (Cretans fr. 472e Kn., cf. Dolfi 1984, pp. 125-138, Reckford 1974, 

pp. 319-328, Rivier 1975b, pp. 48-60), as well as in the Nurse’s speech in Hipp. 433-481 

(cf. Barrett 1964, pp. 238-248 and Gregory 1991, pp. 67-70), and seems to be the excuse 

also for Polydectes’ passion and misbehaviour. Cf. similarly, Gorg. Hel. 15-20 (and 

MacDowell 1982, p. 42f.). Nevertheless, from Homer onwards divine influence as such 

does not seem to count as an excuse, since passion may be involuntary (god-sent), but one’s 

response is not; cf. Adkins (1960) pp. 14-16,22-25, 120-127, Lloyd Jones (1971) p. 150f., 

Dodds (1951) p. 185f. Therefore, argumentation of this sort would have been questionable 

in everyday life and is commonly associated in tragedy with characters whose attitude is 

immoral, as in the cases cited above. For the power of Aphrodite, cf. below, fr. 9.1.

5 <jkaiov xi 5f| t6 xpftfta  Y*7veCT®ai q>iXet: ‘it is often a foolish thing to do...’ For 

similar phrasing, cf. Andr. 957f.: ao<pov xi xphfta  xou 5i5a^avxo<; (3poxoi)<;/ A.oyo'uc, aKoueiv 

xcdv evavxicDV Ttapa, El. 606f.: ebpripa yap xoi X Pfifta  Yiyvexai xo5e,/ Koivfii pexaoxeiv 

xayaGon Kai xou KaKou, Alcmene fr. 96 Kn.: o m io v  xi xphfta  icAooxoq q x' arceipta. This 

periphrastic use of xPWa originates in colloquial language; cf. Stevens (1976) pp. 20-22, 

Bergson (1967) pp. 79-88.

6 0e©v dvctYKag: the notion of avayicrj is here related to divine will as opposed to 

human free will (cf. 11. 3-4: avQaiperoi, i/covcria); cf. Schreckenberg (1964) pp. 36-44, 72- 

81, Lanzi (2000) pp. 81-94, Kamerbeek (1948) pp. 272-278, Greene (1944) pp. 143-163, 

181-186, 191-196. The speaker thus presents love as a necessitating condition caused by 

divine interference; cf. Dover (1974) p. 137f, 208. The idea of avaytcrj in the form of a 

natural phenomenon exerting superior force and clashing with human will and choice 

(e/cm>) occurs in Arist. EN 1109b. 35-1110a. 4 ,EE 1224a. 20-23. For avayKijm tragedy, cf. 

Ale. 962-981, Hec. 584 (and Collard 1991 ad loc.): G ew v  a v d y K a i a i v ,  HF 859, Tr. 886, El. 

1301 (and Cropp 1988 ad loc.), Ph. 999f: oi p e v  Q eacp d x cav  e A .e b O e p o i/  kook e iq  dvdyKriv 

S a i p o v w v  d ( p iY p e v o i ,  1763: x a q  yap e x  0ea>v d v d y K a q  O vty x o v  o v x a  5 e t  (p e p e iv ,  LA 443 (and 

Stockert 1992 ad loc.), 512, 761, Telephus fr. 716 Kn. (and Preiser 2000, pp. 413-415): a i )  

5' e i x 1 avdYKti K a i  0 e o i a i  p f)  p a x o u ,  Bellerophon fr. 298 Kn.: n p o q  x q v  avayKriv r c a v x a  

xaXK' e a x '  a a O e v q ,  Licymnios fr. 475 Kn., fr. inc. 965 Kn., A. Pers. 293, Ag. 218 (cf. 

Denniston and Page 1957 ad loc.), Ch. 75, [A.] Pr. 105 (and Griffith 1983 ad loc.), S. Ph.



1316f.: avGpamoiai xa<; p&v ek Gegjv/ xx>xa<; SoGeicaq egx' avayKaiov cpepeiv, Aristarchus 

TrGF\ 14 F 2 Sn.: epcoxcx; ooxiq ph jceiceipaxai Ppoxtov,/ouk oi8 '6cv&ykt|<; GEopov, M oschion  

Telephus TrGF I 97 F2 (and Xanthakis-Karamanos 1980, p. 127f.). For the invincibility o f  

necessity, cf. Em pedocles ff. B 115 D.-K.: egxiv ’AvayKrig xphpa, Gecdv \|/f)cpxopa TtaXaiov,/ 

a !8 iov, TtXaxeeoot KaxeatpptiYiapevov opKoiq, Gorg. Hel. 6  (and M acD ow ell 1982 ad loc.).

iaaGai: the search for a cure for love is com m on in such contexts; cf. Hipp. 479, 

509-512, 597, 698f. (and G off 1990, pp. 49-52, Parker 1983, p. 222 , Ferrini 1978, pp. 49- 

62), Theocr. Id. 2. 90-92  (and Gow 1952 ad loc.), 11. l r2 (and Hunter 1999 ad loc.), Plin. 

NH2%. 256, Ov. Her. 5. 149, Rem. Am. 260, Met. 1. 523, Prop. 2. 4 .7 . The speaker asserts 

that there is no cure for god-sent passion and that it should thus be accepted as it is; on the 

other hand, even divine diseases are regarded as curable in Bellerophon fr. 292 Kn. (as in 

Hp. Morb. Sacr. 18, Ar. V. 118, cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc., M uller 2000b, pp. 

95-97, G oossens 1962, pp. 152-154, Parker pp. 216-218): rcpoq xfrv voaov xoi Kai xov 

iaxpov xpswv/ i8ovx' aKEiaGai, ph ercixcd; xa cpappam/ SiSovx', eav  pf) xauxa xfj voato 

7tp£7rn./ voaoi 8e Gvtixcov a i  p£v Eia' auGaipExoi,/ a i 8 ' ek Gecov 7tap£iaiv, a k X a  xcd vopto/ 

i6 p£G' auxd<;.

Fr. 9:
t

This fragment is thematically related to fr. 8. 3-6, as they both illustrate the invincible 

pow er o f  Aphrodite and thus the impasse, which Polydectes claim s to have reached. These 

lines go a step further in developing the thought expressed in fr. 8. 3-6: Cypris does not 

yield when reprimanded and, i f  you press her hard, she engenders war ending to the 

devastation o f  households. The speaker is likely to have been Polydectes (or som eone on 

his side 421), underlining all the havoc to be caused, i f  one does not reconcile with god-sent 

passion .422 This fragment could have belonged to the same context as frr. 6-8, w hich deal 

with the father-son relationship, for the follow ing reasons: (a) the objection to the 

vovOerrfoig possibly made by P olydectes’ interlocutor against am orous passion; such an 

admonition occurs in fr. 6, where the speaker describes the k ing’s desire as a disruptive

421 Parallel arguments are used by the Nurses in Hipp. 443-446 and Stheneboea fr. 665 Kn.
422 Cf. Duchemin (19682) p. 92, Webster (1967) p. 64, Aelion (1986) p. 159, n. 28.
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force. The present fragment could be a response that the real destruction comes from 

repression, (b) The fact that the speaker warns his interlocutor on the potential desolation of 

Polydectes’ household, if Cypris is repressed, could imply that the interlocutor would have 

had personal interest in preserving Polydectes’ oikos, which may call for a member of the 

king’s family as addressee of these lines; this possibility would fit the context of frr. 6-8 

(for which cf. the introductory note on fr. 6) and (c) the similarity in argumentation with fr. 

8.3-6.

Here, as often, Aphrodite’s epithet ‘Cypris’ serves to connote sexual desire (schol. 

vet. II. 5. 330 Erbse: Kvnpiv. o ip iv  xfjv imOvpiav, oi Si ti)v{kxpfkxpiKrjv aypocrvvriv avrrjv 

eivai Xiyovcnv)', cf. indicatively Hec. 825, Tr. 988, Cretans fr. 472e.7 Kn. (and Collard, 

Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.), fr. 18, also [A.] Pr. 650, S. Tr. 515 (and Easterling 1982, p. 

137), fr. inc. 874 R., Ar. Eccl. 722.423 The impetuosity and invincibility of Cypris is 

prominent in Euripidean plays treating illicit passions, as in Stheneboea fr. 665 Kn. 

(possibly spoken by the Nurse, cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 ad loc.): xoiabx' 

aXi)Ei-voo0Exoi)p£vo<; 8’ epcoq/ paA,A,ov tue^ei and Hipp. 443-446 (cf. Barrett 1964 ad loc.): 

Kimpi  ̂ yap oi) cpoprixdv iyv JtoAAf) pofji,/ f\ xov p£v eikovO’ pexepxexai,/ ov 8’ av
7iepiaaov Kai (ppovouvG' ebprii peya,/ xooxov Xafiooaa ttax; 8okei<; Ka0i)(3piaev.

The overwhelming and often destructive power of Aphrodite and Eros is a recurring 

theme in poetry; cf. for instance, II. 4. 198f. (and Janko 1992 ad loc.), h. Horn. Ven. (cf. 

Allen, Halliday and Sikes 19362, p. 352), Hes. Theog. 120-122 (and West 1966, p. 195f.), 

Sappho frr. 1 and 16. 6-12 L.-P. (and McIntosh Snyder 1991, pp. 3-13), A. Supp. 1001- 

1005, Danaides fr. 44 R., S. Ant. 781-800 (and Griffith 1999, pp. 255-260), Tr. 441f. (cf. 

Easterling 1982 and Davies 1991 a ad loc.), 497, fr. inc. 941 R. (and Pralon 1993, pp. 125- 

131): co icaiSe ,̂ h xoi Kuitpiq oi) Kimpn; povov,/ aX,X' eaxi rcoXXcov ovopaxcov erccbvopoq./ 

eaxiv pev "AiStv;, eaxi 8* acp0ixo<; pioq,/ ectxiv 8e Xboaa paviaq, eoxi 8' ip E p o q , E. Med. 627- 

644, Hipp. 439-476, 525-564, 1268-1281 (cf. Citti 1990, pp. 89-95 and Zeitlin 1985, pp. 

58-63, 107-109), Tr. 948-950, Stheneboea fr. 661. 21-23 Kn., Andromeda fr. 136 Kn. (cf. 

Bubel 1991, p. 135f. and Klimek-Winter 1993, pp. 249-251), Auge fr. 269 Kn., fr. inc. 898 

Kn., 1076 Kn., Theocr. Id. 1. 100-102, A.P. 9 .221.424

423 On Aphrodite and sexuality, cf. Pirenne-Delfbrge (1994) pp. 419-433.
424 Cf. Calame (1999) pp. 141 -150, Friedrich (1978) pp. 97-100.
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1 vo'oGexo'opev'n: LSJP s .v . vovOexS: ‘to admonish, to rebuke’. Parallel cases of 

admonition towards gods occur in HF 855: ph cri) vouGexei xoc 0' "Hpag K apa prixavripaxa, 

Ion 436f.: vouGextixeoc; Se poi/ OotpoQ, Lyr. Alex. ff. adesp. 8 (a) Powell: epcoxa 

vouGexovvxeq dyvoeiG' oxi/ jcup avaicaiopEvov eA,ai(p 0eA.exe K [oi]p iaai. ‘Nouthetetic’ 

speeches addressed to gods occur in Hipp. 114-120 (cf. Barrett 1964 pd loc.), 7/^339-347 

(cf. Bond 1981 ad loc.), Ion 436-451, Antiope fr. 223. 11-14 Kn. (and Kambitsis 1972, p. 

103); cf. especially Dale (1969) p. 182 and Schadewaldt (1966) p. 132f. Since in the 

present case Cypris is desire personified, the nouthetesis is not merely addressed towards 

the goddess (cf. fr. 8. 3-6 presenting Polydectes’ passion as a god-sent disease), but also 

towards the person overwhelmed by desire.

X<xA.a: LSJ9: ‘to loosen things drawn tightly together, to slacken one’s hold’; it 

belongs to naval (A.R. 2. 1264, A.P. 5. 204.5, EM s.v. ‘xdA,a’ 804, 49 Gaisford) and 

equestrian vocabulary (cf. E. Ino fr. 409 Kn., Ar. Eccl. 508, Plat. Prot. 338a. 3), as well as 

to the language of archery (h. Horn. Ap. 6, h. Horn. 27.12). The imagery of archery seems to 

occur here (cf. note on evxeiveiv) in combination with the metaphorical sense of^or/Uy as ‘to 

yield’; for the latter sense, cf. indicatively Hec. 403, Ion 637, Telephus fr. 716 Kn., 

Erechtheus fr. 362. 18 Kn., Ar. V. 121.

2 fjv x' a$ pia£n: ‘if you press her (i.e. Aphrodite) hard’, namely ‘if you resist 

strongly/ try to prevent a lover from pursuing the object of love’; this verb is used more in 

the middle than in the active mood. Cf. Ale. 1116: ava£, (3ia£rp. p' on 0eA.ovxa 8pfiv xocSe, 

Med. 339: xi 8' a$ |3ia£ni kouk ajcaA.A.aaoTji xepd<5; Heracl. 647, Hipp. 325, Or. 1623, 

Chrysippus fr. 840 Kn.: yv6pitv 8' exovxa p' f\ cpuai  ̂ pia^Exai, fr. inc. 1076 Kn.: rcavxtDv 

apiaxov pq Pia^eaGai Geoax;.
evxeIv e iv : LSJ9: ‘to stretch or strain tight’, especially of any operation performed 

with straps or cords, metaphorically ‘to intensify’; as x a^deo, it belongs to the vocabulary of 

archery (Supp. 745, 886, A. Thressae fr. 83 R., X. Cyr. 4. 1.3., Luc. Scyth. 2. 17) and 

horsemanship (II. 5. 278, X. Eq. 8. 3), as well as naval terminology (Or. 106). Archery is 

Aphrodite’s attribute in Pindar (P. 4. 213), where she is portrayed as izoxvia d^vraxcov 

peXemv. Cf. also Theoc. 11.16 (and Gow 1952 ad loc.), A.P. 5. 98, Asclepiades A.P. 5. 189, 

Meleager A.P. 5. 179, Asclepiades A.P. 12. 50, Mosch. 2. 75. Euripides tends to use 

pictorial language to describe love: for his descriptions of Aphrodite as archer, cf. Med.
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530-531, 633-635 (and Mastronarde 2002 ad loc.): pfptox', to Searcoiv', in' cpoi xpuoetov 

xo^cov a(pelr)<;/ trepan  xpfrraa' aqyoKxov oiaxov, Hipp. 530-532 (and Barrett 1964, p. 260): 

owe yap ftDpoq obx' aaxpcov a)7iepxepov (3eA.o<;/ otov xo xaq ’AqjpoSixaq it |a iv  ek x£p®v/ "Epcoq 

o Aioq jcatq. For Eros as archer in Euripides, cf. Tr. 255 , LA 548f. (and Stockert 1992 ad 

loc.); cf Barlow (1971) p. 101 and Kurtz (1985) pp. 256f., 29 1 -2 9 3 .,Nevertheless, artistic 

depictions of Eros as archer are rare before the fourth century (cf. L1MC s.v. ‘Eros’ no. 332, 

341). The pair ivreivco-x^do) occurs in a context of crisis also in Or. 6 9 8 -7 0 0 :e i 5' 

xiq avxov evxeIvovxi p e v /xceXcov utceikoi Kaipov £uXa|3oi)p£vo<;,/iacoq a v  EKTtveuaeiev. For 

similar phrasing with reference to desire, cf. PI. R. 329c. 8-9: ErceiSav a i  E7n.0op.iai 

rcaoocovxai KaxaxEivoooai Kai xotA.da(oaiv.

3 x v k x e i  TcoXepov: the notion of one evil engendering another is common in tragedy; 

cf. Hel. 363-365: xa 8' epa Scopa / KOrcpiSoq exeke koXv pev atpa,/ 710X6 8e SdcKpvov, 

Alcmeon through Psophis fr. 79 Kn., VeiledHippolytus fr. 438 Kn., Temenidae fr. 732 Kn., 

fr. inc. 1071 Kn.: A/unai yap dvGprimoioi xiKxooaiv voaooq, also A. Ag. 759, Ch. 382-385, 

648-651 (and Garvie 1986 ad loc.), 806, S. El. 217-219: rcoXb yap xi kokwv \)7iEp£Kxfioco,/ 

aa SoaOopq) xiKxooa' ai£i/ \|/uxa TioXEpo'ix;, Jphigenia fr. 308 R., Tyro fr. 663 R. Judging by 

KoXepog, avdaracng Sopcov and the vocabulary of archery {ivreivei v-xocXa), as well as 

exOpa: peyiarrj (fr. 6) and cwppa/ovg (fr. 7), both speakers are using the vocabulary of 

warfare in offering divergent ideas of what causes discord.

3f. avaoxaoiv Sopcov: ‘the devastation of households’. Cf.Andr. 1249f. :avaoxaxov 

yevot;, Tr. 364: oikcov ’Axpeax; avaaxaoiv, S. Ant. 673f.:'n§' avacxaxoo^/oucoxk; xi0t|aiv, A. 

Pers. 105: tioXecdv avaaxdoeiq, Ag. 589: aXcoaiv ’IXiou x' avaoxaaiv. For Aphrodite’s 

power to desolate households, cf. Hipp. 359-361: Kimpu; ovk dp' fry 0eo<;,/ aXX' ei xi pEt^ov 

aXXo yiyvExai 0 E o u , / f |  xfjv8e Kap£ Kai Sopoax; dft6A,£a£v.

Fr. 10:

This statement obviously refers to Perseus, whose mind has been much trained by toil, 

despite his youth. The hero’s tremendous exploit leading to his maturation must reflect a
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rite of passage 425 and, according to inscriptional evidence, Perseus was worshipped as 

patron of manhood initiation-rituals in late Archaic Mycenae 426 Such a praise of Perseus’ 

intelligence and courage could have been made by Danae, Dictys or the Chorus after the 

hero’s nostos and possible narration of his deed (cf. T3, T5 for Perseus’ encounter with 

Danae and Dictys upon his return to Seriphos) 427 Euripides seems to have been fascinated 

by the energy and assertiveness of youth; cf. Supp. 442-449 (and Collard 1975a, p. 229f.), 

IT 122 (and Cropp 2000 ad loc.) Cressae fr. 461 Kn., Archelaus fr. 237 Kn. (and Harder 

1985 ad loc.), fr. inc. 1052 Kn. and Dover (1974) p. 105, Strauss (1993) p. 113f.

o v k  a y b p v a o x o q : dyvpvacrxog^untrained’) occurs in tragedy mostly in litotes and at 

the same position in the trimeter; cf. Kannicht (1969) on Hel. 533: o v S '  a y o p v a o x o v  

7 iA ,a v o ig . Apart from hard physical exercise (as in the much-disputed phrase in Supp. 903: 

x w v  x' a y v p v d o x c o v  o c p a y e u q , cf. Collard 1975a ad loc.), ovk ayvpvacrrog also connotes 

intellectual training, as here and in Ba. 491: cbq G p a o ix ;  o  p a x x o q  k o u k  a y \ ) p v a o x o < ;  A b yoov , 

in the Peirithous by Euripides or Critias TrGF\ 43 F10 (and Sutton 1987, p. 57): { o  7tp(oxoc; 

e ijw o v }  o v k  a y  v p v d o x c p  cppevi/ e p p i \ | /e v  o crx iq  x o v 5 '  E K o r iv ia ev  A u y o v ,/  a x ; x o i a i v  e$  c p p o v o v a i  

c r u p p a x e i  x v x t | .  Cf. also S. Tr. 1083 {dyvpvaorogas ‘unharassed’): o v 8 '  a y v p v a c r x o v  p 1 e a v /  

e o ik e v  f) x a A ,a iv a  8 ia |3 o p o < ; v o o o q .

< p p e v a £ :  in tragedy, (ppeveg are mainly associated with intellectual activity, as ‘the 

seat of mental faculties, perception, thought’ (LSif): cf. for instance, Med. 316, Hipp. 612, 

685, 1337, Andr. 361, 365, 482, Hec. 746, Tr. 6, 1158, Hel. 160, Ba. 427 and Sullivan 

(2000) pp. 11-16. Perseus is here presented as an exception to the common view that (ppeveg 

are superior in old age (for this view, cf. indicatively Hipp. 969, Peleus fr. 619 Kn. and 

Sullivan 2000, p. 10f.). Judging by the acute mental capacities, as well as the tremendous 

courage demanded for Perseus’ exploit, the above meaning must here intermingle with the 

sense of ppeveg as ‘heart, the seat of courage’ (cf. Med. 856-859: rcoGev G p a o o q  h cp p ev o q  tV 

X e ip i  xek v(ov  a e G e v /  K a p S ia i  xe A fp i/r |i/ 8eivocv 7 t p o o a y o o a a  x o A p a v ;  also 11. 3. 45, 17. 499,

425 Cf. Dillon (1989) pp. 97-112.
426 Cf. Jameson (1990) pp. 213-223 and Burkert (1984) p. 82.
427 The suggestion made by Jouan and van Looy (2000, p. 81) and Stoessl (1958, p. 161) that this line could 
belong to die context o f Dictys’ consolation to Danae seems to be refuted by the fact that according to the 
mythical evidence, Perseus was untested before being sent to decapitate the Gorgon, which contradicts ovk 
ayvp vaaxog.
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Od. 1. 89, Hes. Theog. 688, A. Th. 61\,Ag. 1302, Ch. 596, S. Ai. 46 and Sullivan 2000, p. 

22).

Fragmenta sedis magis incertae

Fr. 11:

The female speaker of this fragment is obviously Danae addressing Dictys (mentioned as 

yepaiog in fr. 3 as well, cf. T3), who rouses her for some unknown reason. The ancient 

scholiast on S. Ai. 787 paralleled these lines to Tecmessa’s reaction to the chorus-leader’s 

appeal to listen to the news brought by the messenger. Apart from the obvious stylistic 

resemblance between the two passages, it has to be asked whether there may have been any 

further similarity, in terms of dramatic situation. Danae uses a verb (<opGoig), which suggests 

that she has been seated or prostrate. Moreover, Euripides’ Xekriapevriv goes further than 

Sophocles'nejtavpevnv ; Danae has forgotten her suffering, which is a surprising notion. 

Sleep is linked to oblivion (A f|0r|) as relieving from distress in HF  1042-1044: K a S p e to i  

yep ovxeq , ou  a i y a  a t /  y a  xdv tm vtoi n a p e ip e v o v  ea a e x ' e k /  X .a 0 e a 0 a i kcckcov; and Or. 211- 

214 (cf. Willink 1986, p. 120f.): d> tpiXov unvot) 0£A.yr|xpov, e jtiK o u p o v  v o a o v , /  ©<; fiS-O p o i 

7tpoaf}A.0£<; £v 8eovxi x£ ./ (5 rcoxvia Af|0T| xajv xaiccov, ax; £ i ao<pfi/ K a i x o ia i  8 v a x v x o v a iv  

EVKxaia 0eo<;.428 Danae is thus likely to have been sleeping, which could explain why she 

has forgotten her agony.429 However, unlike Tecmessa in the Aias (who is summoned from 

the stage-building by the chorus), Danae is presumably not as free to move in the acting 

area, if the stage-building represents Polydectes’ palace (cf. Setting). Hence, her being 

asleep on stage (at the altar) at a critical moment in the play seems implausible and this line 

is thus less likely to belong to the climactic scene of Perseus’ return, as widely 

suggested;430 rather, it may be more plausibly located at the beginning, perhaps in the 

prologue. In this case, Dictys, as Electra in the Orestes, might have delivered the prologue- 

speech, while Danae was sleeping (cf. note on fr. 1). He could have then roused her for

428 In S. Tr. 977-980, 1005 (cf. Easterling 1982 ad loc.), Ph. 827-838, 843-867, 877f. (cf. Ussher 1990, p. 
138f., Webster 1970, pp. 119-121) sleep is described as alleviating physical pain.
429 1 owe this idea to Professor C. Carey.
430 So Webster (1967) p. 64, Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 82, Aelion (1986) p. 159f., n. 30.
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some important reason, to judge by parallel cases in Heracl. 633-636 and Hec. 50 If., where 

a character stirs another when bringing significant news. Dictys, as in the cases just 

mentioned and as the chorus-leader in the Aias, may want Danae to listen to news (about 

Perseus? cf. introductory note on fr. 2 for the possibility that Polydectes might have spread 

false rumours of Perseus’ death) or may alternatively be rousing her at the entry of another 

character (Polydectes?).

1 xl p.\ 65 yepaie: Ms L of Sophocles (belonging to the Laurentian class A,), which 

served almost exclusively as the basis for Papageorgius’ edition of the scholia on 

Sophocles, gives the reading x i  p1 [[65]] apxi jr r ||ia x c o v  AeAxiopcvriv/ opGoiq; while G (from 

the Roman class p) reads x i  p \  to yepaie, jrn p a x c o v  7 t£ 7 tao p .E v r|v / opGoiq; The remaining 65 in 

the L , which was erased by the scribe, reveals the existence of two different readings: 65 

yepaie and apxi (cf. Christodoulou 1977, p. 86fi, n. 29 for the transmission of this line in 

the Sophoclean scholia). There is considerable evidence, as Turyn observed (1952, p. 120), 

that the primary archetype (co) of the plays and ancient scholia of Sophocles, from which 

the A and p familes derived, abounded in double readings —the one exhibited in the text 

and the other interlinear or marginal—and this phenomenon is best reflected in L , as in our 

case. Hence, whenever the decision as to the choice of a reading in p went in a different 

direction from that in A., a divergence between the two classes would have occurred; cf. 

Turyn (1952) p. 121. The reading apxi, which leaves the verse metrically incomplete, seems 

to have been adopted by the scribe of L in view of its correspondence with apxitog in S .Ai. 

787; cf. Christodoulou (1977) p. 87, n. 29. On the other hand, the & yepaie of G, which 

aptly completes the trimeter, must have been the original reading, being certainly much 

more informative than apxi and corresponding to the image of Dictys as yepaiog, which also 

occurs in T3 and fr. 3. Manuscript G is generally admitted to emend L in certain cases, 

often providing older readings; cf. De Marco (1936) p. 15f. and Turyn (1952) pp. 107-109, 

for cases where G emends L.

icnpax©v AeAiiapEVTiv: AeAijapevrjv is provided by L, while G reads jtenavpevpv, 

which is the reading adopted by Christodoulou (1977, p. 180). As in the case of apxi above, 

it seems quite likely that nenavpevqv sneaked into the scholium in view of its 

correspondence to nejtavpevrjvm Ai. 787, which makes L ’s XeXrjapevrjva more plausible 

reading, on the principle utrum in alterum abiturum erat. For XavOavopai + gen. in
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Euripides as expressive of sufferings, which one is trying to forget, cf. Ale. 198: xooobxov 

aA/yoq, OU7CO0' ou A,eXf|OETai, Supp. 86: Gavouaa xgjvS' a^yecov A,a0oipav, Ion 361: a, pf) p' 

ex' o i k x o v  e^ay' o§ 'A.£A.fiop£0a, Tr. 606: o 0avrov 8' £rciA,a0£xai akyecov. This line seems to 

provide a fine example of how the X and p traditions of the Sophoclean scholia complement 

each other, as Turyn pointed out (1952, p. 121).

2 opBot :̂ ‘to raise up, to rise from one’s seat’. Danae’s reluctance to raise herself 

up seems to be indicative of her psychological weariness and frustration. Similarly, 

physical and psychological exhaustion prevent one from standing upright in Heracl. 635fi: 

©£. £7taip£ vov aEocuTOv, 6p0G>aov Kapa./ Io. yepovx£<; Eapcv KouSapa*; £pp(bp£0a, 
An dr. 1076-1078: Xo. a a, xl SpaaEiq, © yepaiE; ph tceotjk;- exaipe aauxov. I1t|. ouSev dp'- 

d7c©X.6pr|v./ (ppouSri p£v ai>8f), cppouSa 8' ap0pa pou k<xxcd, Hec. 501 f.: ecx- xxq o6xo<; ocopa 

xoupov ouk  mi/ K£io0ai; xl k ivei^ p', oaxiq eT, X,,07to'0p£vriv; Tr. 505 (cf. Barlow 1986, p. 

180f.): xl Sfjxd p’ opGoux'; £^m8©v icol©v wio; also in S. Ph. 820 (where the hero is 

overpowered by his strong physical pain, cf. Usher 1990 ad loc.): xo yap k<xkov xo8 ’ o uk ex' 

opGouaOat p' ea.

Fr. 12:

This fragment illustrates parental affection towards their offspring, which is shared by all 

living creatures. These lines are quoted by Stobaeus in his chapter 'Onoiovg xp*! etvai rovg 

naxepag (Stob. 4. 26) together with frr. 6, 7 and 8, which focus on the theme of father-son 

relationship (cf. notes ad loc.). Though Stobaeus’ anthology is regarded as modeled up to a 

certain extent on earlier gnomic compilations, the earliest of which date as early as the third 

century BC,431 one cannot exclude the possibility that some of the titles of his sections were 

given by Stobaeus himself around the fifth century AD, when he would not probably have 

had direct access to plays outside the ‘selection’ 432 Hence, Stobaeus’ title as such cannot be 

safely regarded as an authority for locating this fragment in the context of the discussion on 

the father-son relationship. If these lines did belong to this scene, the emphasis on parental 

affection (cf. 1. 3: x e k v ’ a xucxovaiv <piX,£iv), occurring also in fr. 7. 2 (rcaxpi cpiXxaxov

431 Cf. Hense ( 1 9 1 6 )  col. 2 5 5 7 - 2 5 6 0  and Page ( 1 9 3 4 )  p. 3 3 .
432 Cf. Hense ( 1 9 1 6 )  col. 2 5 5 7 - 2 5 6 1 .
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xexva), could perhaps serve to remind Polydectes of the strong precedence, which a father 

should give his children over his amorous passion.

On the other hand, this fragment may well be an expression of Danae’s love for 

Perseus. The verb tikxco tends to occur more frequently with reference to females than 

males, while regarding animals, it is used only for the female gender (cf. LSJ 9 and II. 16. 

150, 20. 225, Od. 4. 86, Hes. Op. 591). The simile between animals and humans of the 

same gender as regards birth-giving may thus be more suitable, which would tell in favour 

of a reference to Danae rather than Polydectes. The location of these lines in a specific 

scene is difficult, since the notion of Danae’s affection for her son would have presumably 

been prominent throughout the play. This fragment has been widely assumed to belong to 

the consolation-scene (cf. fr. 2) 433 and such a possibility would correspond to parallel cases 

in Euripides, where parental affection towards children is expressed, when the latter are 

subject to danger; cf. Andr. 418f., HF 633-636, Ph. 965f. (and Mastronarde 1994 ad loc.), 

LA 1256, opening note on Danae fr. 13.

1 koivos avGp&icoiq vopo^: universal laws are the unwritten laws of nature, as 

distinguished from civic laws; the sophistic physis-nomos antithesis is lurking. These major 

sanctions of universal validity mainly enjoin reverence towards gods (including the kind 

treatment of suppliants and burial of the dead) and respect for kinship bonds. For the 

definition of unwritten laws, cf. Antiphon fr. 44a, col. ii D.-K., An. I. 7. 15, PI. Lg. 793a, 

Prt. 337d, Ar. Rh. 1368b.7- 10, 1373b.4-1375b.8, X. Mem. 4. 4.19. In tragedy, unwritten 

laws are often regarded as divine ordinances, particularly in S. Ant. 450-455 (cf. Griffith 

1999, pp. 199-202) and also in E. SuppA9, A. Supp. 707, S. Ai. 1343, OT 863-872. Cf. 

additionally, Med. 812f. (and Mastronarde 2002, p. 302): ae x' tbcpeXeiv OeA.ouoa Kai vopoiq 

Ppoxcov/ ̂ uM.apP&vo'oaa Spav a’ anevverca) xa8e (with reference to Medea’s intention to kill 

her children), Hipp. 91, Supp. 378 (and Collard 1975a ad loc.): vopoox; ppoxfijv pft puxiveiv, 

526f.: Oayai Sucaia), xov naveAAfivoov vopov/ a6i£tovf Cyc. 299f. (and Ussher 1978, p. 95): 

vopoq 8e 0vt|xoig, e! Xoyovq ctKoaxpEcpTii,/ bceta^ 8exea0ai Jiovxiouq ecpOappevoxx;, Or. 495 

(with reference to the penalty which should have been imposed on Clytaemestra for 

murdering her husband), fr. inc. 853 Kn., also Th. 2. 37.3, Empedocles fr. 135 D.-K., Lys. i 

2 (and Carey 1989 ad loc.), xxxi 11, D. xviii 275 (and Yunis 2001 ad loc.),xxi 50, xxiii 61,

433 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 63, Aelion (1986) p. 159, Hartung (1843-1844) I p. 367, Wecklein (1888) p. 113f.
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Isoc. xix 50, Is. ii 24. Cf. Guthrie (1962-1981) ID pp. 117-131, Ostwald (1973) pp. 70-104, 

Untersteiner (1954) pp. 280-283. Parental love for children is regarded as a law of universal 

validity also in [D.] xliii 22.

2: West (1983, p. 73) deleted this line as an interpolation, in view of the superfluous 

reference to the gods, which weakens the analogy between men and beasts. Moreover, it 

seems to exist only for the sake of its first words (the rest is mere padding), with which the 

interpolator claims to be completing the sense of the previous line; c f  loc. cit.

3 ©Tipaiv xe ita o i:  parental love for children is presented in universal dimensions as 

a common feature of all living creatures. The analogy between humans and animals occurs 

frequently in literature; cf. Supp. 267 (and Collard 1975a, p. 178): £% ei y a p  K a x a cp -o y h v  G rp  

p e v  n e x p a v , /  8oi)X o<; 8 e  P to p o ix ;  G eajv, Melanippe the Wise fr. 484. 3-6 Kn.(the common 

origin of humans and animals, as supported by Diogenes of Apollonia fr. B 4 D.-K., cf. 

Nestle 1901, p. 173f. and van Looy 1964, p. 225): e r c e i 5' e x c o p t a G r ia a v  aX X xiX cav 8 i x a J 

TiKTovai n a v x a  K & veS ooicav  eiq <paoq,/ SE vSpri, r ce x E iv d , G flp a g  oxx; 0 ' a X p t |  xpe<p£i/ yevoc, x e  

0 v t|tc o v , Chrysippus fr. 839. 3-5 Kn.: 5' b y p o p o X o o g  a x a y o v a < ;  v o x i a q/ r c a p a 8 E ^ a p e v r |

xI k x e i  G v rjxotx ;,/ x Ik x e i  P o x d v t |v  cpoX a xe Gripcov, A. Supp. 999f. (cf Friis Johansen and 

Whittle 1980 ad loc.): 0flp£<; 8 e K t ip a iv o o a i  K a i  p p o x o i—x i  p t |v ;  — / KOt̂  K v c b 8 a X a  7 iX E p o i)v x a  

K a i jc e S o a x ip fj ,  Eum. 70, S. fr. inc. 941. 12 R. (gods and all living creatures are subject to 

the power of Aphrodite): e v  G ip a iv ,  e v  p p o x o i a iv ,  e v  0 e o i<; a v c o ,  [D.] xxv 65f.: x o v  xfjq  

(puaEox; 5 i a a 6 ^ £ i  v o p o v ,  5<; K a i  av0pd)7ioi< ; K a i  G rjp lo i^  e i <; K a i  o  a u x o q  a T c a a iv  w p i a x a i ,  

o x E p y E iv  x o ix ;  y o v E a q ,  PI. Gorg. 483d.: 8 r |X o i 8 e x a u x a  r c o X X a x o b  o x i  ooxgn;  e / e i , K a i  ev  

xoiq  a X X o iq  £<ooi<; K a i  xcov avGpawcov e v  oXaiq xat<; itoXeoi K a i  xoi£ yevEaiv, oxi ouxco xo 
8 i m i o v  K E K p ix a i, x o v  K pEixxco x o i)  r jx x o v o ^  a p x E iv  K a i  jiX e o v  e x e i v . Hesiod, on the other 

hand, uses beasts as a source of contrast (cf note on 1. 4).

x e k v ’ & x i k x o u c t i v  <piX£iv: the idea that human race is child-loving occurs also in 

Andr. 4 1 8f.: r c a a i  8 ’ a v G p a m o iq  a p ’ f jv /  xj/uxTi x e K v a ,  HF 6 3 3 - 6  (cf. Bond 1 9 8 1  and Barlow 

1 9 9 6  ad loc.): 7 t a v x a  xav0pd)7K D v i a a 7  tp iX o b o i  n a i 8 a < ;  01 x ’ a p s i v o v £ < ;  P p o x c o v /  01 x ’ o \ ) 8 e v  

o v x £ £ -  8 e  8 id ( p o p o i7  e x o u a i v ,  o i  8 ’ o u -  J t a v  8 e  < p iX o x £ K v o v  yevo<;, Ph. 9 6 5 f . : r c a a i v

y a p  a v 0 p 6 7 i o i a i  <piXox£Kvo<; p io< ;, 1A 9 1 7f. (and Stockert 1 9 9 2  ad loc.): 8 e i v o v  x o  x u c x e iv  K a i  

cpEpei (p iX x p o v  p e y a J n a c i v  x e  k o i v o v  e a 0 ’ i )7C £ p K a p v £ iv  x£KV<nv,Alcmene f r .  1 0 3  K n . : 8 £ i v o v  

x i  x e k v c o v  (p iX x p o v  e v f jK E v / 0 £ d q  a v G p a m o i^ ,  Protesilaus f r .  6 5 2  Kn.: (5 r c a tS E ^  o t o v  (p iX x p o v
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avOptbrcoic; (ppevoq, Meleagros fr. 518 Kn., Danae frr. 2,13, Lys. iv 20, D. xxviii 20, [D.] xl 

8:ejie xe ercaiSe'oev Kai hyaTta, ©a7tep Kai i)pei<; arcavxeq xobq ijpexepoax; rcai5a<; ayarcaxe, 

Is. vii 14, Arist. Gen. An. 753a.8, Theophr. Char. 20. 5-6 and Golden (1990) pp. 90-92. Cf. 

also Plut. Mor. 493a-497e (cited by Kannicht ad loc.). On the major importance of children 

for the oikos, cf. notes on frr. 2.6 and 6.1-2.

4: for the different mode of life of humans and beasts, cf. especially Hesiod (Op. 

276-280, cf. West 1978 ad loc.) stressing the animals’ lack of dike. The reference to the 

otherwise different rules in the lives of men and beasts serves to emphasize the authority of 

the appeal to the universal law of parental affection. For the use of hyperbole designed to 

bring out the uniqueness of the speaker’s case, cf. Lys. i 2: rcepi xouxoo yap povou xou 

aSiKtipcxxoi; Kai ev 5ripoKpaxia Kai oA.tyapxla f] auxf) xipcopia xoiq aaGeveaxaxou; jcpoq 

xoix; xa jieyiaxa Suvapevouq arcoSeboxai, ©axe xov xeipiaxov x©v ai>x©v xoyxaveiv x© 

fteXxiax®, Lys. x 3, xiv 7, xxx 5, xxxi 33, Lycurg. i, D. xxi 195 and Carey (1989) p. 154.

Fr. 13:

This line expressing confidence in the power of justice could have been uttered by Dictys 

encouraging Danae before Perseus’ return (with reference to the just cause defended by the 

suppliants)434 or after the hero’s nostos by Perseus himself or Dictys as reassurance that 

Perseus’ planned vengeance on Polydectes will turn out well (in this light, it could allude to 

divine retribution); cf. notes on B a p o e i  and r 6  S ik c c io v .  Though the possibility of assigning 

this fragment to Danae addressing Dictys at a critical moment in the play (e.g. during their 

confrontation or possible agon with Polydectes? cf. notes on frr. 3, 4, 5) cannot be ruled 

out, cases of men encouraging women, who are generally regarded as weaker, are 

significantly more frequent; cf. Ale. 326, Med. 926, 1015, Heracl. 654, Hipp. 860, Andr. 

993, Ph. 117, A. Supp. 732,740, S. El. 1435, OT 1062, while the opposite occurs rarely, as 

in Hec. 345, 875, Supp. 564. Moreover, fr. 2 provides another instance, where Danae is 

consoled and supported by Dictys. If this line was located before Perseus’ return, it may 

have contributed to a series ofperipeteiai: an expression of confidence injustice could have

434 So Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 81, Webster (1967) p. 63, Stoessl (1958) p. 161, Aelion (1986) p. 159, n. 
29, Hartung (1843-1844) 1 p. 368.
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been seemingly refuted by Polydectes’ success, only to be vindicated in the end by Perseus’ 

arrival.

It has been suggested that Choricius of Gaza alludes to this line in Or. xxxv 71 

(ffKiaxa |j.ev xc6Xe|io<; eid pt|Toic; eOeXei x(0Pe v̂ K°d jcoXXoiq dpeXei viKaq dSiKOtx; 
cpiA.oxi|j.etxai. Ocopev 5s opax; —icaAbv yap outco cppoveiv— xo Siicaiov icpaieiv rcavxaxou).435 

However, there is no reference in the context pointing to Euripides in particular, while it is 

worth taking into account that the belief in the power of justice seems to have been a topos 

in literature (cf. for instance A. Eum. 619, PI. Rp. 540e and Menander’s phrasing in Epitr. 

232f., which is almost identical to that of Choricius: ev rcavxi Set/ xaipcoi xo Siicaiov 

emKpaxetv drcavxaxob). It is thus quite unsafe to assume that Choricius alludes to this 

particular fragment.

©apCTEi: it may either bear the sense o f ‘take heart/ show courage’ and thus used 

for encouragement, if located before Perseus’ return (cf. similarly///pp. 203, Andr. 993, El.

1319, S. El. 173), or the nuance of ‘fear not/ be confident!’, which could have been uttered 

for the reassurance of the addressee as to the progress of Perseus’ plan (cf. Ale. 326, Med. 

926, 1015, Heracl. 654 and Allan 2001 ad loc., Hipp. 860, Hec. 345 and Collard 1991 ad 

loc., 875, Supp. 564, HF 1071,77 1075, Ph. 117, 845, S. Ph. 667, OC 305).

xo xot Siicaiov: here in the place o f  SiKaioovvrj ‘justice’. The speaker is confident 

that the just cause defended by the sympathetic party (namely Danae and Dictys, as well as 

Perseus, if the line is uttered after his return) will prevail. Cf. similarly A. Supp. 732fi: 

Gdpoer XP°V(P T01 KUpico x* ev hp£ptt/ Oeoix; dxi^cov xn; ppoxtov 5 6 o e i S ik tiv , also E. Supp. 

564f. (and Collard 1975a p. 256): Gdpoer xo yap xoi xfjq Aiktj^ atfn^tov cpao^/ 

t)7ieK(p\)Yoi<; av  dv0pcb7icov xi/oyoax;, El. 1351: otoiv S' ooiov x a i xo Siicaiov/ cpiXov ev j3i6xcoi, 

xouxooq x a ^£7C®v / £kA/6ovxe<; poxGiov ocbi^opev,Z4 1034f.:ei S' e io i <ouvexoi> 0eoi, Siicaux; 

wv avfjp/ eaGAxov Kupfioeiq, Melanippe the Wise fr. 486 Kn.: SiKaioouvaq xo xP'f)oeov 

TcpoocoTiov, Palamedes fr. 584 Kn.: etq xoi SixaioQ pupiiov oi)K evS Ik cd v/ icpaxei xo Getov it jv  

Sixriv xe auXAafkbv, TrGF II fr. adesp. 500 Kn.-Sn.: Aiicaq S' e^eA,ap\j/e 0etov (paoq. For 

justice as a main co-operative virtue in late fifth century, cf. especially note on fr. 14. 2. If 

this line was uttered at the point where Perseus exits to take vengeance on Polydectes, xo 

Siicaiov would presumably connote A iktj as the retribution o f  divine justice (cf. T7. 4). This

435 Cf. Richtsteig and Forster (1929) p. 410. 3, Tuillier (1968) p. 115 and n. 3, Kannicht (2004) I p. 387.
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concept is prominent in Aeschylus (cf. Ag. 810-817, 911 and Fraenkel 1950 ad loc., 1611, 

Ch. 306-314, 935 and Garvie 1986, p. 305, Th. 662 and Hutchinson 1985 ad loc., cf. also 

Lloyd-Jones 1971, pp. 85-93, Dodds 1960, pp. 25-29) and in Sophocles’ Electra (cf. 

Blundell 1989, pp. 150-157, 178-183), being personified in S. O T21 A, Ant. 538, OC 1382 

(and Kamerbeek 1984, p. 191), Ajax Locrus fr. 12 R. (and Pearson 1917 adloc.), also Kitto 

(1958) pp. 47-54. Euripidean characters often appeal to divine justice; cf. Med. 764 (and 

Mastronarde 2002 adloc.), 1390,Heracl. 33, 104,Hec. 1029-1031 (and Gregory 1999 ad 

loc.), Supp. 301f.,l 146, HF 732f., 737-741, 755-759, 772f., 809-814, El. 958, Hel. 1002, 

Or. 1242 (and Willink 1986 ad loc.),Ba. 992, Antigone fr. 223 Kn. and Lloyd-Jones (1971) 

p p .151-153.

Toi is frequently found in gnomic utterances. For parallels, cf. note on fr. 5.

ioxbei peya: Cf- similarly An dr. 332: t o u t o  5' iaxbei peya, 1109: puGoq ioxucov 

peya, Antiope fr. 200 Kn. (and Kambitsis 1972, p. 59): eic; t '  aft noJiepov iaxbei peya, 

Archelaus fr. 249 (and Harder 1985 adloc.): k e i v o  8 ' ioxbei peya and for this use of peyag, 

Bissinger (1966) I p. 253. For parallel phrasing, cf. Hel. 1358, Bellerophon fr. 302 Kn., A. 

Ag. 938, Eum. 950, [A.] Pr. 1013, S.Ai. 502, OC 734.

Fr. 14:

These lines reject noble descent as the sole criterion of eugeneia, if not combined with 

moral nobility. The speaker—evidently a righteous character— observes the failure of 

traditional criteria to evaluate nobility, probably in view of Polydectes’ moral decadence 

despite his royal status, as implicitly opposed to Dictys’ moral virtue and humble 

occupation as a fisherman. I agree with Jouan & van Looy and Hartung that Perseus could 

be a plausible speaker436 and in this light, I would draw a parallel to Orestes’ rejection of 

the traditional qualities of arete in praise of the Farmer’s righteousness (El. 367-385). 

Alternatively, these lines may have been Dictys’ rejoinder to a likely disparagement of his 

status by Polydectes 437 in the context of their confrontation (cf. fr. 3) or possible agon (for

436 Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 82, Hartung (1843-1844) I p. 370.
437 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 63f., Stoessl (1958) p. 162.
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the reference to status, cf. opening note on fr. 4, if spoken by Polydectes). Danae cannot be 

excluded, though the thematic relation of this fragment to fr. 15, the speaker of which is a 

male character (cf. note ad loc.), may weaken this possibility.

2-4: the sophistic physis-nomos controversy is lurking in this evaluation of nobility; 

only just people are noble (pvaei (in view of their moral inherent qualities, which they 

display in everyday conduct), while the unjust cannot be eugeneis, even if their descent is 

noble voficoi (in accordance with social conventions). Justice is thus regarded as an essential 

element of eugeneia and arete; cf. Adkins (1960) pp. 176-189. For the physis-nomos 

antithesis and its social implications, cf. especially Lycophron the Sophist fr. 4 D.-K., also 

note on Danae fr. 11. 4-7. Euripides often picks up this issue with reference to social 

discriminations (cf. below, the note on iaOAog), as in Alexandros fr. 61b Kn. (cf. Scodel 

1980, pp. 87-89 and Luria 1929, pp. 492-495) and particularly in terms of the 

disadvantaged position of illegitimate children {Andr. 636-638, Andromeda fr. 141 Kn. and 

Klimek-Winter 1993, p. 274, Antigone fr. 168 Kn., Eurystheus Satyricus fr. 377 Kn.) and 

slaves {Jon 854-856, Hel. 728-731 and Kannicht 1969, p. 208, Phrixus fr. 831 Kn. and van 

Looy 1964 ad loc.). Cf. Guthrie (1962-1981) III pp. 152-155, Kerferd (1981) pp. 154-156, 

Daitz (1971) pp. 219 and n. 1, 224-226, Assael (2001) pp. 206-209, Bergson (1971) p. 86, 

Baldry (1965) pp. 37, 44, Egli (2003) pp. 211-214, Heinimann (1945) p. 108f. Cf. also S. 

Aleadae fr. 87 R. (and Pearson 1917 ad loc.), Tereus fr. 591 R., Men. Sarnia 140-142 (and 

Lamagna 1998, p. 231, Gomme and Sandbach 1973, p. 559f.), fr. adesp. 1027 K.-A., Ar. 

Pol. 1253b. 21-22.

ECT0Xoq: in Euripides this epithet may commend either the traditional, competitive 

qualities (noble birth, prosperity and virtue in war, cf. Adkins 1972, pp. 58-98, Sullivan 

1995, pp. 123-173) or the co-operative excellences (the quiet moral behaviour, particularly 

justice and self-control, cf. Adkins 1960, p. 195), which flourished in later fifth century. For 

the wide range of its usage, cf. note on fr. 4.2. The sense of icxOXog in our fragment must 

comprise the notion of justice, as opposed to the o v  Sbcaiog of the next line. The praise of 

quiet moral behaviour as a prerequisite for eugeneia and arete is a recurring theme in 

Euripides; cf. El. 380-385 (and Denniston 1939, pp. 93-96, Egli 2003, pp. 225-229, 

Goldhill 1986, pp. 165-168): o-Bto*; yap avqp out' ev ’Apyelou; \xtyacj out' a{) Soktioei 

Stop&xcov <byK(opevo<;,/ ev xoi  ̂8e tcoAAou; ©v, apiaxo<; Tjupe0T|./ o\) pfj acppovfiaeO', oi icevajv
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S o ^ a o p a x c o v /  7iXfjpei<; 7 tA .av a c r0 £ , x f p  8 ' o p i X l a i  P p o x c o v / K p iv e ix e  K a i  x o iq  f iG e a iv  x o ix ;  

e v y e v e iq ;  Or. 920-922 (and Willink 1986, p. 234f.): a b x o u p y o q ,  o v rcep  K a i  p o v o i  a a n ^ o o a i  

y f jv , /  £ ,dvex6< ; 8 e ,  x t o p e iv  o p o a e  x o iq  A.6yoi<; O eA xov,/ a K e p a i o q ,  dv e7 cin :A ,r |K x o v  f|OKT|K<bq (31ov, 

Captive Melanippe fr. 495. 40-43 Kn. (cf. van Looy 1964 and Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 

ad loc.): ey cb  p e v  < o "5 v >  o o k  o i 8 '  o x ©  c k o j i e i v  x p e w v /  x q v  e u y e v e i . a v -  x o b q  y a p  a v S p e io 'ix ;  

( p v a iv /  K a i  x o ix ;  8 iK a io o < ;  x © v  k e v © v  8 o £ a a p a x © v , /  K a v  © a i  8 o u A ,© v , E 'D y e v E a x e p o o q  k e y © .  

Cf. also Thgn 1. 147f. (and van Groningen 1966, pp. 57-59, Garzya 1958, p. 234, Ferguson 

1958, p. 42): e v  8 e  S i K a i o c r o v r i i  au A A fi|3 8 T |v  na& d p E x f j  'c tx i , /  rcac; 8 e  x ' a v h p  a y a 0 o < ; ,  K t ip v c ,  

S iK a io q  £ © v , S. Ant. 661 f : e v  x o iq  y a p  o i K c i o i a i v  o a x i q  c o x '  a v q p /  q x x v e ix a i  K a v

tio X e i 8 iK a io < ; © v , Astydamas TrGF 60 F8 (cf. Xanthakis-Karamanos 1980, pp. 147-149): 

y c v o x x ; 8 ' E 7 ta iv o < ; e o x i v  a a < p a ^ .£ o x a x o < ; /  K a x ' a v 8 p '  E T ta iv c iv ,  o a x i q  a v  8 i K a i o q  f j /  x p o jc o v q  x ' 

a p ia x o < ;-  x o b x o v  c b y e v f i  K a X ,e tv .

Agathos in democratic Athens is the citizen who makes himself useful to the polis 

thanks to his co-operative excellences, the development of which was mainly urged by 

democratic institutions; cf. Heracl. 1 -5 (and Allan 2001, p. 133, Wilkins 1993, p. 46): o  p c v  

S iK a io q  xoi<; rceA,a<; j ie c p u k 1 a v f j p , /  o  8 ' £<; x o  K E p S o q  X fjp ' e x © v  a v e i p e v o v /  ji6 A ,e i x ' a x p T ja x o q  

K a i  a o v a M . a a o e i v  f la p x x ; ,/  a b x t o i  8 ' a p i o x o q ,  Eupolis Demoi fr. 129 K.-A. (and Storey 2003 

ad loc.), Thuc. 2. 37.1, 2. 40.2, 6. 9.2, 6. 14, D. iv 7, Hyp. ii 10 and Dover (1974) pp. 296- 

298, Fouchard (1997) pp. 194-199, Adkins (1972) pp. 115ff, Bryant (1996) pp. ,151-168, 

205, Humphreys (1978) p. 146, Pearson (1962) p. 181 f  In this light, Euripides frequently 

praises the middle class for supporting civic order; cf. Supp. 244f. (and Collard 1975a ad 

loc): xp ico v  8 e  p o ip c o v  q  'v  p e a c o i  o t f n ^ e i  koXei^J  K o a p o v  ( p 'o X a a a o u a 1 o v x i v '  a v  x a ^ r j i  tc6A.i<;, 

El. 382, Or. 920-922, also Phocyl. fr. 12, Ar. Pol. 1295b. 1- 1296b. 12, Men. Sic. 182 (the 

line borrowed from Or. 920, cf. Gomme and Sandbach 1973 ad loc.) and Di Benedetto 

(1971) pp. 207-209, Basta Donzelli (1978) p. 242f., Goossens (1962) pp. 429-433. It should 

be noted, however, that the traditional competitive qualities continued to be respected and 

exist alongside co-operative values throughout the fifth centuiy; cf. indicatively Hipp. 409- 

412, Andr. 766-776, adhering to traditional usages and Adkins (1960) pp. 156-168, 189, 

191 f , n. 12 and 13.
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3f.: the assumption that one can have a nobler father than Zeus is clearly an 

adynaton, aiming to stress the insignificance of one’s noble descent in the absence of moral 

righteousness. The figure of hyperbole is a ‘decens veri superiectio’ (Quint. Inst. 8. 6. 67, 

cf. also Dem. Eloc. 124fi), creating an impressive type of poetical evidential cf. Lausberg 

(1998) p. 41 Of., Manzo (1988) pp. 175-178, Canter (1930) pp. 32-41.,

4 SuaYevtte: the epithet usually occurs in its social sense, describing ‘a person of low 

birth’; cf. Heracl. 303, Ion 1477, LA 446, Captive Melanippe fr. 495. 21 Kn., Stheneboea fr. 

661. 3 Kn. and also S. OT 1079. Here, on the other hand, the traditional equation of lineage 

with every sort of excellence is overturned; hence, the unjust person lacks (moral) nobility 

(here 5'oayEV'n<; as opposed to E-byEvriq ‘noble-minded’), even if his lineage is noble. Cf. 

similarly H F 663 (where Svoyeveia ‘moral turpitude’, according to Bond’s interpretation, is 

contrasted to arete and Gregory 1991, p. 123fi), El. 362f. (cf. Cropp 1988, p. 102): K a i  y a p  

e i  7cevt|<; ecpvv,/ obxoi to  y 1 fjO oq S u a y E V E q  j c a p e ^ o p a i .  Cf. also IA 1376 for Svcryevijg as 

opposed to evKAerjg. In our fragment, the antithesis between competitive and co-operative 

qualities is reinforced with sound-effect {evyeveia-Svcryevijg).

Fr. 15:

This fragment is an aphorism of bad company and wealth, which was regarded as having 

the power to corrupt and mislead from a moral (‘just’, ‘self-controlled’ ) mode of life, by 

engendering pride and hybris.439 Possessions and company are here presented as defining 

one’s conduct and, from this point of view, this fragment could be related and perhaps 

belong to the same context as fr. 14, which defines moral behaviour as prerequisite for 

eugeneia440 A ready parallel is offered in El. 367-390, where Orestes dismisses parentage 

and wealth as features o f true nobility, underlining that one’s eugeneia should be judged by 

one’s fjdog (‘character’, ‘behaviour’) and dpiXia (‘the company one keeps’). The male 

speaker of our fragment may be Perseus,441 to whom the thematically related fr. 14 can be 

assigned; this possibility would create an antecedent to Orestes’ reflection. Dictys is also a 

likely candidate rejecting wealth and evil-minded associates as responsible for one’s

438 Cf. Adkins (1960) p. 195, North (1966a) p. 72£
439 Cf. Dover (1974) p. 11 Of.
440 Cf. Hartung (1843-1844,1 p. 370f.) suggesting that frr. 14 and 15 could belong to the same context.
441 Cf. Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 82, Webster (1967) p. 63, Hartung (1843-1844) I p. 370£
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immoral mode of life and conceivably that led by Polydectes. Cf. also opening note on fr. 
16.

1 xp-npaxcDv viKopevtp: ‘to be overcome by wealth’. For similar phrasing expressing 

defeat from a passion/ disaster, cf. Cyc. 454: B < x k x 1 o d  v iK (b p .e v o g , Med. 1077: v iK G jp o a  

K o n c o iq , Hipp. 458: o x e p y o - o a i  8 ',  o i p a i ,  ^ 'o p c p o p a i  v n c c b p e v o i ,  Bellerophon fr. 295 Kn.: 

Tcovrjp©  xco (pOovcp v iK to p e v o ix ; ,  A. Supp. 1005: I p e p o u  v i K w p e v o g ,  Ag. 342: K e p S e o iv  

v n c c o p e v o v g ,  S. El. 1272: f|5ovfi v n c c o p e v n v .  The notion of servitude to wealth recurs in Hec. 

865 (cf. Gregory 1999 ad loc.): x p r ip a x c o v  S o v A o g  e c x i v ,  Ph. 395: e g  x o  K e p S o g  r a x p a  c p u o iv  

S o d A e d x e o v .  In Th. 2. 60.6, x P W a ( * 1 viKtopivov is used to describe corruption in politics. 

Cf. also note on Danae fr. 10.1.

2 kok© YEveoSai: the opposition between wealth and justice occurs in literature 

from the sixth century onwards, in the context of the huge economic expansion and 

monetization of society (cf. Bryant 1996, pp. 99-119 and for the monetization of politics, 

Schaps 2004, pp. 124-137). By that era, money starts to be compared with other basic 

features of arete, such as lineage, virtue and justice; cf. Thgn. 1.10, 50, 86, 199-201, 145f., 

225, 335, Sappho fr. 148 L.-P., Sol. frr. 4. 5-10, 15 W. and Seaford (2004) pp. 158-162, 

Adkins (1972) pp. 37-44. For the comparison of wealth to lineage, cf. note on Danae fr. 9. 

1-5. In the present case, wealth is regarded as rendering one kakos in a moral sense, by 

feeding individualism, greed and injustice and thus inhibiting the development of a quiet 

moral behaviour, which relies on sophrosyne, self-control and justice. Moreover, affluence 

is considered to entail koros (‘excess’) and tryphe (‘love of luxury’) bringing forth hyhris. 

The personalized idea of Poverty declares in Ar. PI. 563f. (cf. Sommerstein 2001 ad loc.): 

nepi oaxppoouvrig fj8r| xoivuv 7cepav© cnpqjv Kava8i8a^©/ oxi Koopioxrjg oixei \iex' Epou, xou 

IIAobxou 8' Eaxiv bppl^Eiv. Cf. also Arist. Rh. 1383a.l-3, D. xxi 98, 205 (and MacDowell 

1990, p. 19), xlv 37, li 1, X. Cyr. 8. 4. 14 and Fisher (1992) pp. 19-21, 102f., MacDowell 

(1976) p. 16f., Dover (1974) pp. 110-112. Opulence was further rejected as particularly 

linked with tyranny; cf. indicatively, Sol. fr. 33. 5f. W., S. OT 380-382, 541-542, 873-890 

(and Sheppard 1920, pp. xlv-lvii, 152), E. Ion 629-631 (and Lee 1997, p. 230) and Seaford 

(2004) pp. 311-315, also note on fr. 2. 7.

Aphorisms of wealth as inhibiting the development of co-operative excellences 

occur widely in Euripides. The Farmer displays his moderation and prudence towards the
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acquisition of wealth in El. 427-431 (cf. Cropp 1988 ad loc.): c t k o t o o  xa xphP^G' £5C£l 

peya c t0 e v o ^ /  ^evou; x e  8 oi>vai oa>pd x' £9  voaoxx; j c e g o v  / 8 a 7t a v a ia i  ow oai- xf\q S' Ecp' 

qp&pav Popaq/ £ 9  apucpov qKEv Jtaq yap £prcXqa0 £i9  avqp/ o 71X0 6 0 1 6 9  x e  x ®  7t£vq9  ioov  

cpEpEi. Cf.Andr. 6 3 9 -6 4 1 , El. 253 (and Denniston 1939  ad loc.): 7t£vq9  avqp yEvvatoq £ 9  x1 

£p' £\)OEpfi<;, 9 4 1 -9 4 4 : q yap  96019 PEpkucx;, oi) xa XPqpaxa./ q p&v yap  a i£ i TtapapEvova' 

aipEi r a r a •/ o 8 ' 0 XP0 9  d 8 iKG>9 Kai p£xa orau ov ^dvwv / E^ETtxax1 o x k c d v , opiKpov avGqoaq 

Xpovov, Ino fr. 4 1 9  Kn.: (M.a vov e X k e x ' & r a r a i  xipaq |3poxol,/rai k x c x o G e  tc X o o x o v  7tavxo0 £v 

0qp6|i£voi,/ ooppiK xa pq 8 1 ra ia  Kai 8 iKai' opo6 / £7t£ix' d p d o 0 £  x c o v 8 e  8 6 oxqvov 0£pO9, 

Erechtheus frr. 3 5 4 , 3 6 2 . 11-13 Kn., Alexandros fr. 6 1b . lOf. Kn. (and Scodel 1980, p. 

112): xo (ppovipov EuyEVEia Kai xo o o v e x o v /  o 0eo<; 8 i8 cooiv, o6x o 71X0 0 x0 9 , fr- 54 Kn.: 

k o k o v  xi TialSEop' qv ap' eiq £6 a v 8 piav/ o 71X0 0 x0 9  av 0 p6 7 coioiv a i  x' a y a v  xpocpai / 7C£via 8e  

Sooxqvov p e v ,  aXX' opco9 xpEcpe \ J  poxGeiv x' apEiva) XEKva K ai 8 p aoxqpia , fr. 55 Kn., 

Antigone fr. 163 Kn., Polyidus fr. 641 Kn., Phaethon fr. 776 Kn. (and Diggle 1970, p. 

131f.), Phrixus fr. 825 Kn., fr. inc. 1029 Kn., also notes on Danae frr. 11. 7, 12. 4 and 

Adkins (1 9 6 0 ) pp. 1 7 2 -1 7 9 , Di Benedetto (1 9 7 1 ) pp. 2 0 1 -2 0 5 , Nestle (1 9 0 1 ) pp. 328-3 4 8 . 

Nevertheless, poverty was also rejected as driving to shameful conduct through need; cf. El. 

375f., also Ar. Eccl. 6 0 4 f., PI. 5 6 5 , Lys. vii 13f., D. xxi 182, xxiv 1 2 3 , xxix 22, Aeschin. i 

8 8 , Isoc. xvii 18, Men. Dysc. 2 9 6 -2 9 8  and Dover (1 9 7 4 ) p. 10 9f.

pq5' opiXoiqv raKoi9: one’s personality and mode of life is revealed by the kind of 

people, whom one consorts. Character-evaluation on the basis of opiXia is a topos in 

Euripides and the significance of the company one keeps is used by Hippolytus and 

Phoenix in their defence-speeches as proof of their blamelessness (cf. Hipp. 997-999 and 

Barrett 1964 ad loc.: 91X019 x e  xph^0ai pq a 8iK£iv TCEiptopEvou;/ aXX.' oioiv a i8©9 pqx' 

ETtayyEXXEiv KaKd / pqx1 dvGuTtoupyEiv a ioxp a  xotai xpwpiwn^ and Phoenix fr. 812. 4-9 

Kn.:Kdyc) p&v obxco x&axi9 e o x '  avqp 0 0 9 0 9 / Xoyl^opai xaXq0£9 , Ei9 a v 8po9 9 6 0 1 V/ OK07tcav 

Siaixav 0' fjvxtv1 £p7top£\>£xai .../ 0 0 x19 5' opiXfijv qSsxai r a r a i9 avqp,/ oi) 7c67iox' qpajxqoa, 

yiyvrooKcov oxi / X0106X09 e o x w  o io7t£p qSExai ^uvwv). Cf. also A n d r .  930f. (and Stevens 

1971 ad loc.), El. 383-385 (and Basta Donzelli 1978, pp. 233-237): oi) pq atppovqoEO', oi 

k ev cd v  8o^aapaxcov / 7cXqpei9  7tXavao0£, xqi 8 ' opiXiai Ppoxcov / Kpivetxe Kai X019 q0eaiv 

X069  E\)yevei9 ; Peliades fr. 609 Kn.: o yap ^uvcbv Kara9 pev qv x6xq yey6 9 ,/ x o i o 6 o 8 e  X069 

^ov6vxa9 EK7cai8Ei)Exai,/ xpT|^^0 'b9 8 e  xpTiaxo9 - aXXa xa9 opiXia9 /  EO0X&9 8 i 6 k e i v ,  c5 v e o i ,  

OTiouSâ EXE, Aegeus fr. 7 Kn.: KpEiooov 8 e  71X06x0 0  r a i  paGooTtopoo XO0V09/ avSpeov
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5 n c o d ( o v  K a y a O c b v  o p i X i a i ,  fr. inc. 1024 Kn.: ( p O e i p o u o i v  f iB ri o j n X i a i  K a K a i ,  f r .

inc.1067 Kn. Cf. Thgn. 1. 31-38 (and Garzya 1958, pp. 228-230), 305-308), A. Pers. 753 

(and Broadhead 1960, p. 189), Th. 599, Hdt. 7. 16. 6f., Aeschin. i 153 (and Fisher 2001, p. 

295): x a q  K p i a e n ;  o u k  e k  x d jv  p a p x 'D p u b v ,  a X X ' e k  x to v  E J i ix r iS E 'o p a x c o v  K a i  x c o v  o p t X i c o v  ( p r j a i  

7 i o i £ i o 0 a i ,  e k e ig e  a tto p X E T K o v  rcax; x o v  K a 0 '  f i i i E p a v  p t o v  £fj o  K p iV O p E V Q ^ , K a i  o v x i v a  x p o j t o v  

S io ik e i xf^v  E a u x o u  o u c i a v ,  rix ; t t a p a T c X r io ic ix ;  a u x o v  K a i  x a  x f jq  tcoXeox; S i o i K t i a o v x a ,  K a i  x l a i  

% a i p £ i  J c X t ja id ^ c o v .

Fr. 16:

The speaker of this fragment accuses a male opponent of showing contempt for his own 

native land and enjoying the lifestyle of Seriphos (1. 2: Tf|v5s 7roXiv). The rejection of 

individualism and injustice occurs also in frr. 15 and 14, though in general terms 

(presumably with reference to both private and public life), whereas this fragment focuses 

on civic behaviour. The implied target of frr. 14 and 15 could reasonably have been 

Polydectes (cf. notes ad loc.), which raises the question whether he could be the addressee 

of the present fragment as well, though the accusation is here made explicit. In this 

direction, it should be noted that such a serious charge should have strongly appealed to the 

sensitivity of the Athenian audience, especially in the period of stress at the beginning of 

the Peloponnesian War,442 which would tell in favour of an unsympathetic addressee; the 

obvious candidate for such a role would be Polydectes. Although no evidence survives as to 

his genealogy in Euripides, we are informed from [Apollod.] 1. 9.6 that Polydectes and 

Dictys were not native Seriphians, while the account of Pherecydes (fr. 10 Fowler) points in 

the same direction.443 If Euripides did follow the mythographic tradition, the king seems to 

fit eveiy feature of the person against whom the accusation is made: (1) he may have well 

been a foreigner having inhabited Seriphos, (2) he would fit the description of individualist 

and unjust (cf. frr. 15, 14), (3) his character should have looked even more appalling, in

442 Cf. Adkins (1960) p. 191, n. 13.
443 According to Pherecydes’ genealogy, Dictys and Polydectes were o f Argive origin as descendants of 
Nauplius, son o f Poseidon and Amymone. Cf. Danae, The Myth, p. 9.
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view of the sensitivity of the Athenian audience towards matters of devotion to the p o lish  

This powerfully moral argument could be assigned to Dictys 445 and located in the context 

of his conflict (fr. 3) or possible debate (cf. frr. 4, 5) with the king, to judge from the 

rhetorical type of argumentation (cf. note on 11. 1-5). This accusation may belong to the 

context of a general condemnation of Polydectes’ malice, as Peleus censures Menelaus’ 

whole history of malevolence in Andr. 590-631, describing him twice as k&kiotoq. 

Nevertheless, these lines may also be a specific rejoinder prompted by Polydectes, who 

might have praised Seriphos and his own tyrannis.

Patriotic sentiment is prominent in Euripidean plays written during the War, 

especially in the Heraclidae, Suppliant Women and Erechtheus 446 Cf. the celebrated ode in 

praise of Athens in Med. 824-845 and the notion of the identification of the citizen with his 

polis in Philoctetes fr. 798 Kn., both plays belonging to the same production as the Dictys. 

A parallel strong aphorism against the individualist attitude towards one’s own city occurs 

in E. fr. inc. 886 Kn.: pioco teoXIxtiv ooxiq dxpeXetv Jtaxpav/ ppaSix; cpavetxai, |aeyaXa 5e 

pXarcxeiv xa%\)<;,/ Kai rcopipov auxco, xf\ nokei 8' apr)Xavov a°d the serious accusations in 

oratory against those who disparage (cf. Lys. xxxi 6 and Carey 1989 ad loc., D. xx 110- 

111, Andoc. i 5) or abandon their homelands for other cities (the subject of Lycurg. i). 

Likewise, Menoeceus in Ph. 991-1012 describes himself as kokoq  if he betrays his 

fatherland. For the notion of overlapping private and communal interests in this period, cf. 

Th. 2.43 and 2. 60.2-4 and for expressions of love for one’s homeland, cf. Aegeus fr. 6 Kn., 

Phoenix fr. 817 Kn., Aeolus fr. 30 Kn., Temenidae fr. 729 Kn.

1-5: The speaker develops a type of hypothetical syllogism, the conclusion of which 

(11. 3-5) lacks the formulaic phraseology, in which it occurs in formal debates of subsequent 

plays of Euripides (‘if...then...but in fact...’, cf. for instance, Hec. 1217-1223 and Lloyd

444 Hartung (1843-1844, I p. 370) and Duchemin (19682, p. 92) attributed these lines to Polydectes as 
attacking Perseus. However, an encounter between Polydectes and Perseus remains merely conjectural, while, 
as Webster aptly pointed out (1967, p. 64), there seems to be no reason why exiled Perseus could have been 
accused of playing the Seriphian. Moreover, the moral connotations of this argument and its possible impact 
favour a villain as addressee. This would also exclude Dictys, who, even if  presented as a foreigner as well, 
cannot be imagined as enjoying the lifestyle o f Seriphos, in view of his humble status, at least not to the 
extent to which Polydetes would.
445 So Webster (1967) p. 64, tentatively followed by Jouan and van Looy (2000) p. 82.
446 Cf. additionally, the attack on Spartans in Andr. 445-453 (and Lloyd 1994 ad loc., for parallel passages, 
Stevens 1971 ad loc.) and the praise o f Athens as against the ability of Sparta and other city-states to offer 
help in Supp. 187-192 (and Collard 1975, p. 157f.). Cf. Zuntz(1955)pp. 16-20, 80f., Wilkins (1990) pp. 179- 
181, Delebecque (1951) pp. 87f., 425f., Di Benedetto (1971) pp. 112-114, 121 -123,145-147.
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1992, p. 32f., El. 1024-1029, Or. 496-506). Cf. the use of this type of argumentation in the 

agon in Med. 488-491, 5 86f: xphv o', eiJicp ficjrGcx pi) kcck6<;, 7teioavxa pe/ yapetv yapov 

tov6', aAAa p h  o i y h i  (piArov, also Cresphontes fr. 451 Kn. (and Harder 1985 ad loc.). Lysias 

makes extensive use of formally structured hypothetical syllogisms; cf. iii 22f., xii 28f., 

32f., xxii 1 If. (and Bateman 1962, pp. 168-170).

pf| KdKioxo^: the opponent is accused of being Kam oxoq  quite often in Euripides’ 

debates, this type of accusation usually being addressed against the guilty party (with the 

exception of Hipp. 945, 959); cf. Ale. 717, Med. 488, Andr. 590, 631, 719, Hec. 1199, HF 

182.

Jtaxpav: poetic form of naxpiq  ‘fatherland’; cf. indicatively II. 12. 243, 24. 500, Pi.

O. 12. 16, A. Pers. 186, S. Ph. 222, E. Cyc. 703, Heracl. 310, Tr. 1132, IT 929, also in 

parody in Ar.Ach. 147, Th. 136, Alexis Ponera fr. 198 K.-A., Diphilus Synoris fr. 74.9 K.- 

A.

2 axi^cov: ‘not to honour, to slight’, a synonym of axipd£co(Et. Gud. Vol. I, p. 227, 

line 21 De Stefani) occasionally found as its metrical variant at this position of the trimeter; 

cf. Dale (1954) on Ale. 1037 and Friis Johan sen-Whittle (1980) on A. Supp. 733, A. Th. 

441, E. Supp. 865. Cf. also A. Eum. 541, Cercyon Satyricus fr. 105 R., E. Supp. 19, Tr. 809, 

S. OC 1153, A.R. 1.478.

objtox’ av euXoyeiq: ‘you would never have praised’. Elmsley preferred ijvXoyeig to 

the reading evXoyeig of the manuscript tradition, presumably in view of the wide usage of 

spellings in ev- in the past tense for the earlier forms in iyCb from the end of the fourth 

century onwards (cf. Threatte 1980-1996,1 p. 384f.). However, the treatment of compounds 

of ed seems to have varied in the fifth century, to judge from papyri and manuscripts, while 

inscriptional evidence is inconclusive for this period (cf. Threatte 1980-1996, II p. 499). 

Scansion does not help in this case and there is no other instance in Euripides of the usage 

of this verb in the past tense, to give us a clear view of his preference. The earliest 

occurrence of the spelling in ev- of compounds of eO in Euripides is Hec. 18, 301, 1208, 

1228 (cf. afterwards HF 613, 1221, El. 8, /T 329). As the time-span between the Dictys and 

the Hecabe is not large (6-7 years), there seems to be no compelling reason why the reading 

of the mss may not be accepted. The verb occurs in the praise of a city also in A. Ag. 580: 

xoiauxa xpfj K^uovxaq euA,oyetv 7coX.iv, S. OC 720: <5 jĉ eicrx' ejcalvou; euXoyoupevov 7ce8ov.
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3  ev y '  epoi: ‘in my judgment’; e v  + Dative of person is used in poetry to express 

conformity with one’s opinion (cf Kiihner-Gerth 19043,1 p. 466). Cf. Hipp. 988, 1320: cx> 

8' e v  x ' E K e lv c o i kccv e p o i  ( p a iv r j i  K a x o q ,  1A 1273, A. Eum. 469, S. Ai. 1092,1315: K a i  8eiA o<; 

e i v a i  p a A A o v  f\ 'v  e p o i  O p a a u q ,  OT 677 (and Jebb 1 8933 ad loc.), Ant. 459, OC 1213f. (and 

Kamerbeek 1984 ad loc.): c n c a i o o u v a v  (p \>A ,da-/ocov  e v  e p o i  K a x d 8 r |A o < ; e a x a i ,  Ichneutae 

350 (and Pearson 1917 ad loc.).

4-5: These lines are a variatio of 11. 1-2; the same idea was first uttered in specific 

and now in general terms.

icaxpq>aq yfjq Spoog* ‘the boundaries of one’s homeland’, a common type of 

periphrasis in Euripides for the definition of a territory; cf. Heracl. 38: kXeivcov ’A6r|vcov 

tov5’ dcpiKopeaO’ opov, 133: 7iola<; yfj<; opoxx; Auwbv, Hec. 963: ev peoou; ©pfiiKtiq opoiq, 

1260- yfjc; opotx; 'EAAriviSoc;, Ion 1356: EupcbTxrn; opouq, El. 41 Of.: ’Apyelaq opooq/ (...) ya iaq , 

1315: yhq rcaxplaq 6pov eKAeineiv, IT 85: TaupiKfjq opoxx; xGovoq, 1450f.: ’Ax0i8o<; rcpoq 

eoxaxoiq / opoioi. The epithet naxp&oq is mainly used for homeland, as here (cf. Cyc. 108, 

Ale. 169, Med. 35, Heracl. 1052, Hipp. 1048, Hec. 1221, Tr. 389, IT 1066, A. Th. 668, Ag. 

503, S. Tr. 236), and also with reference to one’s natal oikos and ancestral gods; cf. Danae 

fr. 4 (and note ad loc.).

axipcdpov: ‘to hold in no honour, to bring dishonour upon’, especially for ideas held 

as sacred (i.e. gods, homeland, suppliants). In A. Supp. 912 and S. OT 340, it refers to a 

city, as in our fragment. Cf. Ale. 567, 658, Heracl. 78, Hipp. 1192, Ba. 1320, S .Ai. 1342, 

Ant. 572.

5 xpdnoiaiv: here as ‘habit, way of life’. Cf. Supp. 187: Ejiapxri pev <bpi) Kai 

rcercoiKiAxai xporcoax;, Oeneus fr. 560 Kn.: aAAoq aAAou; paAAov fiSexai xporcou;, Andr. 

23Of.: xcov KttKtov yap  pr|xep(ov/ cpeuyeiv xporanx; xph xckv' oaon; eveaxi voug, frr. inc. 897, 

1027 Kn., A. Isthmiastae fr. 78a. 34R.

Fr. 17:

The general reflection is here introduced with (pev as reaction to another character’s act or 

utterance; cf. similarly Hipp. A3\,Andr. 183-185, Hec. 863, 956,1238, Supp. 463, El. 367
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(and D enniston 1939 ad loc.), Ion  1312 and note on D a n a e  fr. 14.1 . The epithet k a k o s  may 

be associated with either competitive or co-operative values in Euripides (cf. note on fr. 4. 

2). In this case, the occurrence o f  naXaidg (aivog)denoting a long-established view point, as 

well as the use o f  the same antithesis XP1!0 kcucoq in terms o f  the relation o f  lineage to 

character in E l. 369f. (which is rejected by Orestes: t|6t| yap eT5ov [...] xpi'ia'ta S' ek kcxkcov 

tekvcc) seem  to point to the traditional usage o f  k a k o s  attached to  a person o f  low  social 

status. These lines could have thus been Polydectes’ attack on D ic ty s’ possib ly humble 

origin, which in the k ing’s eyes entails lack o f  all sorts o f  ex ce llen ce  and might be located 

in the context o f  their possib le a g o n .447 Consequently, fr. 14 contestin g  birth as the sole 

criterion o f  e u g e n e ia , unless com bined with justice, may have been D ic ty s’ rejoinder to the 

king.

On the other hand, the interpretation o f  k a k o s  in a moral sen se , which seem s less 

likely for the reasons stated above, would entail also a high degree o f  conjecture as to the 

identity o f  the addressee; the com m ent on hereditary vice could have been uttered by a 

sympathetic figure, nam ely Danae, Dictys or Perseus,448 as sp ecific  reaction to another 

character’s malicious attitude. The m ost obvious example o f  m alice  is Polydectes; no 

evidence, however, survives as to his father’s quality, apart from the nam es Peristhenes and 

M agnes in Pherecydes (fr. 10 Fowler) and [Apollod.] 1. 9.6 respectively  and he would have 

probably been excluded from the dramatic action, which w ou ld  make this statement 

pointless. Alternatively, in order to explore the possibility that the v ic iou s offspring o f  an 

evil father might have been P olydectes’ son (the k ing’s assumed interlocutor in frr. 6-9), 

we would have to presuppose that i f  he had a role in the play, it w ou ld  have gone beyond  

the debate with his father, so as to raise this com m ent on m alice by the sympathetic party.

1 n aX aioc, aivoq: here, in the sense o f  ‘saying, proverb’; cf. note on D a n a e  fr. 1.1.

2 xpTioxoq: ‘useful, worthy’; according to the first, preferred, interpretation 

adhering to the com petitive standard o f  a r e te , this quality is the ou tcom e o f  noble lineage 

and thus restricted to the class o f  a g a th o i , who are so com m ended for their beneficial 

characteristics and effectiveness to assure the stability and w ell-b e in g  o f  the state. This

447 Stoessl (1958, p. 162) assigned this fragment to Polydectes, locating it in the debate with Dictys, though 
his interpretation o f the fragment fails to delineate the king’s position on the traditional equation of birth with 
character, as argued here.
448 So Webster (1967, p. 63f.) attributing the fragment to Dictys and Aelion (1986, p. 159 and n. 28) assigning 
it to either of the suppliants. Jouan and van Looy (2000, p. 82) assigned it to Perseus.
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traditional usage goes back to Homer, where agathoi are those who are able to effectively 

defend the group, by uniting in themselves courage, high birth and wealth, the qualities of 

which that society holds itself to be most in need; cf. indicatively II. 2. 198-202, 12. 310- 

321, also Pi. P. 10.69-72 and Adkins (1972) pp. 13f., 60-65, Adkins (1960) pp. 36, 70f., 

Bryant (1996) pp. 28-31, 80-84, Ferguson (1958) pp. 19-21. Traditional values continued to 

exist in the later part of the fifth century; cf. for instance, Heracl. 510 and Temenidae fr. 

739 Kn. adhering to the competitive standard of arete, again by praising one’s conduct as 

the result of one’s lineage, and for more examples, cf. note on fr. 4 .2 .

The second, less probable interpretation o f /p ^ ro c  in the present case, as argued 

above, would commend a person who displays a quiet moral behaviour (relying on justice 

and sophrosyne) in both private and public life, thus making himself beneficial to the city- 

state; the moral nuance of the epithet flourishes in later fifth century upon the development 

of co-operative excellences as features of arete: cf. S. Ant. 661 f. (and Griffith 1999, p. 237), 

E.Autolycus fr. 282. 23-28 Kn., Ar. Th. 832, Ra. 1455f. (and Dover 1993, p. 212), Eupolis 

Demoi fr. 129 K.-A., D. xviii 190, 292, Hyp. iv 37, Aeschin. i 30 (and Fisher 2001 ad loc.) 

and Dover (1974) pp. 296-298, Adkins (1960) pp. 195-199, Adkins (1972) pp. 126f„ 146, 

Dover (1988) p. 1 Of. and the discussion on fr. 14. 2.

Fr. 18:

The textual transmission of this fragment has raised serious issues of interpretation. The 

translation of these lines as transmitted is incomprehensible: ‘For he was dear to me and 

may Eros capture me without leading me to folly or Cypris’. Two different and unrelated 

ideas are expressed: the speaker’s affection for a male character in the past tense and the 

wish to find love in moderation. As transmitted, the fragment seems to have been badly 

extracted from its context; Stobaeus’ aim was evidently to cite the reference to Cypris from 

the second half of the first line onwards (cf. the title of his section). It seems that the 

received text can only be retained if we put a strong pause before Kai, so that the two ideas 

are separated.449 The first idea must probably be linked to the lost previous part of the text

449 1 am indebted to Prof. Carey for this suggestion.
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referring to the person, for whom the speaker is expressing these feelings in the past tense, 

which implies that this person is perhaps regarded as no longer alive. The possibility that 

Danae or Dictys could have expressed their affection for Perseus, whom they consider to be 

dead (cf. fr. 2) is weakened by the speaker’s hope to find moderate love some time in the 

future (7tO T£+ optative), which cannot be plausibly assigned to the old fisherman or Danae, 

who was already ‘captured’ by Eros in the past as Zeus’ Aeyog. Webster inclined towards 

accepting Nauck’s conjecture and assigning these lines to the young Perseus (cf. 

Bellerophon’s similar wish in Stheneboea fr. 661. 21-25 Kn. and Theseus in Theseus fr. 

388 Kn.).450 However, the syntax of the proposed emendation (<pUov yap fjpiv eL.) is 

unparalleled in Attic Greek.

The problematic transmission of the fragment allows only for conjecture. Usener 

made a tempting suggestion, by changing iAoi to eDlev, which was adopted by Wachsmuth 

in his edition of Stobaeus. The movable v can be preserved even before a consonant for 

metrical reasons, as in numerous other cases in Euripides (cf. indicatively Med. 566, 1302, 

Heracl 220,408, 426, l\5 ,H ec. 509, 574, 804,//F 305 ,El. 272, 1277, Tr. 3, 91,440Jon  

643, Ph. 453, Or. 566, Ba. 473 etc. and Kuhner-BlaB 19043, I 292). The fragment would 

thus be translated as follows: ‘For he was dear to me and Eros captured me once without 

leading me to folly or Cypris’. In this case, the speaker may be Danae referring to her 

sacred union with Zeus, who must be the one whom she regards as (piXog (‘nearest and 

dearest’). Gods were considered to be (piXoi to certain humans, particularly in cases where 

they had begotten offspring from their union with mortal women; accordingly, Zeus’ 

relationship with Antiope and her sons and with Heracles’ family is described as tpiXia in 

Antiope fr. 223. 14 Kn. and HF 341, 346 respectively.451 The censure of Polydectes’ 

amorous folly as opposed to Danae’s holy union with Zeus could have been dramatically 

effective and might have been located in a confrontation-scene between the king and the 

suppliants.

A conjecture made by Wilamowitz seems to me to be the most attractive in terms of 

its potential relation to the surviving fragments of the play: cpiXog yap et poi, Kai p' epcoq

450 Cf. Webster (1967) p. 63.
451 Homer describes Zeus as (piXoq to several o f the sons he has begotten from mortal women: Heracles (//. 18. 
118), Sarpedon (II. 16. 433, 450, 460, 568), Dardanus (II 20. 304), Scamander (II. 21. 223). Cf. Dirlmeier 
(1935) pp. 64-68.
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eA,oi 7cox£ . . . On the basis of our evidence, I would locate it in a different context than 

Wecklein (1888, p. 110), who suggested that the speaker may be Danae referring to Dictys, 

drawing a parallel to Electra’s address to the Farmer in El. 67 (Danae, however, cannot be 

a plausible speaker for the reasons stated above). The speaker appeals to the idea of philia 

relating him to his interlocutor, while censuring amorous folly. The notions of philia and 

overmastering passion are recurring themes in the possible conversation of frr. 6-9 about 

the effects of Polydectes’ desire for Danae on his family (cf. especially fr. 7. If.: naxpi 

(piXxaxov xeKva/ 7taialv xe xoix; xEKovxaq, and for Cypris, frr. 8. 5f., 9). The speaker of 

these lines may thus be Polydectes’ interlocutor in this discussion, perhaps his son (cf. 

introductory note on fr. 6), asserting his affection for his father, as Haemon in S. Ant. 635 

(rcaxep, cto<; eipi . . . equivalent to philos, cf. Brown 1987 ad loc.), while at the same time 

hoping to find love in moderation (for such a hope expressed by a young character, cf. 

Stheneboea fr. 661. 21-25 Kn. and Theseus in Theseus fr. 388 Kn.), unlike Polydectes. In 

this case, the first half of the first line would be better understood as a parenthesis (q>lA,o<; 

yap et poi— Kai p' Epcoq eA,oi 7coxe. . .), which might have been related to the vovOsrtjmg 

against amorous folly rejected presumably by Polydectes in fr. 9 (hence, hypothetically: ‘<1 

am making this admonition>, for you are dear to me— and may Eros capture me without 

leading me to folly or Cypris’, that is, ‘may I never find myself in your position’).

2: the quest for sophron eros is a topos in Euripides, in the context of his treatment of 

the destructive effects brought by overmastering passion; cf. Med. 627-643 (and 

Mastronarde 2002, pp. 276-279, Page 1938, p. 118f.), Hipp. 525-529 (and Gill 1990, pp. 

80-92, Segal 1970, p. 281), Andr. 464-470, Hel. 1105f. (and Kannicht 1969, p. 275), 1A 

543-557 (and Stockert 1992, pp. 355, 360-363), Stheneboea fr. 661. 21-25 Kn., Theseus fr. 

388 Kn., Melanippe fr. 503 Kn. (and van Looy 1964 ad loc.), Aeolus fr. 26 Kn., fr. inc. 897.

9-11 Kn.: xo 5' Epav 7tpoX,EY(o xotoi veounv/ pfptoxE cpe-oyEiv,/ xph^Oai 8' opOcbq, oxav eX0t|, 

967 Kn. For the notion of sophron eros, cf. also Democritus fr. 73 D.-K., PI. Phaedrus 

243e.9- 257b.6, Symp. 180e, 186a-b, X. Mem. 1. 6.13 and North (1966a) p. 73f., Lesky 

(1976) pp. 71-74, Fischer (1973) p. 60. For sophrosyne as a virtue in private and civic life, 

cf. notes on frr. 14. 2 ,15.2.

Sexual intemperance was mostly regarded as a feminine vice; cf. indicatively Med. 

263-6, 569-75, Hipp. 643-645, Andr. 218-221, Schol. vet. Ar. Ra. 849 (Holwerda)
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(referring to the libidinous Aerope of the C re ta n  W om en ), also Hes. fr. 275 M.-W., 

Anaxandr. fr. inc. 61 K.-A., Men. S a m ia  349f. and Dover (1974) pp. 100-102. In the 

D ic ty s , however, it is a man who is censured for his amorous passion (for which cf. frr. 8 

and 9), as is Theoclymenus in H el. 1018f.

eiq t o  p & p o v :  a condemnatory word, denoting folly and culpable lack of intelligence 

in general, often associated with sexual intemperance in Euripides; cf. Barrett (1964) p. 

282. In this case, this particular sense of the word is made even stronger in view of the 

reference to Cypris (epithet of Aphrodite mostly used to connote sexual desire, cf. note on 

fr. 9). For eloquent parallels, cf. H ip p . 642-644 (cf. Barrett 1964 and Halleran 1995 a d  

loc .): t o  yap KotKoupyov paAAov e v t i k t e i  Kurcpu;/ ev  Taiq aocpatcnv 8 ' apfiXa v o S yuvr)/ 

yvcoprii ppa^Elai p<opiav a(pt|ip£0T|, 966-969: aXA' cb̂  t o  pcopov a v S p a a iv  p£v o u k  e v i ,/ 

yovai^ i 8 ' Ep.7t£<pDK£v; 0 1 8 ' Eyo) vcovc ,/ o u S e v  yuvaiK(bv ovTaq aocpaXEOTEpoix;,/OTav T a p a n i  

Kimpiq ”nP^oav <ppeva and Tr. 988-990 (cf. the paretymology of Aphrodite from acppoabvri 

and Lee 1976, p. 238, Barlow 1986, p. 212, Biehl 1989, p. 365): o aoc, 8 ' i8 d>v viv vouq

EKoifiOrj K unpiq-/ toc pcopa yap m v t' eotIv  ’A(ppo8lTT| (JpoToiq,/ K a i  Tobvop* opOcbq a<ppocri)VT|<; 

apxEi 0e<xc;. For the same notion, cf. also A n d r . 673f. (with Stevens’ note on 674), E l. 1035 

(cf. Denniston 1939 and Cropp 1988 a d  lo c .) , Ion  545: — f)X0£<; £<; vo0ov t i  Aektpov;/ — 

p w p la i yc too veou, H el. 1018, S th e n e b o e a  fr. 661. 5 Kn. (here vrf/riog as a synonym to 

p&pog, cf. Collard, Cropp and Lee 1995 a d  lo c .):  rcoA-Xoix; 8e tcAouto) K a i ycvei 

y a u p o u p E v o u q /y u v q  K arria^'ov' ev S o p o io i  vrjm a. An even stronger word bearing this sense 

is fi&xkoQ (‘lustful’, confined to women) occurring in Hes. O p. 586, fr. 132 M.-W., E. 

C re ta n s  fr. 472 e. 8 Kn.

Kimpiv: often connoting sexual desire; cf. note on fr. 9.

Fr. 19:

This word is preserved by Hesychius, who reads a^oipjjv, which was changed to a^oipijv 

with a rough breathing by Nauck. °A£opai signifies ‘to stand in awe of s.o./ sth, especially 

gods and one’s parents, to respect, to be afraid of ',{ L S f ) \  cf. A le . 326, H e r a c l .  600, 1038, 

Or. 1116, also//. \ . 2 \ . O d .  17. 401. A. S u p p . 652, 884, £wm. 389, 1002, S. OT155, O C
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134, A.R. 4. 250. This verb is never found in the completely different sense of a y a v a K r m ,  

which is attested by Hesychius. On the other hand, d £ c o  with a smooth breathing denotes ‘to 

groan, to sigh’452 and accords with one of the meanings of a y a v a i c r a  as ‘to show outward 

signs of grief {LSf ,  cf. for instance PI. Phd. 117d. 5: K a i  5f) K a i  t o t e  avappuxnad|ievo<; 

kXxxcdv K a i  a y a v a K t c o v ) .  Hesychius interprets a ^ e i  v as a r e v a ^ e i v  f] e k j z v e i v  d i d  c n o n a m g  (a 

1445 Latte) and preserves the related glossa a ^ c o X e i ,  which signifies a y a v a K t e i  (a 1484 

Latte). In S. fr. inc. 980 R. a ^ e i v  occurs in the sense of c r r i v e i v  (Photius a  431 

Theodoridis). I thus agree with Prof. Kannicht (who cites the passages from Hesychius and 

Sophocles) that d ^ o i ^ i r j v  as a y a v a K r S  should be related to a £ ( o  rather than to the 

semantically divergent a^o^iai and therefore, the smooth breathing must be preserved as 

read in Hesychius. Cf. also schol. Eust. 11. 11.441 (van der Valk) cited by Kannicht, 

suggesting that it derives from the exclamation a  expressing indignation. In view of the 

complete isolation of the verb from its context, I would not hazard any guess as to the 

speaker’s identity or its location within the play.

452 Another meaning o f the word is ‘to get dry’ (Hsch. a 1483 Latte, cf. 11. 4. 487).
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APPENDIX

Euripides and Danae’s Legend in Late Antiquity: The Spurious fr. 1132 Kn.

E P M H E . A o p o i  p e v  o i 8 ' E ftT ropyd x' e p v p a x a  x ^ o v o q

o\)k e v  7coA.'u%p\)ooioiv fiaKTixai x^-tSaiq-

apxriv 8e xcovSe K a i  Beajv ISpvpaxa

’Axploioq eiX,r|xev, x\)pavvo<; xfjaSe yt|<̂-
''EX.A.riai 5 ' “A p y cx ; fi 716A.U; KiKXfjaKexai. 5

o m o q  S' e p o m  7t a i 86q a p a e v o q  a x e G e iq

Il'DOwS' aqjiKXO, Kai A,eyei Ootpco xa8e-

7C©<; av  yevotxo arceppa TcaiSoq ev 8op(p,

x iv o q  0ea>v p p o x w v  x e  r c p e u p e v o ijq  x'oxcbv;

Keivoq 8e 8'oa£'6pPA,r|xov e^fiveyK’ ona- 10

eaxai pev eaxai rcaiSdq apaevoq xoKoq

o\)K  e^  e K e iv o t) -  rcpcoxa y a p  0fjA,'Ov a r c o p a v

cpvaai Sefjaei. K a x a  7ico<; k e I v t i  jcoxe

evvfiv K p a x p a ia v  y v o v a a  K a i  pf) y v o v a a  8r|

b jc o jtx e p o v  X e o v x a  x e ^ e x a i  r c a x p i, 15

oq x f |a 8 e  x 1 a p ^ e i x a ^ ep a c , 7toA.A.fi<; x 6 ° v 6S-

x o i a u x '  a K o v a a q  A o ^ io t )  p a v x e v p a x a

y a p c o v  d 7 c e ix e 0 ' - o p a x ;  8e  y e  x i K x e i  A .a0cbv,

7tpoq xox> rcapovxcx; ipepot) vuccbpevoq.

A avariv  8 e  Tccoq w v o p a a e  xf|v8', o 0 o \)v eK a  2 0

TioXix; jc a p fiA ,0 ev  ei<; y o v r j v  7 c a i8 to v  x p o v o q .

ev 7tap0evtoai 8' euGix; otq e8eipaxo

818© aiv ’A p y e ia ia iv  eptppoopov K opaiq ,

ei<; av8po<; o \ja v  e\)X,apo\)pevo<; p oX etv .

el0' cbq o  paK poq ly o ^ a v ev  x a o x r iv  xpovcx;, 25

4 eiXrixev cod.: eiX-nx’ ©v Musgrave || 9 rox©v cod.: x\>x© Bothe || 15 ‘i>Ji67itepov emend. Bentley: 
•b itO Tcetpov cod., p r o b .  Kannicht || 1 6  xfja8e x ’ Porson : xfjcSe y' cod. | x&xepaq Heath: Gaxepaq 
cod. || 18 opax; 5e ye cod.: o 5e y’ opax; Wolff || 20 8e 7tax; cod.: 8e 7cai8’ Boissonade
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K a i  k &AAcx;  e ix e v  e ^ o x o v  K a 0 ' 'E X A & 5a,

(piA,xpoi<; cupoKxoig Z eix; K axaaxeO ei^  raxxrip

E\)vfj aa)veA,0etv A,a0pa Tccoq fifte>\)A,£XO.

aa(pd)< ; 8 e  j i e i Oe i v  o \ ) k  ex cq v , e iq  p r i x a v f i v

x o i a v S *  E x d J p T ia ',  a r r o p o s  XP"0 0 ^  y E y a x ; ,  3 0

7co0£ivov Ei8dx; K x f j p a  xoOxo xou; ppoxou;,

8 i a  a x E y o x x ;  p e x x t e ie v  e v  x e p t f t v  K o p r jq .  

f |  8 '  a y v o o - O a a  x o v  K E K p v p p .E v o v  S o X o v  

K o X ,7 to io i  x o v  0 e 6 v  E i a p E o v x '  E S E ^ a x o .

X p o v (p  8 ' E a o x f iv  a x ;  K a x E iS ' E y K t ip o v a ,  3 5

E iq  O a o p ' E a f iE i  Ka^£7C£7tX ,r|Kxo a c p o S p d x ;, 

ax ; e I c; x o 8 ' fjA.0£ p £ p \ | / i v  E o X a p o \ ) p £ v r | .

(p'oyfj 8e A,a0pa xfja8£ yfjq 6ppa)jj.£vr|v 

paOcbv mxfjp viv, EyKaxaKA.£iaxov S o p o u ;

E pyEi xoX.(o0£i<; K a i  o k o x w  Kpx>\|/a<; £X £t, 4 0

x a X r i 0 £ q  o \|/e i  7tpoaK 07io<)p£vo<; p a 0 £ i v

K a v  x a o x '  a X ,r |0 fi K a i  a a tp o x ;  e x o v x ' t8 n ,

eYvcokev aptpco rcovxioax; acpiEvai,

xtjv r c a i S a  K a i  x o  xexOev. cov 8e y '  E a x a X -r iv ,

p v O o a x ;  A a v a n  x o \ ) a 8 '  E x m p o c r i y o p o x x ;  a y t o v  4 5

e k  A io q ,  d ( p i ^ o p a i  x a x i o x a  a r i p a v c o v .

o)7ir|p£xr|v yap  ovxa xd7C£axaX.p£va

j t p a o a E iv  TcpoOopax;, o a x iq  a v  y* f j  v o d v e x tis -

X O P O I .  xiq o  Kaivoxpomx; o\>xo<; p x jO o g

Kax' Epav T|K£v aKODav; 50

e v 0 '  aaiiEpxe*; jiEVEalvovoa

xoioSe 8 6 p a o i Koipavoo apcpl8o^o<; neXa^u).
xiq Seotcoxiv Epfjv A a v a r i v

28 XaBp t̂ jccoq cod .: XaBpiax; M u sg rav e  || 31 Kxfjpa xouto M atth iae : x o o x o  Kxtipa co d . || 33 
ayvoovoa H eath : ao pfj yvouoa cod . || 36  atpoSpdjq P ierso n : oatptoq cod .|| 3 8  oppcopevnv B am es: 
oppcopevnq cod. || 4 0  epyei N auck : opyfi cod . || 42  Kav x a o x ' aXriGfj M u s g ra v e : Kavxaq xaX.r|0fi 
cod. || 48 Tipaooeiv cod.: npaoatov W o lff  || 53 Seojioxiv N auck  : Seojcoxiv c o d .
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P&4i<; e x £ l  K a x a  rcx o ^ iv ;

fjv  |if)JioT ' dkpeA,' £i<; d ix a  (p e p e iv  5 5

o rcpcoxoq xa8e cppaaai xoA,pr|oa<;,

d)^ e y K o p c o v  £ iX .t|7cxa i x p a v 0 £ i o '  aA.£Kxpo<;

avSpog- rnxfip 8e piv icX,fiaa<;

£ v  j c a p 0 £ v w o i  a t p p a y t a i  8 £ p a < ; c p u X a a a e i .

xaox' exfix'opa p a 0£iv OeAxo. 60

aA A ' E ic o p w  yap x q a S e  Koipavov %0ovo<;

’A p y e ia < ; ’A x p i a t o v  Ttpd S o p c o v  a x £ l% o v x a .  

o p y f i  p a p ix ; ,  ax; 5 6 £ a i ,  K & ap.

AKPIIIOZ. ai) 6' £i K a x '  oucoxx; euvoajv £xx)y%av£<;,

oi)K av tcox' qA0£<; £i<; xoSe 0paoo\x; .. 65

61 xfjaSe Koipavov xBovoq Nauck (secundum HF 138): xbpavvov xGovoq xna8e cod. || 65 ei<; xo8e 
Gpaao'ix; cod.: eiq xo8’ eiq o vov Gpaaoax; Porson (secundum Su. 1091)

1. Diagnosis of Spuriousness

Fr. 1132 Kn. is transmitted in the fourteenth-century codex P of Euripides (Vaticanus 

Palatinus gr. 287, f  147v-148r) after what purports to be the ‘hypothesis’ and personarum 

index of E. Danae. As already mentioned (cf. note on T5), the ‘hypothesis’ and the 65 lines 

of this fragment are evidently written in the same hand as the preceding spurious LA 1570- 

1629, which was identified by Turyn as that of the rubricator Ioannes Katrares.453 The 

‘.Ctowtfe-prologue’ was first diagnosed as spurious by Elmsley, who also noted its 

resemblance in technique to the spurious ending of the Iphigenia in Aulis454 West traced 

further common stylistic features in the two pieces and taking also into account the similar 

circumstances of their preservation, he suggested that the spurious ending of the Iphigenia 

in Aulis and the false ‘Danae prologue’ could have been written by the same author some

453 Cf. Zuntz (1965) p. 139 and n. 39, West (1981) p. 74 and Tuiyn (1964) p. 127.
454 Cf. Elmsley (1811-12) p. 77, Elmsley (1813) p. 432.
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time between the fourth and seventh century.455 The spuriousness of the ‘Danae-fragment’ 

is suggested by:

(1) language: the use of later words, as observed by Wiinsch:456 syKaxaKXeioxov (1. 

39, the earliest use occurs in Christian authors), voovsxn<; (1. 48, the earliest occurrence is 

Plb. 30.2.4 and then traced widely in Christian authors), KaivoTpo7to<; (1. 49, the earliest 

occurrence is Appian Mithrid. 318), ap<p!5ô o<; (1. 52, first occurring in Plb. 18. 28). Certain 

linguistic faults were pointed out by West: 8e ye (11. 18, 44), ocjtk; av ye (1. 48).457 To these 

features, I should add the occurrence of later words, such as axeOsi; (1. 6, the earliest use is 

in Lucian Lex. 11. 10), KaxaoxsOeiq (1. 27, the earliest occurrence is D.S. 23. 16.1), 

5oa£i)ppAr|TOV (1. 10, first occurrence in Comutus p. 57 Lang, cf. [A.]. Pr. 775: 

e-b̂ bppXrixov, S. Tr. 694: a^uppA/rixov) and the prosaic eptppoopoq (1. 23) and eicrpeovx’ (1. 

34), while ctKouav (1. 50) first occurs in Cercidas fr. 4. 22 Powell, A.P. 2. 1.326, 9. 7.1 and 

in plural in A.R. 4. 17, 908.

(2) metre: the most striking among the later metrical features traced by West are 

absence of caesura (11. 4, 46), violation of Porson’s law (1. 4), anapaests in other feet than 

the first, apart from names (1. 30), prosodic errors (cf. indicatively, 1. 33: pn yvouoa, 61: 

xupavvov), anapaestic dimeters with disregard of metron-diaeresis and hypercatalexis 

instead of catalexis (1. 62f.).458
(3) matters of dramatic technique and inconsistency with the evidence for the play, 

which are to be discussed below (cf. sections 2 and 3b).

West further suggested that the ‘Dawae-fragment’ could have been composed with 

the same purpose as the ending of the Iphigenia in Aulis, namely to replace the lost opening 

of the play, by someone who presumably had at his disposal remnants of a set of Euripides’ 

plays arranged alphabetically, including remnants of the Danae.459 He thus proposed 

Eugenios of Augustopolis as a possible author, an eminent professor in Constantinople 

during the reign of Anastasios I (end of fifth/early sixth century), who studied Greek

455 Cf. West (1981) p. 74f.
456 Cf. WGnsch (1896) p. 148.
457 Cf. West (1981) p. 75.
458 For more detail, cf. West (1981) p. 74f.
459 West (1981, p. 78, n. 49) suggested that the Danae ‘prologue’ could have been a replacement for the lost 
initial leaves of a volume containing Danae, Dictys, Epeios, Erectheus, Eurystheus. For the trend of filling 
gaps in the transmission of texts with forgeries, cf. Speyer (1971) pp. 136-139, also Ronconi (1965) p. 16, 
Speyer (1969) p. 244f., Brox (1975) p. 45 f.
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tragedy closely and wrote on tragic lyric metres (Sud. s 3394 Adler, cf. Cohn 1907, col. 

987f.).460 In such a case, what purports to be the ‘hypothesis’ and personarum index of the 

Danae might have been prefixed to the ‘prologue’, in accordance with the trend of adding 

prefatory material to the dramatic texts, the earliest evidence for which is the Bodmer 

papyrus of Menander dated in late third century AD 461 (cf. note on T5).

Nevertheless, this interpretation could have the following shortcomings: (i) unlike 

the spurious closing part of the exodos of the Iphigenia in Aulis, what survives from the 

‘Dawae-fragment’ implies that if it was a specially composed supplement, it would have 

aimed to replace the lost prologue, parodos and the beginning of the first episode of the 

play, which would have made it a significantly more extensive composition. Moreover, as 

Page plausibly argued, LA 1578-1629 may have not been a composed supplement in its 

entirety, in view of the notable difference in quality between parts of this piece, but the 

forged verses could have aimed to supplement several illegible lines of the text;462 this 

would be another basic difference in the motives for composing each of the two spurious 

pieces, (ii) certain cases of inconsistency of the ‘prologue’ with the evidence for the plot of 

Euripides’ Danae could imply that the author of this piece did not have access to the rest of 

the play. In terms of this fact, one may argue that more leaves of the codex could have been 

missing and the author thus had access from a point of the play onwards (perhaps from the 

discovery onwards, cf. below, The Sources). If so, it should have to be assumed that he 

undertook the huge task of supplementing a big part of the play on his own and may have 

given up in 1. 65, where Acrisius’ speech is abruptly cut off (or perhaps the rest of his 

composition got lost).

On the other hand, the possibility that this piece was only ever written as an 

independent composition is worth exploring. There are numerous cases of rhetorical 

exercises for educational purposes in papyri from the second century BC until the seventh 

century AD,463 involving, among other things, imitation of poetiy. I would note indicatively 

P. Ryl. Ill 487 dated towards the fourth century AD, which is a version of Odysseus’ 

homecoming in hexameters, as well as Libanius’ reference to an epic poem on a Homeric

460 Cf. West (1981) p. 76.
461 For the Menander-papyrus, cf. Turner (1958) p. 9 and n. 1.
462 Cf. Page (1934) pp. 196-199 followed most recently by Stockert (1992) p. 85f.
463 Cf. Morgan (1998) p. 199f. I am indebted to Prof. C. Roemer for this suggestion.
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theme composed by one of his contemporaries, Tatian, which became very popular among 

teachers and students (Ep. 990). Moreover, P SIXIII 1303 dated in the third century AD 

preserves a reworking of the agon-scene of E. Phoenissae in tragic style and metre and, in 

view of its quality and inconsistency, it has been reasonably classified as a rhetorical 

exercise.464 This piece shares with our fragment the imitation of typical elements of 

Euripidean dramatic technique (such as the agon and the narrative prologue in each case), 

stylistic weaknesses, inconsistency of content (cf. below, Dramatic Technique) and 

furthermore, the feature of ending abruptly, which is a common mark of exercises.465 I 

would thus regard the possibility that fr. 1132 Kn. could have been a rhetorical exercise 

imitating a Euripidean opening as worth considering. In such a case, the author is likely to 

have been a school-master and his knowledge of tragic style, technique and lyric metres, in 

particular, could fit the features of Eugenios of Augustopolis, as suggested by West, or of a 

professor o f similar calibre. In view of the significant decline in the educational system 

during the reign of Justinian,466 if this piece was written for such a purpose, it seems likely 

to have been composed some time till the sixth century. The inconsistency with the 

evidence for the Danae may either be explained by the author’s wish to innovate in certain 

aspects (as the author of the exercise on the Phoenissae 467) or by his lack of direct access 

to the play. In either case, he seems to have aimed to imitate Euripidean technique, while 

drawing material from Danae’s legend and possibly from the dramatist’s treatment of the 

myth (in 1. 30f., for instance, he alludes to the notorious fr. 7 and has widely consulted 

Lucian, whom he might regard as reproducing Euripides, cf. below, The Sources).

Another factor, which may tell in favour of the possibility of an independent 

composition, is Katrares’ apparent fondness of gathering various kinds of dramatic 

pastiche, such as a monologue of 35 lines on a fictitious theme written in Byzantine 

dodecasyllable and transmitted in Esc. 0-11-19, f. 91v (dated in 1309) after the text of the 

Iliad.46* This ‘jeu d’ esprit’ is preceded, as fr. 1132 Kn., by a personarum index, which

464 Cf. Cribiore (2001 b) pp. 256-258, Cribiore (2001 a) p. 230. For further examples of exercises of imitation, 
cf. Cribiore (1996) pp. 259-262,60, n. 25.
465 Cf. Cribiore (1996) p. 59f.
466 Cf. Kennedy (1994) p. 256.
467 Cf. Cribiore (200 l b) p. 25 7f.
468 Cf. De Andres, Irigoin and Horandner (1974) pp. 201 -214.
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does not seem to serve any obvious purpose.469 Cf. note on T5 for the possibility that 

Katrares might have inserted on his own the list of dramatic characters before this pastiche 

and perhaps also before the ‘Da/rae-fragment’ to suit the arrangement of prefatory material 

in dramatic manuscripts.

2. The Sources of the ‘Da/iae-fragment’

The author of the ‘prologue’ evidently consulted the sources for Danae’s myth and literary 

evidence, which he might have regarded as reproducing Euripides’ play, mainly Lucian (cf. 

note on T5). Unless he knew the prologue-speaker from a source lost by now, he is likely to 

have invented him and the choice of Hermes could have relied on the god’s involvement in 

Perseus’ legend (cf. Pherecyd. fr. 11 Fowler, [Apollod.] 2. 4.2) and on the reference to 

Hermes’ visits to Zeus’ beloved women, including Danae, in Luc. D.Deor. 4.2 (Kai vuv 

apxi fiKov'toc p£ ano ZiSajvoq 7tap& xfr; KaSpou Guyaxpoq, e<p’ fjv ncrcopqjc [scil. Zeus] pe 
6\|/opevov o xi jcpaxxei fi nau;, px|8e avarcvcuaavxa Ji£7copcpev auBiq eiq to ’Apyoq 
£7UiaK£\J/6p£VOV TIJV AaVCXtlV, £ix' £K£10£V Bouoxiav, (pr|Oiv, £A.0(bv £V 7iap65(p XTIV 
’Avxiojctiv i§£) 470 Moreover, the author may have recalled Hermes’ delivery of the 

prologue-speech in the Ion, again with reference to a similar situation (the seduction of a 

princess by a god and the birth o f divine offspring).

According to the mythical sources, the oracle given to Acrisius foretold his death 

at the hands of his grandson (cf. Pherecyd. fr. 10 Fowler and [Apollod.] 2. 4.1 and Danae, 

The Myth, p. 9, n. 30); here, however, the oracle seems to vaguely foretell Acrisius’ 

dethronement by his grandson (1. 15f., the imagery of the lion may be suggestive, cf. below, 

Style), which recurs in the later scholium of Thomas Magister on [A.] Pr. 903 (Smyth) and 

may originate in a minor version of the myth. Despite the oracle, Acrisius begets Danae 

accidentally (1. 18f.), which is nowhere else attested and may have derived from the 

account of Oedipus’ accidental conception in Ph. 13-22.471 In addition, Danae is mentioned 

as guarded iv  napdev&oi (1. 22f., cf. also T5), which is not inconsistent with the idea of the

469 Cf. De Andres, Irigoin and H5randner (1974) p. 205.
470 Cf. Rein (1926) p. 126.
471 Cf. Zielinski (1925) p. 294.
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widely attested bronze chamber, though unspecific. Her beauty (1. 26) is frequently 

mentioned in the mythical sources (cf. II. 14. 319, Hes. fr. 129. 14 M.-W., Sc. 216, Pi. N. 

10. 1 Off.). The reference to the overwhelming power of gold (1. 30f.) could have derived 

from the numerous sources from the fourth century BC onwards alluding to Danae’s 

seduction as bribery, including Luc. Gall. 13, 14, Tim. 41, which on the basis of the 

available evidence seem to have been inspired by Danae fr. 7 (cf. note ad loc.), or from the 

author’s own knowledge of these notorious lines from the play. Furthermore, Acrisius’ 

discovery of Danae’s pregnancy clearly diverges from the mythical sources (cf. Danae, The 

Myth, pp. 8-10) and the evidence for E. Danae, according to which it was after Perseus’ 

birth that Acrisius found out (cf. Structure). Hence, the author of this piece may have either 

tried to innovate or may have not had access at least to the part of the play before Acrisius’ 

discovery. Accordingly, he could have consulted Luc. D. Mar. 12: cpaci 5' o$v xov Ala 

Xpvoov yevopevov pofivai 8ia xou opocpoo ek ' auxhv, 5c2;ap£VT|v 8e ek eivtiv  eq xov koA-kov 

Kaxapp£Ovxa xov 0e6v £YK\)pova Y£V£gOai. xouxo aigQopcvoq o 7taxfiP, aypioq xk; Kai 

t̂|X6x\)Tcoq ycptov, TiyavdKXTioE Kai u t i o  xivoq pcpoixeboOai oir|0£i<; auxfiv £ppdXA.£i eI<; xf̂ v 

Kifkoxdv apxi xExoKuiav. Though it cannot be excluded that Lucian could have followed a 

less known version of the myth, he may have well relied on the known version and the 

brevity and ambiguity of his narrative might have led to a misinterpretation of the passage 

by the author of the ‘prologue’ and perhaps also by Tzetzes in his conflated scholium on 

Lyc. 838 (Scheer).

3. Imitation of Euripides

a. Style:

Apart from common poetic vocabulary, such as Sopot (11. 1, 39), x^ovoq (11. 1, 16, 61), 

poA.£tv (1. 24), y£Y<b<; (1. 30), p a ^ u ; ,  nxoXiv (1. 54), 5 sp a < ;  (1. 59), e x f i x u p a  (1. 60), K o i p a v o v  (1. 

61), a x e i x o v x a  (1. 62), the author of the ‘prologue’ made a conscious effort to imitate tragic 

style, drawing especially from Euripides. The most striking cases are as follows:

1 Souoi pev oiS*: cf. Hel. 1 : NeIXou pev ai5£ KaAAuiapOevot poai, Meleagros fr. 515.1 Kn.: 

KaXuSwv pev -qSE y a ia , IlE^om aq %0ovo<;, Auge fr. 264a Kn.: ’AXeaq ’A0dva<; o5e 

TcoX'Oxp'oooq 8opo<; and S .Ph. If.:aKxfj pev qSe xfjq nEpippuxou %0ovo<;/ Afjpvou.
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epupaxa: w idely occurring in tragedy, though only in singular; cf. Med. 597 , 1322, Ph. 983, 

Ba. 55, 1A 189, also A. Ch. 154, Eum. 701, S. Ai. 467 (the plural occurs from fourth- 

centuiy prose onwards; cf. PI. Lg. 681a.2 , X en. Hell. 3. 2 .14, Oec. 6.10).

2 fioKTiTai xfo-Saic;: cf. S. E L  452 (cited by W iinsch 1896, p. 150).

4 Tfrpavvoc xhaSe yxjc,: cf. Hel. 4, also Supp. 399.

6 epcoxi 7caiS6q: cf. Ion 67 (cited by Jacobs 1834, p. 631, n. 8): epcoxi mi8cov, add also 

Archelaus fr. 228b. 21 Kn.: xekvcov epcoxi.

8 aTteppa TtaiSoq: cf. Med. 669, Ion 405 (cited by Jacobs 1834, p. 6 31 , n. 8).

9 ftpeupevouc x\)x©v: cf. Tr. 739: itpeupeveaxepcov xuxok; (cited by Kannicht 2004  ad loc.) 

Hec. 538, 540, Or. 119,138, Phaethon fr. 781. 60 Kn.

10 e^fiv£YK’: cf. S. Tr. 741: xiv’ e^f|v£YK<x<̂  © x&kvov, Aoyov , also Hec. 701.

Q7ta: cf. Hipp. 602: oicov Aoycov apprixov eiaTiKooa’ orca.l 321: pavxecov orca, Hel. 1596 , Or. 

1669.

11 eaxai pev eaxai: cf. Ale. 328, Ion 425: eaxai xa8\ eaxai.

12 GfjAuv a7topdv: cf. Hec. 658: h navxa vuccoa' av8pa K a i  GrjAvv arcopav.

15 Aeovxa xe^exai Tcaxpl: the imagery o f  the lion prone to bring disaster may originate, in A. 

Ag. 717.

20 oOo'cvem: cf. Ion 661 f. (also occurring in the context o f  paretym ology): "Icova 8'

ovopa^co ae xfji xuxrii npz%o\J oGouveK' aSuxcov e^iovxi poi Geou, also Hel. 104, S.'Tr. 277,

[A.] Pr. 330.

22f.: cf. 1A 738: oxvpoiai mpGevcoai cppoupouvxai KaAcoq (cited by W iinsch 1896, p. 151). 

24 eiq o\i/iv poAeiv: cf. Ion 1557: eq pev o\j/iv acpcoiv poAeiv, also Med. 173f., 775 , I T 902 . 

27 cpiAxpoiq acpuKxoiq: cf. Med. 531: xo^oiq acpUKxoiq (the arrows o f  Eros).

30 7ioQeiv6v Kxfjpa: cf. Or. 1032: & noQeivov opp' opiAiaq epffe, S. Ph. 1445: co cpGeypa 

jioGeivov.

36 eiq Gaup' eafiei: cf. IA 1580 (cited by W est 1981, p. 75): epoi 8e x' aAyoq ou piKpov 

eiaf|iei cppevi, add also Or. 1668: Kalxoi p' carpci Setpa.

37 eiq xo8' fjAGe, 65 ouk av hot' fjAGeq eiq xo8e Gpaaouq: to Or. 566 , Supp. 1091 and Hipp. 

1332 cited by Kannicht (2004) II p. 1 0 3 4 ,1 would add Hipp. 1298, Supp. 1089, Tr. 401: el 

8' eq xo8' eAGoi,Ion 244: xl 7ioxe pepipvrjq eq xoS1 fjAGeq, Ph. 195, 963: eq xo8' eip i aopcpopaq.
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44-46: cf. IT 1409: K ayco jiev  euGix; 7tpo<; as 8e\)p' arcecxaA/riv,/ aoi xa<; ek eiG ev  ar|p.avajv, 

aval;, xdxaq, also Hec. 217, IT 237.

47f. xa7tsaxaX.U£va TtpaoaEiv: cf. Tr. 1149: ai) 5' ax; xaxiaxa TtpaaaE xa7t£axaA,p.£va (cited 

by Jacobs 1834, p. 635, n. 19), add also A. Ch.779 : JipaaoE xdttEaxafyiEva. For the closure 

of the opening monologue with a gnome, cf. Ale. 75f., Med. 48, Su. 40f., HF 57-59, Tr. 95- 

97, Or. 70.

55 sic toxa tpspsiv: cf. S. Ai. 149: eiq d>xa cpepei m oiv ,08a)aaeix; (cited by Wiinsch 1896, p. 

150).

57 ypavGsia1: A. Supp. 266 (cited by Wiinsch 1896, p. 150).

&A.EKXPOC cf. Tr. 254, S. Ant. 917.

61 aXX' eiqopd) yap: typical Euripidean announcement of a character’s entrance; cf. Cyc. 

36, Ale. 24, Hipp. 51, Hec. 724, El. 107, HF 138, Ion 392, Or. 725, Ba. 1165.

The Homeric darcepxeq peveaivouaa (1. 51, cf. II. 4. 32, 22. 10, Od. 1. 20) follows 

Euripides’ trend of using epic vocabulary in his choral odes; cf. Breitenbach (1934) pp. 

268-288, Bamer (1971) p. 297.

The author of this piece follows tragic metres closely; the narrative prologue is 

written in iambic trimeters and as regards the lyric metres of the parodos, to those noted by 

Kannicht I would add the anapaestic dimeter upon the choral entrance 472 (11. 49, 51, cf. 

similarly the anapaestic dimeters at the beginning of the parodos in Ale. Il f . ,  Hec. 98f., El. 

167), the dochmiacs in 1. 56 (a dochmius and a catalectic dochmius) and 1. 59 (a ‘dochmius 

kaibelianus’ and a hypercatalectic dochmius) and the cretic in conjunction with the 

dochmius in 1. 60. The metrical weaknesses have been briefly observed above (section 1) 

and naturally result from the looser metrical rules of late antiquity.473

472 For this rhythm upon choral entrance, cf. West (1982) p. 122.
473 Cf. West (1982, p. 75) comparing these metrical features with those o f contemporary poems by Paul the 
Silentiary, John o f  Gaza and Gregory o f Nazianzus.
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b. Dramatic technique

The ’prologue’ is structured upon the model of Euripides’ narrative prologues spoken by 

gods (cf. the divine prologue-speeches in the Alcestis, Hippolytus, Hecabe—with 

Polydorus’ ghost in the place of a god— Trojan Women, Ion and Bacchae). The structural 

predictability of Euripidean openings was notorious in antiquity and Criticized in Ar. Ra. 

946f., 1177-1250 (schol. v. 1219 Holwerda: SiaJJ&AAei 5e xqv 6poei8iav xtov eicrpoAxov xajv 

Spapaxcov and Sommerstein 1996, p. 264).474

The appearance of a particular god as prologue-speaker has to be justified by the 

god’s relation to one or more of the dramatic characters; Polydorus’ ties with Hecabe are 

self-evident {Hec. 30-34) and Apollo’s association with Admetus {Ale. 9-12), as well as 

Hermes’ involvement in Ion’s rescue {Ion 28-40) are made clear. Further, Aphrodite {Hipp.

10-50), Dionysus {Ba. 45-48) and the pair Poseidon-Athena {Tr. 65-94) plan their 

vengeance on characters, who slighted their time. Accordingly, Hermes has to give a reason 

for appearing; he has been sent by Zeus to console Danae (11.44-48). The speaker opens the 

monologue by referring to the setting of the play (11. 1, 5, for parallels, cf. Style). 

Interestingly, the author skips the most obvious opening of Euripidean divine prologue- 

speeches (the fiicto type, cf. Hec. 1, Ion 5, Tr. 1, Ba. 1). He then reports the background of 

the story (11. 6-41) and goes on to indicate the present crisis (11. 42-44); cf. the divine 

prologues in Ale. 3-21, Hipp. 9-40, Hec. 4-41, Tr. 4-44, Ion 8-65, Ba. 13-42 and the rest of 

the narrative prologue-speeches in Med. 1-45, Heracl. 6-47, Andr. 1-55, Su. 8-40, HF 13- 

54,£/. 1 -49, IT 6-58, Hel. 4-67, Ph. 5-83, Or. 4-66.

Certain particular features need to be noted as well. The use of direct speech in the 

narrative (1. 8f.)—aiming to enliven the account and highlight a specific theme 475—occurs 

also in the prologues in Heracl. 29fi, IT 17-23, Ion 28-36, Ph. 17-20 and Archelaus fr. 

228b. 23-25 Kn. The paretymology of the name Danae (1. 20f.) probably from Stjva iog  

(‘after a long time’) 476 follows the etymologies of Euripidean prologues, which bear a 

didactic tone rather than dramatic punch;477 cf. the paretymologies in the prologues in Andr. 

19f. (Thessaly), IT  32f. (Thoas), Ph. 27 (Oedipus), Hel. 13f. (Theonoe), Telephus fr.

474 Cf. the criticism o f his prologues in Vita Eur. in TRGF V ,l, Test. AI IB, 54f.
475 Cf. Lee (1997) p. 163.
476 Cf. Rein (1926) p. 129.
477 Cf. Wilson (1968) p. 68, van Looy (1973) pp. 348,354.
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696.11-13 Kn. (Telephus), Melanippe the Wise fr. 481.5f. (land of Aeolis), 14-22 Kn. 

(Hippo), Phrixus fr. 819.7f. Kn. (lands of Kilikia and Phoenike), Antiope fr. 181 Kn. 

(Zethus), Archelaus fr. 228.7f. Kn. (Danaoi). I agree with van Looy 478 that the 

paretymology of Danae’s name from Srjvaiog seems rather unlikely to have gone back to 

Euripides, as I have traced it in this sense (‘after a long time’) only from Apollonius 

Rhodius onwards (cf. A.R. 3. 590, 4. 645, 4. 1547, whereas in A. Eum. 845, 879 and [A.] 

Pr. 794, 912 it denotes 'ancient’).

Hermes also needs to account for his exit (11. 44-48: he should convey Zeus’ words 

to Danae as soon as possible). The exit has to be motivated, so that the transition from one 

scene to the next can be attained. Again, the composer of this piece skips the most common 

reason for divine exit, which is the appearance of the incoming mortal 479 (cf. Hipp. 51-53, 

Hec. 52-54, Ion 76-78, while in Ale. 22-24 Apollo withdraws as he sees Death approaching 

and in Ba. 55-63 Dionysus announces the entrance of the Bacchic chorus).

The questions of the chorus upon its entrance (11. 49-54) are a common means of 

stressing anxiety and crisis; cf. Ale. H I. (and Dale 1954, p. 58), Med. 134-136 (and 

Mastronarde 2002, p. 192), Heracl. 73f., Tr. 153f., Hypsipyle 202-215 Bond, Alcmgon in 

Corinth fr. 74 Kn., also S. El. 121-126, OC 118-120 and Schmidt (1971) p. 41f. The 

parodos ends with the formulaic announcement of an incoming character (1. 61: aXk' eioopco 

yap.., cf. Style), as in HF 138f.480

It is thus clear that the author had studied the dramatic conventions of Euripidean 

openings. Nevertheless, there are certain important issues which seem to have slipped his 

attention. Firstly, the god’s indispensable self-introduction is missing; there is a veiy 

general reference in 1. 27 to Zeus as ‘father’, which is, after all, a common epithet of Zeus 

even used by mortals and in 1. 46f., he describes himself as servant of the gods, possibly 

through reminiscence of Ion 4 (cf. Lee 1997 ad loc.) and [A.] Pr. 954. His identity, 

however, is nowhere clearly stated, as needed; cf. the explicit self-introductions in the 

divine prologue-speeches in Ale. 3f. (Apollo as Asclepius’ father), 30 (Apollo clearly 

addressed by Death), Hipp. 2, Hec. 3, Tr. 2, Ion 4, Ba. 2, as well as in prologues spoken by 

mortals in Med. 6, Heracl. 30, Andr. 5, Supp. 6, HF 2, El. 34-38, I T 5, Hel. 22, Ph. 12, Or.

478 Cf. van Looy (1973) p. 352f.
479 Cf. Halleran (1985) p. 8 and n. 18.
480 Cf. Nauck’s note ad loc.
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23, M ela n ip p e  the W ise  fr. 4 8 1 .1 3  Kn., T elephu s  fr. 696.11 Kn. T h is oversigh t could  have 

w ell resulted from h is failure to v isu a lize  the prologue as part o f  a dram atic perform ance, 

where the speaker’s identity should  have been  ex p lic itly  m en tion ed ; by contrast, on the 

page h is identity is inescap ab le , b ecau se h is nam e is prefixed to th e sp eec h .

S eco n d ly , a crucial question  arises: what is the b en efit from  introducing here a 

divine p ro logue-sp eak er rather than a mortal speaker? G ods as p ro logu e-sp eak ers are in a 

position o f  superiority, nam ely th ey  p o sse ss  inform ation u n k n o w n  to the dramatic 

characters, o f  w h ich  the audience n eed s to be aware, in order to fo l lo w  the dramatic action  

(cf. the prologues o f  the H ip p o ly tu s, H e c a b e ,481 T ro jan  W om en, Io n , B a c c h a e ) 482 Further, 

divine prologue-speakers provide h ints o f  future even ts, in order to  ex c ite  the dramatic 

interest, w ithout, h ow ever, destroying  it, as the p ossib ility  o f  su rp rises  is left open  (cf. the
483prologue-prophecies in A le. 6 5 -7 6  and Ion  6 7 -7 3 , w h ich  are c h a lle n g e d  later in the play).

At the sam e tim e, by m otivating  dram atic action d iv in e p ro logu es g iv e  sco p e  for exploring  

contradictions, such as the interplay betw een  internal and ex tern a l m otivation  (cf. in 

particular, the pro logues o f  the H ip p o ly tu s , T rojan  Women, Io n  and B a cch a e).m  The 

detached divine prologue thus aim s to g ive a sen se o f  strong tem p oral continuity , by 

projecting past events into the future along w ith the causal n e x u s  w h ich  produces the 

future.485 H erm es’ appearance, h o w ev er , d oes not seem  to serve a n y  o f  th ese  purposes; he 

vaguely accounts for h is  role, w h ich  is to co n v ey  Z eu s’ w ords to  D a n a e . W hat can on ly  be 

inferred from the con tex t o f  H erm es’ m o n o lo g u e  is that D anae ap pears to  be unaware o f  her 

seducer’s identity (11. 3 3 -3 7 ) , s in ce  Z eu s w as transform ed, in order to  reach her. H erm es’ 

m ission  therefore cou ld  be presum ably to reveal to  D anae that s h e  w as im pregnated by  

Zeus. Such a case w ou ld  be unparalleled in E urip ides’ d iv in e p ro lo g u e s , s in ce  gods as 

prologue-speakers are typ ically  detached  from mortal dram atic characters.486 Instead, 

H erm es’ an nou n cem en t to  D anae about her im pregnation b y  Z e u s  cou ld  have been  

m entioned by  a m ortal p rologue-sp eak er (e .g . D an ae’s nurse, cf. S tructure) in the context o f  

the n pon en p a yp eva  (cf. H el. 5 6 -5 8 , w here H elen  recalls H erm es’ w o r d s  to her). H en ce, the

481 Cf. Strohm (1977) pp. 126-128.
482 Cf. Erbse (1984) pp. 41 f., 4 6 ,4 8 ,5 8 ,72f., 81.
483 Cf. Hamilton (1978) pp. 278-302, Goward (1999) p. 122f., Halleran (1985) p. 28, n. 25.
484 Cf Easterling (1993) pp. 80f., 84f.
485 See Segal (1992) p. 110.
486 op. cit. p. 106.
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g o d ’s appearance, at least as ju stified  by the author o f  this p iece , d o es not seem  to aim at 

any o b v io u s dram atic benefit.

It is a lso  notew orthy that the p a r o d o s  o ccu p ies  fifteen lin es  on ly , w h ich  is 

unparalleled in tragedy. T he od e g iv e s  the substance but not the length  or lev e l o f  detail 

expected , nor is there any attem pt at resp on sion . The lyric d ia lect is not fo llow ed  

throughout (cf. I. 5 3 ), though th is cou ld  be attributed to errors through the transm ission  o f  

the text. T he fem ale  chorus an n ou n ces A cr is iu s’ entrance (11. 6 1 -6 3 ) . T h e king is 

reproaching a m ale character (cf. e v v o a v ) ,  w h o se  identity is unclear, as h e has n ot been  

announced by the chorus nor addressed  by A crisiu s in an a p o s tr o p h e ; th is  m ay be another  

case o f  oversight in term s o f  the v isua lization  o f  the dramatic perform ance by the author.

C o n clu sio n

On the basis o f  this survey, th is p iece  m ay seem  likelier to have b een  an independent 

com position , such as a rhetorical ex erc ise , rather than a sp ecia lly  co m p o se d  su p p lem en t for 

the lost beginning o f  E. D a n a e . In either ca se , its author ev id en tly  a im ed  to  imitate 

Euripidean op en in gs and drew on the sou rces for D an ae’s leg en d , particularly L ucian, 

w hom  he m ay have regarded as inspired  by E urip id es’ p lay. T his p ie c e  is  th u s su g g estiv e  o f  

the popularity o f  Euripidean tech n iq u e , o f  D a n a e’s legend  and p o ss ib ly  o f  th e appeal o f  h is 

treatment o f  the legen d  in late A ntiquity . Certain ca ses o f  in c o n s is te n c y  w ith  the know n  

ev id en ce for E. D a n a e  m ay have resulted  from the author’s w ish  for a freer co m p o sitio n  or 

from his lack o f  a cc ess  at least to  the part o f  the play before A c r is iu s ’ d isco v ery . The  

com position  points to  som eon e w h o  had stud ied  tragedy c lo se ly , b e in g  ab le to imitate 

tragic vocabulary and metre; the date o f  h is activ ity , h ow ever (so m e  tim e b etw een  the 

fourth and seventh  century A D ), m ade the intrusion o f  later w ords and the ap p lication  o f  

looser m etrical ca n o n s inevitab le. Furthermore, the author o f  th is tragic o p en in g  to o k  main 

Euripidean dram atic con v en tio n s into account, fa iling , on the other hand , to  ‘d ig e s t’ the  

function o f  g o d s as prologue-speakers and to  avoid  certain oversigh ts in  term s o f  dramatic 

technique.
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